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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

This past year, as we all know, has been a turbulent time throughout Southeast Asia. It is a considerable accomplishment, therefore, that the Fifth Biennial Conference of the Borneo Research Council took place, with only a minor scheduling delay, on the campus of the University of Palangka Raya, in Palangka Raya, Kalimantan Tengah, on August 10th through 14th, 1998. As Professor Syamsuni Arman, Chairman of the BRC Indonesia Office, observed in his opening remarks, scholars from Central Kalimantan have participated in every Biennial BRC Conference since the first one was held in Kuching in 1990. Palangka Raya was therefore an appropriate setting for the Council's most recent gathering and our Indonesian hosts were unstinting in their hospitality.

On behalf of the Borneo Research Council, we wish to express our gratitude to the Honorable Governor of Central Kalimantan, Warsito Rasman, for generously inviting the BRC Conference to be held in the provincial capital of Palangka Raya and for presiding over its official opening. We also thank Professor Ir. H. Ali Hasymi, the Rector of the University of Palangkaraya, for welcoming the participants, and Professor H. KMA M. Usop, the coordinator of the local organizing committee, and his committee members and helpers for their work in organizing the gathering and in arranging facilities for paper sessions and other conference events. Volume 30 of the BRB will contain a report on the Palangka Raya Conference and information on the planning of our Sixth Biennial Conference to take place in the year 2000.

Regrettably, a number of Council members were unable to attend the Palangka Raya conference. Throughout 1998, due to currency constraints, most Malaysian academics were unable to attend international meetings outside of Malaysia. In addition, the timing of the Fifth Biennial Conference conflicted for others of us with the International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences (ICAES). Professor Vinson Sutlive, the Executive Director of the Borneo Research Council, is also the current President of the International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences (IUAES) and, in this capacity, he was the chief organizer of the IUAES Congress, which took place on the campus of the College of William and Mary. Your editor also participated, taking part in a panel organized by the Commission on Nomadic Peoples, “Commoditisation and the Nomadic Continuum.” I also chaired a session on “Magical Healing” in which I also gave a paper. A number of other Borneanists were present as well, including Tan Chee-Beng, Monica Janowski, and Jerome Rousseau. Dr. Janowski presented a paper analyzing the consumption of wild meat in relation to gender symbolism among the Kelabit, while Professor Tan, in an “Indigenization of Anthropology” session, discussed the development of Malaysian anthropology in which he included a brief, but cogent review of Sabah and Sarawak research. John Landgraf, in a session on the history of anthropology, described his long association with Borneo in a paper called “North Borneo over Seventy Years.” As editor, I take this occasion to thank Dr. Landgraf for allowing us to publish a version of this paper, which appears in this volume as our first Research Note. I would also like to thank John for permitting us to include a number of his personal photographs.

Concurrently with the ICAES Congress, an exhibition of Iban ikat textiles was held at the Muscarelle Museum of Art, on the campus of the College of William and Mary,
from July 11th through August 16th. Jointly sponsored by the Tun Jugah Foundation, the National Science Foundation, and the Muscarelle Museum, the exhibition displayed over 70 Iban textiles (mainly pua' kumbu), contributed by both the Sarawak Museum and private Malaysian collectors, and was the largest exhibition of its kind ever held outside of Malaysia. One especially interesting feature was a selection of textiles depicting in fabric the weavers' perceptions of major historical events affecting their lives, notably colonial rule, "Keromintan," and Malaysian Independence. In addition to the textiles, women weavers and a translator were present during exhibition hours to demonstrate weaving techniques and to answer questions about the use and significance of that cloth in Iban society.

The exhibition drew large numbers of visitors both before and during the ICAES Congress. A beautifully illustrated catalogue, Ties That Bind, containing some 200 color photographs and a highly informative text, was prepared expressly for the exhibition by Datin Amar Margaret Linggi, herself an accomplished weaver, and is available for sale through the Department of Anthropology, The College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185, USA (see Announcements).

This last year seems, in fact, to have been a year particularly notable for its conferences. In addition to the BRC's Palangka Raya meetings and the Williamsburg congress, in June a self-described "experiment in internationalization" took place when the (North American) Association for Asian Studies and the (European) International Institute for Asian Studies, together with a number of smaller European groups, organized the first combined international Asian Studies gathering, called the International Convention of Asia Scholars, which was held June 25th through 28th in Noordwijkerhout, the Netherlands.

Professor Anthony Reid, President of the Asian Studies Association of Australia, delivered a keynote speech in which he raised a number of issues, many of which, I think, are of shared concern to Borneo researchers. He began by reflecting briefly on recent Australian experience in the "expansive 1970s and 80s," he told his audience:

there was [in Australia] a widespread view, that we could mark our success as Asianists by the extent to which a separate 'Asian Studies' discipline ceased to be necessary. Asia should be 'mainstreamed' or 'infused' into the core curriculum of every discipline.

This "infusing," however, failed to materialize; instead, "despite much politically correct rhetoric, ... there are fewer Asianists in Departments of History and Politics in Australia today than there were 10-15 years ago." One reason for this diminished presence of Asianist perspectives relates to the fact that,

In the older disciplines, which once served as windows to the diversity of the world, there is now an alarming dominance of theory. In practice... antithetical to regional expertise. Dethroning the canon of European classics... has led not to a courageously pluralist exploration of the world's cultural and social diversity, but to a new (if swiftly changing) canon of self-referential theory... This tendency of the older disciplines to become more theoretical, self-referential and impenetrable to outsiders is dangerous, not only to themselves, but to students who must negotiate a fast changing, plural world.

Another positive development that Professor Reid notes is that globalization has tended to intensify interregional contacts among Asian scholars and so promises to make Asian Studies ever stronger within the Asian region itself. In Borneo, this development is, perhaps, most notably reflected in the rapid growth of regional universities and research centers and bodes well, I think, for the future and continued vitality of Borneo research. This "infusing," however, failed to materialize; instead, "despite much politically correct rhetoric, ... there are fewer Asianists in Departments of History and Politics in Australia today than there were 10-15 years ago." One reason for this diminished presence of Asianist perspectives relates to the fact that,

In the older disciplines, which once served as windows to the diversity of the world, there is now an alarming dominance of theory. In practice... antithetical to regional expertise. Dethroning the canon of European classics... has led not to a courageously pluralist exploration of the world's cultural and social diversity, but to a new (if swiftly changing) canon of self-referential theory... This tendency of the older disciplines to become more theoretical, self-referential and impenetrable to outsiders is dangerous, not only to themselves, but to students who must negotiate a fast changing, plural world.

Offsetting this genuine concern, which is shared, I think, not only by historians, but also by many anthropologists, Professor Reid points to a number of positive developments. Among the good news he mentions is that Asian languages are flourishing. Today, Asian languages are better taught and more students in Western universities are studying them than ever before, and Asian Studies centers are now frequently built around a language teaching core. In this, Professor Reid reminds us, there is, of course, an irony. The International Convention of Asia Scholars had its precursors, beginning more than a century ago, in a series of International Congresses of Orientalists, during the 9th of which, Professor Reid notes, Max Muller, in a presiding address, defined "Oriental scholars" as those "who have shown that they are able... to translate a text that has not been translated before." In retrospect, a century later, as he observes, "This fusty insistence on mastering Asian texts does not look so bad." Renewed interest in Asian languages, "does not mean," however, "that Asia has again become exotic and available for sale through the Department of Anthropology, The College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185, USA (see Announcements).

Another positive development that Professor Reid notes is that globalization has tended to intensify interregional contacts among Asian scholars and so promises to make Asian Studies ever stronger within the Asian region itself. In Borneo, this development is, perhaps, most notably reflected in the rapid growth of regional universities and research centers and bodes well, I think, for the future and continued vitality of Borneo research. This "infusing," however, failed to materialize; instead, "despite much politically correct rhetoric, ... there are fewer Asianists in Departments of History and Politics in Australia today than there were 10-15 years ago." One reason for this diminished presence of Asianist perspectives relates to the fact that,

In the older disciplines, which once served as windows to the diversity of the world, there is now an alarming dominance of theory. In practice... antithetical to regional expertise. Dethroning the canon of European classics... has led not to a courageously pluralist exploration of the world's cultural and social diversity, but to a new (if swiftly changing) canon of self-referential theory... This tendency of the older disciplines to become more theoretical, self-referential and impenetrable to outsiders is dangerous, not only to themselves, but to students who must negotiate a fast changing, plural world.

In this, he concludes, "Asianists will be endangered only if they fail to react imaginatively to this broadening of their agenda."

Dr. Reid concludes his review of Asian studies with a discussion of the Fifth Biennial Conference of the Borneo Research Council, held in late May. The sessions included a keynote address by Anthony Reid, which examined the development of Borneo studies over the last two decades, and a special session on "Next Generation: Population, Migration and Urban Development." The session was organized and chaired by Lucia C. Cargill and papers were presented by Allen Maxwell, Lucia Cargill, Jay Crain and Vicki Pearson-Rounds, Matthew Amster, and Clare Boulanger. George Appell served as discussant.

A Tribute to Vinson Sutlive, Jr.

Coming near the end of 1998, in December, members of the Borneo Research Council organized a special BRC session during the American Anthropological Association's annual meetings in Philadelphia in honor of Vinson Sutlive, Jr., entitled "The Next Generation: Population, Migration and Urban Development." The session was organized and chaired by Lucia C. Cargill and papers were presented by Allen Maxwell, Lucia Cargill, Jay Crain and Vicki Pearson-Rounds, Matthew Amster, and Clare Boulanger. George Appell served as discussant.
Dr. Appell observed in his remarks that, in spite of being the Executive Director of the Borneo Research Council, Chair of the College of William and Mary's Anthropology Department, longtime editor of *Studies in Third World Societies*, and, for 21 years, the editor of the *Borneo Research Bulletin*, Professor Sutlive has still managed to remain a truly prolific scholar. Motivating his work, Dr. Appell told the participants, has been "a deep moral conviction that the work of anthropology should be for the betterment of mankind," a conviction displayed, above all, "in his concern for the Iban, the focus of his life's work for over 40 years." The tribute to Professor Sutlive was particularly fitting, coming as it does, just as he reads for publication a monumental reference work, a four-volume *Encyclopedia of Iban Studies*. In addition, as George noted, it was Professor Sutlive who took the active lead in organizing the first four Biennial Conferences, in Kuching in 1990, Kota Kinabalu in 1992, Potttanak in 1994, and Bandar Seri Begawan in 1996. In 1990 he initiated the Borneo Research Council's Monograph series and following the first Biennial Conference in Kuching, he began the Proceedings series, personally editing its first volume, *Change and Development in Borneo* (1993). As Dr. Appell concluded, "For more than 20 years—and we hope many more years to come—the Borneo Research Council has benefited from the work he has tirelessly done, and we look forward to his future involvement... and experienced counsel" for many more years to come.

During the BRC business meeting held following the session, Matthew Amster was chosen to organize a Borneo Research Council session during the 1999 annual meetings of the American Anthropological Association which will be held in Chicago. Persons wishing to participate should contact Dr. Amster at "Matthew Amster <yar0@mediaone.net>.

In This Volume

In this volume, in addition to the Research Notes of John Landgraf and Roger Kershaw; Chris Dobson, Edmund Kurui, and Paul Beavitt continue to report on the findings of the Sarawak Early Rice Project. During the 1998 season, they report that 26 new sites and 14 additional burials with rice inclusions in associated pottery have been identified. As a result, from only one early rice site in 1991, the Project has to date identified no less than 38 such sites. Significantly, no evidence of early rice has been found in interior Sarawak, despite tests undertaken at a number of possible sites, suggesting the probable late spread of rice from coastal areas into the interior. As the paper notes, one exciting result of this last year's work was the discovery of rice inclusions in pottery associated with a neolithic burial at Niah dated to 4990 BP. This discovery represents the earliest evidence yet for the presence of rice in Borneo. The two papers by Reed Wadley and John Postill nicely illustrate Professor Reid's argument, each pointing out the fascinating results that are possible when an "old discipline," anthropology in this case, imaginatively addresses new questions, here the social impact of road construction and the cultural and political consequences of modern communication media on rural Iban. The paper of Robert Cramb and I.R. Wills contributes to our continuing discussion of Bornean land tenure systems initiated in the previous volume of the *Borneo Research Bulletin* (1997). In the biological and health sciences field, A. Baer discusses the relationship of malaria and genes in the Borneo—Malay Arc, while Gan Chong-Ying reports on some conclusions of a larger-scale medical study of tobacco use carried out among rural Bajau and Kadazan populations in Sabah.

Finally, I wish to thank Dr. John Walker for contributing a major paper on James Brooke to this volume. With assiduous scholarship, he has given us a truly absorbing narrative. Recognizing its controversial nature, both in subject matter and treatment, I have invited a number of contributors to respond with comments, and Donald Brown, Otto Steinmayer, Nicholas Tarling, Craig Lockard, and Rita Armstrong have all done so. In addition, Naimah Talib provided written comments directly to the author. I have also given Dr. Walker an opportunity to reply. To those of you who might have hoped to escape from what may well seem by now like a surfeit of tales of sex and power elsewhere, from the *Washington Post* through the *New Straits Times*, I can only repeat Otto Steinmayer's reminder that the two, in history as in life, have always been inseparable companions. Without, I hope, unduly abusing my role as editor, I would like to add a couple of comments and one minor caveat. To me, one of the most compelling parts of Dr. Walker's narrative is the pathos of James Brooke's last years in England. Earlier, Dr. Walker gives support to James Brooke's claim that Reuben Walker was, indeed, his natural son. If so—and, I think, Dr. Walker makes a plausible case—then there would appear to be yet another story of "desire" here, one involving Reuben's mother, which, on the face of it, seems inconsistent with the larger picture of James's sensibilities that emerges from the paper. Dr. Walker responds briefly to this in his reply. Finally, a small caveat. It is always perilous to attempt to represent native sentiment from the testimony of colonial/European observers. While there is no question that Henry Keppel's and Captain Farquhar's incursions into the Saribas and Skrang altered the course of Sarawak history, whether Saribas and Skrang Iban of the time experienced these incursions as desolation is another matter. Benedict Sandin's recordings of Saribas Iban oral narratives ("Sources of Iban Traditional History," *SMJ*) suggest a very different view, one in which the European participants appear as only minor players in what is seen as a long-running story of interregional warfare pitting the Saribas-Skrang Iban against their Sebuyau and Baju allies (plus, on both side, local Malay allies). To be sure, Western naval technology registers an impression in the narratives, but nowhere to the extent suggested by Victorian commentators. In this, Iban oral narratives seem to me closer to the mark, especially when it is recognized that another 20 years would elapse, after these incursions, before the Skrang and lower Saribas Iban would be "pacified" and become the reliable Brooke allies of later Sarawak history (see my "Introduction" to Sandin's "Sources"). In this, James Brooke would never become more than a relatively minor figure compared to the towering presence of Charles Brooke, whose vastly longer reign and early life in the Second Division, including his numerous intimate connections with Iban and Malays, profoundly transformed local lives and imaginations. And, desire was certainly a part of Charles Brooke's story, too, as it seemingly was of James'. This Bob Reece has admirably shown in *The Name of Brooke* and in his ground-breaking essay on "miscegenation" in the Brooke raj in *Female and Male in Borneo*. Among other things, in *The Name of Brooke*, Reece notes that Charles entered a somewhat unusual "liaison," resulting in a son Esca, and more recently, of course, Esca's story has been unearthed by the Australian writer and critic Cassandra Pybus and skilfully told in her book *White Rajah* (reviewed by Bob Reece in Volume 25 of the *BRB*).
The seemingly irresistible fascination of James Brooke’s life clearly lives on as can be seen in the recent novel Kalimantan by C.S. Godshalk, which Cassandra Pybus has agreed to review for us in the next volume of the BRB. Also coming in Volume 30: Patience Empson, archivist of the Rhodes House, and the National Manuscripts Commission have agreed to permit the BRB to reprint Ms. Empson’s introduction to her listing of the Brooke Papers, for which Bob Reece will add a preface discussing the Rhodes House collection itself and its origins. We thank the Trustees of the Rhodes House for making this possible. I also wish to thank the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and the British Library for permission to publish the plates that accompany John Walker’s paper in this volume. Both libraries have asked that we include shelf references and these references appear in the plate captions.

Finally, before closing these Notes, I would like to thank all of those who assisted me during the year with review and editorial advice. The list is a long one and includes, among others, Dee Baer, Bob Reece, Reed Wadley, Louise Boer, Jayl Langub, George Appell, Rick Fidler, Vinson Sutlive, and Tan Chee-Beng. To the rightful consternation of some of you, I have not always followed the advice that has been given to me, but, I can assure you, I have always taken it seriously. A volume of this nature cannot be produced without the help of a great many persons, especially our contributors, and one of the genuine rewards of being editor is the opportunity it affords of keeping in touch with the work of so many of you. Again, Dr. Phillip Thomas (National Library of Medicine) has performed the indispensable task of computer-processing the textual materials and photographs contained in this volume. To all, my thanks.

Current and Forthcoming Borneo Research Council Publications

During this last year a further Proceedings Volume appeared, Number Five, edited by Robert L. Winzeler, entitled Indigenous Architecture in Borneo: Traditional Patterns and New Developments. This volume, like the earlier ones in the series, may be ordered by writing to the Borneo Research Council, P.O. Box A, Phillips, Maine 04966, USA.

The Council now has a substantial backlog of future publications. During the coming year, the series editors hope to be able to bring out two additional BRC Monographs: A. H. Klokke, Traditional Medicine Among the Ngaju Dayak of Central Kalimantan, and Eva Maria Kershaw, Ethnic Priestship on a Frontier of Islam: A Study of Dusun Religion in Brunei. Also, later in the year, Clifford Sather’s Seeds of Power: An Ethnographic Study of Ibân Shamanic Chants is scheduled to inaugurate the Classic Texts series. A number of additional Proceedings volumes are also in varying stages of preparation for publication. These include Victor T. King (ed.), Rural Development and Social Science Research: Case Studies From Borneo; Peter Eaton (ed.), Conservation, National Parks and Protected Areas; Peter Martin (ed.), Language Issues in Borneo: Selected Papers from the Third Biennial Conference of the Borneo Research Council; James Collins and Peter Sercombe (eds.), Selected Papers on Linguistics from the Fourth Biennial Conference of the Borneo Research Council; and Clifford Sather and Jayl Langub (eds.), Borneo Epics and Oral Traditions: Selected Papers from the Fourth Biennial Conference of the Borneo Research Council. A number of additional manuscripts are under review. Members of the Council who would like to assist the monograph and proceedings editors with the work of editing and manuscript review are invited to contact Dr. George N. Appell at P.O. Box A, Phillips, Maine 04966, USA.
MEMORIALS

FLORENCE MARY LANGDON EWINS

The death of Mary Ewins on January 26, 1998 saddened many of those who knew her during the days when Sabah was still the Colony of North Borneo.

Born in Inverness, Scotland she was trained as a nurse in London and during World War II worked in various hospitals in Kent. In 1948 she answered a Red Cross advertisement for highly qualified nurses to go to Malaya to re-establish medical services there. She worked in Kelantan and Trengganu. While there she met her husband, Fritz Ewins, and they moved to North Borneo to establish and supervise the growing of groundnuts as part of a world-wide scheme of the Colonial Development Corporation.

They arrived in Kudat in 1952 only to find that the site was unsuitable for growing groundnuts, so resorted to buying land of their own on which to grow coconuts. While waiting for the coconuts to mature Mary set up a Government Dispensary in Rasak near Tandik at the foot of Marudu Bay. As a rural health sister she covered a huge area, most of the time on foot, treating the residents of the Bandau area. She was much praised by the medical department in Kudat for prompt actions which prevented a cholera epidemic from gaining momentum when several members of a local family returned from a wedding celebration in the Philippines having contracted the disease.

She carried on her dedication to her work even after political changes at the village level and in 1979, shortly before her retirement, she was awarded a state medal for her services over 25 years. (Laura W. R. Appell. Information for this obituary was compiled from a brief biography of Mrs. Ewins received from Kathleen Wood, wife of former District Officer of the Kudat District, Colin H. Wood.)

GEORGE RIDDLE HEDLEY

Geoffrey Hedley, former Resident, West Coast Residency, North Borneo died in 1996. He arrived in North Borneo just before 1939 as an administrative officer of the Chartered Company. He was interned when the Japanese arrived in 1942. At the time he was serving in the Interior Residency. He and a companion broke out from internment and were particularly badly treated by the Japanese after their recapture. He served two tours in Kudat before being appointed Resident, West Coast. He retired from Civil Service in 1963, having served North Borneo for over 25 years, and was prominent in early moves to set up a Sabah Museum. (Laura W. R. Appell. This short obituary was compiled from notes on Mr. Hedley's tenure in North Borneo received from Colin H. Wood, former District Officer of the Kudat District.)

DATUK KITINGAN SABANAU

Datuk Kitingan Subanau died in 1996 at the age of 91. Among his children were Datuk Joseph Pairin Kitingan who served as the Chief Minister of Sabah from 1986-
RESEARCH NOTES

[Editor's note: the paper that follows was read by Dr. John Landgraf at the 14th International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences (ICAES) held at the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, July 26-August 1st, 1998. There was, for those of us who were present, a special poignancy to this occasion, for, as John explained to his audience, it was just over 40 years earlier, in 1956, also at a Congress of the International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, held that year in Philadelphia, that John presented a preliminary report describing the results of his pioneering field work in what was then British North Borneo. This work, as described here, was carried out in collaboration with Dr. Ivan Polunin, for many years a faculty member in the Department of Social Medicine, University of Malaya, and later the National University of Singapore, and a friend to many who worked in Sabah. Unfortunately, as John notes, this report was never published.]

NORTH BORNEO OVER SEVENTY YEARS:
ANTHROPOLOGICAL COMMENTS ON THE MURUTS OF SABAH

John L. Landgraf
355 S. Boulevard of Presidents
Sarasota, Florida 34236, USA
E-mail: <73733-2075@compuserve.com>

As an adolescent, I lived in the Sarawak oil town of Miri from 1926 to 1930. After completing a Ph.D. dissertation on the Navahos at Columbia University, I won a Fulbright Research Fellowship in 1954 to study the declining Murut tribe in northern Borneo, in cooperation with medically-trained Dr. Ivan Polunin, now retired in Singapore. Other than a 26-page report presented to the Colonial Government and several small papers by each investigator, nothing has been published on the work. The writer has visited Sabah regularly since, as Peace Corps Director in 1962, as a tourist in 1981, 1984, and 1995, and as a museum worker in 1987.

I therefore come before you with a deep sense of guilt that only academics can appreciate: I have not published and have not perished. Indeed, I suffer with longevity. I landed on the northwest coast of Borneo (Miri, Sarawak) just about seventy-two years ago as the twelve-year-old son in the family of an American Shell Oil Company technician, already with a small command of colonial culture and bahasa melayu after a year in then Dutch-ruled Sumatra.1

1Early adolescent life in a coastal oil town provided little contact with native people, but some with interesting British civil servants of the Brooke dynasty in Sarawak. The military band of the Sarawak Rangers detachment in Miri provided my first concert music.

I was returned to the United States in 1930 to school, college, and chose graduate studies in anthropology at Columbia University1, finishing my exams in 1941, just as war clouds in Asia precluded any Borneo research. Luckily I found support for work in the Navaho Indian area of New Mexico and began a dissertation before my U.S. Naval service in New Guinea and the Philippines.

In 1953, with a new Ph.D., afterwards a publication at Harvard, and a tenure-track position at New York University, I won an advertised Fulbright Research Award to study Murut depopulation in the Colony of British North Borneo in collaboration with a young Oxford-trained medical doctor, Ivan Polunin.2 I discovered much later that our project originated with an English rubber planter's need for more cheap labor from the nearby jungle. To help prepare for my trip, Harold Conklin (now at Yale) found for me in New York City a pleasant barber, Joe Anthony Munang,3 who had originally come from the coastal Christian Dusun Kadazan area of North Borneo and was willing to help me revive my bahasa melayu. He not only provided much help, but he also became a trusted long-term friend.

1Dorothy Lee introduced me to anthropology at Pomona College, where I was the College's first anthropology major. I was also Dorothy Lee's first anthropology student following her graduation from Berkeley. Franz Boas was retiring, but he did pass me on my required German reading examination. I served as teaching assistant to Ralph Linton at Columbia University.

2Ivan V. Polunin, now 77, is the youngest son of Diaghilev's scene designer and Englishwoman. After London schooling and Oxford training, he took a position in the then University of Malaya in Singapore and grew much interested in the Malay aborigines. He is now retired from a career in public health at the National University of Singapore.

3John Baxter built up a large rubber plantation at Sapong just south of Tenom at the railroad above the headwaters of the Padas River before the Japanese came. He apparently had much to do with the establishment of a race course in what was then Jesselton, and as did other single British males, he developed a close relationship with a local woman. He, like many others in Sarawak and British North Borneo, was caught "in the bag" by the Japanese. After the war he came back and found his local "nonya" had maintained their children, and they took up the plantation and the family together. The children are important figures. I saw him in 1987 when he was 81 years old and caring every day for his paralyzed companion.

3Joe Anthony Munang, P. O. Box 68, Penanpang, Sabah, Malaysia, can be indirectly reached by a younger relative, Denis Munang, in Kuala Lumpur. The Dutch Mill Hill Fathers had a mission in Penanpang which provided his English language training. In the late thirties he ran away from home and wound up in the Forties as a mess attendant on a U.S. Navy LST, posing as a Filipino. This ultimately got him U.S. citizenship and a barbership on upper Amsterdam Avenue in Manhattan.
In Borneo in 1954 I met Dr. Polunin in Keningau, the road head and ancient colonial government headquarters. Malang, the village he had studied and returned to, lay 60 miles by foot path to the south, on the upper Ramo River. I worked there with notebook and camera, then returned to Keningau to what appeared to be a periphery of the Muruts. I never got far to the south toward Katinamau. I did visit Joe Muang’s Kadazan mother in May 1955 at Keningau Gunung near Penampang with long-delayed news of her son.

Back in the United States late in 1955, I reported to the annual meeting of the American Anthropological Association and in the next year to the fifth meeting of this Congress in Philadelphia. A third paper was presented at the 1956 AAA meeting in Chicago. None of these papers was ever submitted for publication. Approximately half of a large artifact collection was deposited in the American Museum of Natural History in New York.

As I described the Muruts then, they were jungle-dwellers in thick, hilly Dipterocarp (source for Luan plywood) woods, living by hunting, fishing, shifting agriculture (“dug field”) and gathering wild plant products. A few men worked as temporary laborers away toward the coast, some in rubber plantations. The Muruts covered their large interior section of British North Borneo at scarcely two to the square mile.

All settlements were named for stream or river stretches between steep hills (up to 4,500 feet). They were reached by foot paths connecting to two branching government-maintained bridal paths leading south and southeast from Keningau. Each settlement included from 25 to well over 100 individuals, in either a single classical Borneo longhouse or a few smaller multi-family houses on the longhouse pattern. New 2- to 5-acre crop fields were cut, burned, and planted each year, usually on steep slopes for some miles along the water course. The major crops were rice and tapioca (sweet manioc) with some maize and squashes, although each village territory harbored long-standing individually owned fruit trees and ancestral graves.

Fish, game, even snakes and frogs at times, and wild fruits were as important fix food as domestic chickens and scarce pigs. The field changes each year and house deteriorations made for constant changes in village maps within their territories. House floors were raised on poles up to ten feet under a central ridge entered by doors at each end up notched log ladders. There was nearly always a central actual or figurative hall between rooms and a central public space with a fireplace. Each room contained a family with cooking, sleeping, and storage arrangements. A striking feature of a few houses was an elaborate sprung dancing floor off the public space.

Identified in 1921 by a North Borneo Company government census, the Muruts, then numbered 30,355 (and 24,444 in 1931), were divided into at least five localized dialect groups of what the Sumner Institute of Linguistics has called the Murutic Family of the Bornean Stock in the Western Austronesian Superstock. Brief early descriptions of the group can be found in the published writings by Owen Rutter and E. R. Leach. In 1956 I estimated their numbers at “around 18,000.”

Each family was apparently headed by a man whose married brothers and possibly still active father headed other families (and rooms) in the house. In some relative equality with the man was the wife, who came from beyond the second or third degree of cousinship from the village or one nearby. Sometimes there was a second wife.
October for two-year assignments throughout both States. Unfortunately, while Sargent Shriver had been negotiating the Borneo Peace Corps with the British Colonial Office, some higher authority in Britain had been negotiating turning over both North Borneo and Sarawak to the new state of Malaysia. It was an exciting time in Borneo with Sukarno’s Konfrontasi and the Brunei nativistic rebellion. In December I was suddenly recalled to Washington for the rest of the academic year, and people in Kuala Lumpur took over. While in Borneo I did meet George Appell in his wonderful field station in a Rungus longhouse. He has taken the place in North Borneo ethnography that was once my aspiration. Rick Fuller, another Borneo specialist, was one of “my” Peace Corps volunteers. Back in New York, I met Clifford Sather while he was visiting his cousin’s family, then neighbors, and remember having something to do with his decision to work in the Borneo area. Cliff was a graduate student at the time beginning his studies at Harvard.

In 1981, after I had left a New York university deanship for the Fulbright Faculty Exchange Program in Washington, had been retired, and had lost my wife of thirty-four years, I realized I had enough time and money to visit my old haunts in Southeast Asia. I went with anthropologist Mary Elmendorf, who was working then in Thailand on renewable energy, including community woodlots, as an associate. After our task was done, I took her as a companion on a tour of Lake Toba in Sumatra, Kuching, and Mie in Sarawak and then Malaysian Sabah, formerly British North Borneo. In the 1970s Sabah politics became much Islamicized and anthropologists were not welcomed. We therefore approached Kota Kinabalu (formerly Jesselton) quite humbly, but soon discovered that things had changed again; I had old friends everywhere, some in high places. Joe Munang had retired to Sabah, and his kinship network welcomed us constantly all over the state. We rented a small jeep and drove inland, through clear-cut areas south of Keningau to the road end, then walked through uncleared (but already banded) forest, six miles on to Malasing, “my village.” They remembered me as one who didn’t like rice beer and who successfully treated wounds. I also saw much evidence everywhere of State and National Malaysian projects for development in the interior Murut areas. Basically they called for clear-cutting the Dipterocarp forest and planting plantations of oil palm or cacao on the land. Many Muruts were now firmly either Christian or Muslim. They still were reluctant plantation workers.

In 1984 there was another short visit to Kota Kinabalu and a meeting with the head of a splendid new Sabah State Museum and Archive. He was very much interested in my field materials from the 1950s, and by 1987 another trip to Sabah emerged with support from the Wenner-Gren Foundation and Sabah State Government. We spent the month of July living and working in the Museum and traveled again to Keningau and Malasing amidst some local excitement. I have a typescript of my local public report then which was never submitted for publication. In it I spoke of the historical roles played by coastal Islamicized “Para Malays,” but I stayed away from my growing appreciation of the political roles then being played by Christianity and Islam. The Monangs and their friends, Christian, had supplanted an earlier Muslim group in politics.

Malasing was still there, now surrounded by clear-cut and burned-over forest. There were only two small multi-family hounces and a government public school. We were entertained with rice beer and dancing, all much photographed and videotaped by Museum people. I’m sorry to say that I did no ethnographic work then.

What I suspect was my last trip to Sabah came in 1995 when we waved briefly to Sabah as guests of the Munang family in Sandakan and Kota Kinabalu. We did not see the remains of Malasing, still on the maps, but we did note that Sabah politics had become firmly Islamic again. Our brief air and auto travels then provided stark landscape contrasts with earlier visits: the old forest was virtually gone, replaced by oil palm trees and smaller cacao plantations. In Kota Kinabalu Joe Munang and I celebrated our survival into the Nineties. All of my books, field notes, and artifacts have been either deposited in Sabah or donated to the Borneo Research Council for disposition in Kuching, in the library and archives of the Tun Jugah Foundation. But I still have a deep sense of guilt.

WRITINGS OF JOHN L. LANDGRAF:


Fifth International Meeting of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, September, 1956, “Changing Village Organization Among the Muruts of British North Borneo” (unpublished).

Sabah Society Meeting, 21 July 1987, “60 Years of Change in North-West Borneo” (unpublished).


In 1987, with Wenner-Gren support, my photographs, slides, artifacts, and field notes were deposited in the Sabah State Archives and Museum, Kota Kinabalu. Copies of the field notes, the relevant library, and maps were deposited in 1997 at the College of William and Mary for transfer to the Tun Jugah Foundation library and archives in Kuching, Sarawak.
Photo 1. John Landgraf at Panglao.

Photo 2. John Landgraf on the trail, October 1954, between Keningau and Maliau, Sabah.

Photo 3. (Front row) Maliau, 1953. Mers bin Ujang (Usang's former wife); Ujang, wife of William bin Ujang; Maliau, wife of Joseph bin Ujang; Philip bin Joseph (back row) Landgraf.

Photo 4.
Background

This project was initiated following the discovery in 1991 of early rice at Gua Sireh, Sarawak (Datan and Bellwood, 1991). Here rice was preserved as temper within pottery with a date of 4300 BP. The aim of this study was to look for evidence for rice in pottery from other sites in Sarawak, using excavated material from the Sarawak Museum archive. If found, this additional evidence could be used to investigate the timing of the adoption of rice within different regions of Sarawak and possible controls on its spread.

In 1997 examination of the pottery at the Sarawak Museum lead to the recognition of rice tempered pottery in nine new sites and suggested that continued study of this material would probably lead to the identification of rice temper at further localities.

It became clear that, at these low frequencies, rice inclusions would only be detected by a more detailed examination of the sherds than was currently being undertaken: the exact level depending on the sizes of the sherd or sherds. For important sites it would be necessary to progressively chip the sherds into pieces no larger than a grain of rice in order to intersect a single rice husk should this be present. Although more destructive, this approach would be confined to a smaller number of sherds targeted to be of special interest (e.g. those associated with dated or datable burials).

The effectiveness of this slower and more painstaking approach was demonstrated prior to the commencement of this year's fieldwork during re-examination of burial associated pottery previously screened in the laboratory in 1996. At this time no rice had been found but now this closer inspection was successful in identifying rice in pottery associated with burials 57 and 190 (the former dated by C14 at 2520 BP).
The consistent low levels of rice in the burial associated pottery from the West Mouth at Niah supports the previous conclusion that rice was not added as temper (the observed quantities are too low for it to have been effective), and that instead it records the accidental inclusion of rice debris during potting. Most of these moulds are contained within the body, suggesting either that the rice had become incorporated before forming, or that rice adhering to the surface had migrated into the body during paddling (all the earthenwares were made using the paddle and anvil technique). Rice at these low levels was also found in pottery from the other 1998 Niah sites, i.e. L Bau Parang and Dalam Kabon, but Gan Kira pottery had both low and medium amounts.

After these two successful years of fieldwork this phase in the study of early rice is coming to a conclusion. The number of archaeological sites known to have evidence of rice has increased from one to thirty eight, and we can now ask how this new evidence from pottery studies adds to our understanding of the pattern of the spread of rice in Sarawak. The main points are summarised here,

1) Rice was being used at the coastal plain sites of Niah from as early as 4900 BP and at Gua Sireh by 4300 BP. If the early dates for Niah can be verified this possibly ante-dates the Austro-Malay migrations into Southeast Asia which are generally considered responsible for the introduction of rice farming in Sarawak (Spriggs, 1989). At Niah, rice in earthenware is present only in very low amounts and whole grains rather than husk are the norm here, observations that suggest that it represents accidental inclusions rather than temper. This type of occurrence of rice in pottery is also seen at Gua Sireh, for example the sherd dated at 4330 BP (Datan and Bellwood, 1991), but at this site there is a (later?) transition to the use of genuine rice husk temper.

2) Widespread use of rice is demonstrated at the numerous coastal sites from the 10th century AD (e.g. Sungai Jaong, Santubong). At all of these sites the earthenwares consistently contain high proportions of rice temper, indicating a reliable supply of husk for tempering. It is plausible to assume that if rice had been imported into these coastal sites it would probably have been de-husked, as this would reduce the cargo volume by nearly half. The observation of husk temper therefore argues for widespread local rice cultivation in this period.
SARAWAK—EARLY RICE SITES
(Numbers/letters indicate locations on Maps 1-3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites with rice</th>
<th>Sites with no rice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niah</td>
<td>Niah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Mouth—4900BP</td>
<td>Niah—I. Imam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kain Hiaram 2000-1000BP</td>
<td>Niah—I. Sabrang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebang Tulang 2000-1000BP</td>
<td>Niah—I. Kusing Sekolah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebang Angus 2000-1000BP</td>
<td>Niah—I. Jeragan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Batu Parang</td>
<td>Niah—I. Kusi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalam Kabon (Karidek Bajong)</td>
<td>Niah—I. Petang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan Kira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>Inland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santubong</td>
<td>Kakus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungai Buah</td>
<td>Sungai Sarang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanjuug Kabor</td>
<td>Sungai Putai 2500 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonkissan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungai Tmbong</td>
<td>Highland East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukit Maras</td>
<td>[Kelabit] Batu Nawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simunjan</td>
<td>Pa Main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensikla (3-14C)</td>
<td>Punan Ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungai Ba (Simunjan)</td>
<td>Long Bora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long Abatang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalakha</td>
<td>West Sarawak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tебing Tinggi 13-14C</td>
<td>Kedadium (Serian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Kalakka</td>
<td>East Sarawak (Central)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lubang Angh, Mulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gus Sireh 4500BP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gedong Lase 11th C.</td>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukit Sandong 16-17C.</td>
<td>Gus Sabtong Begat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungai Besar (Late 11° C.)</td>
<td>Batu Gadung (3-colour ware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gua Tupap</td>
<td>Bukit Belhala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunong Staat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kampung Semulang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gua Roya (Bau)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandawa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukit Sekunyi (g gua Temuan, Bau)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gua Chupak (Bau)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobang Batu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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interior until late historic times (and this is limited to a single observation at Long Luar, which is probably a relatively recent site). These results support the idea stated previously (Beavitt, 1997) that the spread of rice into the interior may have been reliant on another agent, i.e. the migration of the rice-growing Iban and Kayan peoples from the 17th century. Perhaps the situation for northern Borneo was that the limited populations of the interior did not justify the labor-intensive practice of growing hill rice and this situation only changed when the population of the interior increased dramatically following the Iban and Kayan migrations.

[The findings of this phase of the project are now going to publication and were presented at the recent conference of the Indo Pacific Prehistory Association in Melaka, July 1998. Laboratory work on the geochemical fingerprinting of the clays is ongoing with the aim of demonstrating the local clay sources used in the manufacture of these sherds with rice temper.]

Proposed fieldwork for 1999

The study of these earthenwares, beyond the traditional consideration of their style and form, has been demonstrated to have tremendous potential for elucidating several aspects of the archaeology of Sarawak. We intended to build on this initial work in order to more fully understand the patterns of pottery production and trade, basing our investigations on the material archived at the Sarawak Museum supplemented by site sampling where required.

There are two main aims of the 1999 fieldwork:
1) Verification of the dates for the rice 'tempered' ware from Niah
2) Fabric analysis of pottery from Gua Sireh (Serian)

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-14 Dates (Brooks et al., 1977)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) No evidence for early rice has been found in inland sites, including the Kelabit highland sites where the antiquity of wet rice cultivation has been generally assumed. Many of the interior sites appear to have a different tempering tradition than those of the coastal plain, using predominantly a coarse shale for temper. This temper is more readily available in the interior but is occasionally seen at Niah.

Therefore, despite the availability of rice from the early Neolithic and again from the early historic period, this study has produced no evidence for rice cultivation in

---
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2. Concern about low bone collagen levels in the skeletal material increasing its sensitivity to contamination by humic acids in groundwater.

3. Concern about possible mixing of the stratigraphy at the site.

Whilst the first of these points is acknowledged, we consider that this not really of relevant to the current study, as the burial dates refer to are not those of Tom Harrison but are those of Brooks et al., (1997) and Barbara Harrison (1968). In fact the latter date of 5400 BP, on charcoal from within a large (70cm high) jar from burial No. 159, accepted as valid by one of the main critics of the Niah C14 dates (Spriggs, 1989). A pilot study was conducted by Brooks et al. (Brooks et al., 1977) prior to their dating of 30 human burials from Niah, in order to verify that sufficient collagen remained in the bones to give reliable C14 dates. Their results showed that collagen loss had taken place to a variable degree and that this could be correlated directly with the quality of the date (i.e. poor dates being outside the expected range and with large uncertainties are collagen poor, good dates are collagen rich). Fortunately for our study, the two oldest burials with associated rice-tempered pottery are collagen rich and therefore have 'good' dates. There seems little reason to reject these dates on the basis of collagen loss. The charcoal date for burial 159 (3400 BP) is of course separate from this argument.

Recent AMS dating of charcoal samples though to be closely associated with the Niah West Mouth burials has shown that this material is clearly much older and has been introduced by mixing of the burials with earlier strata or by slope processes (Krigbaum, 1998, pers comm.). Although there is always the possibility of pottery sherds being reworked by these processes, there are examples where we can be confident that there has been no disturbance. The sherds containing rice from burials 76 (4061 BP), 110 (4990 BP) and 159 (3400 BP) all represent large (50-70cm) thick walled forms and are clearly the jars used for burial. The Harrison’s notes, which we have found to be very reliable during our re-examination of this material, describe these pieces as being from directly beneath the skeletons. Harrison (Harrison, B., 1968) describes the burial 159 jar as surviving with its lower portion, bones and contents intact with the upper part of the jar collapsed on top. Recovery of this jar was almost complete allowing its full reconstruction (it is now on display in the Sarawak Museum). It seems unlikely that jar sherds in this state of preservation have been disturbed by those mixing processes that have redistributed the charcoal.

Overall, we consider that these dates are probably unlikely to be significantly revised but accept that the current situation is not satisfactory and that direct dating of the rice-tempered pottery is still required to conclude this study. One possibility currently under consideration is that of thermoluminescence (TL) dating of the pottery itself. This removes all of the above limitations and, provided that the Niah material is of sufficient sensitivity, is capable of yielding optimal dates given the dry nature of the sites (which eliminates many of the problems of modelling groundwater relate variables). The feasibility of TL dating on Niah West Mouth pottery is currently being evaluated on a limited number of sherds at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology, Oxford University. If these tests prove successful, the proposed 1999 fieldwork will require a visit to Niah in order to take soil samples and make the necessary calibration readings for the final dating. A successful outcome to this program of TL dating would not only result in the dating of the rice-tempered pottery but also provide an independent dating of the associated burials.

Gua Sireh earthenware fabric study

This current study has shown that rice was being used at Niah from a very early period (4990 BP), predating the rice found at Gua Sireh (4300 BP). Both of these occurrences pre-date the Austronesian migrations of 3000-4000 BP that had been considered to have introduced rice into the region.

One way in which to investigate the cultural similarities between these Niah and Gua Sireh groups is to reconstruct and compare their pottery manufacturing technologies.

The selection and preparation of clays, and tempers, the methods of construction and decoration, and the degree of firing used could all be ascertained by microscopic analysis of the pottery fabrics (petrographic analysis). As can be shown, the preparation of the raw clay and choice of temper (e.g. rice, sand etc.) is often more dependant on cultural tradition than the physical limitations of the locally available potting clay. In these cases, similar pottery technologies may suggest some degree of cultural linkage.

Pottery technologies are usually investigated by establishing fabric groups. The term fabric here describes the overall chemical, mineralogical and physical characteristics of the pottery body and any surface modifications (e.g. pigment or slip etc.). Fabric analysis is widely and successfully used to classify and compare pottery assemblages, but has not yet been undertaken for Sarawak earthenwares. The petrographic analysis of fabrics provides information on three aspects of the pottery:

1) Classification—fabric analysis allows pottery to be classified and compared independently of form and style.
2) Technology—raw material preparation, pottery construction and firing
3) Provenance—fabric analysis can locate the source of the raw materials and differentiate local from imported wares.

For the 1999 season we propose to start a study of the distribution of fabric types at Gua Sireh with the aim of eventually extending this towards a direct comparison with the Niah sites.

The main questions this analysis would aim to answer are:

- What clays were used?
- What tempers were used?
- How are these distributed through time?
- How does fabric types relate to vessel form?
- Does the pattern at GS match that at Niah?

Gua Sireh is an ideal site to investigate pottery fabrics as the stratigraphy is well known from recent excavations (Daian, 1993), and our preliminary survey has shown that the possible sources of local pottery clay are sufficiently distinctive. It is intended that the work at Gua Sireh would form the basis for an ongoing survey of the fabric of the main pottery types known from key sites in Sarawak and adjacent areas, and a program of fabric analysis at Niah is already being planned.
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The alchemy of absolute rule

The most serious restriction on local Bruneian scholarship with regard to the ethnic minorities of that country relates to anything that touches on their political status or infringes cultural autonomy as a right. This is not something that is spelled out in any regulation or law, but is inherent in the situation and status of all Bruneian scholars as government servants (which they all are, whether working at the Brunei Museum, the History Centre, or Universiti Brunei Darussalam [UBD]), or as Bruneian citizens under the permanent State of Emergency and the increasingly pervasive, post-independence ideology of a "Malay Islamic Monarchy" (*Negara Melayu Islam Beraja, or "MIB"). Not only scholars from the ethnic minorities are affected. An ethnic Brunei from Kampong Ayer could hardly write analytically on the subject of differential status and power within Brunei society. But he could at least write about the historical glories of his people, researched or revealed. Such a thing is unthinkable for a Dusun researcher. The approved parameters for historical research seem to be well traced by the work of one Dusun convert, on the staff of the national History Centre, who writes of early Brunei nationalism around the state capital as if the activist Bruneis were ethnically representative of the whole population of the state. For instance:

---

"I shall refer to myself in the first person singular in this paper, as the term "author" will be needed when referring to certain Bruneian work under review. I served three contracts with the Government of Brunei Darussalam, 1984-94, working in the field of history education (cf Kershaw, R., 1995), with some lecturing at Universiti Brunei Darussalam. This followed 13 years on the (now defunct) Southeast Asian Studies program at the University of Kent, UK, where my principal speciality was Malaysian politics.

"The Dusuns of Brunei speak a dialect of Bisaya, and number—dependent on criteria of definition—somewhere between 8,000 and 15,000. (See Kershaw, R., 1998 for a highly conservative 1981 census figure of 7,186, which may even include self-styled "Bisayas"; Martin 1995 for a recent, purely linguistic estimate, viz. 15,600 mother-tongue speakers of "Dusun" and "Bisaya." Brunei’s latest official count of total population, including transients, is 260,863 as of 1991: see Negara Brunei Darussalam, n.d.) Secondary education since the 1960s, combined with tertiary education abroad for a very few, has given rise to a small cadre of Dusun office workers, teachers and junior officials."
Although its leader denied that BARIP [Barisan Pemuda—the Youth between members of one family and the community as a whole] was fighting to strengthen the sovereignty of Raja, native land and the Brunei Malay race does amount to a political struggle. Even more in view of the spirit of struggle of its members in defending the destiny of race and native land, BARIP was involved in the political arena at that time, whether consciously or not. (Muhammad Hadi 1992: 148.)

However, the recording of surviving “native cultures” in a semi-antiquarian spirit, avoiding any political dimension, is certainly allowed. Indeed it constitutes one of the official purposes of the Brunei Museum. At the same time, the “avoidance” of politics can be practised in a creatively conformist spirit, to the extent of Dusun folktales being translated and published purely in standard Malay (with no accompanying Dusun original) (Bantong 1986b, 1987a, 1988), or Dusun religion being found to be edifyingly compatible with official strategies of political integration. It may not be opportunism but at least a note of institutionalised minority defensiveness that we detect in the closing lines of an essay on the harvest ritual at the center of Dusun religion:

Temarok, in the beliefs of the Dusun tribe, is not a dance that is just any art form. Nor is it an instrument with which to vaunt themselves as a tribe, but a form of belief. When this ceremony is staged for the community that believes in it, nothing else is hoped for than the well-being of that community. (Bantong 1984: 29.)

And similarly:

An evaluation of the social structure generated by the temarok belief shows that temarok consists of a discipline that is not manipulated to promote wealth in a material sense, or simply and wholly to achieve the aim of obtaining the product of labour materialistically. The morality behind the temarok belief is a matter of realizing a state of well-being for one’s family or kin by a collective action. Its purpose is to consolidate stability in the conduct of collective existence, and to encourage a common sense of responsibility and understanding among members of one family and the community as a whole. (Pudarno 1993: 47.)

Or again, a word of pre-emptive monotheistic reassurance can be slipped into a page of almost excessively “animist” interpretation of the unseen environmental forces from whom (reputedly) omen-birds bear messages to man, to the contrastive effect that Dusuns do, more basically believe that there is One All-powerful “up there,” who controls their lives. (Bantong 1985: 108.)

Still, it must not be thought that ideological interaction works exclusively in the interests of the State. There is one dimension of the present intellectual environment that is prone to be tapped and adapted by minority-group scholars in justification of keeping a monopoly of research on their own “tribe,” free from the test of critical dialogue with others.

I have in mind the fact that scarcely a month passes in Brunei public life without a speech from some leading authority (notably, Ministers and Directors of government agencies concerned with various aspects of public instruction) urging local scholars to carry out and publish research on Brunei history, to rival and rebut foreign work that is “distorted” almost by definition. Although any precise categorisation of roles in this kind of campaign according to “secular” and “religious” authorities would be misleading, it is possible to identify a broadly secular and a broadly religious current. The “secular” would be that which insinuates that foreign scholarship fails to play on the “strengths” of Brunei society, past and present—and thus plays up its “backwardness.” This critique draws strongly for backing on international, anti-Orientalist commentary, but is also tied to lines of an essay on the harvest ritual at the center of Dusun religion:

The Morality surely right not to mention “gods” in the Dusun omen (omen-bird) context, but at the same time he may also be misled or misleading in giving great emphasis to “spirits of the trees” (etc.) instead. See note 20, below, for further reflections in this general connection.

Yang Berhormat Pehin Orang Kaya Laila Wijaya Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Abdul Aziz, addressing the Brunei Historical Society on 2 November 1986, called on its members to mobilise their energy to resolve on a formula for action, “in line with the aspirations of we Bruneians, in rejecting or smashing the deceptions or confusions of a certain structuring of history, that in part is perpetrated by foreigners.” (Pelita Brunei 1986a.) Pehin Laila Wijaya has been Minister of Education for most of the time since Independence in 1984, though this speech was delivered just after the beginning of an “intermission” as Minister of Communications. He is the younger brother of the dynastic chronicler and Director of the History Centre, Yang Dimulakan Pehin Orang Kaya Amar Diraja Dato Seri Utama (Dr) Awang Haji Mohamed Jamil Al-Sufi, who later in the same month, as holding to his bureaucratic post, the new Minister of Culture, Youth and Sports, dwelt on the danger of immigrant races revising local history to project the Malays as an immigrant race, like themselves, and thus not deserving of any special political rights. This was why a national History Centre was so important, as a repository of resources for reference, discussion, and the dissemination of true historical knowledge about Brunei through publication (Pelita Brunei 1986b).
in to ancestral resentment at the loss of Brunei territories and loss of political autonomy to British adventurers or the British State—interventions that were often rationalised at the time by their perpetrators as "measures to bring the blessings of good government to Brunei." The more "religious" current tends to assume that Western scholarship has a language and collect oral literature. "Group endogamy" in the research field is not a still more sinister "hidden agenda," namely to poison the true doctrines of Islam, deflate Dusun principle that has necessarily been acted upon with full consistency in relation to other ethnic groups of Brunei. Nor can precise, printed chapter-and-verse be readily cited on the doctrine in question—except in one quite relevant instance where support is rendered, tacitly but adaptively, to the government's position on historiography, by alerting decision-makers in turn to certain risks in allowing foreign anthropologists into the country.

Foreign researchers do indeed also bring benefit when deadlines and urgent necessity are pressing. But foreign researchers may, on the contrary, also be the cause of problems where sensitive matters are involved. Several "classical" examples in this connection are related to the involvement of various researchers with CIA activities, at the time of American action in Latin America and Vietnam. In a situation of political tension in any country, for example, foreign researchers can easily be manipulated, and the results of their research easily become a "time-bomb" when the country faces issues of national security in the long term. (Pudarno 1987: 29)
In the above passage the ideological "resource" that is being tapped is itself Western, and manifestly acquired from the institution at which the researcher received his early academic training. Nothing could be more ironic or poignant than this illustration of the hoary dictum about "the dangers of political motivation in social anthropology," here turned against its own meditators! At any rate, the text did not disqualify its author from appointment as "minder" to one anthropologist of American nationality who ventured to Brunei, via that same institution, five years later.14 I stress that I am not suggesting that ideology lies at the root of any weaknesses in research by members of a Bruneian ethnic minority, only that it may be invoked, at least diffusely, to forestall criticism or pre-emptive work and publication by outsiders where the local researcher fears or well knows that his own work is not yet up to current international levels. And yet, the local criteria of excellence themselves can at times seem as "exotic," to an outsider, as the subject studied. The present observation will invoke two examples which, though particularly salient and not totally representative (even for their Brunei Museum-based authors themselves, one would hope), may be symptomatic: not necessarily of an ideology, but at least of a methodological culture that has dynamic potential.

The relevant environment is one in which, even for ethnic Bruneis, the concept and practice of original research, scientifically pursued, is relatively new, and in which the trail-blazing Brunei Museum itself is simultaneously a model in the observance of "office hours." Also relevant may be the fact that because of limited access by foreign scholars in practice (with some degree of power, indeed, in the hands of ethnographers at the Brunei Museum to veto or manage such access), empirical research findings by local field-workers are not usually subject to the test of overlapping research or any kind of international "peer assessment." Local research, locally published, may serve as a useful card of introduction to overseas universities looking for Masters and Ph.D. candidates, and with this in view the local cadre may cultivate a gloss of analytical sophistication (with graphical representations and grids as substitutes for "models"), but with no very firm foundation in data painstakingly collected, checked and rechecked.15 Like so many of an alien," with the result that a police constable was sent to a village to check for signs of Christian missionary activity. All this in spite of the fact that the "alien presence" was with the knowledge and blessing of the relevant Penghulu in every case—even with the support of the Brunei Museum in one case (see next note).

14See Berita Museum 1992 on a joint project of the Brunei Museum with the foreign university on "The economy and ethnobotany of human-rainforest interaction in Brunei." The originally projected (but subsequently abandoned) location for this research, Sukang, would have heralded to cognoscenti a necessary element of interaction between researchers and the Penan—and this of potential, competitive interaction between the researchers of different nationality, inasmuch as a local interest in Penan ethnography had already been staked out (cf note 12, above). On the revised location of the research and new collaborator by early 1993, see Gilkey 1993.

Dusun researchers in Brunei are members of the last generation of native speakers of their language, whose lexical repertoire is seriously limited owing to prolonged absence from village society in the course of secondary and higher education. Difficulty in understanding older-generation informants is a problem frequently occurring—as a third party may readily observe—but seems not to be noticed or admitted by endogenous interviewers, under the tacit doctrine, if not heart-felt conviction, that "one Dusun will always understand another." On the decline of the Dusun language, including inter-generational contrasts and dynamics, see Kershaw, E.M., 1992.

The construction behind my scholarship/status dichotomy, evidently—"the subject of my discourse," as it were—might be that in "the West" scholars are devoted to research for its own sake, and if ever they stoop to covert promotion they will stake their claim only by increasing the quantity of their research while maintaining its quality. That the ideal is sometimes honored more in the breach than the observance of these days is an accusation that some might be tempted to throw back at a Western critic (leaving aside the classic social science frauds of the past). The painful intuition should not be completely ignored that those who take academic short cuts in Southeast Asia may be holding up an all too truthful mirror to Western role models. On ethnocentric error by foreign scholars in several disciplines writing on Borneo, see Appell 1991, 1992.

See note 1, on the tailorbird, in "Yalui lies with his dead mother," Kershaw, E.M. (ed.), 1994: 120; and note 1, on the (purported) dollarbird, in "The dollarbird and the short-tailed monkey," ibid. : 160 (see Appendix 2, below, for second thoughts on this identification); and notes 2 and 3, on constellations, in "The origin of constellations," ibid. : 30.

E.M Kershaw (EMK) also pursued the question of omen birds with her contacts, as I did with two or three of mine. Sometimes we met informants together. One early method of proceeding was to ask informants to pick out the omen-birds from the plates in Smythies 1960, but for some species the informants were lost or very uncertain in face of the illustrations. In the end, verbal descriptions of voice and plumage might lead more surely to the identification; and indeed decisive descriptions of every species from no. 1 exogenous innovations in Brunei, research may be vulnerable to the "prismatic" effect of being passed through a Bruneian cultural filter as it is adopted and established, so that, for example, status goals (a foreign degree?) prove to be a more primary value than research-for-its-own-sake with its corollary of conscientious attention to detail. Here again the structure of the working environment at the Museum may play a part, in that research posts stand low on the salary scale and a graduate must seek promotion, rather, on the administrative ladder, through the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports.

It was, in fact, in order to provide assistance with a couple of explanatory footnotes for the projected (and since published) folktales collection aforesaid that I originally began to immerse myself in Bornean ornithology and a bit of star-gazing. But as time went by, my knowledge became sufficient for doubts to stir about the accuracy of two sets of more specialist observations in the Brunei Museum Journal. Further enquiry followed. The conclusions of these efforts constitute the substantive focus of the present discussion. It cannot be claimed that they contribute much to an understanding of Dusun traditional society. Rather, they may open a critical perspective on Dusun society in transition, by leaving an impression of certain "anomalies" besetting autochthonous research in its start-up stage—perturbing enough, at any rate, for an inexpert outsider to have felt challenged to become involved in the search for an antidote."
Guessing the birds: auguries of academic error?

Taking issue with the first of the two chosen "problem pieces" is most difficult in respect of its diagrammatic classification of omen-bird calls according to direction of flight or position of a calling bird in relation to the observer, and the intended pursuit of one leaving his house (e.g. agricultural, martial) (Bantong 1985: 109). The difficulty arises firstly from the complex manner of the presentation in BMJ, an apparent attempt to elicit a logical system by graphical representation, where the arbitrariness of the variables absolutely defies it. Secondly, there is the need to marshal an equal concentration of alternative data in refutation. This I am in no position to do alone. However, it is possible to point out a significant lack of care in the identification even of the bird species by whose calls the Dusuns of Tutong District have traditionally been guided when deciding whether to proceed with an enterprise. Hence there seems to be a prima facie need for care on the part of others in handling these data as a whole.

To at least no. 12 on the second list, below, were obtained from two or more informants. (A little of the precision of the ornithology which appears in certain footnotes in Section 2 is due to the availability, now, of a fine up-to-date text—MacKinnon & Phillips 1993—but it was not to hand in Brunei at the time of the research, so no special technical advantage was enjoyed over local endeavor, or as compensation for the disadvantage of living less than 10 years in Borneo and not having gained personal acquaintance with every species of interest.) All the work on constellations was done together, mainly on fine evenings at the beginning of the year when Orion was in ideal position. Our principal (little) spiderhunter: "Sasar, on the other hand, is a most benevolent bird, for one whose "fantasy. At a superficial level the Brunei Curator owes a possible debt of influence to the style of Sarawak's European antiquarians, judging by the quaint, Anglocentric anthropomorphism with which (for instance) his text sums up the "personality" of the (little) spiderhunter: "Sazat, on the other hand, is a most benevolent bird, for one whose path he crosses, flying from left to right, goes on his way rejoicing in the sure knowledge that all his undertakings will prosper" (Bantong 1985: 107). This memorable statement bears comparison with the following (Banks 1983: 105), on the maroon woodpecker:

"Katok is the villain of the group. He is always a bad omen; there is nothing good about him. I have never known anyone who did not turn round and go home, when his call was heard. (See also the quotation in the previous note. May one alternatively detect the enabler any Dusun, who follows the Kepel-cayaan lam, to go about his lawful occasions hand of the late Robert Nicholl behind Bantong's phraseology?) At a more substantive level, the Brunei Curator is a quite explicit admirer (Bantong 1985: 105) of Banks' methodology—which strongly favors each bird being classified as a messenger for one, specified human activity only, with usually a single listed direction from which calls of that bird are significant. Although in practice the Brunei Curator takes the analysis further on both dimensions (Bantong 1985: 109, i.e. the grid), he does seem, in general principle, to set his face as firmly as Banks does against relevant ideas in seminal work on Iban augury which highlight the many-sided application of omens (e.g. Freeman 1960; Sandin 1980). On the other hand he seems wedded to a conviction that for Dusuns, like Ibans, the birds are "messengers of the spirits" (Bantong 1985: 105). Although he makes no reference to a pantheon and divine incarnation as birds, à la Iban, his position is one that may be difficult to sustain, even with reference to "spirits of the trees" (etc.), in face of the occasional cases of variable identification among Dusun farmers (cf. commentaries in notes 29-33 below).

The following, "alternative" list completes the tally, but also corrects BMJ, by indicating both the correct English name and whether the species is in fact a Dusun symbol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dusun (BMJ)</th>
<th>English (BMJ)</th>
<th>BMJ Illustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jasiyot</td>
<td>Tailorbird</td>
<td>Red-tailed tailorbird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengkak</td>
<td>Crow</td>
<td>Slender-billed crow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelewayun</td>
<td>Paradise flycatcher</td>
<td>Paradise flycatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasan</td>
<td>Spiderhunter</td>
<td>Thick-billed spiderhunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanchang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangau</td>
<td>Dusun's trogon</td>
<td>Scarlet-rumped trogon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manis ra'a</td>
<td>Kingfisher</td>
<td>Forest kingfisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tompokag</td>
<td>Trogon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanew</td>
<td>Brahmny kite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tik badan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from empirical error in naming the omen-birds, the accompanying illustrations, thinly veiled copies from a pioneering ornithological text (Smythies 1960), compound confusion by inferring a particular species, in error, where the writer has only named a genus. In the case of the two species-specific trogons, the illustrations are actually switched round, though with the relative sizes correct for the bird named in English by the captions. |

"Catok is the villain of the group. He is always a bad omen; there is nothing good about him. I have never known anyone who did not turn round and go home, when his call was heard. (See also the quotation in the previous note. May one alternatively detect the enable any Dusun, who follows the Kepel-cayaan lam, to go about his lawful occasions hand of the late Robert Nicholl behind Bantong's phraseology?) At a more substantive level, the Brunei Curator is a quite explicit admirer (Bantong 1985: 105) of Banks' methodology—which strongly favors each bird being classified as a messenger for one, specified human activity only, with usually a single listed direction from which calls of that bird are significant. Although in practice the Brunei Curator takes the analysis further on both dimensions (Bantong 1985: 109, i.e. the grid), he does seem, in general principle, to set his face as firmly as Banks does against relevant ideas in seminal work on Iban augury which highlight the many-sided application of omens (e.g. Freeman 1960; Sandin 1980). On the other hand he seems wedded to a conviction that for Dusuns, like Ibans, the birds are "messengers of the spirits" (Bantong 1985: 105). Although he makes no reference to a pantheon and divine incarnation as birds, à la Iban, his position is one that may be difficult to sustain, even with reference to "spirits of the trees" (etc.), in face of the occasional cases of variable identification among Dusun farmers (cf. commentaries in notes 29-33 below).

"Catok is the villain of the group. He is always a bad omen; there is nothing good about him. I have never known anyone who did not turn round and go home, when his call was heard. (See also the quotation in the previous note. May one alternatively detect the enable any Dusun, who follows the Kepel-cayaan lam, to go about his lawful occasions hand of the late Robert Nicholl behind Bantong's phraseology?) At a more substantive level, the Brunei Curator is a quite explicit admirer (Bantong 1985: 105) of Banks' methodology—which strongly favors each bird being classified as a messenger for one, specified human activity only, with usually a single listed direction from which calls of that bird are significant. Although in practice the Brunei Curator takes the analysis further on both dimensions (Bantong 1985: 109, i.e. the grid), he does seem, in general principle, to set his face as firmly as Banks does against relevant ideas in seminal work on Iban augury which highlight the many-sided application of omens (e.g. Freeman 1960; Sandin 1980). On the other hand he seems wedded to a conviction that for Dusuns, like Ibans, the birds are "messengers of the spirits" (Bantong 1985: 105). Although he makes no reference to a pantheon and divine incarnation as birds, à la Iban, his position is one that may be difficult to sustain, even with reference to "spirits of the trees" (etc.), in face of the occasional cases of variable identification among Dusun farmers (cf. commentaries in notes 29-33 below).

"Catok is the villain of the group. He is always a bad omen; there is nothing good about him. I have never known anyone who did not turn round and go home, when his call was heard. (See also the quotation in the previous note. May one alternatively detect the enable any Dusun, who follows the Kepel-cayaan lam, to go about his lawful occasions hand of the late Robert Nicholl behind Bantong's phraseology?) At a more substantive level, the Brunei Curator is a quite explicit admirer (Bantong 1985: 105) of Banks' methodology—which strongly favors each bird being classified as a messenger for one, specified human activity only, with usually a single listed direction from which calls of that bird are significant. Although in practice the Brunei Curator takes the analysis further on both dimensions (Bantong 1985: 109, i.e. the grid), he does seem, in general principle, to set his face as firmly as Banks does against relevant ideas in seminal work on Iban augury which highlight the many-sided application of omens (e.g. Freeman 1960; Sandin 1980). On the other hand he seems wedded to a conviction that for Dusuns, like Ibans, the birds are "messengers of the spirits" (Bantong 1985: 105). Although he makes no reference to a pantheon and divine incarnation as birds, à la Iban, his position is one that may be difficult to sustain, even with reference to "spirits of the trees" (etc.), in face of the occasional cases of variable identification among Dusun farmers (cf. commentaries in notes 29-33 below).
omen-bearer (with emphasis on Ukong/Bukit Udal); and by including the omitted woodpeckers—under no less than three headings. A fifteenth (non-omen) bird is added for reasons which will be elaborated initially in the associated footnote, connected with (a) a not unimportant theoretical distinction between omen-birds and mere announcers of events; and (b) a tentative methodology for handling species identification in interaction with Dusun informants, in the few cases where informants give conflicting indications.

In fact the list runs to 18 species under three headings. Apart from no. 18, from Sukang, the list was compiled in Ukong and Bukit Udal, only 10 km north, as corvus enca flies from Merimbun. It was particularly valuable to have met Ibans at Supon (May 1993) and Sukang (August 1993), but even more the trilingual Penghulu of Sukang (a Dusun), Simpok Dian, in order to confirm the identity of some of the birds in my incipient list through cross-translation via Iban into English. A visit to a well-versed Dusun informant in Merimbun, Simpul Payur (February 1994), in the valued company of Salam Beraung of Brunei Museum natural history section, also proved that woodpeckers are almost as important as Dusun omen-bearers in that part of Tutong District as in the parishes of Ukong and Bukit Udal with which I and EMK are more familiar. The inclusion of the Diard's trogon could just conceivably be correct for Merimbun (which is closer to forest, and where an individual or two may be prone to Iban influence), and I do accept the scarlet-rumped trogon (see note 29, below); yet the whole question of trogons becomes somewhat murky when one finds that no. 7 in the BMJ/Dusun list—the forest or rufous-backed kingfisher (see note after next)—is also an omen-bird in eastern Sabah.

The reader is forewarned that the notes attached to the list contain, besides a little ethnographic observation and commentary of a methodological nature located in the three Appendices, also some detail of more ornithological interest, which some readers may wish to skip. The most salient methodological points will be reiterated in the final paragraph of this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dusun</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Omen bird or not?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Jirot | Red-headed tailorbird (warbling or strident) | YES
| 2. Bangkask | Slender-billed crow | NO
| 3. Necylon (__) | Paradise flycatcher | FORETELLS A DEATH
| 4. Sata | Little spiderhunter | YES
| 5. Soncag | Thick-billed spiderhunter | YES
| 6. Mangou | Diard's trogon | NO
| 7. Sagap | Banded kingfisher | NO
| 8. Manis | Blue-eared kingfisher | NO
| 9. Tempagak[*] | Scarlet-rumped trogon | POSSIBLE

*It note the red-headed (formerly termed the ashy) tailorbird because it is ubiquitous and far outnumbers other tailorbirds in Brunei—in fact it is one of the commonest birds of any species. Other types, however, are accepted by Dusuns as bearers of jirot omens.

This species is, however, recorded as an omen bird of the Kadazan Dusuns in eastern Sabah, in Shim 1993: 22-23. This coincidence would hardly be worth mentioning were it not that another highly questionable entry on the BMJ list—the rufous-backed kingfisher (see note after next)—is also an omen-bird in eastern Sabah.

This on account of the white plumage and long tail of the male, which suggest a shroud "floating" through the forest.

I have substituted the BMJ entry with the kingfisher species that is common on rivers near Dusun settlements, because mantis raa (literally, bloody kingfisher, English name in the latest ornithological texts: rufous-backed kingfisher) is completely unknown to my informants. And one has to cast the net as far away as eastern Sabah to find any other reference to it as a Bornean omen bird (Shim 1993: 23). However, it must be stressed that no mantis (small, diving kingfisher) whether common or hardly known, is recognised as a Dusun omen-bird, either in Ukong/Bukit Udal or Sukang.

The crested jay is in fact the bird named tempagak by Simpul Dian of Sukang, cross-referencing to the Ibans' bejampong, while he named the scarlet-rumped trogon nyorok, cross-referencing to the Ibans' beragai. However, as there is a uniform understanding among Dusuns of the lower Tutong (Bukit Udal, Ukong, Rambai) that tempagak is the trogon which laughs, i.e. scarlet-rumped trogon (with the laugh sometimes regarded as having a specific meaning in omen language). I am entering it here in this form. This will also help to maintain some comparability with the BMJ list. However, there in Bukit Udal and Ukong who describe the tempagak in terms of a
scarlet-rumped trogon also say that it is not a bird which they, in their part of Tutong, are very familiar with. Thus I give it an asterisk, as a more essentially jungle bird, most associated with Iban augury. The crested jay is included as no. 18, but not as an omen bird of Tutong.

The raptor on the BMJ list is claimed to be the brahminy kite, as we have seen. While Dusuns are admittedly "eclectic" in allowing more than one species of a bird family to count as an omen-bearer in some cases (see esp. following note), and this certainly applies to birds of prey, it should be noted that the brahminy kite is currently only seen around Brunei estuaries, and thus seems misplaced as an effective omen-bird in the riverine and secondary forest environment dominated by the crested serpent-eagle. The status of the former as the incarnation of the Iban's highest god, Singalang Burong, as well as being an "additional" bird of augury (Banks 1983: 104) and "principal" bird of augury (Freeman 1960: 79) for the Kenyah—indeed for both Kenyah and Kayan (Richards 1972: 76)—is no doubt entirely coincidental to its presence on the BMJ list. But overriding any question of species identification for some Dusuns is disagreement as to whether an eagle can be a normally valid omen bird at all, for until recently, when Dusun settlements were still on the edge of primary jungle, the tree canopy shut out the view of the sky for most of the time to anyone in the first stage of a journey or expedition: thus the wheeling flight of an eagle would not often be observed where it was relevant to at least this kind of decision.

I have had more, and more strikingly precise, accounts of the plumage of the relevant bird than for either 13 or 14, patently confirming that the brahminy woodpecker is as common as suggested by Mann 1987: 190. It is not the only woodpecker I have seen, but the only one that I have the good fortune to have recorded. Its voice, when played back to informants, was immediately identified as uit-uit. I give the rufous woodpecker pride of place basically because it and the extremely similar, but less common, buff-necked woodpecker are the only two likely to be met in Brunei which are noted by MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 236, 240, as drummers. But surely others drum. Narak Buntak has always insisted that there is no single species which drums, any more than there is a single species calling (and thus worthy to be called "uit-uit." Varying descriptions of the plumage of the medium-sized woodpeckers lead one to assume that more than one type present in the area does indeed drum. Incidentally, the loudest tapping (matok) woodpecker in the area is the great black woodpecker, but its hammering is distinct—and distinguished by knowledgeable Dusuns—from the drumming of smaller, more colourful species. Only unknowledgeable persons will describe teguruv in terms of the great black (i.e. white-bellied) woodpecker, or on occasion the great slaty.

LOVE^ Eagle (generally the crested serpent-eagle)
11. Tik-badan Rufous piculet woodpeckers YES

12. Uit-uit A high, lifting piping, typically the banded w. YES
13. Teguruv Drumming, likely to be most often the rufous w. YES

Of further interest:
15. Kuang kaput Indian cuckoo (but confused with dollarbird) ANNOUNCES FRUITING
16. Bugung Frogmouth (most likely the Javan f.) ATTRACTS HARM

Some farmers give no special name to this kind of cry (sometimes imitated as a high, vibrating gargle), and do not attribute it to any bird other than the uit-uit, at least when using the latter word more as a species-marker. And all count it as an omen because they know that a woodpecker is making it. (MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 240 give, incidentally, "a chattering call 'chit-chit-chit-tey'" for the buff-rumped.) Etik Bunta of Bukit Udal, an experienced former bird-trapper, was the most consistent informant in using the term for a distinct type of sound. He was thus also the most confusing, for a species-oriented researcher, in picking a plurality of species as the maker of this kind of call, from buff-rumped to rufous and even banded woodpecker—even if there were hints of an alternative, visual reference point or rationale for grouping them together (white speckles on the plumage). Moreover, he sometimes referred to the same, or a similar, sound as nyorok—which, as we have noted, is the name given in Sukang to the trogon which laughs (the scarlet-rumped). For further linguistic and ornithological discussion arising from kancirek, see Appendix 1 below.

I am including this species in my list partly because (a) it serves to illustrate a kind of bird which "tells a story" (in this case the approach of fruiting) but can in no way be considered an omen-bird (angai), for it is not alerting one to the outcome (good or bad) of a course of action being, or about to be, undertaken. The second reason for inclusion is that I have lately concluded that at least two species may attract the appellation kuang kaput, according to context, and thus (b) the case illustrates again the possibility of imprecision or variability in Dusun identification (or the conflation of species, to put it another way), where hearing the call is far more important than seeing and knowing a bird with no divine identity, and/or such knowledge has begun to be lost in recent times. In the case of kuang kaput, unlike the woodpeckers dubbed uit-uit, we are not even dealing with different members of a single bird-family. The moral for the ethnographer in this—no yet too numerous—cases is not that we should not bother to try to determine the original, authentic species concerned, but that we should proceed with even more caution in doing so; yet not be dogmatic in trying to do so, if perchance all the Dusun evidence points to more than one species as the perceived author of the call. For further discussion of kuang kaput and its identity, see Appendix 2 below.
Apart from the new spellings for nos. 1 and 6 in this list, one notes the new Dusun name for the black and yellow broadbill (Ipsingai/batau) and the addition of the woodpecker (Sajak). As for nos. 7, 8, 9 and 11 of the original list, they have sunk without trace.

In the course of this critique some issues and approaches in research methodology have been broached, but principally in the footnotes. If I may now pick out, reiterate and enhance just one of these issues in order to round off this section, it would have to be the issue of multiple species labelled with one Dusun name. I have not, till now, drawn attention to the fact that several Dusun bird names are fully or partly onomatopoeic, viz. nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15. I hypothesize that if the bird is often seen—or indeed heard—hearing its call (in the case of the woodpeckers) may emanate from one species. And yet, even as the student becomes aware that the omen is a bird-call, not the bird, and begins to suppose that the Dusuns follow an Iban-type system, he must also take cognizance of the fact that this apparently shared principle tends to lead, in the case of the Dusuns, to one omen being heard (and even seen in the case of the raptors) from more than one closely related species. It should then occur to the student that what the Dusuns lack is the highly sophisticated augural system of the Ibans (see Freeman 1960), where particular gods bear the name of a precise species of bird, and each such bird is regarded as the transmogrification of the god in question, acting as a messenger of Singalang Burong. With no equivalent, significant premium, for Dusuns, on knowing the precise species, and where there is by definition considerable tolerance to divergence of sound where a plurality of species is in question (e.g. the woodpeckers), specialised and accurate knowledge of both species and sounds could become confined, in the course of time, to exceptionally observant and keen-sighted individuals only.

The frog-like "gwaa" of the bugang can, from Dusun descriptions, scarcely be any other than a frogmouth. Bugang neither warns of an avoidable event nor foretells an ineluctable one, but positively attracts noxious forces into its vicinity, and should thus be chased away or avoided. It is the bird circled the field-hut of folk guarding their padi, and they couldn't scare it away by shaking the trees or firing into the air, they would abandon the spot. If it's droppings hit you from its perch (typically a dry tree-branch) you would be petrified at once. To respond to the call, even by mentioning one's nervousness or mental torment, could create a state of ketabon—spiritual vulnerability. Children were taught this taboo early in life (and consequently, even for the younger generation today the bird's name is something of an "household word"). For further ornithological discussion, see Appendix 3 below.

In other words, like 3, 15 and 16, not an omen-bird, but surely worth commemorating for its extraordinary, vibrant cawing which ascends, accelerating, then winds down. When Dusuns say that it heralds rain, they are referring to the imminent ending of a period of drought.

Indeed, as a result of a period of confusion over the correct identification for tempagak, I have finished up uncertain as to whether it is familiar even as a species to inhabitants of Ukong/Bukit Udai. (I have not seen one.) In Sukang, the Penghulu included it in his brief overview of Iban omen-birds which the Dusuns have there share, along with the Diard's trogon, scarlet-rumped trogon and banded kingfisher, and several others in the present list.

Sungai Damit (Bang Diok in Dusun) is the stream which marks the boundary between Ukong and Bukit Udai.
Thus, on the one hand, for most members of the ethnic group it has even become possible to lose touch with the real source of a sound altogether, as has happened in the case of no. 15, the Indian cuckoo. Or it may happen, on the other hand, that tolerance to the right (maroadu marai—the sun dying)—i.e. the horizon to an observer in the hemisphere looking south. The dome represents the vault of the heavens, up through which the sun climbs each day to its zenith, followed by its decline till nightfall.

In speaking of the sun's trajectory the writer does not bother to say "apparent" movement. This will seem a very minor point, and scarcely worth mention by a critic...except that in the important section on the moon which we are about to examine, the writer speaks also of the "movement" of the moon across the sky, and describes it as if not totally different from that of the sun, or at least as sufficiently similar to be classified under a system of symbolism derived from the "movement" of the sun. Yet he appears to mean, by "movement," not so much observed trajectory or even objective movement through the same orbit, as simply "change" from one shape to another, night by night (Pudarno 1988: 58).

The first substantive criticism that seems prompted here relates to the use of the self-same graphic framework for the phases of the moon as for the passage of the sun (Pudarno 1988: 59, Figure VI). Thus the moon is represented—basically by direction arrows—as rising in the East and sinking in the West. But in fact this trajectory is only visibly fulfilled, in one night, for a Dusun or any other observer, around the time of full moon. Scientifically speaking, of course, the moon is not comparable to the sun at all, since it is not static like the sun, but actually moving, though rather slowly, in an easterly direction. This is not a point that one would normally care to labor, but it is germane in explaining why the Dusuns (and the rest of us) see the course of a month is a moon which begins its cycle in the western sky, at dusk and in the early part of the night, and concludes it in the eastern, late in the night and at dawn.

Taking chances under Taurus: a bad sign for scholarship? It is difficult to determine, and thus unfair to speculate, whether the article just discussed owes some of its empirical weaknesses to undue faith in a model, relied upon as a repository of preconceived truth. The symptoms, such as they are, are intangible. However, the condition is easier to identify in the case of a more far-reaching study from the Brunei Museum: one which analyses, inter alia, the ways in which observations of lunar phases and the celestial cycle affect Dusun agricultural practice (Pudarno 1988).

The writer's vital starting-point and overarching conviction is that the Dusuns' conception of time and space, and much more besides, is dominated by the daily East-West movement of the sun through the sky (Pudarno 1988: 49). This conception (of the ethnographer—I hesitate to speak for Dusun society) is visually represented, on paper, by

The informants were the late Pangan Runtup and his wife Kasip. I discussed this phenomenon with Anwar Conrad Ozog at one point in our respective sojourns in Brunei. He pointed out the possibility of an extra factor being in play—the arrival of a new species in an area which was not previously known and named there, owing to environmental changes. While I would doubt that the prima could ever have been unknown to rice-farmers in Tutong, the point is an interesting one.
On the theoretical side, the writer is working from the assumption of a constant, 30-
day Islamic month. But if one may refer to the procession of the lunar months in the
Islamic calendar corresponding roughly to the Gregorian year of, say, 1986, in which the
fieldwork was carried out, one finds that there were six months of 30 days and six of 29.
It is the variation in total days, month by month, that makes the task of integrating Dusun
observation with the Islamic month particularly absurd and fruitless. At the very least one
would require a conversion chart for both types of month: the 29-day as well as the 30-
day.

On the empirical side—yet not unconnected with the patent absurdity of the above
task—Dusuns do not, to my knowledge, check the days of the lunar months against the
Islamic calendar. Knowing that at least one of the two months Syaban and Ramadan may
have 29 days in Brunei owing to an early sighting of the Ramadan or the Syawal moon
respectively, even though a printed Brunei Islamic calendar in any year might conservatively forecast 30 for at least one of the months; and knowing that the start of a
Chinese month, by contrast, is always on the day foreshadowed, as well as falling always
as early as conceivably possible (because determined mathematically, not visually),
Dusuns have come to refer if necessary to the Chinese ritual dates. It is not, patently,
necessary for agricultural-augural purposes to know that an invisible new moon is
"present," but increasingly in recent times, with the diaspora of Dusuns from the
countryside to the towns, it has been found convenient for the family priestesses (belian)
to follow a fixed and "earliest-possible" calendar in freeing the traditionally prohibited
foods (rice, eggs, bananas) for consumption, so that ritual dependants living away from
the village are not caught out by eating these foods prematurely. Besides, given the many
cases of Sino-Dusun intermarriage during the past hundred years, and proximity of
Dusuns to the Chinese in urban settlements and work-places, what could be more natural
than to rely on the Chinese calendar? It has the added appeal of appearing more
"scientific" than the Islamic calendar, and as such supplies a surrogate ethnic marker for
Dusuns in their ritual life, vis-a-vis the Malays.

It may also be remarked that Pudarno (1988: 62) states that the monthly prohibition
comes into effect as soon as the new moon is sighted. This is utterly at variance with
Dusun practice, even in the past. Dusuns knew that on cloudy days it would be futile to
wait for the moon to appear. So they counted on their fingers the number of days since
the old moon disappeared. This was their "astronomical method"—already highly
compatible in spirit, one will notice, with the rhythm of the Chinese months. It should be
noted, incidentally, that "following the Chinese calendar" does not impose the literal
necessity to buy a Chinese calendar, printed in that language. Dusuns normally buy the
popular, multi-ethnic calendar widely used in the Malaysian zone, which consists of a
thick wad of small slips, one for each day, to be torn off and thrown away day by day. A
visiting Malay might imagine, or be misled into believing, that the Dusuns refer to the
Islamic dates inscribed on these slips in Jawi, but in fact they look at the much more
popular, multi-ethnic calendar widely used in the Malaysian zone, which consists of a
difficult of small slips, one for each day, to be torn off and thrown away day by day. A
visiting Malay might imagine, or be misled into believing, that the Dusuns refer to the
Islamic dates inscribed on these slips in Jawi, but in fact they look at the much more
easily decipherable Chinese numerals. Another reason for not consulting the Islamic
dates on these calendars is that the latter are printed outside Brunei, and will not show
even the forecast lengths of the months for Brunei.

The ethnographer is much more in line with the reality of Dusun practice in his
section on the pyam6: the star-calendar, or Zodiac, of the Dusuns, which they have
traditionally used in determining the season of rice-planting in its several stages,
beginning in August (Pudarno 1988: 62-66). Nevertheless, the following description is
based on independent inquiry, not on the article here reviewed, since there will be a few
criticisms of the latter arising.

Pyam6 consists of a succession of four constellations or clusters: puru (Pleiades);
ro6 (Hyades); salang (a faintish, large ring of stars with no European name that fills the
gap between Hyades and the next cluster); and larek (Orion's belt, with the adjunct
perceived in European mythology as the sword-sheath). Three of the Dusun names reflect
night. RBB IS the jaw of the ox; salang the rattan torch-holder; larek the lance-shaft and
perceived in European mythology as the sword-sheath). Three of the Dusun names reflect
the folkloric account of a hunter trapping and butchering a destructive wild-ox during the
night. R66 is the jaw of the ox; salang the rattan torch-holder, larek the lance-shaft and
perceived in European mythology as the sword-sheath). Three of the Dusun names reflect
the folkloric account of a hunter trapping and butchering a destructive wild-ox during the
night. R66 is the jaw of the ox; salang the rattan torch-holder, larek the lance-shaft and

Total of days, Rabi'ul-Akhir 1406-Rabi'ul-awwal 1407: 355.

4. Rabi'ul-akhir 1406 29 days January
5. Jumadi'l-awal 1406 30 days January-February
6. Jumadi'l-akhir 1406 29 days February-March
7. Rab 1406 30 days March-April
8. Syaban 1406 29 days April-May
9. Ramadan 1406 30 days May-June
10. Syawal 1406 29 days June-July
11. Zulkaedah 1406 30 days July-August
12. Zulhijjah 1406 30 days August-September
13. Muhammad 1407 30 days September-October
14. Safar 1407 29 days October-November
15. Rabi'ul-awwal 1407 30 days November-December
16. Rabi'ul-akhir 1407 29 days December-

"The present Dusun spelling is not borrowed from there either but from the
transcription of the folklore recounting the origin of this use of the stars for agricultural
repugnant to linguistic reality to place an "h" after any Dusun vowel, for the language has
no final aspiration.

Cf salang, which is the tallow torch inside it. Most observers see the circular base
of the rattan lamp-holder, but from a certain angle a conical shape is suggested, like a
lamp-holder viewed from the side. The peak of the cone points roughly to the south. In
Bukit Sawai, in Belait district, the shape is described as that of a kiba, the largest back-
spring of the trap. Puru represents the heart of the beast, but the word itself means “bunch of fruit.” At the level of the basic ethnographic description under review, critical comment seems prompted in relation to two or three points.

Firstly, the writer has failed to translate puru as “bunch of fruit.” Could this be connected with the strange representation of the cluster, in the star-map, as a quinquatilateral with a hanging tail, instead of the mass of dots which Dusuns draw on paper when explaining what Pleiades looks like (Pudarno 1988: 63), with the star-map, Figure VII)? In the former representation the cluster bears an uncommon resemblance to the telescopically-based depiction of eight stars in an article on the Zodiac of the Tiruray of Mindanao (Schlegel 1987: 16). But this is not the way the naked eye in Mindanao sees the closely-bunched cluster either: rather, Tiruray farmers are reported to perceive “a swarm of flies in the heavens, buzzing around the carcass of a wild pig” (Schlegel 1987: 17).

The influence of Schlegel’s graphics is at least unmistakable in the next example, viz., the Brunian author’s sketches of Hyades, in which five stars are pin-pointed, and connected by lines which form not a large, almost inverted “V,” but something like the shape of a house without a base—that is, two walls, and two slanting roofs culminating at a central roof ridge. Dusuns do not see the jaw-bones in that shape but simply as a “V”-shape—which is more or less inverted, to the viewer in Brunei, if one is facing north. Taken alone, this objection must seem unduly fastidious, but the author’s two sketches do contribute to a growing impression that he no more relies on personal observation of the night sky than on villagers’ descriptions (Pudarno 1988: 63, 65—Figures VII, IX).

The third critical comment relates to the writer’s omission of any account of how Dusuns determine, with any degree of accuracy, when the successive clusters are at their “zenith” in a vast sky just before dawn in August-September. For the record, the method used by each specialist—indeed each family—is (or was) to watch for the moment when a cluster is seen, from a consistent, long-established vantage-point each year and at the same prescribed hour, to be passing behind the peak of a roof-gable or, say, the skywards-jutting branch of a leafless tree. This may be a small point, but one effect of its inclusion would have been to project traditional agricultural practice as something more practical and (dare we say?) “scientific” in some ways than “superstitious.” It could also be added that Dusuns were pragmatic enough not to delay planting in the event of cloudy skies, for a succession of days at dawn, preventing a literal sighting of the relevant cluster unbasket, in which the carcass of the ox was born home. Around Layong/Lamunas/Xebra 1 have heard it described as the opening of a well, from which water was drawn for washing the carcass.

Like the Dusuns of Brunei, the Tirurays see an animal’s jaw-bone in this section of Taurus, but it is, of course, the jaw of the pig.

When I say that Dusuns see a “V”-shape, I do not mean, of course, that an illiterate whether the former did not realize that there is a more convenient time of the year for observation, but the situation apparently took quite a lot of its bustle from the existing suspicion that he did not.

This point was specifically checked with one expert, Burut Bamban of Rambai. (Rambai is one village where the piyam6 are still consulted. Elsewhere the practice seems to have fallen into disuse—another point that is passed over by the sometimes “timeless” phraseology of the article under review.)
shown as running contiguously from the south-eastern end of the Belt and pointing basically at right-angles away from it. i.e. in a roughly southerly or SSW direction—more towards Rigel (if it were marked) than SSE in the general direction of Saiph. The angle of some 30-35 degrees between Belt and adjunct, as also their distinct separation, are lost. A flawed observation (or non-observation) of this nature is striking enough to sustain scepticism with regard to an author's ethnography more broadly, well beyond those other points where inaccuracy may be conspicuous in its own right.*

Conclusion
Since the transfer, lately, of assistant Brunei Museum Journal editor, Mohamed Hani bin Tengah, to the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports, and the loss of Robert Nicholl a couple of years earlier as link-man and whisper-in for international contributors in history,* the standing of the journal may prove difficult to maintain. As local contributions become totally predominant, so correspondingly will they lack the credibility by association which publication in an international journal used to bestow. Detailed, cautionary exegesis of local authorship will then be superfluous.

There is a risk, no doubt, that the present exegesis will have been found quixotic by some scholars. But such an attitude could only be based, in part, on a perception that no researcher from a Bruneian minority group could ever have been expected to produce objective and reliable work in the first place. I regard this as an unduly negative and condescending view, and am confident that reasoned criticism has the potential to motivate local ethnography to aim for higher standards. The acuity and objectivity of the best peasant minds of the older generation hardly bespeak an innate lack of intelligence in the Dusun ethnic stock. In relation to the shortcomings reviewed above, it was the Brunei Museum that was at fault in some degree in the 1980s, in failing to submit internal ethnographic contrivances to review, and thus allowing local research to bask complacently in the rays of prestigious international scholarship and engage in self-deception if not deceit under that legitimating association. While it may be overly optimistic to expect the editorial procedures in question to be reformed—least of all,

*When Dusuns attempt to illustrate the shape of the lance they may take a short length of swamp grass (as used for mat-making or cigarettes) and bend it into a rather splayed “Z”-shape. However, some conversations have seemed to suggest another way of seeing the combined mechanism of lance and spring, in the spring. Given that, on the earthly terrain, the spring would be made from a powerful sapling which might well be double the length of the lance, and secured by a split stake in the ground, one could discern the heavenly “spring” as extending right across to Rigel and then up, a short distance, to its “stake,” the fairly bright star to Rigel’s north or NNW. But under this construction the most south-easterly star in Orion’s Belt is seen as the “lance-head”; thus on a star-map the line for the “spring” would have to be drawn from the north-western end.
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Extension of discussion from note 33.

The chances of confusion seem to be further increased by the fact that the word kancirek is possibly prone to morphological shifts in Dusun threats, from village to village. Nevertheless, if tenggirek and nggirek are indeed variants of kancirek, and we ignore the occasional hints of a visual referent—the speckles (after all, burit-burit can mean, simply, multi-coloured)—it may well have some significance that nggirak is the Dusun word for “laugh.” This would confirm (and perhaps Elok’s almost synonymous nyorak supports it) that kancirek, like ut-ut and segura, refers to a particular type of call—though not one that is so precisely defined as to be the sound of only one species, as with Iban omens. (This is not basically contradicted by those who—probably under the influence of Malay—say that menyorak is a verb meaning “to burrow or bore beneath,” as tenggirek [Malay: cengkerak], the mole-cricket, does to rice plants, but applicable also to any high-speed and high-pitched whirring or clicking sound.) The “high-pitched, harsh, cackling ‘chui-chui-chai-chai...’ call” of the maroon woodpecker (MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 243) would be included because it fits the category, not because Dusuns hold that the maroon woodpecker, and only this species, is the source of the particular sound that I have never heard any other sound coming unambiguously from the latter bird’s throat). By contrast, the mournful “langou-langou” call, which features in the transcribed folktale, is attributed to the dollarbird (cf Smythies 1960: 311) (and I must confess that I have never heard any other sound coming unambiguously from the latter bird’s throat). By contrast, the mournful “langou-langou” call, which features in the transcribed folktale, seems to correspond more to that of a nocturnal caller, the Indian cuckoo (a call rendered as “blanda mabok” in MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 239); and besides, a comparison based on Clive F.Mann’s first 4 years of birdwatching in Brunei, shows the maroon woodpecker to be quite a bit less common than the rufous and banded (Mann 1987: 190).

With regard to kaping kaput, I was responsible for the assertion that the broad-billed roller (dollardbird) is the species in question, in the translation of the legend of how kuang kaput came to be the herald of fruiting—see “The dollarbird and the short-tailed monkey,” in Dusun and English texts, in Kershaw, E.M. (ed.), 1994: 156-161—but my judgement was based, in turn and above all, on the unhesitating use of this Dusun name by Dusuns, when a dollarbird is seen, perched characteristically on one of the top branches of a dead tree (and informants have also picked it out of Plate XII in Smythies 1960). I really should have been more alert to the fact that only hoarse, rasping croaks and the like are attributed to the dollarbird (cf Smythies 1960: 311) (and I must confess that I have never heard any other sound coming unambiguously from the latter bird’s throat). By contrast, the mournful “langou-langou” call, which features in the transcribed folktale, seems to correspond more to that of a nocturnal caller, the Indian cuckoo (a call rendered as “blanda mabok” in MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 239).
by a middle-aged Dusun a couple of weeks later as the “frustrating call” of \( \text{kuang kaput} \), when we heard it not far off. I have noted it as a mournful piping, the last note lower than the first three, and have transcribed it as “pee-pee-pee poo.” Most significantly, the Dusun folktales cited above finds a parallel in part of an Iban tale summarised in Harrisson, T. & B., 1968: 190-191, in which article a supplementary comment (p 194) by Benedict Sandin suggests that the bird in question is the species known to the Ibans as \( \text{kuang kapong} \)—i.e. the Indian cuckoo (see Smythies 1960: 248, 548). Now the Indian cuckoo is not black; but as it is partly a wintering species, like the roller, I offer the hypothesis that simultaneous land-falls of rollers and cuckoos have led Dusuns to think that (the visible) rollers are responsible for the call of (the secretive and invisible) cuckoos. On the above-mentioned date at Benutan a roller was calling from a dead tree immediately above the invisible Indian cuckoo, and there were probably 3 or 4 more rollers within ear-shot, 2 or 3 Indian cuckoos. At the time, I was not sure whether the roller or some other bird was making the “pee-pee-pee poo” call.

Appendix 3

Extension of discussion from note 35.

Ornithologically speaking, precise species identification is unnecessary (even if it were possible) as between the Javan and the Sunda frogmouth, since some kind of “\( \text{gwaa} \)” is common to both (MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 198-199). But Clive F. Mann and Anwar Conrad Ozog have noted the Javan and the Gould’s frogmouth for Lamunin, just across the Tutong River from Ukong (Mann 1988: 103-104); Mann has only a “probable record” for the Sunda in Lamunin (ibid). Only the Javan is clearly nesting in that area (Mann 1991: 100). It is the small colony of frogmouths discovered at Tungku, near Gadong (on the outskirts of Bandar Seri Begawan), and nesting birds at Berakas (also a suburb of the capital), that are said to be Sunda. For what very little it may be worth, my own tape-recording of the Tungku birds in morning sunshine in December 1992 shows a repertoire identical in every detail with the voice attributed to the Javan frogmouth by the latest compendium for the archipelago (MacKinnon & Phillips 1993: 198), and EMK recalls not a small nocturnal versatility from the frogmouths at Sungai Damit (Ukong/Bukit Udal border) in 1986-87. However, the larger size of the Sunda would no doubt have obviated any doubt if it was clearly seen or held in the hand by CFM and ACO, and it is quite conceivable that the voice of the Sunda appears to be limited to “\( \text{gwaa} \)” simply because the 1993 authors were not yet in a position to give a full account of its repertoire. It is salutary to remember that as recently as the late 1950s it was the consensus of British birdwatchers in Borneo, regarding frogmouths, that: “being both silent and nocturnal they are exceedingly difficult birds to study” (Smythies 1960: 273). For that matter, the Sunda frogmouth itself was still regarded as a sub-species of the Javan, the Blyth’s (subsequently assimilated to the Javan) as a separate species (ibid: 276). But this is no sound basis for doubting the presence of the Sunda frogmouth in either Brunei/Muara district or Tutong district.

Introduction

A substantial part of the modern literature on the economics of property rights debates the relative merits of “private property” and “common property,” particularly with regard to their implications for natural resource management. Such distinctions belie the subtlety of people’s rights and duties with regard to scarce resources; property regimes can involve various common acceptance of an overarching community structure which specifies and enforces those rights. More important, the “private property” versus “common property” debate has been conducted in essentially static terms. Yet as

---

1This paper was written in 1989 for an audience of economists and has not been revised for publication in the BRB. Nevertheless it is hoped that it might provide another perspective on the question of Bornean land tenure systems and their evolution.

---

[Editor’s note: This paper continues the ongoing discussion of land-tenure variability in Borneo initiated in volume 28.]
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demographic, technological, and economic circumstances change, the socially optimal form of property rights is also likely to change. It follows that particular forms of property rights may have limited value in a dynamic world. In such a world, property rights may be varied over time and space in pursuit of a balance between stability of expectations in exchange, on the one hand; and rules which provide appropriate incentives and reduced transaction costs in altered circumstances, on the other. The means to achieve this balance are the collective choice processes which create or modify particular property rights. Thus in a dynamic environment, the "higher level" community institutions governing collective choice of property rights may be as important as the rules themselves in the attempt to achieve socially optimal resource use over time.

In large, mobile, heterogeneous communities, extension or modification of property rights is generally costly in terms of the resources required for an acceptable collective choice process and/or the waste and distinctive which result when some community members are not forewarned about changes in rights. These costs are much lower in small, stable, homogeneous communities. The costs of assembling community members are modest, individuals' preferences, resource portfolios and production alternatives are similar, increasing the chances that all will prefer the same changes in property rights, and a dense social network of interaction assures all that changed rights will be adequately enforced.

Such considerations suggest that customary, community-based systems of land tenure, so often viewed as obstacles to sound resource use in developing countries, may in fact have a distinct advantage over statutory, state-based systems, to the extent that they allow greater flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances at the local level. In the Malaysian state of Sarawak, located in the northwest of the island of Borneo, customary land tenure is still the predominate form of property rights to land; titled land accounts for less than 4 per cent of the total land area whereas customary land accounts for about 25 per cent. Government officials in Sarawak have frequently condemned customary
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The Function of Institutions

Institutions can be defined as the systems of formal and informal rules or norms regulating interaction between individuals in any social setting. They comprise "the rules of a society or of organizations that facilitate coordination among people by helping them form expectations which each person can reasonably hold in dealing with others." In particular, property institutions, such as the rules governing land tenure, assign rights of decision-making with respect to an asset which are recognised within a given society.

The first function of the institutional structure of any recognizable community is to establish order, achieved by acceptance of rules which impose behavioral constraints on each individual. In the absence of such rules, collections of individuals faced with limited resources relative to their wants would be engaged in continual Hobbesian conflict over resources. Order and stability are attributes of the social environment which must

Perspectives, Monash Papers on Southeast Asia No. 17, pp. 1-20 (Melbourne: Centre of Southeast Asian Studies, Monash University, 1988).


Dahlman, op. cit., p.70.

W.J. Samuels, Welfare Economics, Power and Property," in G. Wunderlich and W.L. Gibson, eds., Perspectives of Property, pp. 61-127 (University Park: Institute for
people value as ends in themselves. In addition, order provides secure expectations about what is right and wrong, the day-to-day transactions of individuals and groups will proceed smoothly; when that is not the case, defiance and perhaps social upheaval and insurrection will result. If some rules are to be changed, however, Hobbesian conflict over resources is again a possibility if community members do not agree on “rules for changing rules.” Thus, in order to cope with change, an institutional structure must have two or more levels at which rules of differing degrees of permanence guide different types of decisions. In this context, Field distinguishes between constitutive rules and regulative rules (terms he borrows from linguistics): “ Constitutive rules are basically rules for the collective choice of what might be called ‘instrumental institutions,’ developed to enable the achievement of socially determined ends in the face of the particular technical and economic circumstances of the group or society,”14 in other words, at the core of a social system are deep-seated cultural values and “basic institutions” which provide a stable framework for the identification of certain rules as basic or constitutive can make the analysis of specific instrumental or regulative rules (in this case, the rules governing land tenure) more tractable because, as Field argues, the basic rules can be taken as exogenous and hence on existing property rights, so a degree of circularity may be involved in such judgements. See W.J. Samuels, “Normative Premises in Regulatory Theory,” Journal of Post-Keynesian Economics 1 (1978):100-114; D.W. Bromley, “Land and Water Problems: An Institutional Perspective,” American Journal of Agricultural Economics 64 (1982):834-844; P. Heyne, “The Foundations of Law and Economics: Can the Blind Lead the Blind?” Research in Law and Economics 1 (1988):53-71. However, small, stable, homogeneous communities will often have little difficulty in agreeing that an existing rule is inefficient.


15Bromley, op. cit., p. 10.


any case, if efficiency and equity concerns arising in connection with change are not addressed by the institutional structure of a community, then ultimately the order on which that community is based will be threatened. Either dissension will reduce efficiency and equity concerns. If knowledge were stagnant, if population did not increase, if stochastic and never worry about it again. But, alas, we are daily confronted with new exigencies that demand adjustment in the way we organise ourselves, in the tools and knowledge that we use, and in the ways that we interact with our natural surroundings.15

The second function of an institutional structure is to provide for change in some of its constituent rules as circumstances change, as they inevitably will. If knowledge were stagnant, if population did not increase, if stochastic natural events did not occur, if individual tastes and preferences were invariant over time, then of course one could establish a social order and never worry about it again. But, alas, we are daily confronted with new exigencies that demand adjustment in the way we organise ourselves, in the tools and knowledge that we use, and in the ways that we interact with our natural surroundings.15

On what basis are existing rules questioned as natural, demographic, technological and other circumstances change? Rules are likely to be questioned on one or both of two grounds, their efficiency in changed circumstances (for example, it may be widely agreed that new, more productive forms of transport should have right of way over traditional forms), and their equity or fairness in changed circumstances, judged according to the ethical preferences of the community concerned. Efficiency and equity concerns may work together to promote change in existing rules, or they may conflict. In the former case, existing rules which are seen as inefficient may also be seen as unfair in that they do not recognise new opportunities which people should, on equity grounds, be allowed to exploit. Conversely, rule changes to facilitate a new, in some sense more efficient technology (for example, mechanical harvesting) may be opposed on equity grounds. In
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The second function of an institutional structure is to provide for change in some of its constituent rules as circumstances change, as they inevitably will. If knowledge were stagnant, if population did not increase, if stochastic natural events did not occur, if individual tastes and preferences were invariant over time, then of course one could establish a social order and never worry about it again. But, alas, we are daily confronted with new exigencies that demand adjustment in the way we organise ourselves, in the tools and knowledge that we use, and in the ways that we interact with our natural surroundings.15

On what basis are existing rules questioned as natural, demographic, technological and other circumstances change? Rules are likely to be questioned on one or both of two grounds, their efficiency in changed circumstances (for example, it may be widely agreed that new, more productive forms of transport should have right of way over traditional forms), and their equity or fairness in changed circumstances, judged according to the ethical preferences of the community concerned. Efficiency and equity concerns may work together to promote change in existing rules, or they may conflict. In the former case, existing rules which are seen as inefficient may also be seen as unfair in that they do not recognise new opportunities which people should, on equity grounds, be allowed to exploit. Conversely, rule changes to facilitate a new, in some sense more efficient technology (for example, mechanical harvesting) may be opposed on equity grounds. In
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interest in order to survive. In fact, the norms of competition and cooperation have been mutually supportive. Pioneers and warleaders "have made a name for themselves and enhanced their posterity, while at the same time opening up new areas for the less venturesome." Conversely, the very success and prestige of these leaders has depended on their ability to maintain a cohesive and cooperative group of followers or associates. Iban farming, too, is a means of individual achievement, yet the practice of shifting cultivation has had to contend with the dangers and insecurity of inter-tribal warfare and an unpredictable biophysical environment. In this context, individual success, or even survival, has depended on belonging to a well-organized and mutually supportive community which provides security against external interference and enables households to coordinate their farming activities and periodically to pool their resources. Thus the historical success of the Iban has been crucially dependent on their ability to organize collective action and to maintain order both within and between communities.

Iban social organization has been described by Freeman, Heppell, Sutlive, Sather, and others. The basic unit of traditional Iban society is the household, usually a nuclear or stem family averaging 5 or 6 members. Anywhere from 5 to 30 households residing together in a longhouse constitutes a community or village. The longhouse community is an independent political unit occupying a discrete territory of up to 10 or 15 square kilometres, though there are close links between neighbouring longhouses within a river system. Each longhouse recognises a headman, whose status is achieved rather than hereditary. However, the headman's personal authority over his followers is limited. Rather, an elaborate body of legal and ritual norms and conventions, termed adat rumah or "longhouse custom," guide and constrain the behavior of community members, as well as contributing to the cohesion of the wider Iban society within a river system. It is the voluntary association of otherwise autonomous units within an adat community which constitutes the basic structure of Iban society. The preservation of an economically and culturally viable adat community is the ultimate Iban value.

A crucial feature of Iban corporate life is the institution of the longhouse meeting (aum). The matters considered by the aum include the nature and timing of ritual events, the maintenance of community property such as paths and waterways, the location of farm sites, and government development projects. The aum is also the principal means by which local conflicts are resolved. In this context the headman and other elders act as mediators or conciliators, seeking to arrange an acceptable settlement according to the adat. Decision-making within the context of the aum operates by consensus. The usual procedure is for an issue to be talked through aum and it is apparent that there is mutual agreement on the course of action to be taken; otherwise the status quo will prevail.

The Iban Institutional Structure

Historically, the Iban were an aggressive and expansionist group of shifting cultivators who began moving from their homeland in the Kapuas basin of western Borneo into the region now known as Sarawak during the 18th century or earlier. In the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century they spread throughout most of the river systems in Sarawak, occupying mainly the forested hill country between the coastal swamps and the mountains. The Iban in Sarawak currently number about 500,000, grouped into something like 6,000 longhouse communities, occupying an area of perhaps 15,000 sq km.

Though the Iban are a highly individualistic and competitive people, they have been confronted with the need to coordinate their activities and to cooperate in the common
effect, then, a principle of unanimity is observed, though there is no explicit rule to that
effect and a minority view will at times have to give way to the dominant opinion in
the course of the meeting. The more far-reaching the decision, the greater the importance the
Iban attach to the attainment of consensus. For example, in contemplating involvement in
large-scale land development schemes, it is frequently stressed that collective agreement is
essential before any decision to participate can be made.27

The emphasis on community consensus operates to safeguard the interests of
individual households. Each household head has the opportunity to voice his objections
to any proposal which he sees as running counter to his household's or the community's
interests and to opt out of an undesirable arrangement. While this may not involve a
formal right of veto, at least it ensures that, in general, some form of compromise will be
sought. The ultimate expression of disagreement available to a household is to leave the
community and join another longhouse. An individual household is able to join any
community in which either husband or wife has kinsfolk. This means that for any one
household there are numerous communities which it is eligible to join. In the past this has
meant that it was a relatively simple matter to dissociate from one community and be
accepted as a member of another. Consequently, communities with abundant resources
and good leadership tended to acquire more households, while those in less favorable
circumstances tended to lose members. In the post-independence period, community
membership has been more stable but the option of "voting with the feet" remains an
important feature of Iban social organization. In effect, then, Iban communities are
"clubs" made up of members who join together voluntarily to provide local public goods,
where the ultimate sanction of exit or voting with the feet can be one of the forces
operating to produce community consensus.28

Thus the "rules for making rules" within the Iban institution structure emphasize
collective decision by community consensus. By this means instrumental rules such as
those governing land tenure can be renegotiated as changing circumstances produce a
shift in the prevailing consensus. The amount involved in decision costs, given the small
number of participants, the informal nature of proceedings, and the common values and
assumptions guiding negotiations. The consensus principle ensures that decisions take
adequate account of individual preferences and circumstances and therefore that
voluntary compliance will be readily forthcoming. This procedure also means that
individuals are well-informed about the nature of any change to the rules.

In order to assess Iban response to change it is necessary to specify criteria by
which institutional adaptations can be evaluated. As stated earlier, the preservation of
harmonious and viable longhouse communities is the ultimate Iban value. At the same
time the individualistic and competitive culture of the Iban requires provision of
incentives for individual striving and achievement. Thus, optimality of institutional
arrangements for the Iban requires that individuals reap all the benefits and costs of their
actions, unconditioned except insofar as those actions adversely affect other community
members. Changes in Iban land tenure rules should be judged, then, according to their
contribution to (1) longhouse community cohesion and (2) the provision of incentives for
achievement by individual Iban.

CHANGES IN IBAN LAND TENURE

Traditional Iban Land Tenure

Iban customs governing land tenure were forged during the pioneering past when
shifting cultivation in primary forest was the dominant form of land use and warfare with
other groups, both Iban and non-Iban, was a periodic occurrence.29 A pioneering group of
households would appropriate for itself an extensive and well-demarcated tract of
forested land which then became its exclusive territory, recognized as such by the
neighboring communities with which it was allied. The longhouse group regulated access
to land within its own territory. Hence the system was "communal" or "community-based," in the sense that property rights were specified, assigned, and
enforced by the local community, though in fact most property rights were held
exclusively by individual households and only some were held in common.

An individual household's rights to land were gained in the first instance by virtue of
its membership in the longhouse community. This membership bestowed a general
right of access to the longhouse territory, held in common with all other member
households. The right of access was in fact a bundle of rights, the most important of
which was the right to clear primary forest for cultivation of hill rice and other forest
products in order to meet the household's subsistence requirements. The apportionment
of primary forest for this purpose was decided by the longhouse meeting at the start of each
farming season. During the cropping period, a household had exclusive rights to the plot
it had cleared. Moreover, it retained the right to reutilize the same plot in subsequent years.
A household also had the right to claim individual forest trees which it was the first
to harvest or utilize, as well as any trees which it planted. These household rights to
land and trees were inheritable. Usually one child remained in the parental household after
marrying and thus ultimately inherited the household's property rights. Children who left
and established households of their own were progressively allocated a portion of the
parental household's farming land and retained the right to share in harvesting the
parental household's trees.

An individual's rights to land and trees were thus unambiguously defined by his or
her status as a member of an individual household, by that household's status as a
member of a particular longhouse community, and by the community's status as part of a
regional society. Recognition of each level of rights was demonstrated in practice by
negotiating agreement for the use of land with the respective right-holder, and by openly
informing the larger group and seeking validation of any claims or contractual
arrangements affecting the use of land. The community thus became a repository of
information about rights to land. In addition, it was the principal means of monitoring and
enforcing those rights. Close personal interaction within the daily routine of longhouse
life ensured that infringements of rights were readily detected, and the binding force of

adat was usually sufficient to bring offenders into line. In most cases, however, the ideological role of adat made it simply unthinkable to contravene community land tenure rules. The relative lack of conflict over land within longhouse communities, despite the absence of formal registration of title, indicates the effectiveness with which Iban land tenure institutions have maintained orderly access to community land resources. Disputes between communities have been more common, partly due to the disruption of traditional authority and settlement patterns brought about by the imposition of a colonial government, but even these have been comparatively rare in recent years.31

The Response to Demographic Change

In the 19th century, with the growth of population and the transition from pioneer shifting cultivation to reliance on the reutilization of secondary forest, longhouse communities in the districts studied (particularly the Lubok Antu and Saribas districts) were either pushing out into new territory or pushing up against the territory of neighboring communities. The growth and movement of population, coupled with the declining availability of primary forest which would permit the creation of new rights to land, required the modification of land tenure rules at both the household and community level. The traditional principle (perhaps only implicit in the pioneer phase), that outmigrating households and communities forfeited their previous rights to land, had to be clarified and enforced, given that migrants to neighboring regions sometimes continued to claim authority over their former lands. The disposition of those rights, now increasingly valuable, had also to be decided, since the outmigration of entire communities left large tracts of valuable territory which surrounding communities had an incentive to claim. In some cases, the rights to such territory were transferred to one of the neighboring communities. In others, a convention was adopted whereby two or more communities shared the territorial rights, requiring the interested parties to negotiate an agreement before making use of the land. In yet other cases the territory was divided between the claimants, using clear landmarks to indicate the new boundaries. Such arrangements were an obvious application of the basic Iban rules requiring clarity and fairness in the allocation of shared resources and were designed to preserve orderly access to a resource which might otherwise have been a source of dangerous inter-community conflict.

Within a longhouse community, too, there was a need to maintain orderly access to the land of emigrant households. Such land could be progressively taken over by a remaining kinsman or kinsmen (after informing the headman of their intentions), or else the community itself, through the headman, could assume direct control over the land, whether permanently reallocating it to other households or preserving it as a pool of common land to be made available on an annual basis. In each case the new arrangements for using the land would first be made clear to all concerned, and validated by the authority of the headman and the longhouse meeting.

Community cohesion also required a fair division of access to land as population increased. A pioneer community began as a voluntary association of households sharing equal rights of access to a tract of virgin land. Through felling primary forest, each household was able to acquire cultivation rights to specific plots in order to grow its subsistence requirements. As generations passed, demographic and other changes caused the distribution of cultivation rights within a community to become more unequal. As a result, some households could find themselves with rights to insufficient land. Yet considerations of both efficiency and equity require that each household be given access to an adequately fallowed farm plot each year.

One way of maintaining equitable access to land without upsetting the inherited rights of the first feller has been the temporary transfer of cultivation rights between households. Where this occurs among close kin it is usually a matter of borrowing the rights to a plot for a season. Where the relationship between households is not so close, the land is often rented, whether for a nominal sum (serving as acknowledgment of the owner's rights) or, as has happened in some communities in recent decades, for a commercial rent. A second option is for the community to form a reserve of common land which is periodically made available to those in need. In many long-established communities hill rice plots are so freely and regularly exchanged that all land not under perennial crops is regarded as common land, with the household's right of exclusion almost a formality, rarely activated in practice. In some cases the land is truly common in that no permanent rights to hill rice land are recognized and individual farm plots are allocated each year by the longhouse meeting on the basis of household needs.

The Response to Commercial Agriculture

The second major change affecting Iban hill farmers has been the spread of commercial agriculture, beginning around 1910 with the adoption of small-scale rubber planting and continuing since the 1950s with the cultivation of pepper.32 This was potentially more disruptive of traditional tenure arrangements and community life than demographic change. In particular, the planting of rubber involved the removal of sizeable blocks of land from the hill rice cycle for extended periods, and the possibility during boom periods of hiring workers from outside the community meant that large holdings were profitable. In fact, the allocation of land for rubber planting and other commercial crops proceeded in an orderly manner, with few disputes and little harm to the stability of the forest-fallow cycle on which the traditional subsistence economy depended (at least, until population growth in the postwar period began to create general land scarcity). The rules providing for individual household tenure of fallow land and indigenous tree crops were readily extended to cover the case of exotic cash crops such as rubber. Each household had the choice of allocating land for rubber planting based on the total number of plots it controlled, so the cost of removing land from the hill rice cycle for an extended period was fully internalized by the household. The traditional rules

31Cramb and Wills, op. cit.; Sather, op. cit., p. 33
32The case material on which the general accounts in this and the following subsection are based is documented in Cramb, op. cit., chs. 4-7. See also R.A. Cramb, "Explaining Variations in Bornean Land Tenure: The Iban Case," Ethnology 28 (1989):277-300.
governing household rights to tree crops provided security of tenure during the long establishment phase and the subsequent life of the plantation. The land initially planted with rubber appears to have been fallow land which was considered surplus to the requirements of the normal crop-fallow cycle. As one would expect, the result was that households and communities with rights to more land planted extensively, while those which had less land only planted on a small scale. Newly developed contractual arrangements for share-cropping and cash-leases enabled those with extensive holdings effectively to utilize their extra capacity. This no doubt introduced greater inequality in income, but not in a way which contravened Iban notions of fairness. Where some or all of a longhouse territory was subject to shared household rights, the decision to plant rubber not only involved a change in land use but a change in the tenure status of the land, with exclusive and permanent household rights displacing shared rights. Traditional rules of collective choice, when applied to this situation, required that all those with an interest in such land should be involved in the decision to plant and that all should receive an equal share of land for this purpose. This eliminated the possibility that an ambitious household, well endowed with labor or capital, could obtain an excessive share of the common land for its own benefit. A widespread convention emerged which restricted the area any one household could plant. In many cases this took the form that all households had to agree to plant together, each household then being allocated a similar sized plot for the purpose. Similar conventions have governed the allocation of land for community pepper and cocoa schemes, though with these more intensive crops there has been less need to restrict the overall area planted, and individual households have been able to plant largely on their own initiative. The Iban land tenure rules which have evolved in response to the introduction of commercial crops indicate appreciation of the tradeoff between the social goals of encouraging individual initiative, and ensuring cohesion within the longhouse. Innovative members of the longhouse community have been unconstrained in planting cash crops where the resultant costs are confined to the innovators' own households, and the traditional enforcement procedures have been adapted to secure households' rights to the new crops. Wherever individual plantings have been perceived as likely to impose costs on other community members, the basic rules of Iban society have been employed to determine new instrumental rules governing land allocations and rights to the new crops. Conclusions

The institutions of any community must establish order, but also have the capacity to change in response to desires for efficiency and equity as circumstances change. This is achieved by an institutional structure comprising at least two levels of rules: instrumental rules, which govern people's day-to-day activities, and basic rules, governing the collective choice of new instrumental rules. The social optimality of an institutional structure, and of any change in that structure, is assessed in terms of its contribution to the fundamental values of the community, relative to the resources required to maintain compliance with existing rules or to undertake collective choice of new rules.

For traditional Iban longhouse communities, the fundamental values are community cohesion and individual achievement, both of which are seen as necessary to community and individual success. Iban land tenure institutions in the districts studied appear to have been largely successful in contributing to these values during the last century and a quarter, despite major changes in the Iban environment. The success of Iban land tenure institutions in a changing environment is a result of the nature of Iban collective choice processes. Iban longhouse communities are small, stable and homogeneous. All members subscribe to a common set of basic ethical rules and procedures (adat), including those governing collective decisions by the longhouse meeting. All households are directly represented in the collective choice process, where decisions are by consensus, so that no household's views are irrelevant to the decision reached. Direct representation ensures that all are informed of land tenure rules and the households themselves are responsible for monitoring and enforcing those rules. As a result, both the costs of the collective decision process and the costs of monitoring and enforcing the resulting rules are low. As a further safeguard, dissenting households have the option of "voting with the feet," which also provides incentives for longhouse heads to create or adopt institutional innovations which better satisfy basic Iban values.

The evolution of Iban land tenure suggests a number of conclusions about institutions in general and land tenure institutions in particular. The first is that, in a changing world, collective choice processes are of great importance in achieving socially optimal use of resources over time. Existing instrumental rules, such as particular land tenure rules, are frequently perceived as inefficient or unfair as circumstances change. Agreed collective choice processes, such as Iban longhouse meetings, provide the means to introduce generally acceptable institutional change. If this is not done, reduced adherence to community rules will result in a waste of community resources.

A second conclusion based upon the Iban experience is that particular forms of property rights, often casually designated as "private property" or "common property," are unlikely to be socially superior in all situations. Iban land tenure has included varying combinations of individual household rights and common access rights for all community members, indicating the value of a system where rights of decision-making over resources can be allocated differently between individual/households and the group as a whole, depending on the particular circumstances. This parallels recent conclusions in the industrial organisation literature, that when monitoring and enforcement costs are taken into account, social coordination by the market may be less efficient than coordination by hierarchical structures or by socialisation of individuals to accept common goals.

Another lesson from the Iban experience is the complementarity between individual decision-making rights and collective decisions. Private property rights are non-existent if not sanctioned by the group and consciously maintained by community members; individuals who attempt to expand private rights to the detriment of the generally-agreed community interest risk undermining the order which underpins those private rights. At the same time, as the Iban experience shows, if a community wants to prosper in a potentially Hobbesian world, it needs to reward individual initiative and innovation via acceptance of individual or household property rights for at least some resources. To see individual and collective rights as essentially competitive is to misconceive the nature of community existence and survival in a world of scarce resources.

Finally, the Iban experience suggests that socially optimal use of natural resources in Iban regions can best be attained by conscious maintenance of the Iban institutional structure. More generally, the presumption should be that small, long-established, stable communities such as those of the Iban have evolved collective choice processes which achieve community members' objectives with minimum costs. This is not to idealize such communities as inherently superior "moral economies" nor to suggest that they are capable of appropriate collective action in all circumstances. However, the Iban experience does support the notion of "community sovereignty" vis-à-vis state and national governments, analogous to the "consumer sovereignty" widely espoused by economists. It may be argued, in order to satisfy wider national interests, state or national governments need to impose institutions which local communities such as the Iban find inappropriate. Resolution of such conflicts is the role of the institutional structure of the larger society. In the context of this paper one would begin the analysis of such state or national policies by investigating whether they are the product of a generally accepted collective choice process at the state or national level.28

3This paper is based on field research (1992-94) funded by the National Science Foundation (Grant BNS-9114652), Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, Sigma Xi, and Arizona State University. The research was sponsored in Indonesia by the Balai Kajian Sejarah dan Nilai Tradisional, Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan with permits from the Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia. Additional observations were made in June 1996 during a study with the Center for International Forestry Research in cooperation with Wetlands International and the Indonesian Directorate of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation (PHPA). I wish to thank Roben Alvarez, Carol Golfer, and Bernard Saltare for their helpful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Any conclusions and opinions drawn here are not necessarily those of the above funding agencies or individuals. The author alone is responsible for the analysis presented.

4This should not be confused with the Batang Lupar, a principal river in Sarawak. During the Dutch colonial period in West Kalimantan, the border area was referred to as "Batang Loepar Landen" and the Iban living there were called Batang Loepars because they had originally migrated there from the Batang Lupar in Sarawak. The name has been retained by the present Indonesian government. (Some Iban in the Lanjak area have even commented to me that they should properly be called "Dayak Batang Lupar" instead of Iban as the latter term means "human" to them.)
Figure 1. Northwestern Borneo.

Figure 2. The Borderland Districts of Kapuas Hulu.
This area is at once a borderland, a hinterland, and a frontier. As a borderland, an international political boundary separates the inhabitants from kin and close historical associations in Sarawak (particularly among the Iban). Since the Indonesian-Malaysian border was formally established in 1891 under British and Dutch colonial governments (see Maxwell and Gibson 1924), the peoples partitioned by the border have lived under quite different political and economic conditions. Yet despite these differences, borderlanders share a similar "border experience"—isolation, underdevelopment, and neglect by central powers (cf. Asiwaju 1985; Martinez 1994; Lee 1980).

As a hinterland, Kapuas Hulu has remained very isolated from the generally rapidly developing part of Indonesia. The region is becoming increasingly and more closely connected to the rest of the province and with Sarawak, an expansion of logging and plantation projects, and an influx of migrants. Other places around the world have experienced similar changes. In Brazil, for example, the Transamazon highway was built to integrate the nation, provide land to colonists, and open up new resources such as minerals and timber for industrial exploitation (see e.g. Moran 1976; Smith 1982; Burger 1987:105-6). The highway, however, suffers from poor drainage, wash-outs, and little if any maintenance, and the indigenous peoples along its route have become alienated from their lands and exposed to erosion and land slips during the rainy season. Prior to paving, the highway, during construction (except for stretches passing through the district seats where red rock was specially brought in). After typically heavy rains, the road surface became muddy and slick making it impassable to vehicles and slow by foot. For example, in mid-1994 extensive road work on the hill pass outside of Lanjak lowered the pass about five meters, but there was no lock to prevent the earth from becoming ankle- and knee-deep mud. In addition to destroying any last trace of the century-old Tugong Banau, this new construction is likely to threaten the surrounding Iban forest reserve (pultus) with the devastation of many valuable resources.

Physical condition. Generally poor drainage marks the physical structure of the road, making it subject to erosion and land slips during the rainy season. Prior to paving, gravel or rock packed the surface only where it was immediately available during construction (except for stretches passing through the district seats where red rock was specially brought in). After typically heavy rains, the road surface became muddy and slick making it impassable to vehicles and slow by foot. For example, in mid-1994 extensive road work on the hill pass outside of Lanjak lowered the pass about five meters, but there was no lock to prevent the earth from becoming ankle- and knee-deep mud. In addition to destroying any last trace of the century-old Tugong Banau, this new construction is likely to threaten the surrounding Iban forest reserve (pultus) with the devastation of many valuable resources.
landsllips and erosion. Furthermore, without improved drainage and regular maintenance after paving, these problems will continue.

Figure 3. Jalan Lintas Utara (unpaved) along the Leboyan floodplain near Ukit-Ukit, May 1994.

Wash-out of the road and bridges has also been a problem. In 1994 high water on the Leboyan forced a bridge contractor to abandon his efforts at building a large metal bridge over the Leboyan at Ukit-Ukit because he had placed the base of the bridge too close to the river banks. A new contractor later finished the bridge during the dry season. No bridges are in place yet over the larger rivers such as the Embaloh although there are local people in canoes and small barges who ferry motorcycles across the rivers for a fare of 5,000 rupiah. Prior to paving operations, only the bridges in the immediate area of the district capitals were constructed with heavy wooden planks bolted together. In contrast, most other bridges were of haphazard construction, consisting of little more than several large logs (generally not high-quality hardwoods) set parallel with the road over a stream and covered with earth. Because of this most bridges were in frequent disrepair.

Along the southern road, Jalan Lintas Selatan, after paving, crews built concrete drainage channels on either side of the road in some stretches. These drains, however, are subject to heavy silting because of the lack of vegetation to hold the soil around and above them.

Figure 4. Jalan Lintas Utara (paved) in the hills near Lanjak, June 1996.

For example, a log bridge near an Iban longhouse six kilometers from Lanjak became increasingly hazardous for vehicles to cross as the earth on it eroded away. Workers from a nearby logging company, P.T. Mekanik, repaired it in late August 1992 after a request from a local leader. The workers brought out a bulldozer and a load of logs from their base camp. They laid the new logs over the existing logs, and piled and packed earth on top. By early December 1992 they came out to repair the same bridge as well as another one in the same area that had eroded away. Their poor, hurried repairs lasted only two weeks before heavy rains washed out the earth on both bridges. After the provincial governor visited the area in mid-1993, the road building crew repaired it again, but with no durable materials. Those communities on inaccessible parts of the road such as between the Leboyan and Embaloh Rivers, or those with no influence with the local logging companies can do little except endure road and bridge disrepair.

The numerous logging roads in the area are generally characterized by clay surfaces and poor drainage resulting in erosion of the road and landslips on hillsides. Hollow logs are often used to culvert streams on these roads but cannot withstand heavy water run-off.
Logging crews regularly graded roads under current use with heavy equipment to maintain good surfaces. In some places they are in better condition than many stretches of the government road prior to paving. Once logging operations cease in any particular area, however, the road runs into disrepair from neglect.

The expanding network. Feeder roads will eventually connect outlying areas to the main track, such as a planned 60 km road from Nanga Kantuk to the north bank of the Kapuas River across from Semitau. In the Batang Luper district, Javanese transmigrants workers from the Sintang area hand-built two narrow feeder roads as a "make-work" project. One ran from Ukit-Ukit upriver for several kilometers to the longhouse of Engkadan, while the other ran downriver from the same place to the Banausa community of Nanga Ngaung. Both quickly fall into disuse, however, because the lack of bridges and the muddy floodplain conditions made vehicle access impossible. It was easier for locals to use the old trails or the river, although they hoped that the roads would be developed better once the bridge was in place over the Leboyan River at Ukit-Ukit. (Indeed, by mid-1996, these two roads had been graveled, and the people along the routes made regular use of them.)

The ever-expanding logging roads form an important part of the road network developing in the area. As of 1992-93, the logging roads in the Batang Luper district were within logging concessions held by P.T. Rimba Ramin and P.T. Yamaker. One of the major roads runs from the main government road seven kilometers east of Lanjak winds through the hills on the Rimba Ramin concession to a unloading port on the eastern shore of Danau Luar. Secondary logging still occurs in the lowland swamp forest bordering the Lakes, but the road is now rarely used. Similarly a Yamaker logging road runs from the main government road about nine kilometers west of Lanjak to the upper Leboyan River and into the headwaters of the Memayang River in the Embahal watershed. On its lower end, the road leads to a port site on the northern edge of the Lakes. During the dry season, logs were transported to the Lakes, after which they were floated out to sawmills on the Kapuas River during high water. Operations there ended in early 1994.

Property and compensation. The regency government financed road construction with help from annual village subsidy money (subsidi desa), some of which it began diverting for the purpose in the mid-1980s. Additionally, when the main road was being built, it generally passed through land claimed or owned by local communities. Often fruit or rubber trees had to be felled. There was, however, no compensation paid to owners for any property lost to the road building. Of course, such property loss did equally affect people in any one community. The government justified the lack of compensation with the reason that the road was being built for "the people" (rakyat) and that they would benefit from it in the long term. Despite this rhetoric, compensation became an issue in the 1992 elections and turned a number of people against voting for the ruling Golongan Karya party.

In contrast, Indonesian law requires logging companies to provide some compensation for damaged or destroyed property. Because most logging concessions encompass previously established community territories, this led to something of a scramble as people tried to claim ownership of fruit and rubber trees felled or planed to be felled prior to road construction. The district adat leaders were frequently called out to longhouses to adjudicate compensation payment, but their loyalties were divided because of fees (honour) from the companies. Because of company unwillingness to pay too much and lose profits, the adat leaders made a reduction of the regular fine for felling someone's rubber tree from 50,000 rupiah to 18,000 rupiah, but only for the logging companies. Likewise, in a meeting between locals and logging company agents, one adat leader discouraged the locals from bringing grievances against the company. He said the company owned any roads it built, rather than the people through whose land the roads passed. Additionally, as part of token compensation, the logging companies have built several feeder roads from longhouses to either the main logging or government roads. Occasionally, however, these take absurd directions such as the road at one Iban longhouse. It runs straight up a steep pitch for several hundred meters before connecting with a main logging road, neither of which locals regularly use.

Whatever road-building operations passed through a ritually prohibited area such as an old Iban or Banausa forest cemetery, construction halted for the performance of special rituals to allow work to proceed without supernatural disturbance. In each case, the company contracted to build the road had to provide a pig (or sometimes a goat), a chicken, and 160,000 rupiah. Members of local communities affected sacrificed the animals at the site as part of traditional propitiatory offerings made to the ancestors. The money went to the community or communities for their own use. Work on the road could not continue until the proper rituals were performed. Locals claimed that failure to properly placate the spirits could lead to mishap and increased hazards. For example, a tractor was nearly lost down a mountainside in a large landslide. The Yamaker logging road had run through an old Iban cemetery in the upper Leboyan. People claimed it was the outcome of the company not doing the propitiation rituals first.

Travel within the Borderlands

Before the road, people traveled by foot along trails and by boat along the rivers and lakes. Even now during the rainy season when the water is high, travel by boat is easy, providing fairly good connections with areas connected by water such as Lanjak and Semitau. Foot travel, however, can be slowed considerably, especially in swampy stretches of trails such as those on the Leboyan floodplain. In the dry season, foot travel is easier, but water transportation is often limited. For example, at high water, heavy 10-20 ton motorboats (banading) can reach Lanjak, but during the dry season, only small boats and motorboats less than one ton can make the trip. This of course depends on the length of the dry season; in some years even small boats can only get within a one- to three-hour walk to Lanjak. Even with the road in place, the border area is still greatly

Transmigrants also worked on the Leboyan bridge construction, most of them being employed at breaking rocks by hand for cement mixing.

It also led to some situational stretching of land adat. For example, one household claimed ownership of fallow forest in a longhouse they had moved away from some 20 years previously, demanding and receiving compensation from the company for having built a road through the land. Under traditional Iban adat still in practice, primary claims to land are lost if a household moves away from a longhouse (see Wadley 1979).

This is where Bantin, the famous "rebel" against the Brooke Raj, is supposed to be buried.
dependent on water travel for connections with the rest of the province. Travel within the area and into Sarawak has been mainly by foot.

Once the road connected Nanga Badau and Lanjak in 1991 and eventually extended to Nanga Kantuk and Benua Matinus in 1992, local people began to make regular use of motor vehicles. By early 1992 quite a number of people in the Lanjak area had bought motor-scooters, motorcycles, and bicycles; and by mid-1992 most merchants in Lanjak and Nanga Badau had bought small pick-up trucks to taxi people and produce, mainly to Lubok Antu in Sarawak. (Ironically most of the vehicles were bought in Pontianak and brought to Lanjak by large and long boats from Sintang or Samtani during high water.) By the end of 1992 there were six such vehicles based out of Lanjak. One Iban man bought a car in Brunei but he could not get official permission to carry fare-paying passengers because of the car's foreign origin. Such permission is said to be expensive and can only be obtained in Pontianak; people who keep foreign cars without permission are liable to heavy fines because they have technically smuggled them across the border.

Before the local merchants had purchased their vehicles, people often caught rides from Lanjak to Nanga Badau on the trucks belonging to the road building company (P.T. Tamanjaya) as they carried supplies from the drop-off point at Lanjak to the construction sites. Similarly while the logging company had its camp on the eastern edge of Danau Liar, trucks that traveled regularly to and from Lanjak carried people without charge or for the driver's "cigarette money." Termination of logging activity in that area ended this source of transport, but the opening of the logging operations in the upper Lebok River opened mechanized travel for those living near the new route. The private companies, however, sent letters to all the desa headmen explaining that they could not be held liable for any injuries or deaths to local people on any of their vehicles.

By the latter part of 1992, the privately owned pick-ups had largely replaced all other large vehicles as the principle taxi service in the area. In 1992-93 some of the fares charged were: from Lanjak to Nanga Badau, 7,000 rupiah or 10 Malaysian ringgit; from Lanjak to Ukit-Ukit, 2,000 rupiah. Batang Lupar district (after the road was completed between Lanjak and Nanga Badau), charged were: from Lanjak to Nanga Badau, 7,000 rupiah or 10 Malaysian ringgit; from Lanjak to Ukit-Ukit, 2,000 rupiah. (At the time 2,000 rupiah was worth about one U.S. dollar.) Because of limited cash incomes, people generally tried to get by without having to ride, depending on how far they were, on how heavy their loads were. However, others with cash at some roadside longhouses have occasionally hired trucks from Lanjak at harvest time to transport their grain from the fields to the longhouse. The government has also estimated that smallholders in the Nanga Kantuk and Nanga Badau districts sold around 146 tons of pepper into Sarawak in 1989 (Japari 1989:13). What percentage was for the communities close to the road. After paying, travel time is likely to be even faster.

**Justification for the Road**

The Indonesian government's stated motivations for building the road involve both economic development and national security concerns as outlined in a report by the Indonesian government (Japari 1989). These motivations include fulfilling promises of local economic development, reducing orientation and dependence on the Sarawak economy, increasing coordination of governmental activities by connecting outlying areas to the regency capital in Putussibau, opening up some areas to transmigration, and providing better military access to isolated areas (see Sumatri 1992; cf. Burger 1987:96-97 for similar justifications elsewhere).

In the past, the absence of a land route meant that river travel dominated within the regency and in relations with other parts of the province. With the annual dry season and periods of low water levels, this has also meant greatly hampered communications for parts of the year. The result was seasonal increases in the time and costs of transporting consumer items and produce to local markets and export items such as cash crops to regional and provincial markets. The high costs of transportation have also allegedly discouraged many investors from the area. Given the Indonesian government's desire for increased economic production, the road holds the key to the success of its development plans. These include timber extraction (already the top export item of the regency), mining, plantation agriculture (i.e. rubber, cocoa, pepper, coffee, and oil palm), and fisheries.

Furthermore, the orientation of the local economy in the border districts to markets in Sarawak (especially Lubok Antu) heightened government concern. The regency government estimated that smallholders in the Nanga Kantuk and Nanga Badau districts sold around 146 tons of pepper into Sarawak in 1989 (Japari 1989:13). What percentage of this comprised of the total produced is not known. From personal observation of the Batang Lupar district (after the road was completed between Lanjak and Nanga Badau), locals probably sold all pepper produced across the border—if not by smallholders themselves, by merchants acting as middlemen. The government thus has felt that Sarawak benefits from Indonesian fruits and labor (Japari 1989:5). However, the hope that the new road will redirect the border economy away from Sarawak is probably wishful thinking given the pull of the stronger Malaysian economy and currency.

The government views the border districts as being extremely backward (terbelakang) and left behind (keinggolalan) (Japari 1989:13). It has also designated the borderland a high poverty area (daerah miskin), with special exemption from taxes but special attention for economic development. According to the regency, this minimal standard of living fuels the orientation to Sarawak with its much higher standard of living. (The reasons are actually much more complex and involve such factors as common culture, and available markets and jobs.) The government claims that people in the border districts (mostly Iban) are more familiar with officials in the Sarawak government than with those in the Indonesian government because the lack of close relations with the rest of the nation (Japari 1989:13-14). This may be true to a certain extent, but largely because those living close to the border in the Nanga Badau and
Nanga Kantuk districts, and for those Iban men who have spent long periods of time working in Sarawak. The regency government also claims that many children (again mostly Iban) attend school in Sarawak because of the lower cost of education there. This may be true again in those communities located very close to the border and nearer to Sarawak schools than Indonesian schools (see McKeown 1984). However, until the proliferation of elementary schools in the 1970-80s, many children (mainly Iban in the Batang Lupar district) did not attend school at all. The Embah and Lahamin Banuaka have been mainly educated at Dutch Catholic missionary schools which Iban in some areas (such as Batang Lupar District) rejected. The government expects the new road to ease coordination of many governmental activities including national education.

With regard to Indonesian national security interests, economic dependence on Sarawak is only one aspect. There is also the concern, real or not, that the style of government in Sarawak could create unrest along the border (Japan 1989:9). Referring to Malaysia's system of government as "liberal democracy" (in contrast to their own "guided democracy"), Indonesian officials have an institutional unease that the past existence of socialist-leaning political parties (i.e. SUPP could inspire the border inhabitants to political rebellion. Such sentiments are actually common about border areas in general, implying some unease over ambiguous borderland loyalties (see Asiwaju 1985; Martinez 1994). However, such concerns are contrary to other claims (in the same report) that the border inhabitants have repeatedly demonstrated their loyalty to Indonesia under pressing circumstances (Japan 1989:11), such as the Communist insurgency of the 1960-70s. Remnants of Communist guerrilla forces are supposedly still hiding in one-of-the-way places along the border (Japan 1989:11). People in the area also claim the existence of such forces although no one has ever seen any supposed Communist guerrillas since their failed insurgency. Their current and continued existence is doubtful. Such claims, however, justify the new road as an element in maintaining internal security, providing easier access to military forces in dealing with any sort of unrest.

The road is also seen as a way of rewarding the local people for their help and sacrifice during the campaign to eliminate the guerrillas in the 1960-70s. However, there is a fear that a lack of development and government attention to the border districts might fuel future unrest (Japan 1989:12). This again appears to question borderlander loyalty. The report does not mention the Indonesian-Malaysian Confrontation of the early 1960s, although border security surely provides another reason for the road system. Future cash crops to Lubok Antu for sale; pepper and cocoa, whenever prices are good, are regularly taken there because of better prices. Rubber prices are roughly the same in Indonesia and Malaysia, and most people do not risk the additional travel costs and instead sell to local markets such as Lanjak.

Goods in the local stores have been, for the most part, brought in from Pontianak by way of Semitau and are cheaper than similar goods in Lubok Antu (although quality is claimed to be higher in Sarawak). Only sugar has been cheaper in Sarawak. The amount and variety of goods available in the local markets are likely to increase while the prices go down because of more efficient transportation throughout the year. However, people in Lanjak claimed that prices of goods in Lubok Antu have actually risen since the road to Nanga Badau was completed and the volume and frequency of travel to Lubok Antu increased. On the other hand, the road has certainly made it easier for people to transport cash crops to Lubok Antu for sale; pepper and cocoa, whenever prices are good, are regularly taken there because of better prices. Rubber prices are roughly the same in Indonesia and Malaysia, and most people do not risk the additional travel costs and instead sell to local markets such as Lanjak.

It was this strong military presence in the borderlands that lead directly to military involvement (ostensibly under retirement) in the huge logging concessions in the area.

For example, in late 1992 prices for fertilizer varied between 350 rupiah per kilogram in Pontianak to 550 rupiah per kilogram in Putussibau; gasoline in 1992 was 550 rupiah per kilogram of premium in Pontianak and 1,300 rupiah per kilogram of premium in Lanjak.
It is hard to tell if the volume and frequency of travel has also increased from the border area into Malaysia for the purpose of wage labor. It is possible that if the volume of men traveling for wage labor has not risen, the frequency of their return migrations has increased with the ease of travel. That is, men may be taking shorter wage-labor trips (see Wadley 1997a). The road has certainly made a difference for Iban from Sarawak (e.g. Sibu or Kapit) in visiting distant and not-so-distant relatives across the border. One man from Sibu specifically brought his son to the Lanjak area so that he could see the region in which his ancestors had once lived. Some locals have commented that once the road is completed and there is an official border post at Nanga Badau, the frequency of visiting from Sarawak will greatly increase; this is probably true for the Indonesian side of the border as well. The attraction of cheap Indonesian goods and the greater buying power of the Malaysian ringgit may also fuel this two-way travel.

Within the border districts, people's travel to the local market centers and to other communities has probably also increased (see Kayah 1992). If anything else, the road has reduced the burden of travel. For example, people from nearby communities can easily travel to Lanjak during the week. On Saturdays and Sundays people from more distant communities such as the Banua' villages on the Lebony River can now come to Lanjak more regularly to sell produce (such as fruit or palm wine) and shop for goods. The road has likely increased the frequency of travel from Sibau Marun to Lanjak where a wider range of goods is available.

During local social events like cockfights or ritual festivals (gawa'), people make use of available pick-ups or motorcycles to attend. This is true on both sides of the border with people from either side attending and, in the case of cockfights, in increased numbers. This has a negative side, however, as one man from the Lanjak area said he was afraid to attend a cousin's gawa' in the Nanga Badau district. He would have to leave his motorcycle unattended and did not know the many people from Sarawak likely to be attending. Additionally, a growing number of people are concerned that "disruptive elements" from downriver and Sarawak will cause social problems in the future (such as inappropriate sexual advances to local women) as the road is completed and outsiders gain easier access to the area.

The scramble for land has accelerated a fundamental change in land ownership, a new phenomenon to the area. Ownership of land, still for the most part under traditional rules of control and use, is becoming increasingly a private, individual property issue in the immediate Lanjak area. (This is likely true for Nanga Badau and other administrative centers as well.) This situation has the potential to create a land-poor and land-rich hierarchy of people in the area, It is also possible that such private land will be tested to the land-poor in the future instead of allowing rent-free use as is the traditional Iban practice. For a few kilometers along the road at Lanjak, the local elite (which includes Javanes and Iban) has bought and deeded land next to the road. Several tracts originally owned by people from a nearby longhouse were bought even before the road was built. The new owners had an inside line of information on the route the road was to take.

The scramble for land has increased as people begin to realize the potential for economic growth in the Lanjak area (see Kayah 1992). People from distant communities have sought land to buy in order to set up small shops and build houses for their children to stay in while attending school. Locals have cleared the land of brush and trees on either side of the road along the stretch at Lanjak. They have hired backhoes or tractors of logging companies to clear their land for building houses and stores, planting catch crops, and digging fish ponds. Along other stretches of the road near longhouses, residents often planted the roadside with catch crops such as cassava and other vegetables for home consumption or sale into Lanjak.

There has also been some movement of the local population to take advantage of the road. Some people have deliberately moved out of their longhouses to separate houses near the road and next to new pepper gardens. One longhouse, again, in the Embaloh district moved to a site some eight kilometers from its former location in order to be closer to the new road. Another longhouse in the furthest reaches of the upper Lebony split with several households establishing a new longhouse near the main logging road and on land to which they had traditional rights. Overall the regional population is likely to shift toward the road and away from the rivers that in the past have been the main avenue of transport and communication with the outside. At road junctions, like river mouths in the past, villages will become towns. In many cases, however, the new road follows the old trails and runs close to many established longhouses and communities (cf. Wadley and Kayah n.d.).

The Indonesian government allows cockfights as part of its efforts to promote and preserve "traditional culture," although the often heavy gambling that takes place during many of these events is very untraditional. Easier for the rival schools of Lanjak and Nanga Badau to compete in sporting events such as football and volleyball, this increasing contact between people of all ages. For high school, children must go outside the area to Semtina, Selimbau, Jongkong (these three particularly for Malay, Parusihau, Sintang, Pontianak, and Singkawang. Either a regular academic high school or a vocational school will eventually be built in both Nanga Badau and Lanjak, and this is likely to increase the opportunities for a number of area children who would not otherwise be able to attend beyond junior high school.

Land and other property. The road has accelerated a fundamental change in land ownership, a new phenomenon to the area. Ownership of land, still for the most part under traditional rules of control and use, is becoming increasingly a private, individual property issue in the immediate Lanjak area. (This is likely true for Nanga Badau and other administrative centers as well.) This situation has the potential to create a land-poor and land-rich hierarchy of people in the area. It is also possible that such private land will be tested to the land-poor in the future instead of allowing rent-free use as is the traditional Iban practice. For a few kilometers along the road at Lanjak, the local elite (which includes Javanes and Iban) has bought and deeded land next to the road. Several tracts originally owned by people from a nearby longhouse were bought even before the road was built. The new owners had an inside line of information on the route the road was to take.

This is in contrast to one hapless Iban merchant. He bought land and built a new shop and house along the old footpath under the expectation that the road would follow the old track. His now unoccupied shop is over a kilometer from the new road, and the merchant is caught in a land dispute that may eventually force him to give up his old and well-placed shop and move to his isolated site.
Being located near the road is not always a positive thing. There is the risk that livestock (pigs and chickens for the most part) may be hit by passing trucks as has happened at longhouses outside of Lanjak. Roadside communities will increasingly fall victim to thefts and disturbances, especially after migration brings in more people from different regions. Property and other disputes will probably increase in frequency as newcomers lay claim to land or trees belonging to locals. The number of people who would ignore or might be ignorant of local adat will likely rise, leading to a host of similar problems.

Development efforts and effects. One development in the area is superficially rather innocent, but its long-term effects on the transmission of traditional knowledge may be quite pernicious. In 1993 the government electric utility service built a diesel-powered electric generating station in Lanjak. It also strung electric lines within the town of Lanjak and extending for several kilometers toward Ukit-Ukit in the east. This was done prior to road-paving and improvement operations, which resulted in the electric posts and lines being in the way as road improvement proceeded. By mid-1996 Lanjak was receiving nightly electricity to run lights and televisions, but the communities along the new road to the east remained without power. (Most of them did not have enough money to pay for installation costs and monthly charges.) Some people complained that children were whiling away their time watching television instead of studying for school or participating in traditional rituals.

The local political-economic elite stand to profit from and look eagerly upon the development plans for the area in the form of government plantation schemes such as rubber and oil palm. Others express a certain fatalism, having heard and seen the effects on local communities in Sarawak. One elderly Iban man ventured that once the road was completed, the government would build plantations, newcomers would arrive and occupy all the land, and the local Dayaks would work as coolies on the very land they used to own. Another man was of the opinion that newcomers would profit from local development because the locals for the most part were unprepared to take advantage of the new opportunities and inexperienced in dealing with the new bureaucratic system. He said that many are likely to sell off their land piece by piece in order to get immediate but short term profit and to pay off debts.

One development effort involved the Rokan Group Holding Company working in the Nanga Badau and Nanga Kantuk districts until late 1993. It was under contract to construct rubber and oil palm plantations, with some of their schemes falling under the program, Perkebunan Inti Rakyat. Ideally, plantation land is divided up into two hectare plots, and some sold to locals with the produce sold to the company overseeing the project. Locals in the Badau area, however, were frustrated with the program and felt they were shortchanged and excluded in the scheme. The company eventually shut down its operations apparently because they were losing money on the venture. An oil palm plantation was also planned for the Batang Lupar district near the border with Nanga Badau, but concerns that it would negatively affect watersheds feeding the Danau Sentarum Wildlife Reserve (encompassing some 80,000 ha of the Kapaus Lakes) effectively killed the project in the planning stage (but see Postscript).

To the extent that locals are discouraged from participating in such schemes and outsiders are perceived as profiting over locals, the projects are likely to exacerbate economic inequalities and foster the sort of resentment and issues of loyalty the government claims the road is supposed to solve (see Colfer et al. 1997). Transmigrants from Java will benefit from other similar projects such as in the Nanga Kantuk district near the border with Nanga Badau. Transmigration originally planned for Batang Lupar District on the Leboyan floodplain near Ukit-Ukit was postponed for awhile after protest by locals that they were not given time to develop the land for themselves. There will eventually be some 200 transmigrant households settled into the area. (One potential consequence of increased insecurity over land tenure is that locals may accelerate the conversion of forest, whether fallow or old growth, to rubber and other tree crops, which the government recognizes as markers of property claims [e.g. Lawrence et al. 1998].)

The habitat and fisheries of the extensive Kapaus Lakes, much of which is now under official protection as Danau Sentarum Wildlife Reserve, has suffered greatly in recent years (see Dudley 1996). There has always been fishing pressure in the area, particularly during the dry season as the Lakes shrink and the fish collect in the available pools and feeder streams. This has for centuries brought people from the areas bordering the Lakes on all sides to catch fish for consumption and sale (see e.g. Sdnin 1967:84). With the road, however, the Lakes have been opened up to increased pressure, particularly given the border area’s close relationship with Sarawak. For example, in late 1993, I recorded from only one of many such transactions in Lanjak, a boat load of 111 hard-shelled turtles—‘buko’ or ‘biuko’—(1,191 kg total) and nine soft-shelled turtles—lelab—(87.5 kg total) sold for 800 rupiah per kilogram and 2,750 rupiah per kilogram respectively. A Badau merchant bought them for further marketing in Nanga Badau and on into Sarawak, where turtles are reportedly sold as far away as Miri at very good profit.

The road has likely increased the volume of fish sold into Lubok Antu by local merchants and therefore increased the intensity of fishing, especially with the use of commercial poisons in order to get bigger catches. A major fish kill in 1995, was blamed on Iban merchants using powerful commercial poisons (see Agyojohny 1995). Merchants from Lubok Antu occasionally come to Lanjak to buy fresh fish and turtles for sale in Sarawak. The locals, particularly the Melayu fishermen most affected, have become concerned with the over-fishing. They have complained not only of declining yields but of the increased absence of large fish, and some communities have taken their own steps to limit harvesting.

Equally damaging effects are likely to result from the logging in the upper Leboyan and lowland swamps around the Lakes through silting and destruction of forest habitat. The mostly Iban communities immediately affected by logging report heavy silting of nearby rivers and streams. For example, the Mengsau River downstream from the road-building by P.T. Yamaker became so silted during the rainy season that the once abundant fish became scarce. Out of a gallon of water drawn for drinking, an inch or so of silt commonly settled out. This was at the time before logging was even begun in the upper Leboyan, only road building. Other communities have complained of similar problems, such as Banau’s communities on the Embaloh River which was being silted...
from logging on the Embaloh watershed across from the headwaters of the Menslau (rumors abounding afterward put the death toll in the thousands [e.g. Straits Times 1997a].) Analysts attributed the killings to conflict over land resulting directly from the road system expands, some areas will be encircled by roads. Animals unlikely to cross roads such as orangutans and gibbons will be cut off from former ranges, dividing and reducing breeding populations. Hunting pressure is also likely to increase on all game species, whether or not they are officially protected. Through the use of vehicles, travel time to hunting sites is reduced, allowing more hunters better access to animal populations. The market for animal products (from saliva pig meat to trade in illegal items such as pangolin scales, bear gall bladders, and live infant orangutan or gibbons) is likely to expand with sales made into Sarawak and down the Kapuas River to Pontianak (see Wadley et al. 1997).

Conclusion

This region will necessarily persist as a borderland, wedged between competing interests and demands. On the one side is Indonesia, suspicious of borderlander dualty and demanding of their resources. On the other lies Sarawak with which borderland share culture and history, and to which they are drawn by wage labor and cross-border kinship. With the road, the area is slowly losing its status as a hinterland, an area of isolation and underdevelopment. Increasingly a frontier, it has become a place for resource extraction, plantation development, transmigration, and tighter government control over local natural resource use. The local people are of the general opinion that the road is a good thing, a positive feature in their lives, and they have been eager to benefit from its use as they awaited its construction (see Wadley 1990). Some are, however, anxious about what the future will bring. Yet they are largely convinced that most changes, particularly economic development and schooling, will be for the better. Whether or not the indigenous inhabitants of the Kapuas Hulu borderlands can agree in the future on the costs and benefits of the road, they are only now beginning to feel its effects on their lives.

Postscript

Since my last visit to the area in June 1996, there have been three events that dramatically sharpen this picture of rapid change. First, ethnic unrest in late 1996 and early 1997 erupted in the Sanggau Lebo area of Kebupaten Sambas. It highlights the potential for tragic consequences of transmigration and plantation development throughout Indonesia. There, according to news reports, local Dayaks rose up and massacred transmigrants from Madura. Tensions had been high for years, and I heard of occasional conflict while in the field. Those instances paled in comparison to this most recent event. Some reports claimed at least 200-300 people (mostly Maduran) were killed, over 1,000 houses destroyed, tens of thousands of transmigrants fled, and nearly 200 people (mainly Dayaks) arrested (e.g. Berfield and Loveday 1997; Williams 1997).

Gumors abounding afterward put the death toll in the thousands [e.g. Straits Times 1997a]. Analysis attributed the killings to conflict over land resulting directly from transmigration and plantation development. Local Dayaks had claimed or reserved the land for their own uses in the past. Inequalities in government assistance, with programs favoring transmigrants (many of whom are Muslim), also contributed to the resentment among the largely Christian Dayaks. The incident led to little internal evaluation and a greater entrenchment of the transmigration program (e.g. Straits Times 1997b; Surabaya Post 1997a, 1997b, 1997c).

The second event was the long El Niño-caused drought and the widespread burning that accompanied it from mid-1997 onward (e.g. Lim 1997, Straits Times 1997f). While the residents of Kuching and other cities in Sarawak had daily pollution index information, the people along the border had no such information and were in the direct path of the haze as it drifted northward. As most of them are subsistence farmers, they did not have the option to stay indoors to avoid the smoke. Furthermore, during the last long drought of 1982-83, communities throughout the region suffered major crop losses. Many households lost even their rice seed stock, and many would have suffered more if not for access to wage labor and cash earned from wage labor in Sarawak (Wadley 1997a). Such cash (along with cash stipend money) was used to buy rice to make it through the year. If this most recent drought is worse (as is predicted), people will indeed be hard-pressed, and will try to take similar measures (but see below).

Although they initially placed the blame for the fires on farmers (e.g. Jawa Pos 1997), Indonesian officials adapted their statements during the worst of the haze to answer the concerns of foreign countries. They blamed large-scale land conversion for plantations for 80% of the burning, and threatened to revoke licenses of those companies responsible (e.g. Pereira 1997a, 1997b, 1997c, 1997d; Straits Times 1997c; Suara Pembaruan 1997). Once the haze had cleared, it appears that few of those companies were actually punished (e.g. Pereira 1997d; Straits Times 1997d, 1997e, 1997i). With fresh outbreaks of fires in early 1998 in East Kalimantan and Sumatra (e.g. Choong and Kwok 1998), the government is once again blaming small-scale farmers, providing further justification for plantation and transmigration programs to end traditional swidden farming (see Straits Times 1998e).

This appears to hold for the Kapuas Hulu borderlands. In mid-1997 two large tracts of land between Lanjak and Benua Martinus was torched for an eventual oil palm plantation (see Figure 2). Additionally, recent reports from the area indicate that three other such projects, some involving transmigration, are likely within the next few years. The huge 47,000 ha project along the border between Lanjak and Nanga Kantuk may be resurrected, probably after the foreign-led conservation project at Danau Sentarum Wildlife Reserve ends this year. The other projects are located in the lower Leboyan — one within the Lanjak Deras concession on the left bank (going upriver), and the other between the right bank and Bunut on the Kapuas River. Even though local leaders have argued for the preservation of communities’ old longhouse sites (sembawan) and sacred groves (pulau mant), locals will lose much of their livelihoods and access to essential resources.

Indonesia, a number of children transferred to schools in Sintang, Putussibau, and other upriver locations.

Thanks to Rona Dennis for the satellite image of these fires.
fallow land to continue traditional subsistence patterns and the rich rituals that accompany them. They will be forced to farm more swamp rice, convert to irrigated rice, or hope oil prices from their allowed palms remain stable.

The third event is Indonesia's current economic and political crisis. The sharp devaluation of the rupiah has fueled rises in the prices of basic goods like rice and cooking oil, and has negatively affect living conditions in the borderlands as it has in the country (Teitler 1988). Malaysia also suffers a similar problem, and this elsewhere in the country (Tesor 1988). The borderlanders, long is leading to fewer jobs being available for non-Malaysians. The borderlanders, long accustomed to having access to jobs in Sarawak, may find themselves out of work and with little cash to buy rice to offset their crop losses due to the drought. People's ability to pay for medicines, supplementary foods, and schooling will likewise deteriorate. There is also the possibility that transmigration will accelerate as the government seeks to alleviate increasing rural and urban poverty in Java (e.g. Straits Times 1998a, 1998b). Coupled with the march of development and the potential loss of land and forest to plantations and transmigration, the wider economic crisis will foster an atmosphere of unease, uncertainty, and instability (e.g. Straits Times 1997a, 1997b). It may eventually lead to outbreaks of inter-ethnic violence as happened downriver.
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Introduction

The Iban, formerly known as “Sea Dyaks,” are a vigorous, outwardly expansive people of West-Central Borneo who number some 400,000 in the East Malaysian state of Sarawak. Despite increasing urban migration, the great majority live in longhouse settlements along the main rivers and smaller streams of the interior and subcoastal districts. Here most subsist by shifting hill-rice agriculture, supplemented by the cultivation of perennial cash crops, most notably rubber (Sather 1993: 66).

In December 1997 I gave a working paper in Kuching on “The impact of television and radio on the rural Iban of Sarawak.” The first main conclusion was that TV might be playing a key role in both (a) shifting evening activities in the longhouse from the public gallery (ruai) to the private family apartment (bilik) and (b) establishing the 34-year old notion of Malaysia as an undisputed reality distinct from competing national cultures,

An early draft of this paper was originally delivered on 27 March 1998 at the Sarawak Museum in Kuching at a lecture organized by the Sarawak Museum and the Majlis Adat Istiadat. I wish to thank Simon Strickland, Chris Tilley, Clifford Sather, Eric Hirsch, and Clare Boulanger for their many comments on a second draft.

A copy of the paper is available from the Sarawak Development Institute (SDI) in Kuching. I carried out research in Sarawak for some 17 months in all: one month in June 1996 and 16 months from December 1996 to April 1998 (with a short break) as part of my PhD research with the Anthropology Department at University College London supervised by Simon Strickland and Chris Tilley. I was officially attached to both the Majlis Adat Istiadat and the Sarawak Museum. Research was supported by the Evans Fund of Cambridge University, the Anthropology Department and Graduate School at University College London, and the Central Research Fund of London University. I am most grateful to these institutions and to others such as the Iban Service at RTM, Balangan Teknologi Pendidikan, Tun Jugah Foundation, Betong District Office, State Planning Unit, as well as to innumerable individuals and families in the Betong, Skrang, and Kuching areas for their generous support.
notably Indonesia. I called the first process (a) the "privatisation" of longhouse life and the second (b) the "nationalisation" of the Iban worldview.

The second major conclusion was that radio has played a crucial social and cultural role since the birth of the Iban Section of Radio Sarawak (now RTM) in 1954. This Section, I argued, has helped keep some dying Iban customs and art forms half-alive through its folklore programs—a cultural role. These days it is also "a crucial means of communication with far-off kin at a time of massive rural-urban-rural migratory flows" through phone-ins on longhouse funerals, hardship, administration, etc. (Postill 1997:21)—a more social role. I also reviewed briefly the possible impact of other media, namely books, newspapers, videos, and photography.

In that paper I took each medium at a time and rummaged through my field notes in search of the relevant "impacts" upon "Iban society." The results fitted in nicely with the theme of the conference and were ample, if selectively, quoted in the local press. But back in the longhouse I felt uneasy. For one thing I had assumed Iban society to be a homogenised whole. I had also failed to examine the inter-relations among the various media.

Here, I will try something more difficult. I will argue that a better way of studying modern media in Iban societies is to trace the myriad micro-transformations of specific media technologies (TV, radio, wristwatches) within local institutions (e.g. family, community, school) rather than interpret the various "impacts" of highly visible media such as television on a homogenised "native culture." The next logical step is to link those local media-related practices to wider national processes—in the case of Malaysia and other developing nation-states, to the unfinished project of building a national culture. The key analytical term deployed below is transformation, a notion of potentially central importance in the study of Iban and other Austronesian society.

Eventually both analyses should be of use in the doctoral thesis I am currently writing. It might also be a small contribution to current discussions on anthropological approaches to the study of modern media in non-Western societies.

Consuming is transforming

British sociologist Anthony Giddens has repeatedly tackled one of the most nagging dilemmas facing social theory, that is the relationship between human action and social structure. The old question is:

How far are we creative human actors, actively controlling the conditions of our own lives? Or is most of what we do the result of general social forces outside our control? (Giddens 1996:567)

The founding father of modern sociology, Durkheim, gave a clear answer; society is far more significant than the individual; it is more than the sum of its constituent parts. To Durkheim,

when I perform my duties as a brother, a husband or a citizen and carry out the commitments I have entered into, I fulfil obligations which are defined in law and custom and which are external to myself and my actions... Similarly, the believer has discovered from birth, ready fashioned, the beliefs and practices of his religious life; if they existed before he did, it follows that they exist outside him. The system of signs that I employ to express my thoughts, the monetary system I use to pay my debts, the credit instruments I utilise in my commercial relationships, the practices I follow in my profession, etc.—all function independently of the use I make of them. Considering in turn each member of society, the following remarks could be made for each single one of them (Durkheim 1982:50-51 and Giddens 1996:569).

Durkheim's account is objectivist: man's actions are determined by social forces outside his control. These forces are "social facts" that can be studied objectively. In the anthropology of the Iban and other Bornean peoples, objectivist accounts that neglect human action abound. Take Jensen's The Iban and their Religion (1974). In this monograph, the author emphasizes the "ordered pattern" of Iban thought. Iban adat (law, custom) "expresses the "true" ordered behaviour of all facets of the universe" and also "governs both the Iban and the spirits" (Jensen 1974:210; quoted in Prochnow 1975:284).

Throughout this book, there is a concern with the underlying patterns that hold Iban society together, but we learn precious little about actual Iban persons doing specific things with their pagan religion. It is an abstract adat, not living people, that Jensen is interested in.

But it is not only foreign scholars who overlook human action (or agency) among rural Dayaks. In the state-government-controlled Sarawak press one often finds either of two jarring portrayals of Dayak societies: (1) as wise, colorful carriers of timeless traditions in need of protection (and more tourism) or (2) as ignorant, backward peasants afraid of change and in need of enlightenment (and more development). In both portrayals, which never appear together, scant allowance is made for the various ways in which actual Dayak agents may be constantly making and remaking the social structures at the local level. The key to development and progress, as seen from the urban elites, is to get the rural Dayaks to change their collective "mind-set" (a favorite term) so that development can proceed swiftly.

If we are to understand the role of modern media and human agency in major institutional changes, I suggest we drop crude notions such as "mind-set" and study instead the transformative nature of actual media-related practices. Transformation is a key notion among the Iban and other societies across the vast kulturnkreis known as Austronesia—which includes Madagascar, Island South-East Asia, Melanesia, and the Pacific islands—and has therefore great comparative potential. Strathern's The Gender of the Gift (1988:265-305) maintains that in traditional Melanesian society transformative principles are stressed, rather than those of either affinity or theory. An object is always perceived in terms of its ability to transform into or elicit another object: a tool is the potential creator of garden crops, a boy is a potential man, a shell necklace may attract another form of valuable.

See Nagrace (1997) and Saai (1997).

Objects are thus viewed less in themselves than for their place in an exchange or ritual which will have an effect (Miller 1994: 400). Similarly, as Freeman (1975: 286-7) explained when attacking Jensen's static model of Iban religion:

One of the most fundamental notions of the Iban is expressed in the phrase bali nyadi. Bali means: to change in form, and nyadi: to become. Together, these words refer to the capacity of all things, substantial and insubstantial, animate and inanimate, to change in form and become something else: to metamorphose; so that a stone may become a spirit as readily as a spirit may become a stone...The process of metamorphosis is obviously derived from dreaming, in which it frequently occurs.

Recently, in my own research in rural Sarawak, I came across a well-known local story which had an oniric feel to it. Once upon a time two young women were bathing in a river. Suddenly a fish leapt out of the water and attached itself to one of the girls' nipples. Quite naturally it would not let go. The two girls started to giggle and were at once turned into two boulders (batu kudi) that can still be seen at the very same spot today. The moral, familiar enough across the Archipelago, is that one should never laugh at fish and other living creatures.

In everyday interaction with Iban one often hears expressions that hinge on the notion of transformation, such as:

**Bepandam tau nyadi pita**
* A stroke can become a boil,

**Bepandam tau nyadi laya**
* A joke can become a broll

This model places the onus of consumption on the human agents rather than seeing them as the passive targets of alien impacts or influences. Their choices are not, however, unlimited, for they are constrained at each stage in the consuming process by key constraints/resources here is time.

Transformation no 3: incorporation. How family members transform knowledge from the media (including news, imagery, songs) into materials they then use in various social settings. For instance, a football match can become the topic of conversation in the workplace. The key constraints/resource at this stage is knowledge.

This story was told to me by Jamela anak Laman from Nanga Tebat, Skrang in February 1998. Andrew Lang (1913: 149-150) argued in the 1910s that though "in the legends of less developed peoples men and women are more frequently metamorphosed into birds and beasts than into stones and plants, yet such changes of form are by no means unknown." He then went on to relate an Australian Aboriginal story remarkably similar to the Iban story just told. It goes as follows: "Some black fellows were once camped at the lakes near Shaving Point. They were cooking their fish when a native dog came up. They did not give him anything to eat. He became cross and said, 'You black fellows have lots of fish, but you give me none.' So he changed them all into a big rock. This is quite true, for the big rock is there to this day, and I have seen it with my own eyes." Compare it to Sandin's (1967: 11-12) account of what happened to Jelapi, an Iban shaman (manang), after his "medicine box" was stolen. Jelapi pursued the thief and "as they ran near the landing place Manggi's other envoy, who was hiding there, instantly killed Jelapi. Immediately the horizon turned dark, and the wind blew fiercely over the land. There was a great storm. Jelapi's body was transformed into a huge boulder, which is still called 'Batu Jelapi', situated at Stirau in the lower Batang Lupar river."

This is quite true, for the big rock is there to this day, and I have seen it with my own eyes." Compare it to Sandin's (1967: 11-12) account of what happened to Jelapi, an Iban shaman (manang), after his "medicine box" was stolen. Jelapi pursued the thief and "as they ran near the landing place Manggi's other envoy, who was hiding there, instantly killed Jelapi. Immediately the horizon turned dark, and the wind blew fiercely over the land. There was a great storm. Jelapi's body was transformed into a huge boulder, which is still called 'Batu Jelapi', situated at Stirau in the lower Batang Lupar river."

"As in the strokes during a friendly massage. The dictionary gloss of pamodan is "to strike downwards with the side of the fist" (Suttle and Suttle 1994)."

I was taught this proverb by Stevenson anak Ingkon of Semanggang.
have firsthand data on them. Second, they appear on first inspection to be the four key institutions in rural Iban society today, as I argue below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource constraint</th>
<th>MONEY</th>
<th>SPACE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>KNOWLEDGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>Appra</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Incor</td>
<td>Conversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>TV, office machines</td>
<td>Photo, TV</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longhouse</td>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>Radio, PAS watch</td>
<td>PAS, watch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church</td>
<td>Office mbijunses</td>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>Prayer book</td>
<td>Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Office mbijunses</td>
<td>Mural</td>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1: Key information and communication technologies (ICT) involved in the reproduction and transformation of Iban social institutions.**

This matrix shows some of the multiple intersections of media, resources, and Iban social institutions that I discuss below. For example, under the resource constraint "MONEY," the corresponding transformative phase is indicated "incorporation," and beneath a series of keywords follows: photos, TV, radio, posters, and murals. Now take the intersection of SPACE and FAMILY. There are two chief media involved in the (re)production of family spaces: photography and television. By contrast I have identified three key media involved in the temporal (TIME) reproduction of longhouses: radio, public-address systems (PAS), and wristwatches. Now to the details.

**Iban longhouses: everyday radio, festive multimedia**

Iban longhouses are being transformed by a complex set of media in addition to TV. In normal everyday life, TV and radio structure the community's routines (usually TV in downriver longhouses, radio in upriver ones). But at critical periods such as funerals, Christmas and Gawai Dayak (the pan-Dayak fiesta) the key structural cleavages and dormant social relations within and beyond the community come to the surface as they are explored by situated agents. At such times, other media are mobilized, in particular public-address systems (PAS), wristwatches, and karaoke videotapes.

The longhouse is a larger, more loosely integrated institution than the family. It is a network of people in close kinship and physical proximity, "a local confederation of bilik-families, based on cognatic kinship" with "virtually no property in communal ownership" (Freeman 1970). In his famous phrase, Freeman defines the longhouse as "a street of privately owned, semi-detached houses." We should not expect to find, therefore, too many communally owned media in Iban longhouses. This indeed was the case in my field experience. It is the bilik-families that own TV, video and radio sets, etc, not the longhouse. What does have an impact on media consumption is the advent of electricity, and with it TV which normally displaces radio as the central medium as the night is finally conquered. The shift from gallery (ruai) to family room (bilik) is the most recent, and most revolutionary, Iban mass migration ever. To be blessed with electricity.

...The orchestra sounded charming on the river bank and the ever-conscientious Philip and his engineer, Mr. Chung, immediately set to work to take a recording. The Dyaks were very curious and it was a matter of some difficulty to explain to them exactly what was being done. The music was played back to them and this created great enthusiasm. Once they understood what was wanted they were extremely pleased with the idea and did everything possible to help.

This is typical of the Dyak mentality. Although a relatively backward and unsophisticated people they are quick to grasp new ideas (Morrison 1954: 390).

**In the caption to a memorable photograph in which men and women in traditional dress appear mesmerized with the talking box, Morrison adds:**

"Programmes are put out in several languages, including Dyak, and the people are encouraged to purchase cheap but efficient battery-operated receiving sets... [Here, they listen with interest to their own songs and stories and to talks on hygiene, education and agriculture given in their own language—and to the latest prices for rubber and pepper."

**The interests of rural listeners have changed little since then.** But what did they make of radio in those early days? Let us consult a well-placed Iban source, the broadcaster and author Andria Eja. In the extract that follows, taken from his novel Dilah Tanah (1964: 21), the residents of a remote longhouse have all gathered at the headman's section of the ruai (gallery) to settle a land dispute between a man called Biul and the resident mantun (shaman), by the name of Ula.

...Biul lahu deka bejako meda sida sama udah sampai datai.
"Anang guai dulu, agi mending ka berita menoa," ko Enchelegi bini Manang Ula.


"Manang Ula, hang on we're still listening to the news," said Enchelegi, the wife of Shaman Ula.

Not a word could be heard, even coughing was not allowed. The little ones who were whispering on the fringes were promptly scolded by Ensingut. The news was unusually long that evening. One of the reports said that the longhouse at Batang Kara Tunsang had burnt down the night before. After the news, Ensingut remarked: "This is really odd. Ever since we've had a radio station in this country, longhouses keep burning down one after the other like they do now! Could it be that radio heats up the country?" asked the poor Ensingut.

"You're quite right, Ensingut, my son," said Shaman Ula. "It's true that longhouses are always burning down ever since we've had radio. Perhaps people who've been abroad already know this," he said.

"How would we know?" replied the others, "none of us in this longhouse has ever been abroad.""

What can we learn from this episode? A great deal, far more than I can hope to explain in this paper, for Ensingut's question (my emphasis) is pregnant with pagan terms vs. Saribas terms. Suddenly, halfway through the lesson a bright light involved the waving of a fowl for fear of getting it wrong. The storyteller, Thomas T. Laka, a veteran RTM broadcaster, is much admired by the locals. After the story I asked them about local kinship terms vs. Saribas terms. Suddenly, half-way through the lesson a bright light involved the waving of a fowl for fear of getting it wrong. The storyteller, Thomas T. Laka, a veteran RTM broadcaster, is much admired by the locals. After the story I asked them about local kinship terms vs. Saribas terms.

"Listeners of all ages, not only the young, often confess that they do not quite understand the ritual significance or poetic language of the broadcast main asal (loosely "traditional music"), but many enjoy listening to it all the same and justify this activity with statements of the kind "I listen so that this ancient knowledge won't disappear" (longkai ke penemu tama nu nyau). Very few listeners are competent performers of this music, at least in the Saribas and Skrang areas.

"Or, as they would put it, seted, from the English "steady," meaning here "cool" (in the youthful sense of the word).

"This community, like most other Iban communities in Sarawak, has long lost its
object flew past us, over the rooftops, creating an uproar. Only two of
us failed to see it. They assured me it was a pulong, a small demon sent
out to harm an enemy.16 We were lucky this time.

TV viewers are shut off from river and forest. In contrast, radio brings people
together in the poorly-lit ruai, in proximity to the supernatural forces that have shaped
Iban thought for centuries. Radio links disparate Iban spaces: bilik and ruai, man and
woman, human and spirit, longhouse and longhouse, river-system and urban area. It
replenishes a uniquely Iban worldview.17

The longhouse expresses different orders that are "actively created, contested and
rendered convincing in the ongoing processes of social life," especially those of ritual
(Sather 1993: 65). With the decline of paganism and the relative simplicity of Christian
ritual, a secular celebration has acquired growing prominence. Gawai Dayak, the pas-
Dayak festivities on June 1st invented in 1963 to match the Malay Hari Raya and Chinese
New Year. The one I attended in 1997 brought to the surface the generational gulf I have
been hinting at. Other divides were revealed, too:

Ili, 31 May 1997. Gawai Dayak's Eve. For the first time ever, the
Gawai organizing committee at Ili have decided to have a quiz this
year. They got the idea from TV. Two quizzes, actually, one for women
and the other for children. Both were held in the ruai. The women were
divided into three groups of 6-7 participants and made to sit on woven
mats within a sapat partition covered with pua kumbu (woven
blankets). They had to answer questions on the Iban language and
traditions, most of them taken from the now defunct anti-Communist
magazine Berita Rayat. They didn't get too many answers right but we
all had a whale of a time anyway. Plenty of patting, slapping, pushing,
and falling over with laughter among the women participants.

The children were also put into teams. No pua kumbu this time, though, at karaoke lilts that will attract revellers to one's own section of the ruai—they create ra,
and plastic chairs for woven mats to create a classroom-like
atmosphere. Their task was quite different, too: to answer questions in
Malay about the geography, history and administration of Sarawak and
Malaysia, e.g. "When will the Bakun dam be completed?" A few of
them also took part in a Bahasa Malaysia reading competition. A more
sober affair, but fun all the same.

The dichotomies that structure local perceptions of what the longhouse "means" are
acted out in the quiz. We can arrange some of them in two opposed sets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adults</td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longhouse</td>
<td>School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16Richards (1981)

17At the same time, radio helps TV spread a uniquely Malaysian worldview,
especially through the news bulletins, translated from the English original, and other
channels of Federal government information and propaganda.

Media researchers believe quiz shows are "the rituals of late capitalism: they reenact
the workings of knowledge, power and success" (Hobart 1995: 10). On this day of
recounting all things Iban, TV provided the organizers with a model on which to base part
of their secular ritual while a defunct magazine supplied the questions. In my view it was
a celebration of modernity, an attempt at reconciling splits such as old and new, local and
national; a collective effort at solving the jigsaw puzzle created by a rapidly changing
society; a local ritual of late-century Malaysia.18 In the more pragmatic view of the local
woman who dreamed up the quiz, a former teacher, the idea was to teach the children to
cherish learning by rewarding the more studious among them—what we (the observers)
might rephrase, following Bourdieu (1998), as rewarding the early accumulation of
symbolic capital needed to access the dominant (Malaysian) culture. The result was
paradoxical: to celebrate within the community the subordination of Iban culture to the
very urban Malaysian culture that is sapping its resources.

Gawai Dayak and Christmas are the two regular occasions on which the community
comes together every year. This is the time to renew bonds of kinship and friendship
across the length of the longhouse as well as with migrant kin. Whereas day-to-day life is
bilik-based, special occasions belong to the entire longhouse. The linking space is always
the gallery (ruai). It is here that revellers gather. It is where they are usually offered
drinks and food. It is also the long "village street" they take to visit other bilik. In recent
years two new ICT have altered these gatherings: public address systems (PAS) and VCRs. Both add urban ethos to the occasion. The latter are used to play Iban
karaoke hits that will attract revellers to one's own section of the ruai—they create rami
(crowd), a most desirable outcome that justifies the considerable investment, for this is a
rare chance to see Iban pop stars, systematically excluded from television, on a screen
and partake in their success. Both media are frowned upon by Iban purists, often the most Malaysia, e.g. "When will the Bakun dam be completed?" A few of
ICT signals that the longhouse is modern and sophisticated.

Does Iban pop music provide an "open space for Iban self-expression," as one
participant observer has suggested?19 Perhaps, but it is an "open space" with well-marked
boundaries. Based largely on urban Peninsular Malay melodies, lyrics, and notions
(e specially of love), this genre contributes indirectly to the spread of the dominant
national culture into Sarawak, with Iban singers performing as its subnational agents. "Munyi Loud" is how older Iban often refer to these songs: "They sound Malay." More importantly, Iban pop, like its national parent industry, eschews all "sensitive" issues (above all race, religion, and land) and is not therefore the vehicle for the expression of social or political aspirations that popular culture has been in neighboring Indonesia since the colonial era. Iban pop is bland, humorless, and apolitical.

A third ICT deserves mention: the humble wristwatch. With the spread of education and waged employment, time is now perceived as a scarce commodity. These days, longhouse gatherings go by the clock. It is normal for employed visitors to time quite precisely their presence at weddings and funerals and stay a mere few hours, enough to avoid causing offence while retaining their energies for the following working day. The more urbanised, devoutly Christian Iban see rituals lasting more than a few hours as wasteful and irrational.

In upriver communities, the ruai is still filled with people in the evenings, most of whom old, as many of the younger residents have either emigrated to towns or stay at boarding schools. In downriver longhouses closer to the schools the ruai is used mostly during the late afternoon and at weekends by a younger population. Sometimes they use it as the setting where they transform print media into TV-inspired drama:

Ili, 24 March 1997. This afternoon I saw Tina, 11, sitting behind a chair in the ruai and reading a news bulletin from her Bahasa Malaysia textbook to an audience of half a dozen tiny "viewers." The back of the chair was her screen. A fun way of doing homework, to be sure. They might also transform TV or radio materials into drawings or songs...

Ili, 9 July 1997. Spoo. The kids are unusually quiet today, sitting in the ruai. One of them is busy drawing the cat from Along [a popular TV show for children] while his cousin looks on. 6 pm. I can hear Tina singing the Vision 2020 song "from her bilik. The little ones are trying to follow her lead. I think they have the radio on.

And yet at other times they turn hot video materials into cool drama...

Ili, 18 December 1997. Apai Atong has some relations visiting from Kuching. As I walk down the ruai, the boy, 11, who loves videos, yells in American "Freeze!" as he points an invisible gun at me. "I freeze."

Whatever the micro-transformation of media materials, the games children play invariably spill into the wider longhouse community and help reconstitute and modify the social clusters established by their parents' generation. Peer groups are never a perfect replica of their predecessors. At the same time the media provide children with cultural items unknown to their parents a generation ago, including ideas about how best to spend one's time or dream hi-tech futures. They also reinforce propaganda items learned at school through songs and textbooks, such as Vision 2020. As Parish (1997: 362) put it, it is the "creative normality of play," everyday actions and objects "are subject to playful transformations (a rock into a car, a toy into a person, self into something else) in ways that may help individuals explore culture and self, learn about society and social roles, express feelings, and reorganize thought processes."

Adults also play games. In the highly competitive longhouse milieu, knowledge gained or claimed from the media is routinely used to influence others. Owning the latest technology is an asset to the would-be opinion leader.

Ulu, 14 February 1998. At noon my Iban host and I were invited over for lunch at a relative's three doors downriver. A veritable feast: smoked fish, salted fish, boiled fish, wild boar, porcupine, upe ('cabbage' of palm), and buah dabai. Some ten men, no women. The head of my household, Apai Gilang, started telling his unlucky hunting tale yet again. As it often happens in dreams, somewhere along the way his story turned into something else: an update on the latest CNN stories—Apai Gilang owns the only satellite dish in the area. The Japanese prime minister, it seemed, had just held talks on the Iraq weapons crisis with his Chinese counterpart. A tropical downpour of name-dropping followed: Saddam, Arafat, Clinton, Albright... One had the distinct impression that Apai Gilang himself had just held crucial talks with each one of them.

A week later...

11.20 am. Apai Gilang is sitting in the shade, taking a break. He is smiling. He watched the CNN bulletin earlier this morning. The war in Iraq is imminent. The President of Kuwait, Arafat, is very glad to see U.S. troops protecting his land, ready for action.

Iban families and TV: towards an eclectic, subordinate moral economy

The 1960s passage from Eja's novel quoted earlier (on radio causing longhouse fires) is significant in another sense: the absence of television. Up until the 1980s, radio was the chief provider of news from the outside world. Today in most longhouses this position has been taken over by television. The family room (bilik) has become the "natural" setting for the transformation of news items into fairly stable representations of the world. This electronic medium and commodity is altering relations of time, space, money and morality within Iban households. To understand how, we have to study "moral economy" of the household. ²³

²³The use of the term "moral economy" here is very different from its original meaning by Andrew Ure in his Philosophy of Manufactures (1835). Ure studied the economic dimension of religion, which he saw as "part of the 'moral machinery' of the system." It also differs from E.P. Thompson's (1971) influential inversion of the term to refer to "a moralized economics built on the idea of the just price and enforced in times of death by eighteenth-century crowds" (Burke 1992: 71). The term has become
The household is a moral economy because it is both an economic unit, which is involved, through the productive and consumptive activities of its members, in the public economy, and at the same time it is a complex economic unit in its own terms. The household is a moral economy because the economic activities of its members within the household and in the wider world of work, leisure and shopping are defined and informed by a set of cognitions, evaluations and aesthetics, which are themselves defined and informed by the histories, biographies and politics of the household and its members (Silverstone 1994: 18).

As a moral economy, the rural Iban household has undergone huge transformations since the nineteenth century. The traditional Iban family was a self-sufficient economic unit practising slash-and-burn hill rice cultivation. The marker for wealth among competing households was the ownership of family heirlooms (pesaka lama) such as glazed earthenware jars (tajau) or Kayan swords acquired by enterprising Iban men on their travels through Borneo and beyond in search of adventure, a custom known as bejalai. Today, Iban families are increasingly dependent on salaried work and more interested in owning mass-produced commodities. Bejalai practitioners are gradually becoming migrant labourers, “part of the rural-urban drift which is characteristic of many developing countries” (Kedit 1993: 153). I asked residents of three Saribas longhouses which among all their belongings, both family heirlooms and modern objects, were most useful or important to them. (Di entara semua utai ti dibemiti kita sebilik, lama enggau baru, nama utai ti beguna agi?). Their responses show how much they value their TV set somewhat of a stock phrase in the social sciences. In my view, Silverstone et al’s intriguing definition breathes new life into it.

It could be that many respondents did not consider land as a “thing” they owned (utai dibemiti), hence its relatively low valuation. On the other hand, stories abound of Iban in the Saribas basin selling their land to Chinese speculators at very low prices in order to fund costly rituals such as Gawai Antu and/or TV sets and other goods. I have no hard evidence of such transactions. Very few rural Iban can afford to buy and maintain either a car or a telephone, which may explain their low valuation given that respondents were asked to value their actual, not their desired, possessions.

In 1972-73, before television had arrived in Sarawak, an American researcher discovered that rural Iban pupils found movies to be worth the admission price because “one can learn about life in other countries, can learn new words and ways of acting, and can improve one’s spoken English” (Seymour 1977: 190). Twenty-five years on, television is now rural Iban’s preferred window to the world, although with the decline in English-language competence and the related strengthening of the Malay language and Malaysian television, the pedagogical interest in American films has declined—though not so their entertainment value. The follow-up question in my 1997 survey was: Why are these particular objects so important to you? Those who had chosen their TV sets gave very similar, concise explanations: they want to know what is happening in the world, keep abreast of developments(s), especially overseas. In the written responses which I quote verbatim, three adults made this clear.

Melissa, 25, handicraft factory worker:

TV shows countries other than Malaysia. It also shows both foreign and Malaysian news. (Baka TV iya bisi mandang ka menoa orang bukar kecilah apri Malaysia. Tambah mega bisi mandang ka berita dalam enggau iar negeri selain iar Malaysia).

Apai Dunggat, male, 45, farmer, former laborer:

We can watch the news on TV, watch stories and see countries that are far away from Malaysia when we turn it on. (Baka TV kami ulih meda berita, meda chertia serta meda menoa iar jayoh iar Malaysia tu lebah maja kami nasong iya).

Indai Dut, 28, housewife:

In our family we find that the most useful thing [we own] is [our] TV, because through TV we can know what has happened around the world: the wars, the floods, the burnt down houses and much more. (Utai ti beguna agi ba penunu kami sebilik iya nya TV, labon iar TV kita, ulih nenu nama adat ti nyadd bi sera douna, ba penang, ambah bah, rumah angus enggau match agi iat bukat).

These days it is television, not radio, that supplies most of the “burnt down houses.” Rural Iban want to be in touch with developments in the wider world but often lack the cash to pay for that knowledge upfront. I interviewed the major Chinese trader in TV sets in the area where I did the bulk of my fieldwork.

Pasar, 14 November 1997. Went down to see Mr Chan. He told me, in pasar iban, that he set up his own shop in 1982. His father was a
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*\[\text{I have not attempted to correct any spelling mistakes or Malay language interference as this would take away some of the original flavor of the written responses.} \]*
fishmonger. Now Chan sells furniture, electronic goods, bicycles, and antiques (e.g. temaga, tajau, tawak, tabak). The modern merchandise he buys wholesale in Kuching. For over 10 years his customers can buy in instalments (lun, E. loan). For instance a TV set worth RM 1000 can be bought in monthly instalments of RM 100, sometimes RM 80 or less if the family are hard-up (santuak). Black and white TVs cost just over RM 300. He has customers virtually in every longhouse all the way up to Bukit Sadaq, he claims... He used to go up the Skrang in search of mobilized every day, including telephones, faxes, and computers, usually by agents... He used to go up the Skrang in search of mobile phones and computers.

Television is a prestigious marker of antiques (e.g. temaga, tajau, rawak, tabak). The modern merchandise modernity in a competitive interfamilial environment... The money comes from family members who have migrated to towns or timber camps or from local sources of employment. For these operations a complex array of information technologies is mobilized every day, including telephones, faxes, and computers, usually by agents outside the immediate family nucleus, agents more firmly locked into the world outside the immediate family nucleus, agents more firmly locked into the world... People are happy to buy in instalments. Other shops don’t offer this service because they don’t know the locals. The trouble is, out of 10 customers one or two never pay up... The money comes from family members who have migrated to towns or timber camps or from local sources of employment. For these operations a complex array of information technologies is mobilized every day, including telephones, faxes, and computers, usually by agents outside the immediate family nucleus, agents more firmly locked into the world outside the immediate family nucleus, agents more firmly locked into the world...

Others... Chan links the popularity of TV with a desire to watch the news, an observation that tallies with my survey of 120 households. Owning a TV is the product of having access to cash and/or credit together with the felt need to know about the outside world. But I suspect there is another pressing motive: in a society built upon family rivalries, “keeping up with the Joneses” rather than with world events is essential, as many Iban themselves admit (of other Iban!) off the record. Television, then, is a prestigious marker of modernity in a competitive interfamilial environment.

Radio was a central marker of modernity in rural Sarawak until it was displaced by television in the mid to late 1980s. By way of contrast, in large areas of contemporary Afghanistan where there is no national television broadcasting, TV viewing is banned by Taliban fundamentalists and rural families have very little or no disposable income, radio still takes pride of place in the home. Radio in Afghanistan is “a symbol of wealth when owned and a symbol of poverty when sold” (Skuse 1998: 17).

Pictures of absent family members are no mere decoration. They have stories to beget. They speak both to the inhabitants of the family space and to visitors. Family...
albums play a similar role, although they are not on display. The ease with which rural Iban will show a stranger their family album is proof of the openness of their social relations. The beauty of photography is that it reaches nooks and crannies in Iban life that are too personal to be of interest to the mass media, which in any case seldom portray Dayak lives. Cherished photos help compress the time-space gulf between family members separated by death or by migration, just like they do in western societies. On occasion they are also used by shamans (manang) when the sick person is not present in the longhouse. Paradoxically, these visual media are also employed in death rituals that have precisely the opposite intent: to separate, that is to keep the dead from returning to this world. These include nyabak (ritual dirge), beserara bungai layus (rite to "separate" the dead from the living) and Gowai Antu (mourning feast to honor the ancestors). 1 Once again, the culture-specific nature of certain media practices becomes apparent.

The process of objectification of TV sets and photographs (that is, of how these once-anonymous devices become familiar objects) is radically different, then. Television creates and recreates a daily family audience. It is a mass medium whose narratives are the same here and in the nextdoor longhouse, indeed they are identical across the nation's low income group, who cannot afford satellite TV or videos. Family albums and wall portraits, by contrast, were tailor-made by and for the family group and their social network. They are more efficient media in the task of (re)making the family consciousness across time and space, the family as an "imagined community" (the telephone is pressed into the same service in those few wealthy families who own one). Interestingly, the same visual media are also mobilized to "separate" dead family members in Iban-specific ritual contexts.

Everyday TV viewing should not be considered in isolation, as a simple form of non-activity. It is a complex practice that overlaps with other practices (cooking, knitting, singing, talking...). In the more subsistence-based homes, the range of practices going on simultaneously within a viewing group can overwhelm the field researcher. It is such instances—very common ones—that bedevil any clear-cut analysis of "media impact." Here is an example from an economically diversified longhouse. Even here a great many things go on while the TV is on...

Ili, 21 June 1997, evening time. I was taping Indai Jang's life history in Jane's bilik when Kanang, the part-time laborer, came back and stumbled into his bedroom. Drunk again. After the interview we went back to the living room to watch some telly. Jane, 42, was knitting. She was there with her brother Tom, 32, and Indai Jang's daughter, 17. They had both relished, on one next to the other. Or one there were....

1 I owe the best part of this passage to Clifford Sather (personal communication, 11 August 1998)

2 This over-used term is from Anderson's (1983) celebrated essay on nationalism. The contrast I draw between photography and TV does not mean that specific TV products are not adopted by families and included in their collective memory. They are. For instance, I know two Iban boys with the same nickname, Popay, from the cartoon Popeye they both used to enjoy as toddlers. Often as well certain events (births, weddings, funerals) will be remembered with reference to media events such as football championships or popular TV programs.
smog engulfing Sarawak. Jane is worried about how it might affect the padi\textsuperscript{a}.

The first part of the evening revealed how Iban agents negotiate the ritual restrictions on media consumption following the death of a longhouse resident. Again, they are not mere slaves to their customary law (adat) which in any case is fluid and constantly evolving. The second part has to do with “reception.” As Morley (1992) and others have demonstrated, watching TV requires interpretive work on the part of the viewer. What you see is not necessarily what your co-viewer gets. As I was watching that tornado spin I was trying to work out what the film might tell us about American pop culture, or something banal of the sort. My co-viewer however soon imaginatively transformed the funnel-shaped cloud into the smoke affecting her farm. Knowledge is usually of a practical nature. For farmers removed from the corridors of power and knowledge, the effects of adverse weather conditions are of far greater import than inquiring into the causes of man-made calamities such as the forest fires in Indonesia, let alone mapping America’s cultural imperialism. Seemingly trivial routines (eating, greeting, chatting), we said earlier, are crucial to building a sense of trust in the world as it appears to be, Giddens’ (1985) sense of “ontological security.” This instance shows how the trivial routine of watching TV can threaten this security in unpredictable ways. (In the following section I discuss how some Christian print media are used to reduce such uncertainties).

Among many other things therefore, television can entertain, amuse, bore stiff, put to sleep, and/or scare rural Iban families. But it is also the most powerful conveyor of non-Iban ideas about the family as an institution. Malaysian TV offers three main cultural models of the family: Malay (melayu or laut), Western (urang putih) and Chinese (china), but never Iban. More often than not urban middle-class families will provide the role-models. It is these models Iban viewers choose from in the daily work of thinking about their families. As a matter of fact, there is a fourth family being promoted on TV, typically through commercials featuring Eurasian-looking actors\textsuperscript{b} and also in Federal government propaganda: the Malaysian family. A family in the making, as this excerpt shows...

\textit{Ili, 7 June 1997. Watching the news at 8 on TV. They are interviewing an Indian Malaysian who has just returned from climbing Mt. Everest with his team. Only two of them managed it to the top. The interviewer uses fluent standard RTM Malay and the climber falters along in a Tamil-accented mixture of Malay and English. The journalist congratulates the hero. “The whole national family (seluruh keluarga negara),” he says with a big smile, “was behind you.”}

\textsuperscript{a}Her worries were well founded. In a recent letter, she confirms that the harvest was indeed affected by the smoke.

\textsuperscript{b}White actors are banned from TV commercials in Malaysia, another instance of PM Mahathir’s crusade against the cultural hegemony of the West. The advertisers’ solution is to hire Eurasians, a non-confrontational strategy known in social science as “defection” (see Hirschman 1970).

The Iban family may have been a largely self-sufficient economic and ritual unit in the past, as Freeman (1955) cogently argued over forty years ago. Today it is an eclectic moral economy made up of ever more diverse cultural items as more Iban migrate to towns while new media products arrive in rural Sarawak. TV is repeatedly used to exemplify moral and immoral behavior. You will recall the Chinese shopkeeper’s use of malu (shame, shy) mentioned earlier. Here is a media-related example of a similar tactic:

\textit{Ili, 4 December 1997. In the evening little Gloria, 4, wants to have a wee so she sits in her potty a few feet from us and gets on with it. “Enda nema malu” complains her aunt: she has no shame. “But she is shy (malu) with strangers in the ruai?” I reply. Indai Anchai concludes: “White children aren’t naughty, are they, not like Iban children. I always see them behaving themselves on TV.” Her two sons get the message loud and clear. For the next five minutes, they manage to behave themselves.}

An ancient Austronesian concept, malu, is being supported here with contemporary media representations of western origin. The result is a rhetorical blend of moral continuity and change. In using her TV example, the agent (Indai Anchai) is shibbing the source of moral authority from local customary law, as her grandmother perhaps would have done, to what is perceived to be the most refined (alus) society of all: the mythical land of the white man (menua urang putih) populated by happy, healthy and wealthy people. Such casual, daily micro-transformations of media items can easily slip through the cultural historian’s analytical net. They are small fry compared to, say, the great political changes brought about by independence. The implications are nevertheless far-reaching, for the federal government has made great efforts to Malaysianize TV production as a way of stemming the flood of American imports and instil love for the new nation in the people (rakyat). The low quality of most Malaysian programs, alas, has only reinforced the old notion that “they do things better in the West” (kira urang putih pandai magang).—at least amongst rural Iban. Of the four family models supplied by TV, they like the pale one best.

In sum, the moral economy of media consumption by Iban bilik-families reveals a domination of powerful representations of western origin. The result is a rethorical blend of moral economy, however, is dominated by American-inspired representations. Together they inform a moral economy of eclectic everyday practices that adds up to a plain reality: the economic and moral subordination of rural Iban families to more powerful cultural systems.

Iban churches: the Bible is hot, the prayer book is cool

“Could it be that radio heats up the country?” asked one of Ejau’s characters quoted earlier, upon hearing of yet another longhouse going up in flames. In this section I try to answer this question within the framework of Iban ideas and practices that have been influenced by Christian print media. I argue that two key Christian media—the Bible and the prayer book—are involved in a complex cycle in which repeated bad news from television, radio and other sources are often transformed (through talk, dreams, and other

\textsuperscript{b}Literally “You white people are all clever.”
narrative means) into worrying interpretations that threaten the well-being of the community. It is in such situations that the prayer books are in turn mobilized, for instance to pray to God that an inauspicious dream will cause no harm.

In a nation where Islam holds a monopoly over religious broadcasting on television, it is the print media that are routinely transformed by the Christian agents in their rural work.

Ramah Jauh, 16 October 1997. Went upriver for a service with the Anglican priest, Father Sayok. A two hour walk in the forest from the road. After mass we all sat in the gallery for a long randau rust [chant]. Father Sayok is good with words (meme bejaku). He pokes fun at the old Iban narratives, like the one about a man called Beji who once upon a time built a very long ladder because he wanted to meet God. Before he reached his goal the ladder collapsed and Beji had a great fall. Some say he turned into a boulder that can still be visited today. "That's the problem with us Iban," says the Father. "We like telling fantastic stories, while other races actually build rockets and reach the moon!"

Later on in the evening, he tells his flock how all the disasters that have hit the region in recent times—the Coxsaclcie-B epidemic, the huge forest fires, the cyclone in Sabah—were foretold in the Bible. And he reads aloud from his Iban Bible to prove his point.

"Do you know what caused the cyclone in Sabah?" he asks everybody, closing the holy book. Silence. Then he adds: "All that mixing of...

"Of races? You mean all those Filipino and Indonesian immigrants?" somebody suggests.

"No, no, no! The mixing of heathen beliefs and Christian religion!" he retorts.

As usual, the father used the authority of the written word to provide an explanatory model for events that worried his flock, all of them repeatedly brought into the longhouse via television and radio. He also shrewdly allied himself to the forces of progress with the story of Beji's great fall. Somewhat paradoxically he did it by excelling at the age-old practice of randau rust, the longhouse gallery evening chats. One could arrange the priest's performance episodically: 1. A series of recent news reports on TV and radio alarms the community (1997 was a tragic year for Malaysian Borneo). 2. The priest undermines orally the Iban reliance on oral narratives by contrasting them with a concrete achievement by the white race. 3. In so doing he is explicitly reaffirming the superiority of the written word, the white man and his science. 4. He then reads from the Iban-language Bible to make sense of the TV and radio disasters. 5. In so doing he is (a) providing his audience with a meta-narrative with which to analyze fleeting media

Notice again the oniric process of metamorphosis at work. See also Benedict Sandin's Gawai Pangkong Tiang (1976). In Sandin's version, Beji wanted to meet with Prophet Muhammad.
and drive of the lay reader, the priest’s local representative. His role is to help his neighbors incorporate Christian beliefs and practices into the farming cycle while preserving the best of their customary law—an ongoing process of cultural engineering. Consider the following longhouse in the Skrang whose residents converted to Anglicanism four years ago:

Nanga Ulu, 23 February 1998. Apa~ Lang, the lay reader, has total faith in the written word. The Bible, he says, has not changed since it was first written. Iban oral tradition is different—it can be tempered with. Only now that the likes of Thomas T. Lakla, the RTM storyteller, have bothered to write them down, can one believe in some Iban narratives. To explain to me the difference between adat (custom) and pengarap (religion) he draws a pie chart in my notebook representing the adat. There are noxious practices you can slice out and throw away, e.g. the lucky charms, the intervention of dreams and the offerings to the spirits. But others you should retain, such as the system of tunggu (fines) and the cultivation of basa (respect, good manners).

The vital medium in this process of religious change is not the Bible, but rather the Iban-language prayer booklet: an adaptation of Iban agricultural and shamanic adat to the Christian project. Despite our lay reader’s best post-pagan intentions, a close examination of the community’s service register revealed that he performed a significant number of rites based on pre-Christian practices. For instance, from 1995 to 1997 he held a number of sambiang mimpi (lit. “dream prayers”) at the request of fellow residents who had been troubled by inauspicious dreams. Specifically he made use of a book of private devotion entitled Salalu Sambiang (n.d.) containing the following syncretist prayer:

Udah mimpi ti jai

After a bad dream

Lord God, the mightiest of all Deities, have mercy on me for I have been troubled by a bad dream. Help me remember your love and care for me, so I can be sure that nothing will harm me if I have faith in you; in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

In traditional Iban idiom, a longhouse is said to be ritually “hot” (angat) when a series of worrying events (e.g. bad dreams, fire, illness, death) occur in a short space of

According to two priests I interviewed separately, the process of indigenizing the Anglican Church in Sarawak has only just started. They both agreed that the Catholic Church has been more successful in adopting indigenous elements. Indeed the Christianized Iban prayers used by Anglican agents in the area surveyed were in fact produced by the Catholic Church in Sarawak!

time. In Christian longhouses, bad dreams and other occurrences that may threaten the spiritual well-being of the community are no longer dealt with by the shaman (manang) and other traditional ritual experts, but by the priest or the lay reader. Pagan Iban employ ritual charms known as ubat penchelap to “cool down” the longhouse (Barrett and Lucas 1993: 584; Sather 1993: 70). Christian agents employ not charms but prayer books such as Salalu Sambiang to pursue the same ends—hence they are still operating within a pre-Christian field of existential problems. Thus a precarious cycle is routinely completed: the Bible provides a meta-narrative that helps undermine the community’s local knowledge base—already severely depleted by schooling, migration, and modern media—raise the level of anxiety and ultimately “heat up” the longhouse. The prayer book is pressed into an entirely different service: it is a spiritual trouble-shooting manual that is meant to “cool down” the community. The relationship between Christian media and the spiritual health of longhouses in best captured in the following diagram:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RITUAL STATE</th>
<th>HOT*</th>
<th>COOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA prayer book</td>
<td>(unhealthy)</td>
<td>(healthy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(troubleshooting)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible (meta-news)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV, radio (bad news)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3: The cycle of media representations in newly Christianized longhouses: the Bible, TV, and radio “heat up” the community; prayer books “cool it down”.

Let us insist that the new faith is good news. I often heard when talking to recent Iban converts that life is much better now that they need not perform all those elaborate, exhausting rites (Diatu nadai mayuh pengawa, or, “These days there’s not a lot of work/ritual.”). Church attendance remains low, however, even in communities close to town. In their efforts to spread the faith through literacy and simple rituals, the fathers and their assistants have undermined the longhouse’s ritual and epistemological (oral) self-reliance. Christian Iban are paying a high price for their newly acquired set of good news and simple rituals, says our English priest (Bingham 1983: 122):

A source of disappointment for many new [Iban] Christians is the failure of the Christian festivals to provide the colour, conviviality and ceremony of the old pagan festivals. This, of course, is true. Christian festivals are solemn liturgical celebrations, lasting at most an hour or two. They are not designed to see some hundreds of people through 24 hours of non-stop feasting and ceremony. The new Iban Christians who approach a Christian festival, keyed up with the same expectation as for
a pagan gawai, soon experience a distressing sense of anti-climax, in which an idle day is passed away in excessive drinking and gambling.

The Christian project in Iban territory is marred by three fundamental ambiguities. (a) science and religion are often conflated, as mentioned earlier, within a developmentalist discourse, (b) the Christian agents repeatedly preach against syncretism, yet they themselves rely on “heathen” ideas and practices to spread the Christian way of life across a range of Iban institutions— from farming through building a longhouse to the major life rituals linked to birth and death— by means of prayer books, and (c) Christianity is meant to deliver rural Iban from the “burdens, fears and taboos of paganism,” yet at the same time it blocks a time-honored means of local agency and personhood: the collective interpretation of dreams and other puzzling events (Barrett and Lucas 1993), now dominated by outside notions, media and agents. The “simple saying of a Hail Mary” and reading of prayers from the lay reader’s troubleshooting manual may save time and energy, but they also render the converts passive recipients of cultural products that were dreamed up elsewhere.

To return to our opening question: Does radio heat up the longhouse? It does, but not literally. McLuhan’s (1964) classic distinction between “hot” media (providing high-definition data, e.g. radio) and “cold” media (low-definition data, e.g. TV) seems to make even less sense in an Iban setting than in the media studies guru’s Yale North America. The lexical overlap is intriguing, though.

Iban schools: spoonfeeding national narratives

Perhaps more important than the church in the erosion of the longhouse knowledge base is the school. Like the church, the school system relies on an array of ICT for the running of its administration. As a branch of the burgeoning Malaysian state, its financial resources and manpower are far greater, though. Still rural schools lag well behind urban ones in terms of facilities. A pupil who had just moved from busy Sibu to sleepy Betong, a district capital, complained to me that he no longer has access to the internet at school.

Matters upriver are far worse. In many schools they have neither a regular electricity supply nor telephone, let alone Internet. A far cry from the government’s “smart school” concept, a Malaysian school fully wired up to the world’s “information superhighways,” to use another tired metaphor. This lack of infrastructure, coupled with an exam-orientated syllabus, makes the use of TV, radio, video, etc, in Sarawak’s rural classrooms a rare sight, despite the efforts of BTP, the Ministry’s educational department.

The one striking means of communication the European visitor sees upon arriving in a Sarawak school is the mural. The primary school where I taught English for a month was decorated with colorful murals combining national, state, and Dayak symbols under the familiar Malaysian slogan “Unity in Diversity.” Many classrooms boasted Iban offering baskets (paring) hanging from the rafters near the entrance in seeming harmony with the imported slogans and imagery. A complementary medium is the poster, again with patriotic messages.

I mentioned earlier that Iban rituals go by the clock these days. The spread of formal education, rapid from the 1950s onwards, has no doubt contributed to these modern temporalities.

[I] like all disciplinary organizations, schools operate with a precise economy of time. It is surely right to trace the origins of school discipline in some part to the regulation of time and space which a generalized transition to “clock time” makes possible. The point is not that the widespread use of clocks makes for exact divisions of the day; it is that time enters into the calculative application of administrative authority (Giddens 1984: 135).

At the school where I taught, there was always a senior pupil in charge of ringing the bell before every break. Lessons were strictly timed. The pupils would always stand up and pay their respects to the teacher before and after the lesson. Like many of their activities, they did it in a mechanical manner.

For the Malaysian government textbooks are one of the main tools of nation-building. Unlike most media, these print media literally have a “captive audience.”

Ulu Primary School, 19 February 1998. On the way to my English lesson, I stopped into the Primary 5 classroom to see what the kids were up to. They were all quietly doing their homework unsupervised. Unthinkable where I come from. One or two of them were reading the Kajian Tempatan textbook on Malaysian history and geography. When I asked a boy about the book, he quickly skipped 6 or 7 lessons to show me the story of Rentap, the Iban warrior who defeated the white man, or more precisely “berjaya menyerang kubu lnggeris di Sungai Serapi.” The authors consider Rentap, together with Sabah’s Mat Salleh and eight famous Malayans, as a hero in the struggle for an independent Malaysia. My Primary 6 pupils tell me they enjoyed their Primary 5 history book more than the one they have now. I can see why—it is a very attractively illustrated work full of stories. By contrast the Primary 6 book is grey, cluttered, dull. Both textbooks share one of their central aims, though, made explicit in the introduction: to inculcate in the children feelings of love towards their country (“mencintai tanah air sendiri”). Few Iban children learn about their own history from their grandparents. They know little or nothing about the late Benedict Sandin, the remarkable Iban genealogist and ethnologist who has traced the origin of Sarawakian Iban to 16th century West Kalimantan, in what today is Indonesia. They learn that Sarawak is a state within the Federation of Malaysia whose heroes fought the white man to build a united nation—a dramatic telos cooked up in Peninsular Malaysia’s corridors of knowledge. Of course,
the historical truth is more contingent. Malaysia was created in the 1960s to contain Indonesia’s expansionism and preserve British interests in the region, as “a hasty amalgam of Malaya, Singapore and the Bornean regions of Sarawak and Sabah” arranged by Whitehall (Anderson 1998).

As the excerpt shows, how the narrative is told is as important as what it tells. Children are discerning consumers of stories, be they in textbooks or elsewhere. The Primary 6 textbook drove home the nationalist point more effectively than its Primary 5 sequel thanks to its design. Most media researchers agree that “the greater the degree of consistency in media coverage, the greater is the likelihood that audiences will absorb the projected version...of reported situations” (Watson & Hill 1993: 45). Young Iban strike me as proud Malaysians. My conjecture is that this is largely due to the consistency of political messages they receive from the school media (esp. murals, posters and textbooks) and the bilik media (esp. TV and radio). More importantly perhaps, they are avid consumers of urban West Malaysian pop culture via tapes, magazines, comics, etc.

Minority languages are losing ground to national languages across Southeast Asia. The Thai government, for instance “actively discourages attempts by foreign missionaries to provide its hill-tribe minorities with their own transcription-systems and to develop publications in their own languages; the same government is largely indifferent to what these minorities speak” (Anderson 1991: 45). In Sarawak, the Borneo Literature Bureau (BLB) published and distributed large numbers of books in Iban and other Bornean languages in the 1960s and 1970s, including Sandin’s encyclopaedic historical work. Soon after the BLB was taken over by Kuala Lumpur’s Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka in the early 1970s, the publication policy switched to the promotion of Malay, the national language. Today, twenty-five years on, a generation of Iban have not known books in their own language, and yet Iban is still widely spoken. If the trend continues, Iban could eventually become a dialect of Bahasa Malaysia.

Little by little, a national subculture is made

Modern media have played and are playing a significant part in the ongoing transformation of central Iban institutions. In particular, television is altering the temporal, spatial, moral, and economic relations within Iban bilik-families. The television set is today the most valued commodity in rural society, ahead of traditional family heirlooms. It is also a renewable source of values that reinforces a pyramid of ethnic stereotypes with an ideal white family at the apex, an urban Malay family in the middle, and a far-from-ideal rural Iban family towards the bottom. Prime-time TV may be boring, but it has altered old relations of time and space, acting as both a time-device and a compass that frames family evenings.

By contrast to the bilik-family, the longhouse is being transformed by a rich set of media in addition to TV. Every June the Iban and other indigenes celebrate Gawai Dayak, the festive day invented in 1963 to mirror the Muslim Hari Raya and Chinese New Year.

Little by little, a national subculture is made...
relationships among various media in specific inter-institutional settings, e.g. (i) how school textbooks and TV propaganda songs in the family bilik reinforce the same nationalist notions among children or (ii) how a priest may use media panics such as an epidemic to bolster the authority of his church's own print media, notably the Bible, in the longhouse gallery.

c) The analytical move away from TV allowed less glamorous media to join the analysis, in particular the loud public-address system (PAS) and the quiet wristwatch, which together play a key role in coordinating the actions of hundreds of people at longhouse events such as Gawai Dayak. In turn these events help maintain and transform what it means to be Iban in the late 1990s.
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Introduction

In 1897 Ronald Ross showed that anopheline mosquitoes were the vectors of human malaria. The proof of Ross’s ideas came about when Malcolm Watson controlled malaria in Klang and Port Swettenham, Malaya, by draining swampy habitats of the mosquito larvae (Watson, 1911). Since that time, many factors in controlling malaria have become known. One factor often overlooked is genetic resistance. Low malaria rates in adults living in endemic areas are usually ascribed to acquired immunity. Yet “lifelong” immunity (genetic resistance) also fosters health and survival.

The Malayo-Bornean arc is a natural laboratory for the study of both genes and malaria because of its diversity of gene variants (alleles) and the antiquity of its human occupation. Indigenous groups and malaria have long coexisted here. In this paper I consider malaria versus the ensemble of malaria related alleles in this core area of Southeast Asia, expanding on earlier research on the alleles separately. I also consider how cultural traits may affect malaria transmission.

As I will show, the frequency of relevant alleles is higher among many Austronesian and Austraostatic speaking groups in the Malay Peninsula than for Austronesian groups in Borneo. Further, the combined frequency of relevant genotypes correlates with malaria levels in various ethnic groups. These findings suggest that to understand the biological response to malaria, the contributions of all malaria-resistant alleles need to be considered. The findings also raise several questions. For example: Was malaria less of a problem in Borneo than Malaya in the past? If so, was malaria-related selection pressure weaker on the Borneo side? Based on malarial records, the distinction seems to be both between Malaya and Borneo and between particular ethnic groups in particular environments.

Malaria in Malaya and Borneo: Some History

Prehistorically, some forms of human malaria may have originated in Southeast Asia (Waters et al., 1993). Simmons and colleagues (1944) provided an overview of health problems in Malaya and northern Borneo as they were known in the 1930’s, naming malaria as “the chief menace” (p. 170) and “the most important problem” (p. 391) for survival in these areas. As rubber plantations opened, non-immune immigrants increased, and war ensued, malaria became more common until midcentury. Thereafter, control programs intensified in populous areas and malaria declined, except in many remote locations. “Malaria-free” areas tend to be urban and prosperous and are more numerous in West Malaysia than in Borneo.

Today, malaria remains endemic in Malayo-Bornean rainforests and in more open areas, with different anopheline vectors in different ecosystems. While two vectors are common to Malaya and Borneo, a few are different. The Malayan “original people” (Orang Asli) and some indigenous Bornean groups are largely found in these malarious areas (Ho, 1985).

On a broader perspective, while Malayo-Bornean indigenous peoples today still suffer from malaria, it is outranked as a problem by infant gastroenteritis and malnutrition. Other debilitating conditions such as tuberculosis, intestinal worms, and anemia are also rife (Hamid, 1990; Baer and Appell, 1996).

Malarial surveys of Malayo Bornean indigenous groups started in the 1950’s. Before that, for Malaya, we have only statements such as that by Evans (1937, p. 12) on northern Orang Asli, often called Negritos, “Malaria certainly takes a heavy toll.” Early surveys of Orang Asli showed parasite rates of 5 to 40% (Polunin, 1953). Rates were generally higher in children then, and they still are today. Wharton and colleagues (1965) reported an average of 24% parasitemia among Orang Asli groups, with falciparum and vivax malaria being equally common. Although chloroquine was introduced in 1964, its administration was unsystematic and its effects small (Lie Injo, 1969). In the 1970’s, 94% of Orang Asli showed evidence of acquired immunity to falciparum malaria by the age of 20 years (Thomas and Dissanaike, 1977).

For Borneo, in the 1930’s Theuma (1989) reported parasite rates of 1 to 84%, but averaging about 7%, for Kalimantan Kayan. Copeland and colleagues (1935) reported a maximum rate of 39% for Muruts in Sabah, and De Zulueta (1956) reported rates of 0 to 43% for Sarawak groups. Recent government statistics on malaria are generally not available by ethnic group classification. However, the best overview of the long standing malaria problem before the DDT era comes from earlier reports.

Table 1. Summary of malaria prevalence surveys on various ethnic groups in Malaya and Borneo. Except as noted, samples include all ages, with N<70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group/Locale</th>
<th>Parasite rate (%)</th>
<th>Study Date</th>
<th>Reference Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orang Asli, 6 sites</td>
<td>20-38</td>
<td>1930’s</td>
<td>P, 1953; earlier work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orang Asli, Gombak</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1976(?)</td>
<td>TD, 1977; patients, visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orang Asli, all sites</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1950-52</td>
<td>P, 1953; excludes Johore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahad, Upper Perak</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1940-52</td>
<td>P, 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahad, Upper Perak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>X, 1966; on therapy, N=38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar, Chaih, Kel.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1950-52</td>
<td>P, 1953; N=58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar, Beis, Kel.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>W, 1963; N=56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar, Nenggiri, K</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>W, 1963; N=56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar, Perias, Kel.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar, Peras &amp; Kel.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Bo, 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar, Logap, Per.</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>L, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai, Kua, Denak, P</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>P, 1953; earlier work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai, Ulu Jelai, Pg.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1950-52</td>
<td>P, 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai, Ulu Jelai, Pg.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1980’s</td>
<td>Mk, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai, Betau, Pg.</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1980’s</td>
<td>Mk, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Year 1</td>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai, Jerugut Rd, Pg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>C, 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai, Shean, Pg</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Bo, 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semelai, Tas. Bera, Pg</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besisi, Selangor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, B. Cheeding, S</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Bo, 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Poonson, Sel</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Janda Bani, Pg</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Ulu Selangor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>B, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, B. Manchong, S</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Kung, Sel</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, B. Legong, Sel</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, B. Lansian, Sel</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teoagah, Pulas, Sel</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, B. Mandah, Sel</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, B. Tamboi, Sel</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Ulu Lui, Sel</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Ulu Lui, Sel</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>W, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Ulu Lui, Sel</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>M, 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, Tikai Labu, NS</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>B, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan, A. Banang, NS</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>B, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orang Seletar, Johore</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>1950-52</td>
<td>P, 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orang Asli, Johore</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Ar, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Borneo-Sarawak, First Division**

- Bidayuh, Up. Serian D.                  | 29 | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Bidayuh, Bau District                     | 20 | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Bidayuh, Lundu Dist.                      | 25 | 1953 | D, 1956; N=68 |
- Iban, Sadong River                        | 0  | 1953 | D, 1956; N=32 |
- Iban, Lundu District                       | 40 | 1953 | D, 1956; N=25 |

**Borneo-Sarawak, Second Division**

- Iban, Betong District                      | 5  | 1953 | D, 1956 |
- Iban, Bating Ligar                        | 2  | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Iban, Bating Ais                          | 15 | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Iban, south of Sabu                       | 3  | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Iban, Bating Lemanek                      | 3  | 1952 | D, 1956; N=34 |
- Iban, other                               | 0  | 1953 | D, 1956; N=27 |

**Borneo-Sarawak, Third Division**

- Yoon, Sungai Kanowai                     | 12 | 1952 | D, 1956; N=58 |
- Iban, Sungai Jalan                       | 7  | 1952 | D, 1956; N=42 |
- Iban, Sungai Poai                        | 11 | 1952 | D, 1956; N=70 |
- Iban, Sungai Ngemah                      | 18 | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Iban, Bating Rajang                      | 8  | 1952 | D, 1956; N=25 |

**Borneo-Sarawak, Fourth Division**

- Kayan + Kenyah, Baram R.                 | 32 | 1952 | D, 1956; N=31 |
- Kenyah, Baram River                      | 9  | 1952 | D, 1956; N=55 |
- Kayan, Baram River                       | 33 | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Kayan, Tutoh River                       | 5  | 1953 | D, 1956; N=19 |
- Kayan, Arah R.                            | 23 | 1953 | D, 1956; N=44 |
- Kenyah + Punan, Arah R.                  | 43 | 1953 | D, 1956; N=14 |
- Punan, Up. Baram R.                      | 6  | 1953 | D, 1956; mostly adults, N=64 |
- Punan, Tinjar River                      | 33 | 1953 | D, 1956; mostly adults, N=27 |
- Punan, Baram R.                           | 29 | 1952 | D, 1956; mostly adults, N=14 |

**Borneo-Sarawak, Fifth Division**

- Murut, Tuisan River                      | 26 | 1952 | D, 1956 |
- Murut, Murut Highlands                   | 17 | 1952 | D, 1956; mostly adults |

**Borneo-Sabah**

- Murut, Tenom                             | 397 | 1934 | Cp, 1935 |
- Murut, Tenom                             | 9  | 1988 | F, 1991; 16 villages |
- Bonggis, Banggi Is                       | 26-52 | 1984 | H, 1988 |

**Borneo-Kalimantan**

- Kayan, Kayan River                       | 1-84 | 1930's | T, 1989 |

Locale abbreviations: A, ayer; B, bukit; CH, Cameron Highlands; D or Dist. district; K or Kel, Kelantan state; Kua, kuala; NS, Negri Sembilan state; P or Per, Perak state; Pg, Pahang state; R, river; S or Sel, Selangor state; Sun, sungai; Tas, tasek; Up, upper.

Reference abbreviations: Ar, Arasu; B, Baer et al.; C, Collins et al.; Cp, Copeland; D, De Zudesta; F, Foong Kin; H, Hii et al.; K, Kinzie et al.; L, Lee et al.; M, Mak et al.; Mk, Mak; P, Polunin; T, Tijmema; TD, Thomas and Dissanaike; W, Wharton et al.

Malarial data from published reports are summarized in Table 1 by ethnic group and by the time period of study. While the retrospective data are far from comprehensive, they provide some notable landmarks. Among Aslian (Austroasiatic) speakers in West Malaysia, including Lanoh, Temiar, Semai, Semelai, and Besisi, recorded parasite prevalences for all age reasonable sized samples range from single digit figures up to 49%, as late as 1986. For the Temuan, a group of Malayau Austroasiatic speakers, prevalences range from 13 to 67%. Some rates are also high in Borneo (which only has Austroasiatic speakers). The Bidayuh range of rates is 20 to 29%, while the Iban range is 0 to 40%, with the average being around 10%. For the Orang Ulu (Kayan, Kenyah, Punan), rates for reasonable samples range from 6 to 39%. And for the Murut, rates range from 17 to 26%. Overall, the indigenous group with the lowest published rates is the Iban. As indicated in Table 1, malaria is common in small-band societies such as the Lanoh and Punan as well as in the large villages of settled agriculturalists. And it is common both in the highlands (e.g., Murut) and the lowlands (e.g., Temuan).
Despite control programs, malaria is still life-threatening among Malayo-Bornean groups. In 1990, Malaysia had 50,500 reported cases of malaria morbidity, of which 70% were from the Borneo states of Sabah and Sarawak, respectively; the rest (28%) were from West Malaysia (Lim, 1992). Orang Asli have averaged over 70% of West Malaysian malaria infections in recent years (Roslan Ismail, 1997). On a state population basis, Sabah had 29 times more reported malarial cases than did Sarawak. Severe malaria is most frequently found in children and possibly pregnant women, although the latter group has received little attention (Reuben, 1993). Placental parasitemia can decrease fetal nutrition, lower the birth weight, and increase the risk of infant death (Schulte et al, 1995). Malarial patients often have multiple pathologies, including anemia, worm infestations, and malnutrition. In one study, 20% of Temuan women were anemic (PCV <31) versus 10% anemia in children (both sexes) and 0% in men (Baer, unpublished).

Hemoglobin variants. Hb E is centered in mainland Southeast Asia. It results from a Glu→Lys (GAG→AAG) mutation determining the 26th amino acid position on the beta (E) strand and is completely understood, but its anti-malarial action in red blood cells (RBC's) is incompletely understood, but it decreases RBC invasion by the plasmodia parasites and decreases their intracellular growth. Nagel (1990) discussed possible effects on plasmodia of RBC's that contain Hb E. Hb CoSp, high levels of fetal hemoglobin (Hb F), that are thalassemic, or that are ovalocytic; he did not discuss G6PD deficiency. Livingstone (1985) discussed evidence, pro and con, on malaria-related alleles, including G6PD deficiency.

Homozygous variants. Hb E is centered in mainland Southeast Asia. It results from a Glu→Lys (GAG→AAG) mutation determining the 26th amino acid position on the beta (E) strand and is completely understood, but its anti-malarial action in red blood cells (RBC's) is incompletely understood, but it decreases RBC invasion by the plasmodia parasites and decreases their intracellular growth. Nagel (1990) discussed possible effects on plasmodia of RBC's that contain Hb E. Hb CoSp, high levels of fetal hemoglobin (Hb F), that are thalassemic, or that are ovalocytic; he did not discuss G6PD deficiency. Livingstone (1985) discussed evidence, pro and con, on malaria-related alleles, including G6PD deficiency.

Hb F retards the growth of Pl. falciparum. In thalassemic RBC's and those containing Hb CoSp, the postnatal switch off of Hb F is delayed, indirectly slowing the growth of falciparum parasites in infants who have any of these alleles (Nagel, 1990). G6PD. G6PD deficient males have low levels of malarial parasitemia (Baer et al, 1976), as do heterozygotic deficient females (Kar et al, 1992; Kwende et al, 1995). Many G6PD variants exist. A large amount of raw data on G6PD deficiency in Malaysian newborns has never been analyzed. Fong (1977) reported G6PD hospital data for Sabahan ethnic groups, mainly on infants, but no population profiles.

Ovalocytosis. The term ovalocytosis, earlier called elliptocytosis, refers to oval RBC's. The OV heterozygote (OV+/+) has no clinical hemolysis (Nagel, 1990), but the OV homozygote (OV/OV) is lethal in utero (Liu et al, 1994). The dominant OV phenotype results from the lack of 9 amino acids (400-408) at the bilayer interface of band 3, the major transmembrane protein of cells (Jarolim et al, 1991). Normal band 3 protein has an anion transport function but the OV variant is weak in this regard (Schofield et al, 1992).

The OV defect in band 3 causes rigidity of the RBC membrane, making it hypersaline. The change may decrease the attachment of plasmodia to the RBC membrane, decreasing their invasiveness (Jarolim et al, 1991), interfere with later intracellular events via impaired ion transport (Schofield et al, 1992), or otherwise hinder parasite survival.

The OV allele is most common in the lower half of Southeast Asia east to New Guinea (Livingstone, 1985; Sofro, 1982). It is rarer at high, than at low, altitude both in Malaya and New Guinea (Baer et al, 1976, on Temuan vs. Semai; Serjeantson et al, 1977), a difference that may be a result of selective pressure via poor oxygen transport (Schofield et al, 1992). In the Temuan and Semai, the OV allele frequency is higher in adults than in children (Baer et al, 1976; Foo et al, 1992).

OV heterozygotes are resistant to Pl. falciparum in vitro (Nagel, 1990). OV RBC's have lower levels of parasitemia than non-OV cells in vivo (Baer et al, 1976). This resistance applies to falciparum, vivax, and malariae plasmodia (Serjeantson, 1977). Significantly, OV is the only gene known with such broad resistance to malaria. With the "booster" of acquired immunity, OV heterozygotes rarely have clinical malaria as adults; in childhood they are not prone to cerebral malaria (Genten et al, 1995). OV also seems to be selectively advantageous for fertility and longevity (Baer, 1988).

The net effect. Overall, evidence on the malarial resistance of Hb E homozygotes (E/E), G6PD deficient males (G-) and heterozygous females (G'/G+), and OV heterozygotes (OV+) is fairly strong. Hb CoSp homozygotes (CoSp/CoSp) are also likely to be resistant. The resistance of Hb E heterozygotes (E+/+) and of G-/G+ females is not well established.

In evolutionary terms, Hb E may be a transient polymorphism on its way to fixation in Southeast Asia (Livingstone, 1985). OV and G6PD deficiency may be balanced polymorphisms. Indeed, OV acts much like Hb S in parts of Africa, except that OV homozygosity is completely lethal and OV heterozygosity protects against three forms of malaria. In addition, combinations of malaria related alleles in Southeast Asia may be subject to frequency-dependent selection (Sofro, 1982).
Allele and Genotype Frequencies vs. Malaria

The frequencies of malaria-related alleles reported for Malayo-Bornean ethnic groups are presented in Table 2. While Hb E is highest in Ason speakers, OV is highest in the Temuan. In Borneo, no malaria-related allele has a frequency over 10% in the Iban or Bidayuh. The multi-gene frequencies shown in Table 2 are not correlated among the alleles, either individually or in some combination, with one exception. The combined frequencies of OV and Hb E are correlated in rank with that of G (Spearman’s \( r = 0.815, 0.02 > P > 0.01 \)).

Table 2. The frequencies of malaria related alleles in various ethnic groups. (Data from Livingstone, 1985, except data on Pahang Semai from Saha et al., 1995; AB, TL, and JS refer to particular study locations.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele freq.</th>
<th>Genotype freq.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malay/Selangor</td>
<td>0.014 G6PD/0.003 OV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iban</td>
<td>0.033-0.054 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/AB</td>
<td>0.111 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai/Perak</td>
<td>0.219 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negrito</td>
<td>0.001 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/US</td>
<td>0.075 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai/Pahang</td>
<td>0.060 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar</td>
<td>0.182-0.218 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidayuh</td>
<td>0.026-0.045 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/other</td>
<td>0.084 G6PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/TL</td>
<td>0.094 G6PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. A comparison of the prevalence of malarial parasitemia and combined frequencies of malaria-related alleles or genotypes (G^+, G^+/+, E/E, CoSp^+, and OV^+, minus O/OV; the assumed sex ratio is 1:1). Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of parasitemia surveys done for each ethnic category (for Malay sample, see Mak et al., 1987).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parastesia</th>
<th>Allele freq.</th>
<th>Genotype freq.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malay/Seb(1)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iban(10)</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/AB(1)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai/Pk(1)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negrito(2)</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/US(1)</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semai/Pahang(5)</td>
<td>1129</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar(7)</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidayuh(3)</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tem./other(14)</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temuan/TL(1)</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the malarial parasite prevalences for various groups plus Selangor Malays, with the Malays having the lowest and the “TL” Temuan having the highest prevalences. None of the malaria-related alleles, i.e., Hb E and CoSp, G6PD, and OV, individually correlates with parasitemia prevalence. Moreover, the combined frequency of these alleles is not correlated with the parasitemia rates shown in Table 3, because the OV heterozygote is strongly resistant to malaria while the Hb E heterozygote is not. Thus, for example, the high OV allele frequency in the “TL” Temuan outweighs the higher Hb E frequency of the Temiar, in terms of malarial resistance.

In contrast to the finding for allele frequencies, the combination of malaria-related genotype frequencies shown in Table 3 (G^+, G^+/+, E/E, OV^+, and CoSp^+ minus the lethal O/OV genotype) does show a significant correlation with the level of malarial parasitemia, as ranked by ethnic group (r=0.82, 0.02>P>0.01). The Malays rank lowest and the “TL” Temuan rank highest in these variables. Adding G^+/+, or subtracting CoSp^+ from, the genotypic totals does not change the combined genotype ranking.

Generally speaking, the data in Table 3 suggest that the groups living in highly malarious environments for a long time have had the good fortune to accumulate the most genetic protection against the disease. Quite likely they could not have thrived in such areas without this genetic advantage.

Something of the same situation has been discovered elsewhere. Flint and colleagues (1986) found a significant correlation between five qualitative levels of malaria and the allele frequencies of alpha-thalassemia in Melanesian populations. Unfortunately, they did not consider other malaria related alleles there (such as OV and G6PD). Moreover, they did not obtain parasitemia data on the specific groups they sampled for thalassemia information. Thus an overview of genetic resistance to malaria in Melanesia remains elusive.

It is worth asking if other alleles also exhibit a relationship to past malarial levels in the Malayo-Bornean arc. One problem here is that few other genetic variants have a sizeable range of allele frequencies in this region (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994). Also, for some having a wide range, such as allele M of blood group MN and allele 1 of ADA, no surveys have been published on two or more of the ethnic groups listed in Table 3. But allele 2 of PGM (phosphoglucomutase) and allele 1 of Hp (haptoglobin) have been surveyed for the Malayo-Bornean groups under consideration, except for the lack of Temiar data on Hp. Nevertheless, while the PGM-2 and Hp-1 allele frequencies exhibit a wide range, they do not correlate with the malarial parasitemia prevalences given in Table 3 (data not shown). Nor did I find genotype frequencies for these two genes to be correlated with malaria parasitemia. Moreover, in an earlier study, no significant association was found between individual Hp-1 genotypes and malarial parasitemia, nor were Hp-1 frequencies significantly different between children and adults (Baer et al., 1976). Thus, on the available evidence, malaria-related alleles do show a specific relationship to malaria, but other alleles do not.

Curiously, while the two Bornean groups in Table 3, Iban and Bidayuh, differ in their malaria rates, they are quite similar in both the frequencies of their malaria-related alleles (Table 2) and in the frequencies of alleles for other genes that have been studied in both groups (Baer, in press). This similarity might reflect strong gene flow between these groups in the past, although other explanations are possible.
A methodological problem for any overview on malaria and genes involves the fact that while children are more prone to malaria than are adults, few parasitemia surveys have reported childhood and adult data separately. Nor have they routinely reported age distributions of their surveyed samples. Thus the quantitative relationship between malaria and various alleles in younger age groups cannot yet be assessed.

On another variable, several studies have noted equal rates of malaria in males and females, including one by De Zulueta and Lachance (1956) for Sarawak and one on the Temuan (Baer, unpublished). Yet a sex difference in rates might be expected since female G6PD-G* heterozygotes theoretically far outnumber male G* hemizygotes. Future work on genotypes versus malaria may help explain this paradox, if that indeed is what it is.

Cultures and Genes

Cultural traits can be considered in two ways in the context of malaria: those that may have at a common prehistoric origin of Malayan and Bornean ethnic groups and those that have a behavioral effect on malarial infection.

Among the traditional cultural similarities between Borneo and Malaya are some that are geographically widespread (such as tattooing in the Jehai and Iban) and some that are more restricted (such as the blowpipe). In addition, the belief system that includes the thunder god, called "Karei" or a similar name, seems to have a long history in both Borneo and Malaya (Baer, 1995). The overlapping geographical distribution of the malaria-resistant Ov allele and the Karei belief complex may be a coincidence; or both phenomena may stem from a common culture and a common gene pool in antiquity. Other indications of such a common origin are few, although Adelaar (1995) has suggested an underlying linguisitic affinity between Bornean Bidayuh and the Aislan languages of Malaya.

Another question about culture is more practical. Have Malayo-Bornean ethnic groups had any cultural traits that encouraged or discouraged malarial infection and morbidity? Kardono and colleagues (1991) have shown that constitutents of the roots of a local tree are effective against falciparum plasmodia in cultured RBC's. The roots, known as "tongkat ali," have traditionall been used in Malaysia and Indonesia as a treatment for malaria and other illnesses.

Recalling that malaria parasitemia prevalences are generally lower in Borneo than in the Orang Asli (Table 1), cultural differences between these two areas deserve some scrutiny. While some Bornean groups traditionally engaged in swamp-rice farming (Sather, 1994), the Orang Asli did not. Some Borneans traditionally kept livestock, but the Orang Asli did not. Bshn men customarily went on "bejalai" (martial work or adventure), but the Orang Asli did not. None of this cultural variation would seem to explain the differences between Borneo and Malaya in malarial parasitemia and malaria-related allele frequencies.

One testable hypothesis is suggested by the intriguing observation that stilt houses, smoky from kitchen fires and having domestic animals underneath, protect people from malaria in Vietnam (May, 1960). There, the mosquito vector has a flight ceiling of 10 ft. and is satisfied with blood meals from the under-house animals. None of the anopheline mosquito studies on Malaysia that I have seen were alert to flight ceilings; mosquitos are, after all, more conveniently trapped at ground level. Indeed, Clements (1963) reported that anophelines rarely fly more than 60 cm. (2 feet) above the ground. It is quite likely that longhouses on high stilts, with pigs underneath, as traditionally found along the Bara River of Sarawak and elsewhere, were effective anti-malarial "medicine" (Knapen, 1997).

Discussion and Conclusion

The Malay Peninsula and Borneo are related in terms of culture, biogeography, and human genes. Several of the present genetic-cultural commonalities may have originated as long ago as the Late Pleistocene when Borneo and Malaya were part of terrestrial Sundaland (Baer, 1995). Some others seem to date to a later period, but one that was still pre-Austronesian (Beavitt et al., 1997). Still others are referable to more recent events.

Malaya and Borneo differ somewhat in the kind and frequency of malaria-related genes, on the basis of available information. Interethnic differences also exist. However, while many Malayan groups have been well studied genetically, most Bornean groups have not been studied genetically at all, let alone in relation to malarial parasitemia. To emphasize this point, I might mention that Borneo is 94% the size of New Guinea, but it has not received commensurate attention from geneticists.

The cause of the Malaya-Borneo disparity in malaria-related alleles presented in this report is unknown. One possible explanation is that the levels of malaria long differed in the two areas, producing different levels of genetic selection for the relevant alleles.

Another possibility is that the two areas had somewhat separate or even divergent human genetic histories, where genetic selection was confounded by differing gene pools and other evolutionary variables. The same considerations may apply to the interethnic differences observed in malaria-related genes.

This review of genes and people in the Malayo-Bornean arc has sketched a complex relationship with the environmental stressor of malaria. Malaria is opposed by three or more genes in this part of Southeast Asia, as evidenced by the correlation of the combined genotype frequencies and parasitemia rates given in Table 3. To better understand this complex of opportunistic alleles that are selectively favored for resisting malaria, future research should include unstudied ethnic groups. It should consider all relevant genes, rather than single alleles or single genotypes. Such multi-gene research should analyze the sexes separately, given the higher frequency of female G6PD* hemizygotes than of male G6PD* genotypes.
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Introduction

Malaysia is one of the Southeast Asian countries whose indigenous people have a tradition of betel-quid chewing, a habit believed to have started more than 2000 years ago (Rooney, 1993). Tobacco is thought to be a modern addition among the ingredients used in the habit and is referred to as smokeless tobacco use. Both betel-quid chewing and smoking of local hand-rolled cigarettes are common habits among the indigenous people of Sabah. The adverse effects of both smoking and smokeless tobacco use have been well documented in scientific journals and health reports. Universally, programs to control such habits are encouraged. However, in developing countries, prevalence data on such practices are usually lacking and organized control programs are absent. The findings of this article constitute part of a larger study on the prevalence, practice, and implications of tobacco use in Sabah. The study was conducted in the Tambunan and Kota Belud districts and found that 69.5% of Kadazan women and 80.2% of Bajau women had a chewing habit. Tobacco was an ingredient in 85.7% and 96% respectively of those with the habit. The prevalence of smokeless tobacco use among men was low (0.7% of Kadazans and 4.3% of Bajaus). However, smoking prevalence was high among men (61% of Kadazans and 74.4% of Bajaus) and low among women (10.8% of Kadazans and 3.3% of Bajaus). The objective of this larger study was to highlight tobacco use among the indigenous people of Sabah so that public health measures against tobacco use can be initiated. Some aspects of human behavior related to tobacco use were also studied as an understanding of the beliefs of the community is important for developing appropriate preventive and control strategies. This article focuses on the medicinal and other uses of tobacco among indigenous people. Countering these uses will be a challenge to the health authorities.

Materials and Methods

The medicinal and other uses of tobacco (apart from smoking and smokeless tobacco use) documented in this article were extracted from tape-recorded interviews of Kadazan and Bajau informants from Tambunan and Kota Belud districts respectively. These informants were from the same villages surveyed in the larger study on the prevalence, practice, and implications of tobacco use. An interview guide with issues for the informant to focus on was used. The main questions asked were open-ended and while there was a general plan of inquiry, there was no particular order or wording for the questions. Participation was voluntary and the purpose of the study was made known to the informant. A total of 50 women and 19 men from both ethnic groups were
interviewed either in small groups or individually. Small groups of 3 or 4 individuals were interviewed as they gathered at market stalls, village community halls, or in government clinics. Individuals who were interviewed were either those known to be informative or were those randomly approached in public places. There were more female informants as the women were more communicative and were more eager to participate. The interviews were conducted in Malay by the investigator and two trained interviewers in 1995. A local health staff officer was present to help interpret for older informants.

Findings

In both ethnic groups, the majority of women with a chewing habit had included tobacco as an ingredient. Generally all ingredients used for betel chewing were chewed first and the initial juice was spat out. A ‘pinch’ of dried shredded tobacco was then added as the last ingredient to this quid. Apart from using tobacco for smoking and in their chewing habit, the Kadazans and Bajaus had other uses for tobacco. The two ethnic groups had different as well as rather similar uses and as such would be reported separately.

Uses of tobacco among Tambunan Kadazans

Shredded tobacco locally called tembalak by the Tambunan Kadazans was used to stop bleeding in wounds in humans and animals. Chewing betel-quid with or without tobacco was believed to strengthen teeth, relieve toothache, and drive away “wind” in the abdomen thus relieving bloating. Chewing betel quid with or without tobacco stimulated them and enabled the women to withstand hardship as indicated by the following quotes from chewers:

“I am unable to work if I do not chew”

“I feel sleepy without my sirih (betel-quid)”

“I feel weak” or “I feel tired” were common responses if chewing was not practised.

“To withstand hunger and thirst while working on the farm”

“To withstand the cold”

Smokers felt that smoke from the cigarettes would drive away mosquitoes and a lighted cigarette was useful in removing leeches. Tobacco was sometimes added to tepat (locally prepared rice wine) during fermentation so that a twisty, tangy flavor was produced.

Uses of Tobacco among Kota Belud Bajaus

Bajau women felt that it was necessary to learn how to chew betel-quid before marriage or before the birth of a child. This was because the juice from the betel-quid was used to get rid of wind in the baby’s abdomen. The juice was spat on the baby’s abdomen and the abdomen was then wrapped. This remedied abdominal colic. Tobacco imbibed with betel juice when rubbed on the abdomen was also effective for de-worming children. Tobacco dried over a heated pan and then mixed with water was equally effective. Tobacco half burnt in a coconut shell and mixed with lime juice could also be used. When such preparations were rubbed on the upper abdomen, the worms would emerge with faeces but if rubbed on the lower abdomen, the worms would emerge through the mouth. It was necessary for women to know all these remedies or they would be unable to treat their children should maternal and child health services provided by the government be unavailable.

Bajau women also indulged in the chewing habit (with or without tobacco) for its stimulatory effect and expressed that they were lethargic and sleepy without the practice. Many felt addicted to the habit as they could not overcome the urge to chew. Statements similar to those expressed by Kadazan women were recorded.

The Bajaus also used shredded tobacco to stop bleeding from wounds in animals and humans. Smoking also helped to drive away mosquitoes.

Discussion

Among the Kadazans and Bajaus surveyed, there was a gender difference in tobacco habits: high proportions of males smoked while high proportions of females used smokeless tobacco in betel-quid chewing. Gender differences in tobacco use have been published by other authors (Alexander and Alexander, 1994; Waldren et al., 1988). It is not the intention of this particular article to focus on gender differences regarding these tobacco habits. However, the fact that a large proportion of women used smokeless tobacco as part of the betel chewing ritual could explain why many of the uses of tobacco described were those practised by women. It is also acknowledged that there were more female informants than male.

The tobacco plant is thought to have originated in the Americas. Various records indicate that there had been widespread ancient cultivation and use in the Caribbean, Mexico, and South America (Aheurst, 1981). Tobacco chewing was reported to be widespread in parts of South America (Yoges, 1984). Among Native Americans, the medicinal uses of chewing tobacco included alleviating toothache, relieving the effects of snake, spider, and insect bites, and disinfecting cuts (Axton, 1975). Other uses included poultices and pastes for treating burns, sores, diseases of the liver, spleen, and womb; convulsions, burns, and mad dog bites (Hamilton, 1927). It had been reported that American Indians could trek long distances using chewing tobacco to counter hunger, thirst, and fatigue. In the 16th century, tobacco was grown in Europe as a decorative and medicinal plant. Jean Nicot, the French ambassador to Portugal, grew tobacco and promoted the product as having medicinal properties. It was in his honor that the tobacco genus Nicotiana was named (IARC, 1985; Christen et al, 1982).

Some of the uses of chewing tobacco among Kadazans and Bajaus women were rather similar to those of the early American Indians: for stimulation and withstanding hardship; de-worming, and relieving toothache. Nicotine in tobacco has a psychoactive effect and induces physiological and psychological dependence. Withdrawal symptoms include loss of concentration, mood changes, craving, and disrupted cognitive performance (Chollat-Traquet, 1992). Nicotine is recognised as an addictive substance by the World Health Organisation (WHO, 1988) and this adverse effect is well documented in the US Surgeon General’s report (US Dept of Health and Human Services, 1988). The toxic and pharmacological effects of betel-quid and areca-nut chewing have been studied
and it has been reported that for those accustomed to betel-quid chewing, agreeable sensations and a feeling of well-being are induced. The stimulatory effects as a result of chewing betel-quid with or without tobacco as claimed by Kadazan and Bajau could be due to nicotine, due to chemicals found in other ingredients used in betel-quid chewing, or due to both. It should be noted that 85.7% of female Kadazan and 96% of female Bajaus with a chewing habit included tobacco as an ingredient.

Other uses such as to relieve toothache, to get rid of ‘wind’ and for de-worming need scientific investigation. Whether betel-quid juice with tobacco act as a disinfectant to produce a well-formed navel in a new-born also needs scientific study. Applying shredded tobacco to stop bleeding from a wound would create problems for a surgeon trying to clean a deep wound before suturing. The beliefs and practices compound the problems faced by those advocating the prevention and control of smoking and smokeless tobacco habits. Modern medications, health services, and health knowledge make redundant all the medical uses of tobacco as described by Kadazans and Bajaus. However, these medications, health services, and health knowledge must be made available to them.
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Picture 1. One of several reproductions of the Francis Grant portrait of James which Charles pasted into the scrapbook he compiled of his own life. By permission of the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Basil Brooke papers, MS. Pac. S. 90 Box 5/5f.10.

Picture 2. This image, taken from Charles Grant's scrapbook of his life, almost certainly depicts Charles, himself, at about the time he and James Brooke met. By permission of the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Basil Brooke papers, MS. Pac. S. 90 Box 5/5f.4.

Picture 3. Not withstanding his ill-health, James continued to effect romantic poses until the end of his life, by permission of the British Library, Angela Burdett Coutts Papers, MS ADD 45278 f 164.
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There recently appeared, on the walls of faculty buildings in the University of Cambridge, a series of posters advertising a "Radical History Group". Its declared purpose was the discussion of "Feminist, Gay, Marxist or any other Radical perspectives". The aspiration to historical truth is left wondering what insights a "Feminist historian" could bring to such issues as British fiscal policy during the Napoleonic Wars, or how a "Gay historian" would interpret, for example, the life of Archbishop Laud. Doubtless, these specialists have their utility; but since their intellectual criteria, and their personal starting points, have reference solely to their present needs and preoccupations there is always a risk that they will merely hold a mirror before their own countenances. It is a commonplace of historical criticism that this has frequently happened.

*** ***

The first of the Brooke Rajahs of Sarawak, James, was one of the leading Englishmen of his generation. Although his career as empire builder and as the founder of the modern state of Sarawak has generated an extensive historical and biographical literature, his sexuality, and the impact of his private life on his public persona, have generally evaded the many writers who have sought to explicate or exonerate his career. Yet James's sexuality, even for the earliest Brooke scholars, required clarification. Miss Jacob, in her essay published within months of his death, considered it necessary to "explain that James had been chaste, and that among Malays and Dyaks he drew authority from his chastity." Spenser St. John, to whose sensitivity in the public presentation of Brooke's sexuality I shall return, later claimed of James that "the purity of his private life...was a bright example to those around him." 1

1 Edward Norman, Spectator, 21-28 December 1985, p. 53. I am grateful to Humphrey McQueen for this reference.


Although modern writers might have been expected to have been more vigorous in their analysis than Jacob and St. John, their insights have been constrained by the ideological dominance of heterosexuality. Attempts by recent scholars to portray Brooke's sexuality in terms of modern heterosexual paradigms have caused them to sideline James in the essentially heterosexist myth of the latent homosexual. According to James's most recent biographer, Nicholas Tarling,

James Brooke liked to have young men about him; but there is no evidence of overt homosexuality. If he loved a man, it was certainly Charles Grant; but the letters to 'Doddy' are those of a kind uncle. That homosexual leanings were latent in the Raja is, perhaps, a more acceptable view.° There recently appeared, on the walls of faculty buildings in the University of Cambridge, a series of posters advertising a 'Radical Attempts to construct James according to twentieth century models have led to inconsistency and confusion. Reece quoted Spenser St. John's correspondence, which suggested that James was known to have had an affair with Jem Templer, to conclude that "circumstantial evidence pointed to the possibility that James was homosexual, at least latent so." Reece then sought to include James among those "suppressed homosexuals who sublimated their sex-drive in empire-building," whose existence was propounded by Ronald Hyam, yet suggested also that James had sought to conceal a homosexual affair with Reuben Walker by claiming that Reuben was his long lost son.° Even the suggestion of sublimation would strain Graham Saunders's credibility. Saunders claimed that James's "well attested" "delight in the company of younger men and boys" indicated merely that he was "somewhat immature." Although Saunders agreed with Tarling in characterising James's relationships with his young men as "avuncular," he failed to perceive even the apparently unrealised desire that Tarling and Reece suggested.


° Ibid., p. 45.
ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SEXUALITY

The heterosexual paradigm and its homosexual converse assumed in the literature about James Brooke are modern constructs. Much of the confusion and obfuscation about Brooke derives from their inappropriate deployment, from their inadequacy for the analysis of love in the nineteenth century. The term 'homo-sexuality' was only introduced into English in 1892; translated from the German, in which it had been conceived by Karl Maria Kurzbeny in 1869, the year after James Brooke had died. Yet this axis along which, in the modern world, desire has come to be configured is now so hegemonic that it is believed by many to be universal in time and place: if homosexual transgression occurred in history, was it not defined by its deviation from an heterosexual norm? Such assumption fails to recognize that heterosexuality, "no less than homosexuality, is a historically specific social category and identity."

There is no room here to chart the debate among historians of sexuality over the precise timing and location of the emergence of modern hetero- and homo-sexuality. It is important to note, however, that sex between men and adolescent boys was a paradigmatic form of sexual experience in the premodern world, and that the inequality in such relationships mirrored a wider gender inequality. Although, as Foucault argued, the rise of bourgeois marriage, which allowed couples unprecedented privacy and autonomy, served to marginalize further other sexual relationships and practices as unnatural, the changing status of women in European culture to which it was linked was mirrored also by the gradual rise of more equal sexual relations between adult men. Modern western sexualities developed as the gender of the sex object increasingly came to outweigh other elements affecting the construction of sexual identity, such as social behaviour and the sexual roles adopted. Chauncey's research explores how this process occurred unevenly, selected by factors such as class, ethnicity, religion and region. Indeed, Chauncey can demonstrate how the introduction of new, more restrictive sexual categories was negotiated by the United States Navy as late as the 1920s.

The interpretation of nineteenth century desire is thus complicated by the transition in the construction of sexual identities which was occurring throughout the period. By 1800, the larger European cities, including Bath, where James Brooke spent much of his


Nineteenth century sexuality was constructed within a multiplicity of discourses about desire, in which the meaning of activities and relationships could vary according to social differentials. Much of the empirical material which has underpinned the emergence of the history of male sexuality has come from the evidence presented at trials of men charged with sodomy. Such material records, often with exactitude, physical intimacies. It testifies to the widespread occurrence of sexual relations among men and boys historically (and, even, to the nonchalance with which, among some groups, such criminalized activity was regarded). What this material does not provide is guidance on the interpretation of less physically specific evidence. Mostly, historians face the problem of not knowing definitely what someone did in bed. Yet the very diversity of patterns of desire in the nineteenth century suggests the inadequacy of seeking to analyse historical figures just in terms of where they put their genitals. It is not merely that such activity could have such different meanings in different contexts, even the importance of genital contact to the formation of identity can be demonstrated to be of modern origin. Chauncey has shown how the absence of genital contact was emphasised by early twentieth century churchmen seeking to have their behaviour excluded from the opprobrium of the new homosexual construct. What is interesting in Chauncey's analysis is not just that churchmen sought to exclude themselves from homosexual categories in this way, but that they saw the need to, and that their attempts to do so were contested by


some of their contemporaries, for whom social roles and intimacies remained more important in attributing sexual status than genital contact.

Rather than trying to define historical figures in modern sexual terms, it is possible to analyse them in their contemporary context, seeking to establish the meaning of their relationships in the expressions in which they were communicated. In the case of James Brooke, this possibility is enhanced by his extensive body of correspondence and diaries. James’s surviving records offer the opportunity to discard broad and inappropriate labels deriving from and denoting modern sexualities, allowing historians to focus, instead, on how he expressed his love and desire in terms meaningful to its objects and to his friends, and acceptable within the social constraints he observed.

CONSTRUCTING JAMES BROOKE

James Brooke was born in the Indian holy city of Benares (Varanasi) on 29 April 1803 to Thomas Brooke and his wife, Anna Maria Stuart. Both families had been long involved with India. Thomas served the East India Company as a Political Officer and, eventually, as a judge on the Benares Bench. When James was 12 he was sent to school at Norwich in England. He ran away from Norwich and from other schools to which his guardian in England sent him. After their retirement to Bath, therefore, James’s parents educated him privately at home. James joined the Bengal Army on 11 May 1819, serving in the Anglo-Burmese War until he was severely wounded in January 1825.

Owen Rutter has presented claims by John Dill Ross that James was wounded in the genitals, with the suggestion that he was left impotent. Rutter noted that this notion was a tradition in the Brooke family, and Emily Hahn claimed that it was also a tradition in the family of James’s greatest female friend, Angela Burdett Coutts. This account, if accepted, could be used to support theories that James was asexual. It might excuse his almost total lack of sexual interest in women, at the same time explaining as avuncular his interest in boys he could never father. There is no basis for the story, however. John Dill Ross never knew Brooke, and those parts of his evidence that can be checked contain facts which raise doubts about his reliability. Traditions in families are often wrong, and James Brooke’s sister’s family, to whom Mr Rutter referred, had powerful reasons for denying that James was unable to father a child. Other members of James’s family, with their material interest in the issue, did not agree.

James never resumed duty with the East India Company, resigning his commission at his return to India in order to continue on board the ship where he had made friends. In his father’s death, he returned to the Indonesian archipelago on a voyage of geographical inquiry. In 1841, after a complicated series of military and political conflicts, he seized power at Sarawak and extracted formal appointment as its raja from the Brunei viceroy and, eventually, the Sultan of Brunei himself. Following his accession as raja, Brooke was appointed as the British Government’s Confidential Agent to the Prince of Borneo, and, subsequently, British Consul General in Borneo and Governor of the new colony of Labuan. Although Brooke was poised to become a major figure in British imperial affairs, by 1854 public outrage at the loss of life caused by his campaigns against native rivals and opponents encouraged the British Government to distance itself from him. Its Inquiry into his activities in Borneo forced him to resign his British offices and effectively ended his public career under the British crown.

Although Brooke died in 1868 without realising his imperial ambitions, the dynasty of English rajas which he founded lasted until 1946, and the state of Sarawak which he helped to create has survived as part of the Federation of Malaysia.

According to St. John, James Brooke

stood about five feet ten inches in height; he had an open, handsome countenance; an active supple frame; a daring courage that no danger...
could daunt; a sweet, affectionate disposition which endeared him to all who knew him well.  

The ambivalence of James's affections and attentions was remarked upon by his contemporaries. Miss Jacob, reporting the opinions of some of his friends, attributed to him that “manlike and imposing beauty which strikes men and women alike.” She adjured him “ready to give full sympathy, alike to woman as to man, in joy and in sorrow,” quoting Kegan Paul’s opinion that he was “one of those men who are able to be the close and intimate friends of women without a tinge of love-making.” Handsome, even beautiful, James had highly tuned social graces, learned, no doubt, in society in Regency Bath. He was a skilled and clever conversationalist, at dinner keeping “the table alive with his talk.” His conversation could bruise as well as sparkle, however. His principal opponent in Singapore, the journalist, Woods, himself a vigorous polemicist, reported that “His Excellency possesses a vocabulary of vituperation such as I honestly” 

James was “particularly natty and elegant in all his personal surroundings.” In fact, according to St. John, “you could never enter any place where Mr Brooke had passed a few days without being struck by the artistic arrangement of everything; his good taste was shown even in trifles, though comfort was never sacrificed to show.” James’s care with his own person and with the appearance of his party, and his pursuit of style and distinction, sometimes occasioned mild amusement among observers. At a wedding in Sarawak, Mrs McDougall reported that James and his young men came to Church dressed in full uniform, “his nephew, Brooke’s” and St. John’s are very handsome. Fox, Charley Johnson & Rajah had also braided and gold thread about them, though not cocked hats and feathers and gold epaulettes, etc.”

He also used various cosmetics. His nephew’s wife, Annie, complained that James “helps himself to my perfume bottles not to say others also.” James’s passion for elegance and adornment, his preference for feminine perfumes and the baroque sharpness of his tongue do not support the aesthetic images of him that were manufactured to explain his lack of sexual interest in women and to preclude sexual interpretations of his relationships with youths and young men. James presented a complex model of masculinity which was irreconcilable with the emerging, muscular notions of imperial Christianity which he seems to have delighted in ridiculing.

**BROOKE ON SEXUALITY AND MORALITY**

It is clear from James’s own records that he did not find in sexual heterodoxy cause for condemnation. In his published diaries, he describes the “strangest custom” on Sulawesi, where “some men dress like women, and some women like men, not occasionally but all their lives, devoting themselves to the occupations and pursuits of their adopted sex.” James recorded that parents of a boy, upon perceiving in him certain effeminacies of habit and appearance, are induced thereby to present him to one of the rajahs, by whom he is received. These youths often acquire much influence over their masters, as is the case in Turkey, whose history abounds in instances of the rise of these young favourites to the highest honours and power. It would appear, however, from all I could learn, that the practice leads among the Bugis to none of those vices which constitute the opprobrium of Western Asia.

Nor was James shocked to discover among Sarawak’s Dyaks similarly transgendered roles. Manang bali were powerful in Iban society, functioning as the “doctor and priest of the village” and mediating their communities’ relations with the supernatural, especially by diagnosing and expelling the supernatural causes of illness. Hugh Low recorded that the manang bali’s dress precisely resembles that of a woman, wearing no chawat, or waistcloth, as the man, but the bedang, or short dress of the other sex, together with the appropriate ornaments. Not satisfied with the assumption of the dress of the woman, the manang, the more to resemble them, takes to himself a husband, who is generally a widower.

9. For an ironic reference to “muscular Christianity” see J. Brooke to H. Brown, 8 May 1862, Baronesse Burdett-Coutts Papers vol. 3, BL Add 45726, f. 49.

10. Rodney Mundy, Narrative of events in Borneo and Celebes, down to the Occupation of Labanon. From the Journals of James Brooke, Esq. Rajah of Sarawak, and Governor of Labuan. Together with a narrative of the operations of HMS Iris. London: John Murray, 1848. II, p. 83. (To distinguish between the two journals published herewith Brooke’s will be cited as ‘Brooke, Iris,’ and Mundy’s as Mundy, Iris.) Brooke seems here to have been referring to bissu, the keepers of royal regalia on Sulawesi. See Shelley Errington, Meaning and Power in a Southeast Asian Realm. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989, p. 124.

having a family ... he is treated in every respect as a woman, and does not go to war with the men."

James's published views on these transgenders are ambiguous:

"There is decidedly something unpleasant to European ideas in the marriage of man with man, although I believe it to be solely an absurd superstition. Nonetheless, the custom is not a good one."

These comments, which are, as far as I am aware, the only record of James's opinions on such subjects, deserve close scrutiny. James's reference to the "vices which constitute the opprobrium of Western Asia" indicates that he was familiar with travellers' accounts of Turkey and the Levant which comprised, almost, a literature of sodomy, in which Arabs, Turks, and Persians were commonly represented as lovers of boys." James's carelessness in observing that men and women on Sulawesi dressed as the opposite sex "not occasionally but all their lives," suggests precisely that he was otherwise aware of people crossdressing occasionally. Finally, James categorised men marrying men as "unpleasant to European ideas" and as "an absurd superstition," rather than contrary to the laws of nature or of god. In presenting the practice as relatively harmless, he denied the authority of the European ideas that would condemn it.

As his comments might indicate, James's views on issues of wider morality were unconventionally libertarian, recalling the looser mores of Regency society rather than anticipating the emerging domesticity of the Victorian age. As James grew older, his attitudes became even more pronounced. Late in his life, when Spenser St. John was attacked by Church authorities for encouraging another man to take a wife, distress James fulminated against the Church's own "narrow religious education & the terrors of superstition habitually inculcated." In James's view "the worst perversion of a man is a priestly delinquency of his mind—depraising the powers which God has given to be used, & making his judgement the slave of a priestly system."

"Ibid., pp. 175-176.
"Brooke, Iris, II, p. 66.
"For the role of occasional transvestism in the emerging gay sub-culture of Britain, which probably extended to Bath, see Rector Norton, op. cit., p. 185.
"J. Brooke to H. Brown, 6 November 1862. Barossus, Burdett-Coutts Papers vol. 4, BL, Add 45277, f. 15. Brooke seems here to echo the views of his former friend, Sir Templer, for whom "no rules or rules, either can or ought to restrain an original genius." James Leithbridge Templer, "Journal, 1839-1842," NLMS 3115, f. 2. Templer's views on other matters were similarly unorthodox. At dinner in New South Wales, then a penal colony, he argued that the position of married women was analogous to that of convicts assigned as servants. See his entry for 24 June 1839, f. 86.

SOME EARLY RELATIONSHIPS: FROM SCHOOL TO 1838

James Brooke's emotional susceptibility to his own sex dated from his schooldays. He appears to have had a bad school. In later life he demanded of a friend whose son had just been sent to boarding school: "To be a man, must we be battered and shattered whilst boys?" His best friend at his boarding school was a boy named George Western. When Western left the school to go to sea, James was inconsolable and ran away. Whereas some scholars of sexuality have argued that English school behavior constituted a distinct category of desire, writers on Sarawak have avoided James's actions as evidence of emotional dependency or of a romantic friendship between him and Western; Owen Rutter, for example, attributed his running away instead to a "spirit of adventure."

In 1830 James embarked for India on the Castle Hunter. He was required by the rules of the East India Company to join his regiment by 20 July of that year. James arrived in Madras on 18 July 1830 and, deciding that he would not be able to resume duty in time, resigned his commission, proceeding on the Castle Hunter to China.

Gertrude Jacob reported that Thomas Brooke had already arranged for the rules to be waived should James's return be delayed. She explained that James resigned "ignorant of this indulgence." St. John claimed that James had become friendly with the Castle Hunter's officers, who so excited his desire to see the countries of the far east that he simply used the time constraint as an excuse. Frank Marray, who knew James in Sarawak, has suggested some deeper story, writing mysteriously that, "if the private history which induced him to quit the service, and afterwards expatriate himself, could with propriety, and also regard to Mr Brooke's feelings, be made known, it would redound still more to his honour and his high principle, but these I have no right to make public." It is possible that Marray here referred to the complications of James's falling in love. The merchant, Helms, who also came to know James well in Sarawak, referred to "an accidental friendship on board" as contributing to his decision to resign. In fact, it appears that James became involved, successively, with three members of the Castle Hunter's crew.

"Gertrude Jacob, op. cit., I, p. 6.
"Gertrude L. Jacob, op. cit., I, p. 11.
"Ludwig Verner Helms, Pioneering in the Far East... London: W. H. Allen, 1882, p. 126."
The first object of his affection appears to have been Jem Templer. It is clear that James developed a deep affection for Jem. Gertrude Jacob quoted Jem’s sister-in-law as recording that “Brooke took an immense fancy to him.” Evidence that their relationship might not have been platonic comes from St. John, who told Charles Grant that, when he was preparing his famous biography of James, “one judicious friend advised me to say nothing disagreeable about Templer and the young Rajah: I would carry out that wish as far as possible.” James Brooke retained a close friend of Jem and, later, of his brother, Jack, spending much of his time during the subsequent four or five years at the Templer family’s home at Bridgton. James later wrote to Jem in Australia, suggesting that, if he found Sydney disappointing, he could settle in Sarawak, where James would “be able to forward his views.”

James’s relationship with the Castle Huntley’s surgeon, Cruikshank, is more transparent, as it seems to have been more intense. James’s first biographer, Miss Jacob, who had access to letters since lost, noticed the strength of James’s feeling for Cruikshank. She referred to a postscript to one of James’s letters, in which there was a sentence which he would never have written except to one for whom he kept his heart of hearts. Cruikshank’s affection for James was well established by the time the two men were in China; when James fell ill “Mr Cruikshank cared for him with a special interest.”

The surviving text of one letter from James to Cruikshank, written on 4 December 1831, after James had returned from staying with Cruikshank in Scotland, is worthy of scrutiny. In it, James is clearly concerned with more than friendship, however intense. James specifically addressed the possibility of a relationship with Cruikshank which transgressed, or had transgressed, the platonic. “I never could be otherwise than your friend,” he wrote. “And what service I could do to you, you should be as welcome to as a glass of water; but beyond my esteem and goodwill I have nothing to offer, and so you must accept these for want of better, and give me yours in return.”

Although this could be read as declining intimate overtures from Cruikshank, thus supporting Nicholls Tarling’s view that James should be regarded as a latent homosexual, it seems to me, rather, to mark the termination of an affair. When Cruikshank seemed offended or hurt by James’s letter, falling silent, James was reduced to importuning letters from him: “I will not allow your nonsensical plea of having nothing to say; you think and

---

| Mrs John Templer, quoted by Gertrude L. Jacob, op. cit., 1, p. 27 fn. |
| Mrs John Templer, quoted by Gertrude L. Jacob, op. cit., 1, p. 27 fn. |
| J. Brooke to J. C. Templer, 12 October 1842. Letters, 1, p. 225. Jem did not take up Brooke’s offer, dying in Australia in 1845. |
| Gertrude L. Jacob, op. cit., 1, p. 42. |
| ibid., p. 27. |

you feel, and that is good enough for a thousand letters.” James’s effort to retain Cruikshank’s friendship, including the gentleness with which he treats his friend, is not consistent with his just declining unwelcome overtures.

James’s reverie, when, a year later, Cruikshank sailed again for the east, invoked the intensity of feeling between the two men. James again expressed his regret at his own inadequacy and reminded Cruikshank of their time together.

I shall think of you very often sailing away in the dear old Huntley, and revisiting so many of those lovely scenes which we greatly enjoyed together. Mind you go to the waterfall at Penang, and the clear pool just below it, where we bathed, and where I left my shirt hanging like a banner on the prostrate tree which lay across the stream. You will take a ride, perhaps, to the Devil’s pool, and through the gladness and glens where we went shooting, and a row among the islands at Singapore, and other scenes, all which are indelibly impressed on my memory.... If I do not positively regret your going, I shall greatly rejoice at your coming back. I feel proud of your good opinion, and should be more proud still if I deserved it better, but such as I am and such as are my poor regards you may ever rest assured they will remain the same as at present.

The intimacy which James described the two enjoying in Penang and Singapore had been undermined by James’s subsequent attraction to a boy called Stonhouse. When, after the voyage of the Huntley ended and the crew dispersed, Stonhouse failed to answer James’s letters, James wrote to Cruikshank, confiding his uncertainties. His letter suggests the extent of his infatuation:

I cannot help having some hope that Stonhouse may value my acquaintance a little more than I give him credit for; but the real truth is, I have ever been too complying with his slightest wish, and have shown him too many weaknesses in my character for him to respect me much. Now, you will say, I write as if I were sore, and it is true; but the same feelings that make me so would also make me very ready to acquit S. of all intention to hurt me, for you know how well I liked the boy. I expect nothing from men, however; but if they will give me their affection or show me kindness I am doubly pleased.

When Stonhouse came to stay at the end of the year, James claimed to be more sanguine, accepting the boy’s failure to answer letters “as the habit of the creature, rather than
forgetfulness of old or past times."** His tolerance of Stonhouse's neglect seems to have indicated his own declining interest, and they are not recorded as having met again.

It is not clear when James began to develop an interest in another youth, an 18 year old who was "active, intelligent and ambitious and a bit of a scamp." By the end of 1834, James seems to have tired of him, and was trying to send him to sea. James was prepared to give him money to encourage him to leave, and pressed his friend, Jolly, to find a berth for him.

James's interest in Stonhouse and in the anonymous youth he pushed onto Jolly, presaged what was to become the pattern of his future commitments. With one possible exception, he was henceforth attracted to adolescent boys and youths, sometimes to boys like Brereton who, from James's description of him, was barely pubescent. If his offer to give the anonymous youth money in 1835 indicates a difference in social position, then too was to become his pattern. In his later life he sought the company of working class boys whose liberties and lack of refinement shocked his older adherents.

FIRST YEARS IN SARAWAK

James Brooke's campaigns against the Iban of the Saribas and Skrang Rivers from 1843 on attracted the support of successive British naval captains keen to claim the bounties on pirates offered by the British Government. Preeminent among them was Harry Keppel, whose depredations are bitterly recalled by Iban today. James seems to have fallen under the spell of one of Keppel's midshipmen. Within weeks of Keppel's arrival in May 1843, James wrote to John Templer, I mean to ask you, and all my other friends, Jack, to get one of my 'Dido's' midshipmen promoted to lieutenant when he has passed his examination. He is pretty certain of not waiting long, but a little interest—a very little interest at the Admiralty, will give him the step when he is qualified... I should be very willing to take much trouble, for I am interested in him and like him much, and we have been fighting together, and I have been three weeks cramped up in his second cutter, all of which adds to my interest."

The interest which James admitted to having in this boy was more than casual. The position of a young volunteer of thirteen years of age, which rouses your way before the regular time." Two months later James's tone had become more demanding.

Wrote to you about young... if it come in your way before the regular time." Two months later James's tone had become more demanding.

"quoted ibid., p. 35.


being made. If not, I must make some interest for him, for he is a great friend of mine and deserves promotion."

Notwithstanding Templer's editorial discretion, it is possible to identify this new interest of James' from Keppel's diaries. The midshipman in the second cutter during the Dido attack on Saribas was a Mr Jenkins, probably the same Robert Jenkins, who was promoted to lieutenant in March 1846 and posted to the Mediterranean station.

But James's generosity was encompassing. In almost the same breath as he demanded that Templer find patronage for one favorite, he noticed another: "In the 'Samarang' I found a distant connection, named Brereton, only thirteen years of age, a nice intelligent boy; he has lost everything he had in the ship except a few pair of trousers." James expanded on his attraction to Willie Brereton to his mother and to Templer, emphasizing their kinship and the avuncular nature of his feelings:

To Templer, it was much the same story:

Writing about boys, I have got a stick one with me, of the name of Brereton, a distant relative of mine—he being a great nephew of the Bishop of Calcutta; a fine little fellow belonging to the 'Wanderer', but, already I like him for his own sake. Poor fellow! so young, and not belonging to the ship, and very delicate; in the upset of the 'Samarang' he has lost his whole wardrobe. Tomorrow I mean to make him write to his mamma. Could I do less? knowing how you would feel (even old gentleman as I am) were you to hear that my vessel was sunken on the most innocent rock.
embarked in the same line, I feel doubly inclined to be friendly with all the mids; but Charles is a healthy boy, whereas Brereton is weakly, and of a quiet and reflective turn."

Although James's own accounts emphasise his kinship with Brereton and his avuncular concern at the latter's vulnerability, James was attentive to all of the young midshipmen of the Samarang, making frequent visits to their quarters and, according to the ship's surgeon, "ingratiating himself with all by the winning kindness of his manner.""38

When James arrived in Sarawak in 1839, the settlement was governed by the Brunei prince, Raja Muda Hassim, who lived there with his numerous brothers and their followers. James developed a close relationship with one of Hassim's brothers, Pengiran Budrudeen, who, from some time in 1840, appears to have accompanied Brooke everywhere. When James sought to take control of Hassim's forces confronting Malay rebels he was supported by Budrudeen, who overrode the concerns of his brother's commanders. James and Budrudeen held artillery demonstrations to assure the other leaders of the superiority of Brooke's guns over those of the insurgents.

James's affection for Budrudeen took time to mature or, at least, to emerge in his correspondence. "It was not until September 1843 that he wrote to his mother, I wish you could know the Pangeran Budrudeen, who with the amiable and easy temper of his brother Muda Hassim, combines decision and abilities quite astonishing in a native prince, and a directness of purpose seldom found in an Asiatic. As a companion I find him superior to most of those about me, and there is something particularly interesting, in sounding the depths and the shallows of an intelligent native mind, and observing them freed from the trammels of court etiquette."

To Templer, also, James had written to extol the virtues of Hassim's clever younger brother, Budrudeen, who is fitted by nature to govern, and will go the entire hog with us. He is a very clever fellow for a native, and far more clever than many better educated and more experienced Europeans.

James seems to have had a profound impact on the young prince, whose own behavior indicates the high regard which he had for James. Frank Marryat reported that, by 1843, Budrudeen had even developed a taste for wine and "followed European customs" in dress.

Although Hassim, Budrudeen and the other brothers were dependent on Sarawak and James for their maintenance, their presence, as high ranking members of the Brunei royal family, undermined James's authority among the Sarawak population. Therefore, when Edward Belcher visited Sarawak in 1843, he found James "strongly impressed with the expediency of removing them." James's deep affection for Budrudeen did not stop his sending the young prince away, though he marked their separation by giving Budrudeen his signet ring, bearing his crest. At the Brunei court, Hassim and his brothers engaged in a bitter struggle for power with the faction associated with the sultan, who was their nephew. As their position deteriorated, James became increasingly anxious about Budrudeen's safety. "If any harm comes to Muda Hassim or Budrudeen, I will burn Borneo end from end," he told Jack Templer. Unable to persuade the Royal Navy to act against Hassim and Budrudeen's enemies, James resolved to "act myself; and for this purpose Budrudeen is to send me in all haste, if endanger'd."40

When James heard that Hassim and Budrudeen and their brothers had been slain his excitable nature was roused almost to madness.41 "Is the murderer to go unpunished?" he asked in a letter to Harry Keppel. The signet ring (my own crest, and gift to him) that Budrudeen sent me in his dying moments, is a pledge not to be false to him in death. It is a poor, a melancholy consolation, that he died so nobly; his last thought was upon me—his last request that I would tell the Queen of England how he perished.... Another, a braver, a more upright prince could not exist. I have lost a friend—he is gone and I remain, I trust not in vain, to be an instrument to bring down punishment on the perpetrators of the atrocious deed."

To Harry Keppel, he wrote more simply: "To me personally, nothing can make up the loss of Budrudeen, and I know not whether the noble manner of his death be a grief or a consolation."

James's tendency to romance found full expression in the tragedy. He reported that the signet ring (my own crest, and gift to him) that Budrudeen sent to me in his dying moments, is a pledge not to be false to him in death. It is a poor, a melancholy consolation, that he died so nobly; his last thought was upon me—his last request that I would tell the Queen of England how he perished.... Another, a braver, a more upright prince could not exist. I have lost a friend—he is gone and I remain, I trust not in vain, to be an instrument to bring down punishment on the perpetrators of the atrocious deed."

To Harry Keppel, he wrote more simply: "To me personally, nothing can make up the loss of Budrudeen, and I know not whether the noble manner of his death be a grief or a consolation."

---

40 Spenser St. John, The Life of Sir James Brooke, p. 41. See also Keppel, Dido, I, pp. 172-175 and II, pp. 116-120.
41 Hyam also identified Budrudeen as one of Brooke's loves. Ronald Hyam, op. cit., p. 45.
44 Frank S. Marryat, op. cit., p. 6. The consumption of alcohol was, of course, proscribed by Moslem law.
45 Edward Belcher, op. cit., I, p. 159.
46 J. Brooke to J. C. Templer, 4 April 1846. Letters, II, p. 135.
47 J. Brooke to J. C. Templer, 27 June 1845. Letters, II, p. 73.
James Brooke bore significant responsibility for Budrudeen’s death. He had urged Hassim to take his brothers back to Brunei, where James hoped they would form an Anglo-Indian government which would further British interests (as he defined them) in Borneo, and he encouraged them to confront their rivals at court by promising them British support which he could not deliver. James appeased his conscience by leading a British attack on Brunei, routing the sultan and his party, and attacking the sultan’s supporters northwards along the coast to Marudu.  

**THE RAJAH AND THE HODDY DODDY**

The strength of James Brooke’s affection for Stonhouse and later for Budrudeen indicates his strongly romantic nature. By the time of Budrudeen’s death, James had already met Charles Grant, the boy with whom, as Nicholas Tarling noted, he formed what was to be the most intense relationship of his life. That Charles helped to avenge Budrudeen might even have strengthened James’s feelings for him, easing the transfer of Brooke’s emotions from the dead Malay prince.

James seems to have first met Charles Grant in November 1845, when Charles was 14. Charles wrote to his father from his ship, *HMS Agincourt*, that the company was waiting on James’s arrival to transport him to Sarawak.  

James nicknamed Charles ‘Hoddy Doddy’. The *SOED* gives four meanings for hoddy doddy—a small shell-snail, a short and dumpy person, confused or in a whirl, and a cuckold. In confirming that the expression commonly referred to a short or clumsy person, an 1811 dictionary of slang provides an intriguing example of its usage: ‘...*Hoddy Doddy*, all arse and no body.’ Although James’s calling Charles Hoddy Doddy referred to his diminutive stature, the expression also had other connotations, the exact implications of which, for Charles, remain obscure.

By October 1846, James was assiduously courting Charles. The Rajah of Sarawak was aware of the disparity in power between himself and the 15 year old midshipman, professing his influence in return for Charles’s favor. He wrote to ask that Charles correspond with him, saying that this would “be of service to you and afford me pleasure.” James wanted Charles to get sent to some ship in the straits so that he shall have the pleasure of seeing you sometimes. Let me know too if I can help you or pleasure.

James had his *Dido* diaries sent to Charles, and promised “If I possibly can [to] ... meet Agincourt at Singapore,” where “we shall have a scramble on poney back and a dinner at the Hôtel.” A string of expensive gifts followed. James “ordered a watch for you which I hope you will like, but if it does not suit you better change it or do what you like with it.” He gave the boy “a very handsome crease & another time he gave me a pair of very handsome 6 barriled pistols beautifully mounted with Silver.”

By the time both James and Charles were preparing to return to Britain in 1847, their attachment was well-established. James’s 20 page missive, “The Rajah’s Journal to the Hoddy Dody,” testifies to his obsession with the boy. James kept the journal-letter, its pages resonate with the companionable intimacy James and Charles shared.

James opened the letter,

> When lounging in your easy chair—I won’t mention Wh hệ you looked serious and I asked “What are you thinking of?” You replied “nothing” Truly had you been sound asleep you should have said “No think” (a Pun) for a waking man must be thinking of something.

James’s love for Charles is palpable. The flow of his writing was dictated by his mood—

> I write because I am dull, and not sleepy. What better reason would you have—and because I am inclined.

James’s feelings about Charles’s return to England were ambiguous. He wanted to give Charles money to indulge himself, while warning him about the emptiness of vanity.

I wish you Doddy to spend some money of your own, when you arrive in England—it will be doing me a favour for though I know well you will have all you require, I wish you to have something more on your...
own account. I wish you to go to Vanity Fair. I wish you to buy fine clothes, fine studis, fine rings or any other fine things you may have a fancy for, and then ask your heart how much pleasure they bestow.

But the letter also reveals James's anxiety that their relationship might not survive removal from the naval environment of men and boys where it had so flourished. James's influence secured Charles a berth under Keppel's command—"Your uncle, Captain Keppel," as he described the famous commander to Charles. He also arranged his own passage back to the new colony of Labuan, of which he had been appointed Governor, aboard Keppel's ship, HMS Meander. James was clear about the attraction of

"I shall go in Maender just to take care of you as I know you cannot take care of yourself and I feel sure that your journey to Scotland has been marked by the debris of your property—Pray where did you leave my red tie?"

James need not have worried. Charles's letters to his family extolled his friend's virtues, announcing that he intended to visit "a place called 'White Lackington' near Westminster where a sister of my great friend Mr Brooke lives." Charles pressed on his mother the advantages of his friendship with the celebrated James Brooke, who was urging the equally celebrated Keppel to take him under his command. The bracket of Sarawak gold that Charles brought home to his mother as a gift from James might also have helped to open the way for them to pursue their friendship in England.

In England, James missed the boy's company intensely whenever they were apart. In September 1847, he wrote to Charles at his parents' house in Scotland, "Do if you can come and see me otherwise | must come and see you, and it will not be difficult as I have quickly established a rapport with the

just as though you were walking into my cabin aboard the Old ship. Do not turn fine gentleman or let the fooling and starch of the home world come between you and your very sincere friend/ J Brooke"

The two corresponded at an intense rate. When James failed to receive a letter from Charles for just a few days he wrote, "I miss your dispatches and must have them. Do you hear!" And in the same letter he promised that, though "I can't say when I can come to Scotland... it shall be sometime." His next letter resumed his plea for Charles to join him instead: "come to London and I will have quarters for you here as I have a spare bedroom to offer your honour," he wrote. And again on 19 October, "Come if you can on the 22 or 23rd." James's influence secured Charles a berth under Keppel's command—"Your uncle, Captain Keppel," as he described the famous commander to Charles. He also arranged his own passage back to the new colony of Labuan, of which he had been appointed Governor, aboard Keppel's ship, HMS Meander. James was clear about the attraction of these arrangements:

"I shall go in Maender just to take care of you as I know you cannot take care of yourself and I feel sure that your journey to Scotland has been marked by the debris of your property—Pray where did you leave my red tie?"

James's return to England had been a resounding success. He had called on the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary, been received by Queen Victoria at Windsor, been presented with the Freedom of the City of London and received an LL D from Oxford University. James Brooke was the toast of his country. But the great man's return to the east was subject to a boy's whim. His itinerary "will bear squeezing if you wish it or can improve it," James told Charles.

James and his party sailed for Singapore in February 1848. True to form, James arranged several visits to pay in Scotland. "Come and see me," he begged, Cork, James reported that Charles and another of the middies, Kingslake, "are out buying sardines and cherry brandy."

Spenser St. John, whom James had recruited as his secretary, has provided fascinating details of the voyage out:

Mr Brooke... had a large cabin, and this was the rendezvous of as unruly midshipmen. When the vessel called at Cork, James reported that Charles and another of the middles, Kingslake, "are out buying sardines and cherry brandy."
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Although the first four chapters of Thackeray's novel, Vanity Fair, were published in Punch in January 1847, they could hardly have reached Singapore by early March. It is more likely that James here referred to the same famous passage of Bunyon's The Pilgrim's Progress from which Thackeray took his title. For Bunyon, Vanity Fair was, of course, London. Robin Gilmour, Thackeray: Vanity Fair. London: Edward Arnold, 1982, p. 9.
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See J. Brooke to C. Grant, 8 September 1847, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, ff. 33-34.
led by a laughing, bright-faced lad... whose fondness for cherry-brandy was only equaled by his love of fun. No place in the cabin was respected: six or seven of them would throw themselves on the bed, careless whether Mr Brooke was there or not, and skylark over his body as if he were one of themselves. In fact he was as full of play as any one of them.

St. John watched

with astonishment at the liberties taken with his chief... these young imps thought of nothing but fun: they ate his biscuits, drank his cherry-brandy, laughed, sang, and skylarked, till work was generally useless, and nothing was done.116

Notwithstanding the pleasure James took in the company of all the midshipmen, his affections remained focused on Charles. According to St. John, Charles "was the one with the laughing eyes, who was the leader of the noisy fun in Mr Brooke's cabin."117 It was Charles who James designated his aide-de-camp, "half in fun at first..."118 And it was surely Charles to whom St. John referred in describing how James "would often get up and keep the middle watch with a friend, walking the deck from 12 PM to 4 AM, or at least a good portion of it."119

Not all of the officers of Meander approved of James's plying the midshipmen with cherry-brandy and biscuits and romping with them on the bed. St. John recorded that a "coolness" developed between the officers and James. His explanation, that the "senior officers thought themselves slighted in favour of their juniors, whose natural impatience of control was heightened by the injudicious encouragement they received," seems disingenuous. It is more likely that the officers' coolness towards James reflected their disapproval of his behavior, both in his cabin and during the middle watch.

Although Charles had been designated his aide-de-camp half in fun, James had hoped to develop "it into a serious bona fide appointment which [would] enable him to accompany me on all diplomatic missions."120 Such artifice would have required Keppel's complicity, but Keppel, perhaps under pressure from his officers, would not cooperate. James reported tartly that the "ADCship was intended [by the ship's command] to be a name and not a reality, so I dropped the designation and told Keppel that I never accepted a shadow for substance."121 James had tried carefully to overcome any concern Charles's parents might have about his relationship with their son. He had earlier explained to Charles's father, "I am very fond of him and have become so accustomed to his society and profit so much from his cheerfulness, that I miss him whenever he is away."122 James had calculated that the advancement that he, as Governor of Labuan, could offer Charles would be attractive to Charles's father: James expected Meander to be based at Labuan and, therefore, "that Charlie will always have the Governor to take care of him."123 Keppel's apparent obstinacy over the ADCship forced James to reconsider the public basis of his relationship with Charles. James wrote a long letter to Charles's father to persuade Mr Grant to hand his son over to him. James explained that "the little boy to whom I showed some attention aboard the Agincourt—merely I believe because he was a little boy—has so won upon my affection and good opinion that I consider him quite as one of my own nephews." James claimed that he wanted "to advance his interests and to open to him a road to fortune and to independence." He tried to persuade Grant that Charles was unsuited to the navy.

He is bold, active, and high spirited, with a sincere desire of doing right but at the same time he is reflective, takes little interest in detail—the profession being one of detail—and is sensitive to a very high degree. Indeed this peculiar acuteness of feeling causes a diffidence in his own abilities, and subjects him to more pain than he chooses to own, or I am pleased to see.

James explained that, had Charles possessed those qualities which would have suited him to the Royal Navy, "he would not have been my friend and companion and I am so attached to him that I should be very sorry to see these fine qualities blunted or destroyed by the rough and indiscriminate discipline which must be maintained in a rough and hard service." Charles's mind, James advised his (now, surely, perplexed) correspondent, had "a finer and rarer texture" than the Navy needed, and "under gentle and proper guidance will develop into very fine, and certainly into very elegant abilities."124

James proposed that Charles leave the Navy to become his private secretary on 200 pounds a year. Charles would "live with me at Labuan and travel, whenever my duty calls me from place to place." In addition to developing a coconut plantation for Charles, James proposed putting 5000 pounds in trust (keeping the income for his own lifetime), "so that I might have the satisfaction of feeling in case of anything happening to myself, that Charlie would, through my means, be as well off as a post Captain on half-pay." He

117 Ibid., p. 138.
118 J. Brooke to J. Grant, 6 February 1848, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, f. 305.
119 Spenser St. John, The Life of Sir James Brooke. p. 135. St. John commented with characteristic, and subtle, irony, "I seldom troubled the deck myself during the middle watch..."
120 Ibid., p. 133.
121 J. Brooke to J. Grant, 6 February 1848, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, f. 305.
promised that he would "as my resources increase add to this fund which Charlie may depend upon."\(^1\)

A fortnight later, Charles himself wrote to his father. Charles explained that although when James first outlined his proposal "it quite stunned me, and I hardly knew what to say or answer," he "began to listen to his arguments." Charles recounted his relationship with James poignantly, communicating clearly the strength of his love. For its shining eloquence, alone, his letter deserves to be quoted at length. Charles explained that he was bullied and unhappy in the Navy, and that when

the Rajah met me for the first time, he took a fancy to me, I can't tell why, but I think partly because I was a little fellow, for I was about the smallest in the ship. We went together to Borneo, we went together for some months, he asked me to go to [word obliterated]. ... But we were both refused... We met again about a year afterwards, I saw a great deal of him, he was on board for nearly six months, we went to Brunei together and several other places. We again met at Penang, about six months after this, and it was there I saw so much of him. We were much together and often corresponded. The long and short of this is that I knew the Rajah, and I loved him. If I got into difficulties or had any row, or anything of that sort, I went to him for advice... We were as you know for a long time together during his stay in England, and we both learned a great deal of the other, and he got me appointed to this ship... I have great reason to be fond of the Rajah—I am proud of having such a friend, and I am sure he is as fond of me as I am of him, for he would not have done for me what he has, nor would he have done it without intending to do what he did.

Charles little regarded his prospects in the Navy: "I wish to be with the Rajah because he is my friend and nothing would be better for me," he wrote.\(^2\)

Having played their hand, James and Charles could only wait anxiously for the Grants' decision. Their tension is evident in the letters they wrote to Charles's father from Singapore at the end of May. James told Grant that he and Charles "rarely and briefly" speak of the possibility that Charles would be allowed to go with him, stressing that "All that I would ask of you is to decide soon and to decide as we wish."\(^3\) To his father, Charles bluntly confirmed, "I still think the same about it."\(^4\) The strain of waiting for the Grant's decision took its toll on James's spirits. He told his friend, Jolly, in July that he was "ill disposed, ill disposed to the world and all therein is." In a discrete reference to

\(^{19}\) J. Brooke to J. Grant, 29 February 1848, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, ff. 312-314.

\(^{20}\) C. Grant to J. Grant, 13 March 1848, "Letters 1848-1850," in Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, Box 5, item 6, ff. 25-27 (manuscript copy).

\(^{21}\) J. Brooke to J. Grant, 31 May 1848, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, ff. 321-322.

\(^{22}\) C. Grant to J. Grant, 31 May 1848, "Letters 1848-1850," in Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, Box 5, item 6, ff. 28.

his dependence on Charles, he explained that "Singapore is a dull place because I know nobody that does suit me except one or two far removed from me by years."\(^5\)

This period in Singapore, however, was one of the happiest of Charles's life. The joy in his letter to his sister, Mary, written in June, remains infectious, opening, as it does, "Here I am happy as a Prince..."\(^6\) James and Charles were guests at Government House, where their rooms adjoined. Their day started early; they rose at five o'clock to ride Brooke's Arab steeds. "I ride Baby who I think the best horse of the two," Charles boasted to another of his sisters, Annie.\(^7\) In September, James gave Baby, "the celebrated Arab steed," to the boy for his own.\(^8\) James's gift might have celebrated their receiving the Grants' agreement to their plans, for a few days later he told Jack Templer that Charles had left the Navy to become his private secretary.\(^9\)

On 28 August 1848, James and Charles, in company with James's other secretary, Spencer St. John, left for Borneo. James neglected his gubernatorial responsibilities at Labuan for Sarawak, where he was no one's viceroy, and where the constraints of colonial society had yet to reach. James reported to Charles's father on their life together, describing Charles's devotion to his study: "his table is ornamented with two volumes of Hume's History with maps both ancient and modern."\(^{10}\) The saccharine picture James painted was, almost certainly, false. We know from St. John that Brooke was singularly uninterested in St. John's and Charles's studies and made no attempt to guide them. Furthermore, instead of urging Charles to write to his parents, James made up excuses for Charles's neglect.\(^{11}\)

James and Charles were inseparable. When most of Sarawak's English community went to Singapore in late 1849 for "a change of air and scene," James and Charles remained in Kuching.\(^{12}\) When James was given the use of the country house of the Governor of Penang in March the following year, Charles was in the party of four he took with him.\(^{13}\) When, eventually, James sent Charles away from him it was to investigate complaints from the people of the Strang River. James remarked in his diary that "It is
the first time Charlie has gone from me, since he joined three years ago; but it is right to
make him independent, to burden him with responsibility, to let him judge for himself. 136
This was a brief separation, however. When James left for Europe the following year he
was in light spirits: "Away—Away—Charlie Grant with me, in a comfortable cabin." 137
James and Charles's second visit to England marked the beginning of a new and
more difficult stage of their relationship, as James struggled to allow Charles
independence to match his growing maturity. On their return from England in 1853,
Brooke posted the, by then, 21 year old Charles to govern the Lundu district. Although
the area had a complex mix, politically, of Malays, Iban, Bidayuh and Chinese, it posed
fewer physical dangers than the Rajah's other outstations and, being part of Sarawak
proper, was less remote. Notwithstanding their separation, James continued to be deeply
attached to Charles. When, in 1854, James received news from Lundu that Charles was ill
with small-pox, he left Kuching immediately in order to nurse him, himself. 138
The emergency aroused Brooke's protective feelings for Charlie. "Don't expose yourself to
sun," he wrote solicitously on his return to Kuching, "and be a good boy." 139
Although as a youth, Charles Grant had joined the staff of the Governor of Labuan
because he loved him, his maturing sexuality focused on women. Moreover, on the death
of his elder brother, Charles had become his father's heir male, which threatened him
with new responsibilities, including the management of the Grants' Scottish estate,
Kilgraston. 140 Consequently, by 1855, Charles was reconsidering his future. James urged
him not to resign from Sarawak, offering to appoint his brother to succeed him at Lundu
if he would agree to stay. 141 Charles's younger brother, Alan, was sickly, and James had
agreed that he should come to Sarawak for his health. Alan's arrival in April, young
and weak, seems to have reminded James of Charles's own, earlier, vulnerability, arousing
James's old tenderness. When Charles failed even to notice James's birthday, James wrote
him not to resign from Sarawak, offering to appoint his brother to succeed him at Lundu
if he would agree to stay. 141 Charles's younger brother, Alan, was sickly, and James had
agreed that he should come to Sarawak for his health. Alan's arrival in April, young
and weak, seems to have reminded James of Charles's own, earlier, vulnerability, arousing
James's old tenderness. When Charles failed even to notice James's birthday, James wrote
to him on 29 April, reminding him of the significance of that date. There is a gentle
wistfulness to his concluding plea, with its patient attempt to couch his love in new and
more acceptable terms. "Come [to Kuching] dear Charlie because it is right you should

136 See Brooke's diary in Henry Keppel, A Visit to the Indian Archipelago in HMS
Meander, with portions of the private journal of Sir James Brooke, KCB. London:
Richard Bentley, 1853 II, p.79. To distinguish between the two principle journals
published herewith Brooke's will be cited as 'Brooke, Meander' and Keppel's as 'Keppel,
Meander.'
137 Brooke, Meander, II, p.131.
138 Spencer St. John, The Life of Sir James Brooke. p. 255. See also J. Brooke to Lady
L. Grant, 29 May 1854. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, f. 403. Brooke,
having recovered from the virus, was immune to it.
139 J. Brooke to C. Grant, 13 June 1854, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4,
f. 192a.
140 J. Grant to C. Grant, 20 October 1854, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol.
12, ff. 70 and 76.
141 J. Brooke to C. Grant, 14 January 1855, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol.
4, f. 198. The offer was calculated to appeal to Charles's increased sense of family
responsibility, including for his younger, and portionless, brother.

do so and thus be able to send an account of Alan home.... Farewell! ever affecly
yours." 142

By September, James was unable to contain the concern and regret he felt about
Charles's possible departure from Sarawak. This correspondence from this time contains
evidence of the intensity of his emotions. A letter to Charles about the business of
government is punctuated by sudden and loving interpolations which reveal the
turbulence of his thoughts—"I shall indeed dear Charlie be sorry to lose you and you
must let me if I can do any thing for you." Later in the same letter he suddenly ejaculated,
"God bless you dear ~harlie." 143

At the end of the year Charles returned to England in company with James's
nephew, Brooke Johnson Brooke. For Brooke Brooke, at least, the time had come to
marry, and Charles had a bevy of eligible sisters and cousins. James wrote to Charles
after his departure,

I shall be anxious dear Charlie to hear from you from Kilgraston. Fate
and fortune may separate us as far as the poles but will not affect the
friendship which has endured as long as your reasoning existence. Do
write to me—not a folio every six months but more reasonable long
letters every month or two months. 144

When Charles neglected him, James reproached him with withering sarcasm in a
long missive which sought to foreshadow a final breach.

I have not heard from you for two or three months but I always hear of
you from Brooke and I am glad that you both seem to have been
enjoying yourselves. I do not envy for there is a season for all things
and my season is past for enjoyments in [?] the sort of thing whether
peacocking in Rotten Row 145 or witnessing a grand naval review.

James was angered by the reports he received indirectly of Charles's courtship of Matilda
Hay of Dunse Castle, and his jealousy was apparent. Brooke Brooke had written from
Dunse to his younger brother, from whom James had heard that:

you were in company—and B said it was very agreeable. Let this
pass—here we have quiet...

But Brooke Brooke had been indiscreet about more than Charles's courtship. James had
also heard reports

that you were certainly not coming back—had you finally decided I
think it probable you would have told me, but nevertheless you know

142 J. Brooke to C. Grant, 29 April 1855, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4,
f. 226.
143 J. Brooke to C. Grant, 2 September 1855, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90,
vol. 4, f. 234.
144 J. Brooke to C. Grant, 3 December 1855, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90,
vol. 4, f. 240.
145 A reference to Thackeray's Vanity Fair.
that such a resolve I should consider natural and proper under the circumstances and though sorry to lose you I should not be surprised. Your place in Landu will know you no more but I will take the more care of the people there for your sake; all your mothers shall become my mothers and all your children my children. I shall expect a small folio from you soon—you will give [a] loose [relin] to your love of narrative and the sooner the better for I prize your letters as you well know. I am very well and very happy and cheerful.

James concluded by suggesting that they might meet in Italy "and be merry for merry I can be as a 44 year old." This cryptic remark seems to have been intended to reproach Charles. James had been 44 when he and Charles had sailed out from England on the Meander, and planned their future together. It might also be significant that, for more than a century, Italy had been identified in English imagination as a country where men went with boys.

James's recriminations crossed in the mail with a letter from Charles, the contents of which we can infer from James's reply, dated 22 September.

I have received your kind folio of the 6th July. You need not call yourself hard names, for the head and front of your offending only amounted to a small matter of negligence; and what is the use of having a friend, if you cannot treat him according to your humour, and if he cannot make allowance for your foibles—your failings or your faults. I wrote by the last mail to say how freely I absolved you from the calls of Sarawak to perform your duty at your home—but I am rejoiced indeed to hear you are positively coming back—rejoiced in every respect public and private; for personally I should have regretted your loss, and publicly your return will be much welcomed for we are short handed.

Although James claimed to absolve Charles, "from the calls of Sarawak," his careful allusion to Othello suggests the depth and nature of the betrayal he perceived. When Brabantio complains to the Duke that Othello has married Desdemona, the Moor replies

That I have ta'en away this old man's daughter,

It is most true; true, I have married her.

The very head and front of my offending

Hath this extent, no more.\textsuperscript{131}

\textsuperscript{131} J. Brooke to C. Grant, 15 August 1856, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, ff. 242-244 (original emphasis).

The "head and front" of Charles offending was not "a small matter of negligence," but Charles proposed marriage, for advice on which Charles had turned to James. James responded by mildly ridiculing love between men and women, further reminding Charles of his own fickleness.

I am rather diffident in offering you my counsel on the very serious subject you require it. That you desire to marry is very natural and right, and that you have fallen in love with an unportioned lassie, is your misfortune and not your fault, seeing that the chances were much in favour of it...your Father will not forbid your union, provided you have heard and read of young gentlemen—as old however as yourself—who have changed the object of their affections—who have vowed to black hair and vowed to auburn—who have permitted the gay to transcend the serious bells in their affections—in short I have heard that mans love is not so steady as a weathercock in the trade wind—but of course this in no way applies to your case—you are as unchangeably fixed as the poles—you are the most constant of swains and your Dalliance is peerless...

Charles's marriage to Matilda Hay at Dunse Castle, 16 days later,\textsuperscript{133} did not end James's feelings for him. James recommended that Charles and Matilda live at Belidah, upriver from Kuching. Belidah was within walking distance of his own upcountry retreat which we can infer from James's reply, dated 22 September.

Although Charles returned with his wife to Sarawak in late 1857, James never succeeded in establishing an affectionate or easy relationship with the couple.\textsuperscript{134} It is not clear what Matilda knew or thought of her husband's earlier involvement with the Rajah. The tone of Charles's references in his correspondence with his wife suggests that they sometimes joked about James's pretensions. Charles wrote to Matilda of her brother, Robert Hay, who had joined the Sarawak service, "the Rajah likes him very much, and he is to live with him...." Charles made much of the Rajah's intention that Hay "be made his Official Secretary!!\textsuperscript{135}

\textsuperscript{132} W. Shakespeare, Othello: The Moor of Venice. Act 1, Scene 3, lines 78-81. I am grateful to my colleague, Philippa Kelly, for drawing my attention to the source of James's allusion.

\textsuperscript{133} J. Brooke to C. Grant, 22 September 1856, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, ff. 245-247.


\textsuperscript{135} J. Brooke to C. Grant, 5 January 1857, Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 4, ff. 259.
Charles maintained cordial, if sometimes strained, relations with James throughout James's struggles with his nephew, Brooke (who had married Charles's sister), from about 1858 until Brooke was dispossessed by his uncle in 1863. Following Brooke's banishment and disinheritance, however, Charles broke all formal connection with Sarawak and its Rajah. Charles's uncompromising repudiation of James Brooke's actions, while expressing his continuing affection for James himself, was candid and dignified, in contrast to the self-serving duplicity of some of the Rajah's other followers, like Charles Johnson and Arthur Crookshank.

Although James Brooke was unrelenting in his refusal to reconcile to his nephew, he was never unkind about Charles Grant, and he never ceased to regret the absolute separation from him that the dispute with his nephew had occasioned. When Spencer St. John wrote his biography of James in the 1870s, he did not remember that Charles Grant had been among the mourners at James's funeral. Grant not only joined St. John's memory, he amended his draft. In his published text, St. John claimed to have observed among the mourners, "the Rajah's old friend and follower, Charles Grant."

**BOYS AT BURRATOR**

James Brooke virtually retired from Sarawak in late 1857, eventually settling at Borrator, in Devon. From his correspondence, and from the comments of his friends, it is clear that, although James never formed another relationship as intense or romantic as that with Charles Grant, he continued to seek out boys and youths. James described one encounter to his friend, Mrs. Brown, herself the long-time companion of Miss Burdett Coutts. In mid 1859, while staying in Torres, James

C. Grant to J. Brooke. 6 May 1863. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 11, ff. 132-141.

Arthur Crookshank should not be confused with the surgeon, Cruikshank, or his sons. See J. H. Walker, "A Confusion of Cruikshanks (sic.)." For Grant's subsequent difficulties in finding employment see C. Grant to R. Hay, 10 May 1863. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 10, f. 466.


Healey proposed, on the testimony of a Mrs. Twining, that James "was in love with Mrs Brown and would have liked to have married her." Edna Healey, *Lady Unknown: The Life of Angela Burdett Coutts*, London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1978, p. 157. In contrast, Reece suggested that it was Miss Burdett Coutts who was "a wife and mother figure" for James, and that James's calling her "the Missus" acknowledged his financial dependence on her. R. H. W. Reece, "Introduction," p. xcviii. Healey's and Reece's interpretations seem to me equally unlikely. James's nickname more probably alluded to Miss Burdett Coutts' relationship with Mrs Brown, the nature of which Hyam

used to take my invalid saunter in the meadows skating the "Darly." A party of boys were bathing far off, as it appeared in forbidden water, when three fishermen in their seven-league boots, rushed upon them. They fled (very scantily clothed) escaping one, who having swum further than the others lost his clothes, and was himself taken prisoner and left off to the fishing house. It was not in my nature to see this, so I went to the rescue and got the poor boy off. Thus was our acquaintance commenced. Afterwards he always seemed pleased to see me and I was pleased with the attention, so we gradually became friends.

James's vulnerability to the charms of youth exasperated his nephew, who was expected to find later employment for the boys in Sarawak. When, in 1861, Brooke asked James to recruit two men, he stressed that he wanted "grown men of some experience, who know what they are about and are in earnest." Brooke explained that he was most strongly against having any more boys. They are no use for three or four years & I don't think the sort of education they get out here good for them.

The following month Brooke again stressed to his uncle that "I shall be very short-handed—pray if you send out new hands let them not be boys but men who I may set to work at once." Brooke's need for a bookkeeper was particularly pressing. When he set out the qualities he wanted James to look for in selecting someone suitable, he asked that whoever was recruited be "above all not too young or above his work." James was deaf to Brooke's injunctions. With Brooke in need of a bookkeeper, James recalled his young friend in Torres.

I thought I could be in the way of helping him and have determined to send him to school for a year or two, and when he has thoroughly

is the first scholar to have quoted (Ronald Hyam, op. cit., p. 48.), and which James might also have recognized in writing many of his letters to the women jointly, addressing them as "my poor Darling." See A. Burdett Coutts to J. Brooke, 1 January 1865. Owen Rutten, ed., *op. cit.*, p. 302. As Vincius noted, nineteenth century romantic friendship between women was one of "two paradigmatic forms of lesbian behaviour." Martha Vincius, *op. cit.*, p. 174.


B. Brooke to J. Brooke, 1 November 1861. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 5, f. 396.

B. Brooke to J. Brooke, 7 December 1861. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 5, f. 404 (original emphasis).

B. Brooke to J. Brooke, February (?1862. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90,
mastered book-keeping, to send him to Sarawak as a clerk in our revenue department. I am now inquiring for a fitting school. 168

The Totnes boy's name was William Blackler. 169 He was 16 in 1862, and his father seems to have wanted 50 pounds for handing him over. James found a school for the boy at Tavistock, which was near Burrator, "where I can judge his progress." James's concern that Blackler's school "not remove him from his proper sphere, excepting in a proper degree," reflected an important difference between the boys he counted at Burrator and his earlier friends on the Meander and other vessels. Although James enjoyed rough games with the midshipmen on the Meander, those boys had gentler manners than the village toughs of Devon. The midshipmen had a level of respect and affection for James which appears to have been lacking in these later relationships.

As James became old and irritable and sick, his romantic image, which had attracted middle- and upper-class midshipmen, 170 faded and, increasingly, he sought out working class boys whose poverty ensured their enthusiasm for his attentions. St. John was referring to these later years when he wrote, somewhat insensitively, to Charles Grant, "The Rajah all his life was on the look out for an ideal which he never found either in man or woman and his singular infatuation [was] that virtue and honesty, and simple mindedness were more the attributes of the low born than of others...." St. John was particularly distressed to see how Blackler treated the Rajah, even in front of guests. On one occasion, when Miss Burdett Coutts was visiting, "Blackler pushed the Raja off the sofa on which he was reclining, in order to have the couch for himself." St. John claimed that he often spoke to James about the discourtesy with which he allowed Blackler and others to treat him. He considered James's tolerance of their rudeness "curious in a man of so great a refinement of mind." 171

The "trouble and mortification" caused, in St. John's opinion, 172 by Blackler and other "ruffians" 173 included clumsy attempts at blackmail. On one occasion when Arthur Crookshank was at Burrator, Blackler arrived demanding to see James. When he was denied entry, Crookshank claimed that Blackler wrote "the most impudent and threatening note to the Raja saying he was bound to provide for him and must do so or if it came to the worst Blackler had letters which were sufficient to make him do so when necessity required him to show them." 174

Other youths who James had known also sought money from him. After James's death, his executor found among his papers a letter from another young man, John May, asking for 100 pounds, "as he was on shore instead of at sea, which did not agree with his health or pocket." Whether or not James paid money to May, he found a place for him in Sarawak, where he was living at the time of James's death. James's executor seems to have expected further trouble from May, since he advised James's heir in Sarawak to "take that wretched boy—May in hand yourself." 175

Blackler and May's demands for money did not make James noticeably more cautious in seeking the acquaintance of other boys, however. When he read in the papers of a 15-year-old's saving another child from drowning, James found out the boy's address and sent him a half-sovereign, asking him to write back "and tell me all about it as you deserve the praise of brave men." 176

BROOKE'S SEXUALITY IN HISTORY

The failure of writers to explore adequately Brooke's desire and sexuality does not just reflect heterosexual paradigms. It has been encouraged by the strategies of denial and camouflage developed by James and his friends to protect his reputation, and those of men like Charles Grant. James, himself, shortly before his death, had begun to destroy evidence of those aspects of his character and life that he wanted kept private. This seems to have been one of his highest priorities, as important to him as making his will. St. John recorded that, within a month of suffering a serious stroke, James was able to go down to "the drawing room, make his will, look over and destroy papers." 177 When St. John sought

A. Crookshank to C. Brooke, 9 February 1868, Brooke Family Papers, MSS Pac. s. 83. vol. 2. f. 10. James had placed Blackler in the Sarawak Service in 1864. He worked there as a clerk until dismissed by Charles Brooke in August 1867. "Roll Book No 1: European Officers on Permanent Service," Sarawak Museum, CIE Id 4, f. 16.

See Nicholas Tarling, op. cit., p. 430. May first arrived in Sarawak in 1866, but left before taking up his position. He returned in 1866 to work as a clerk and, later, as an Inspector of Police, until his resignation in 1869. "Roll Book No 1: European Officers on Permanent Service," Sarawak Museum, CIE Id 4, 2., f. 13.


Spenser St. John, The Life of Sir James Brooke, p. 376. After later complaining to Grant that there "is not a line in the papers he left me of any public or even private interest," St. John suggested that "every paper of interest must have been destroyed: he did burn [word indistinct] a [word indistinct] amount of papers." S. St. John to C. Grant, 23 May 1871. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac. s. 90, vol. 15, f. 73.
Charles Grant's help with his biography of James, he reassured Charles, that he would not reveal "the Rajah's own private life." In a similar vein, St. John later told Charles that one judicious friend had advised me to say nothing disagreeable about Templar and the young Rajah: I would carry out that wish as far as possible.

Predictably, Charles was also cautious about how St. John presented James to the reading public. St. John had written of his own last meeting with James, shortly before the Rajah's death:

as I bent over and kissed him I felt it was for the last time. As I reached the door he called me back, kissed me again and I saw tears falling....

Charles removed from St. John's draft the references to Brooke and St. John's kisses, commenting that they were "contrary to British taste" and "too sensational Nelsonic."

In view of St. John's guarantee to Grant not to reveal the Rajah's private life, his public claims about its purity must be regarded as an exercise in deception, in which Charles was complicit. Yet it is on such self-conscious deceits that subsequent scholars have based their perceptions that James was asexual, his desire repressed or his sexuality latent.

With his own destruction of papers, and St. John and Grant's discretion, it is not the absence of sexually explicit records of James's life which is surprising, but, rather, the survival of any suggestive material at all. In 1862, after a visit to Paris, James wrote to Brooke to express his enthusiasm for the French capital. "It is a grand city in every respect," he told Brooke, "and life there en garçon would suit me." En garçon does not have a direct English equivalent. Living en garçon suggested living in a garçonnière, a smallish apartment, without a large establishment of servants. In twentieth-century French, en garçon was attached to precarious, urban, bourgeois lifestyles, with clear connotations of sexual liberty or freedom. To live en garçon was to be available, and to have the premises (garçonnières), for affairs. Bourgeois patriarchs might maintain garçonnières away from their family's home for amorous rendezvous. Both en garçon and garçonnières related to that culture of promiscuity that Paris has long represented in the anglophone world.

Although too much ought not be read into a single phrase, in a single letter, nor should scholars ignore evidence the value of which is enhanced by its scarcity. James was not given to using French expressions in his correspondence. His use of en garçon suggests his inability to convey in English, at the same time as it emphasizes, his particular attraction to Paris. That James intended the expression to make a precise contribution to his meaning can be gauged by the ease with which he could have omitted it. "It is a grand city in every respect," he could have told Brooke, "and life there would suit me." En garçon did not signify any particular sexual proclivity. But James's expressed attraction to living in such a mode in Paris does not support claims that his sexuality was latent.

Three additional sets of evidence also throw doubt on asexual or avuncular interpretations of James's behavior. First, as I have already argued, James's explanation to Cruikshank in December 1831 that he "never could be otherwise than your friend, beyond my esteem and goodwill I have nothing to offer, and so you must accept these for want of better, and give me yours in return," suggests the termination of a sexual relationship.

Secondly, James's comments about Stonhouse resemble those of a jealous lover rather than a kindly uncle. James regretted having been "too complying with... [Stonhouse's] slightest wish, and have shown him too many weaknesses in my character for him to respect me much," observing that "the same feelings that make me... [sore] would also make me very ready to acquit S. of all intention to hurt me, for you know how well I liked the boy." James objectified Stonhouse as a "creature," after knowing whom he expected "nothing from men...but if they will give me their affection or shew me kindness I am doubly pleased."

Then there is the text of James's poem, "Written to my Midshipmen Friends in H.M.S. Agincourt," which he wrote in 1847 at the height of his courtship of Charles Grant. Ostensibly a humorous 'epic' describing the consumption of a plum pudding by the midshipmen, James's language has overtly sexual connotations. In James's description of the pudding,

The knitted walls, a precipice present
With plums like cannon bristling at each vent,
Bomb proof, and arched, the hoary summit shows
Like Etna sprinkled with eternal snows,
Like Etna towering, and like Etna hot
Just fresh emerged from out the devils pot.

This is the imagery of sodomy as much as of festive English cooking, "with cannon bristling at each vent," and arched summits "sprinkled with eternal snows," towering and hot, "from out the devils pot." Whether or not it was consummated, James's interest in the midshipmen was not avuncular.

---

185 S. St. John to C. Grant, 25 May 1871. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 15, f. 58 (original emphasis).
188 J. Brooke to B. Brooke, 8 June 1862. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 3, f. 305.
And what ought readers make of James’s parenthetic aside:

So stands Dough citadel a virgin post
Uncaptur’d though begirt with many a host
(Like other virgin places that I wot
Uncaptur’d yet, because assai’d not).

Which virgin place has James not yet captured because he has not yet assailed it? In this context, note how he proceeds immediately to catalogue the boys:

Bold Burton first the gaping breach essays
And chokes his buff a hundred different ways
Next Timcae emulous of his leader’s fame
Slice after slice attacks with murderous game
There’s Burnaby, the brave with action light
Lets out a reef and then renews the fight
There’s signal Russel, nimble, fierce and keen,
When others pause jumps lightly in between;
And youthful Dody firmly stands his ground
Unflashing still, he’s swallowed full a pound.

In this essay I have tried to illuminate the contours of James Brooke’s desire. Although I have not tried here to identify all of the youths and boys who attracted him—that would be futile—many of his other relationships might repay further exploration. It is important, however, not to sexualise all of his relationships with young men. Reuben, Walker, who James recognised as his son in 1857, is a case in point. Reece and Saint, who James “fabricated the whole story of, and recognition of, Reuben, that James has a child with Reuben, seem to have misunderstood James’s statement that Reuben actually had been his servant and that he was then working in Lord Ward’s stables. J. Brooke to B. Brooke, 28 October 1855. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 2A, f. 147. Since Brooke could easily have corroborated this with Mrs Savage, it is unlikely that James was lying.

Reuben who had been his groom. This proposition does not withstand scrutiny. First, having gone to considerable lengths and expense to locate Reuben and then to buy his services, the Rajah did not write of him as of a lover. There are no lingering physical descriptions of, or sexual references to, Reuben in James’s letters. So, less did James objectify Reuben as he had other boys. Nor does James’s letters about Reuben contain the sort of endearments which marked his relationship with Stonhouse, Breerton or Grant. Indeed, James does not seem to know much about Reuben. He specifically asked his nephew to tell him “what the young fellow is like and whether he promises to be steady.”

Thirdly, members of James’s own family were able to corroborate important parts of James’s story that he was Reuben’s father. They clearly had known Reuben as an infant. James reported that his sister, Mrs Savage, was in contact with her. In July 1857, after telling Mrs Savage that he had received a note from Reuben, James asked her whether Reuben’s mother was living at Brighton. By the time he was united with James, he was 23, well beyond the age at which he was most likely to have engaged James’s desire.

Reuben deserves to be reexamined in the light of his attachments to boys. The most obvious aspect for further study is the policy towards Brunei that he pushed onto successive British governments. James was convinced that British interests would be best served by supporting Raja Muda Hassim, Pengiran Budrudeen, and their brothers in the factional politics of the Brunei court. James claimed that Budrudeen was “our friend, a

R. H. W. Reece and A. J. M. Saint, “Introduction,” to Harriet McDougall, Sketches of our life at Sarawak. Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1992 (nd). Reece had earlier suggested this in his “European-Indigenous Miscegenation and Social Status in Nineteenth Century Borneo,” p. 457. In suggesting that Reuben had been James’s groom, Reece and Saint seem to have misunderstood James’s statement that Reuben actually had been his servant and that he was then working in Lord Ward’s stables. J. Brooke to B. Brooke, 28 October 1855. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 2A, f. 19 (see also James’s letter to Brooke of 7 February 1857, at f. 120). I have found no reason to believe, however, that Reuben had been his servant. James did not repeat the claim after acknowledging Reuben’s paternity.


J. Brooke to B. Brooke, 25 December 1857. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 2A, f. 147. Since Brooke could easily have corroborated this with Mrs Savage, it is unlikely that James was lying.


Emily Hahn, op. cit., pp. 28-29.
Johnson was, as Baring-Gould and Bampfylde recognized, James's favorite. James's letters to his family throughout the 1840s are peppered with expressions of his love for the boy. In April 1843, James recorded his "growing yearning to see him, as he was always an especial favourite of mine." He was delighted to receive a letter from Johnson in August of the same year, and again in September, considering Johnson "a great pet." James did not just love Charles Johnson better than his elder brother, Brooke, he even reproached Brooke with his brother's affection. "Charley would send love," he wrote to Brooke,

How is it you never write each other. I should think brothers one army

Forced by the pressures of his duties to curtail his correspondence, James wrote to his friend, Jolly, that he was too pressed to tell you," he told Brooke, with unmatched insensitivity. In 1848, soon after Brooke had joined his service in Sarawak with the understanding that he would succeed James as Rajah, James knew "not in whom I have greater confidence than in

Mr Brooke has often said before me that the destruction of this family was a misfortune to their country. Perhaps, it was, but I who lived several years in the capital heard many things which accounted for the unpopularity of these princes, St. John's testimony suggests that James's deep affection for Budrudeen led him to overestimate both Budrudeen and Hassim's abilities, and the political support which they could mobilize. According to St. John, Hassim and Budrudeen did not deserve Brooke's backing. Their behavior at Brunei, and that of their followers, "loosened the bonds of respect which once united the cause of the people with that of the family of Muda Hassim." There is a second possible impact of James's sexuality on British imperial affairs. St. John claimed to have feared that James's behavior towards the midshipmen of Meander created a "coolness" between him and the ship's officers, which "augured ill for our future proceedings in Borneo." Although Brooke subsequently received support from the Admiral commanding the Sarata, Thomas Cochrane, Cochrane's successor, Inglefield, treated the Governor of Labuan with growing neglect. Scholars might examine the reasons for Inglefield's apparent snubbing of Brooke, and of his incremental repudiation of Brooke's policies, to determine whether St. John's fears had been well founded. Brooke's menage at Sarawak was criticised, after all, even by his friends in the navy, like Keppel, who observed that, in 1849, Sarawak was "nourishing, but too many useless hangers-on about." Finally, scholars might explore the extent to which James's sexuality affected his relationship with his nephews, and, ultimately, the succession to Sarawak. Charles


[26] See his letters to Templer, ibid., p. 284 and 286.
[29] J. Brooke to E. Johnson, 10 October 1848. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol 1, f. 132. For further expressions of James's love for Charles see letters in Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s 90, vol 1, f. 137, 141 and 144; and in Letters, III, at pp 43, 49 and 53.
You must indeed have been dreaming that I would interfere with the succession of your own. I am not so foolish, and there is the broad principle that sufficient for the generation is the work thereof. It will be your duty, however painful, to put your brother in the place of your sons, should you or their advance to manhood, deem them unfitted for the position which each should in turn occupy.

Although he urged Brooke to expunge any “spot of lurking distrust” that he entertained about Charles Johnson, James argued that Charles should enjoy a special status under his brother, following James's own death, and he told Brooke that he “took some exception” to Brooke’s implying that Charles would not. It is not clear whether, or how much, the complexities of James's affections affected the conflicts relating to the Sarawak succession, though, of course, Charles Johnson succeeded his uncle in place of his own brother, Brooke.

CONCLUSION

Early Victorian men, as Hyam (among others) observed, were “fairly sentimental in their friendships,” walking arm in arm and expressing their affection for each other without embarrassment. Although historians should not characterise such behaviour as homosexual, nor should they exclude the possibility that it might sometimes have denoted love or desire. Scholars need to avoid presuming modern heterosexual norms if they are to analyse romantic friendships in the terms and contexts in which they were constructed.

To explore the ways in which desire and love among men or women were realised requires also recognition of a complex interplay between freedom and constraint. The construction, expression and realisation of desire was negotiated by individuals through social processes and systems. The regulation of sexuality amongst nineteenth century Europeans, rather than confirming their repression and restraint, indicates the extent of their erotic preoccupations. Foucault argued that, in the nineteenth century, sexuality, “far from being repressed in society was constantly aroused.” Boundaries and limitations eroticise as well as restrain, while restraint can be as erotically charged as any other expression of desire.

In different contexts people emphasised different facets of their character and relationships. Hence, on the one hand, the freedom with which James courted Charles Grant and, on the other, the care with which he represented that relationship to Charles's father. James was generous in his attentions, reckless in importuning Charles's affection.

109 J. Brooke to B. Brooke, 17 August 1857. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac. vol. 2B. 1, f. 474. Note that James here expounded the primacy of fraternal succession over primogeniture.
110 J. Brooke to B. Brooke, 17 August 1857. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac. vol. 2B. 1, ff. 474-476.
111 Ronald Hyam, op. cit., p. 72.
113 Michel Foucault, op. cit., p. 148.
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Introduction
Before starting fieldwork in Sarawak, I had read only a few histories of Brooke government, beginning with Pringle (1970) followed by excerpts from the colonial narratives of Baring-Gould and Bampfylde (1909) and St John (1974). From this rather threadbare reading, I knew very little about James Brooke except that many liked to see him as a heroic adventurer; judging from the portrait in the Sarawak Museum he certainly appears as a rather soft, romantic figure compared with the flinty-eyed Charles Brooke. If asked for a thumbnail sketch, I might have uttered some disjointed phrases that he "... fashioned himself on Raffles ... used British naval ships to quell Iban piracy ... never married ... benign rule ... " About the only interesting thing I could have added would have been a little snippet of information that he remained single because he was supposed to have been shot in the testicles while in the Indian army, a story believed by none (e.g. Macdonald 1958: 25) but not others (see Tarling 1982: 6). James, bachelor status is put in a new light by John Walker, who asserts that anyone reading Brooke's letters would certainly not come to the conclusion that his life was one of tragic heterosexuality: that is, being unable to have children because of gallant action in the East. Indeed, he demonstrates so meticulously, James fell in love with a number of young boys with whom he may or may not have had sexual intercourse. So the "shot in the balls" story has finally been laid to rest. But is John Walker's narrative yet another "Boy's Own" rendition of the life of James Brooke?

It's Not Where You Put Your Genitals But Where Your Genitals Put You: Class and Sex in the Nineteenth Century

Walker argues against sexual essentialism for a more particular, historical understanding of relations between Victorian men or, in this case, between Victorian men and boys. To recapitulate his argument: understanding sexual identity in Britain during the mid-nineteenth century is complicated by class, age, and an increasingly repressive heterosexuality. For example, there appear to have been spaces (and places) in the life of an upperclass Victorian man in the early part of the century to have sexual relations with young men or boys: sex among boys in upper-class boarding schools, for example, or sex among men in the British navy. Many of those men were also married. And by the late nineteenth century, criminal records attest that sex between men was still common. But this is nothing new. The problem remains that these men, regardless of class or age, rarely wrote about their desire and their silence makes it very difficult to characterize the nature of male or female sexuality during that period. James Brooke's letters, or what remains of them, are unusual in this regard: they speak volumes about his feelings for boys but say nothing about the physical expression of his desire.

Walker's aim is therefore to understand the expression of Brooke's love and desire for boys in terms "meaningful to its objects and to his friends, and acceptable within the social constraints he observed." In his narrative of Brooke's successive relationships or friendships with men and boys, Walker is therefore careful not to use contemporary sexual language, only later offering his interpretation of history as evidence for physical relations. He is a little too careful in this regard and perhaps a little too idealistic. Why describe James' feelings for Jem Templar in terms of affection rather than desire? Why draw very sexual images with the explication of Hoddy Dody (Charles Grant's nickname) yet all other descriptions of their relationship is asexual? And perhaps Walker is too aware of our sensibilities even when he speculates on the "virgin places" of the unfortunate Christmas pudding; if we are going to have to interpret bad poetry, I would have thought it worthy of comment that Doddy distinguished himself by swallowing "full a pound" because after all, even though we will never really know (as historical voyeurs) where James put his genitals, we do know where he would have liked to put them.

But where do these emotions cast James Brooke? Clearly, he was not alone in his relations of empire - would have made his preferences more acceptable. While some colleagues were exasperated by him sending "unsuitable young boys" out to join the Sarawak civil service, this did not make him a common criminal. So while I would agree that one's sexual identity is not predicated on where you put your genitals, I think it is very important which class your genitals are in. Because, in many respects, Brooke was a conventional lover of boys; that is, he did not go against the cultural grain by having liaisons with the Burrator boys.

If we look at James Brooke through the eyes of two rather conventional women of the same social background - the importance of class rather than sexuality as a defining feature of one's identity, particularly in the colonies, is emphasized. Harriet McDougall was the wife of Sarawak's first missionary, a man who, later became Bishop of the Anglican Mission. She and James Brooke held each other in mutual affection and respect; on one occasion when she was seriously ill, he wrote that she was "so much loved and respected, so amiable and so clever, that we should indeed deplore the loss and despair of readily making it good" (Saunders 1992: 27). Yet she was outraged when the Rajah acknowledged Reuben Walker, who had been a groom, as his son, and shocked that James Brooke's sister has actually kissed this man on the cheek.

"I boil all over about that business, it is abominable and it will go very hard with me if Mr Reuben Walker, alias George Brooke, comes out here. I am sure it will drive the Brookes and Charley Johnson and Grant away. How are they to put up with a man who was Mr Alsers groom being set over their heads?" (cited in Saunders 1992:95).
Harriet McDougall was also outraged when Spenser St John, a colleague of the Rajah's, committed the social solecism of visiting her accompanied by his native mistress; after that visit she said she felt "nothing but disgust for him" and did not correspond with St John again (Saunders 1995: 81). So too with Annie Brooke (the wife of James' one-time successor), who did not mind the Rajah helping himself to her perfume bottles (Saunders 1992: 76), but objected to certain European women - the wife and daughters of the gunboat Captain - calling themselves "ladies," and objected to those same women visiting Government House except on formal occasions (Saunders 1995: 74). Neither woman, as far as I know, made any comment on James' close friendship with the young Charles Grant.

Whether Harriet McDougall or Annie Brooke "knew" about James' desire for boys is immaterial. It simply demonstrates that it was not remarkable for men to continually socialize with each other, and that James' position in particular - a leader and coloniser - made it acceptable for him to keep the company of young men. Thus the colonial elite ignored relations which had they occurred "at home" and among the working classes, might otherwise have been criminalized.

The Role of James Brooke: Final Comments

Walker suggests that Brooke's passion for young men shaped his governance of Sarawak in the following ways: fueling his animosity towards the Sultan of Brunei (who murdered a young man of whom he was fond); recruiting unsuitable young men for the Sarawak civil service; and possibly affecting Britain's perceptions of his rule (exalting with young men while on British naval boats). While these points may be true, I am not convinced of their significance. Furthermore, it was the betrayal of class rather than sexual prurience that more inspired St John's disapproval of his "skylarking" with the midshipmen (Runciman 1960: 92). Reassessing Brooke's rule in light of his sexuality will not, I think, put it in a dramatically new light. But reassessing the Brooke regime in light of his rather idiosyncratic temperament does put it in an interesting perspective.

Walker's depiction of James Brooke (apart from providing a fascinating window on the changing nature of Victorian sexuality) provides a valuable addition to studies of a somewhat unusual coloniser. Like many others, he ultimately casts James in an uplifting light by dwelling on his positive attributes and describing him as one of the "leading Englishmen of his generation." This smacks a little too much of a boys' own representation for my liking because it seems that James, high ideals constantly warred with other, less noble, emotions.

My overriding impression, from reading this text - coupled with anecdotes from elsewhere - is that James Brooke was immensely charming. He was also handsome (and rather vain); considered by many to be generous and kind; and generally depicted as being libertarian and widely, if eclectically, read. As for his social background, Ingleson describes him as not being in the "... educated and respected gentleman accustomed to mixing in the upper circles of societies" (1979: 122). These traits, coupled with the fact that he was an upper class Englishman, endeared him to many and overshadowed other facets of his character, that is, often being immature, impulsive, and weak. Runciman, the only previous author to have depicted James' character with any conviction, described him as "an adventurer and although generous and altruistic, egotistic." Even Payne, an overly enthusiastic and idealistic biographer, said of James Brooke that "he liked playing practical jokes, and he was never a particularly brilliant student, and he was often silly" (1960: 16). For all these reasons it was no wonder, as Runciman wryly put it, that "he was at his best with the young" (1960: 89). These qualities, particularly his "recklessness" and an early desire to "plunge into some adventure" (Taylor 1982: 10), were not easily reconciled with an apparently high-minded Rafflesian political philosophy.

James, boyishness and impulsiveness did not, in effect, make him a very good coloniser. Reece has described Brooke's rule as "amateurish and unsystematic" (1993: 5) and he is correct, but although his rule may have been self-serving (1993: 12), James Brooke was not quite the archetypal figure of nineteenth century imperialism. Peter Gay, writing about Victorian bourgeois aggression, typifies nineteenth century colonists thus:

"... I,. ., . I. . , ...", I,. ., . I. . , ... I,. ., . I. . , ...

The conduct of these colonial conquistadors, marked by arrogance at best and often too often by outright sadism, was adaptive... Among willing to vegetate in harsh tropical climates, to treat with the alien and often antagonistic peoples, and to face deadly diseases, were by the nature of their work self-selected types. The bush, the jungle, the tribal village, were no place for the timid merchant, the domesticated bourgeoisie. What was wanted were athletic, often enough self-destructive counterparts to industrial buccaneers, ruthless men with an outsized sense of self whether authentic or carefully nurtured (Gay 1993: 86).

Brooke certainly exhibited many of these qualities but his vanity and egotism were not the hallmarks of a single-minded, righteous conviction about his right to extract profits or convert souls; indeed, he was financially inept and rather more liberal in his religious views than the Anglican mission would have liked (Runciman 1960: 68, 97). Rather, these traits were characteristic of a self-centered, rather unreflective man. Apart from the bitterness he felt about the lack of recognition from the British government, James Brooke enjoyed the pomp of his life as Rajah of Sarawak, loved his boys, and enjoyed the company of his adult male friends. And unlike some men in the late nineteenth century, such as Julian Symonds, he did need to question or problematize his sexuality (Mondimore 1996: 42-49). In many ways, therefore, James Brooke was the antithesis of many nineteenth century colonisers.
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go back
But these uncertainties raise another issue. Walker charges earlier biographers or historians with, in effect, distorting the record, or failing to probe it effectively, due to their (presumably unconscious) adherence to a heterosexist paradigm of relatively recent origin. If I understand the charge correctly, recent conceptions (manifest in such labels as "heterosexual" and "homosexual," and presumably also in a set of assumptions about what goes along with persons who are fit into these labels) so shackled the minds of the biographers/historians that they failed to grasp the reality of James Brooke's sexuality. I do not see that this charge is sustained.

Generally, I credit historians with an acute awareness that the understandings of one era do not always map neatly onto those of another era, and I would assume that most if not all historians who delve into sexual issues would be aware that the terms by which we now understand sexuality might not have existed, or had lesser currency, or had other meanings or connotations in earlier eras. I would also credit scholars in general with a healthy sense that labels do not always (or ever?) wholly grasp reality.

In Walker's presentation of what his predecessors said, I do not see that they have violated my assumptions. I do not, therefore, see that their mindsets, or the labels they use, are what makes Walker's account different from theirs. The way I read Walker's essay is that he has unearthed new materials on James Brooke's sexuality (again, broadly construed to include erotic and romantic sentiments) and has presented a plausible account of them. The validity of these materials and the cogency of the interpretation of those materials. The validity of these materials and the cogency of the interpretation of those materials. The validity of these materials and the cogency of the interpretation of those materials. The validity of these materials and the cogency of the interpretation of those materials.

In spite of my skepticism concerning the effects of an alleged heterosexist paradigm, I applaud Walker's attempt to take sexuality into account in making sense of wider human affairs. It follows that I also applaud those of Walker's predecessors who tried fairly and honestly to make sense of the sexual aspects of James Brooke's career.

---
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... with the present state of our knowledge it is not possible to indicate the borderline where myth passes into history.- P.J. Veth, Borneo's Western Afdeeling (1856)

Like all fields, the study and writing of history changes with the times, and J.H. Walker's provocative paper represents fashionable new approaches. As such, it poses questions that an older generation of scholars should consider. But first, we need to situate the essay in a longer perspective of Southeast Asian and Bornean historiography.

J.

Walker challenges some of the conclusions of earlier generations of scholars working on the Brooke Raj, among them those who are now the senior historians of the field. This is a valuable enterprise, since historical understanding grows through a process of reinterpretation and revision. In fact, many of us "seniors" who did our graduate work in Southeast Asian history in the 1960s and 1970s also believed that we were forging new paradigms and pioneering topics more enlightening than those of our predecessors. Escaping the imperial and colonial history approach pursued by earlier generations, we would look at Southeast Asia from within, from the island shore rather than the deck of the colonist's ship, blending the perceptions and tools of the anthropologist (such as oral traditions) with available documentary sources.

Inspired by Van Leur and Smail, Braudel and Thompson, Geertz and Scott, we would examine social history, maritime trade networks, migration, peasant politics and rebellions, piracy, cultural values, urbanization, ethnic relations, and other neglected topics. We would rethink and, yes, challenge the mindsets, sources and biases of earlier generations of writers. Some of us would even examine "the people without a history" such as Iban shifting cultivators, Indian plantation workers, city rickshaw-pullers, or small town Chinese traders. A few of us would write about obscure places once barely visible on the historian's radar screen, like Borneo, Sumatra and Sulu. And, of course, as rejecters of Western imperialism, we were (like many anthropologists) sympathetic to.

and mostly liked, the people we studied, some of them the "victims of [Western fostering] progress." We would look at Bornean history with fresh eyes. The earlier work of Baring-Gould and Bampfylde, or of Veth or St. John, was seen as useful as far as it went but also corrupted by the author's participation in the imperial enterprise; some of these were even "official" histories. And while the later books by Runciman, Tregonning, Irwin, Hahn, and the like had considerable merit, they seemed too narrow and uncritical of power holders. So our generation expanded the literature and subject matter of Bornean historiography, forging a respectable legacy. Anthropologists and ethnographers like Don Brown, Derek Freeman, Benedict Sandin, and Al Hudson began the shift to a more internal rather than imperial focus. Some of the historians who followed even relegated the Brookes, Chartered Company, or Dutch colonialists to a background or less dominating role, focussing instead on the peoples of Borneo. This tradition spawned the work of Bob Pringle, Daniel Chew, Jim Warren, Jim Jackson, Virginia Matheson Hooker, Sams Said, Ranjit Singh, Philip Thomas, Robert Nicholl, and the present commenter, among others.

Some historians, among them Nick Tarling, Graham Saunders, Sabah Osman, Leigh Wright, Colin Crisswell, and most especially Bob Reece, Ian Black, and James Ongkili, still examined the European colonizers, but now with a more critical eye. This allowed us to reconsider imperial mythologies, which were less obvious but perhaps more insidious than those of the early Malay chronicles. Most of us did not take as a given the benefits of European rule or the sterl of European rulers, imperial biases reflected in the old poem: "The Rajah loves his people! their cause he never forsakes! All generations yet to come shall bless the name of Brooke." Many of us, in fact, were rather frankly anti-imperialist and even cynical about political authority. Coming of age in an era of political disillusionment and sexual scandals involving political leaders in the Anglo-American realm, we assumed that "the emperor had no clothes" (figuratively and, in some cases, literally).


II

But fashions change and paradigms shift. "The bird in flight is caught by the fish," according to the Malay proverb; the young and the old will never agree. And so one generation replaces another, bringing in new perspectives and challenging conventional wisdom as myth. Healthy scholarship requires the clash of generations, but it can be a painful experience for those whose work is being critiqued and found inadequate.

Some younger critics believe that we of the 1960s and 1970s generation, once the self-described "young Turks," have now become "the old dinosaurs" ourselves, with outdated ideas. Perhaps this feeling is shared by Walker, although his prose is not particularly incendiary or overly dismissive. In recent years our approaches have been subject to scrutiny, sometimes witheringly, by Post-modernists, Post-colonialists, Post-Orientalists, Post-Marxists, Post-liberals, Post-historians, and myriad other forms of "post-age." Historians haven't really felt the pressure yet, and perhaps we never will, but out on the lunatic fringe dwell the megaethnocentric Rational Choicers, who aggressively contend that the only way to understand Asia, or any other part of the world, is to replace cultural and language study with number crunching. All people everywhere, they assert, whether Kansans or Kayans, basically think the same ("we [Americans] are the world"), so never mind the (meaningless) nuances of cultural diversity.

The "posters" tell us that our 1960s-70s scholarly enterprise was not so much enlightened as it was a product of our own era's assumptions and reigning paradigms. In fact, some of the more mean-spirited charge, the whole area studies approach of our era was born from the Cold War imperialism of the United States and its allies, with which we were wittingly or unwittingly complicit (never mind the fact that many of us protested the Vietnam War and other obscenities in our writings or in the streets). Just as we liberals and Marxists of the 1960s and 1970s viewed the structuralists and positivists of the 1940s and 1950s as captives of the Establishment, we are now accused of naive in thinking we could escape from the straightjackets of ideology and prejudice (including what Walker calls the "heterosexual paradigm").

Clearly a substantial segment of the younger generation of scholars has been influenced by different intellectual models than we were, from Derrida and Foucault to Spivak and Rafael. They are naturally attracted to different questions, among them issues of sexuality which Walker addresses. Sexual orientation was a topic which we older, open-minded liberals may have considered of secondary importance, a personal preference we did not wish to judge, or else difficult to substantiate conclusively. From the perspective of many of us, grumpy souls sinking into the LaBrea Tar Pits of outdated thinking, maybe even scholarly irrelevance, some of the new "postage" writings lack rigor or adequate documentation, and some of the viewpoints are fuzzy or just plain silly. If, as more extreme Post-Modernists allege, we can never really overcome our biases or remorse, and hence cannot really know anything for certain, then what is the point of exploring knowledge at all? And, no offense intended to any BBC readers, I remain mostly unimpressed by "cutting edge" anthropologists who chiefly study themselves studying others, a new (and, for better or worse, much celebrated) form of navel-gazing.

For a recent discussion of this issue, see Craig J. Reynolds and Ruth McVey, *Southeast Asian Reorientations* (Ithaca: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 1998). See also Hong, "History."
But let us not throw out the newly-powdered baby with the dingy bath water. Some of the fresh new approaches of Cultural Studies, Subaltern Studies, and other nonce fields have added immeasurably to the scholarly dialogue, and merit careful consideration by the older generation (in fact, I've used some Cultural Studies ideas in my more recent work). Certainly they force us senior scholars to rethink our approaches. Interestingly, some of the newer generation of scholars have returned to writing imperial and elite-centered history, which it apparently back in vogue (at least in Bornean studies).

III

As an exercise in rethinking imperial and Bornean history, J.H. Walker's paper fits (loosely at least) into the Post-Modernist category. He reexamines James Brooke's sexuality, and suggests a reappraisal of Brooke's activities both as Rajah of Sarawak and before. In Walker's view, earlier studies of Brooke and his actions were overly influenced by the "heterosexual paradigm" to downgrade or fudge the first rajah's sexual orientation, which he believes was not just gay but perhaps promiscuous and openly so, and focused on teenage boys. While he rightly suspects nineteenth-century writers of protecting Brooke's reputation, he singles out for particular criticism the work of Reece, Saunders and Tarling. They should have been more probing, he suggests, since they do not sufficiently explore the sexuality issue (although Reece and Tarling do not necessarily ignore it either).

It is not altogether clear from the essay whether Walker seeks to discredit Brooke as an unscrupulous deviant (playing on homophobia), or to "cut" another historical icon as "to write gay" and women back into an historical record from which they have been unfairly omitted. Or perhaps, as I suspect, he just seeks a clearer, more rounded view of an interesting but overly mythologized figure.

Whatever his intent, does Walker have a case about Brooke's sexuality and its consequences? My response is a resounding and unqualified... maybe. For many years, there has been speculation about Brooke's rather flamboyant and unconventional personal life. The first rajah was a complicated man and a lifelong bachelor who clearly enjoyed the company of men, especially younger ones. Most of those who studied Sarawak history suspected there was more to the story of his sexuality than the "old war wound" notion grounded in several sympathetic early accounts, and repeated by several later writers. This myth is analyzed well by Walker.

Employing the usual published sources as well as currently available correspondence, Walker makes a well-researched argument that Brooke was an active as opposed to latent or deeply repressed homosexual (the interpretation by 1960s-70s historians like Reece and Tarling), and that this was widely known to his associates. Some of the passages he cites from Brooke's correspondence could indeed be read as revealing homosexual feelings and possible relationships (physical or otherwise). Walker


is quite right to find in Brooke's writing a certain passion. The relationships he alleges with James Templer and Charles Grant seem plausible, although why Grant seems to have completely abandoned a presumed gay lifestyle and orientation after his marriage remains unexplained.

Yet, this may not be the whole story, and the evidence provided by Walker is tantalizing but hardly conclusive. Firstly, I am not convinced that the 1960s-70s historians were impelled by "heterosexism" bias to downplay Brooke's sexuality. Certainly not Reece, who takes an irreverent "warts and all" approach to the Brookes and their associates (even Brooke's presumed homosexuality). The sexual revolution that began in the 1960s made us acutely aware that the personal was political. Unlike their contemporaries, few of the 1960s-70s historians were interested in protecting the reputations of the various Brooke men. Indeed, confirmation of a heterodox sexuality (especially of the sexual predation that can be read into Walker's account) would have made for an even more interesting story (and today, a much more lucrative book contract?).

Furthermore, Brooke was, in Runciman's phrase, "an indefatigable and uninhibited letter and journal writer, ready to put down all his passing thoughts on to paper for anyone to see." Fortunately for historians, this was a golden age for letter writing, and many practiced the art well (just what future biographers of our e-mailed generation will use for sources is uncertain). Brooke was apparently not a careful editor of his own work, and many of his often elegant prose, historian reading letters (by Brooke or others) from that period finds a plenty of splendid (with possible meanings. As Reece has pointed out, even Brooke's biographers, who had voluminous documentary material, ultimately found the rajah an elusive and baffling figure.

Walker's term, "unconventionally libertarian," generous and even exuberant, with many devoted friends. He was also manipulative and impetuous, with many more Brooke the restless and somewhat unorthodox "gay blade" (in the nineteenth century more skeptical and jaded late twentieth century meaning? Were not some historians also are not what some historians say about Brooke's behavior fit that pattern?

And there are some inconsistencies in Walker's account. Some writers, including Emily Hahn and later Runciman (whom Walker does not cite), mention that Brooke


appears a stretch to draw this conclusion, Walker does not explore this report. Near the end of his account, Walker seems IV to condemn what they considered immoral or overly liberal actions by some of Brooke's colleagues (among them St. John), for behavior such as taking local mistresses. Would they have remained silent in the face of a greater transgression against church doctrine by the Rajah (upon whom, to be sure, they depended for their mission)? Or maybe there is a difference between his relations with his wife Margaret, regarding his social and public behavior, than if he were living in an intolerant society. As opposed to an unprincipled seducer of youth, should he alter our view of his strengths and weaknesses? Walker raises many interesting and valid points, and supports some of it with impressive documentation. But, like a few of Post-Modernist writing, I wonder if the whole is really greater than the sum of its parts.

In the Closet: Response to Walker's: "This peculiar acuteness of feeling"

Otto Steinmayer
P.O. Box 13
95400 Lundu, Sarawak, Malaysia

Desire's burned Troy. At the very beginning of western history the lesson that sex and power are intimately connected was already well and painfully learned. It is no inept task for the belated historian to examine the sexuality of the persons who made events, to see how ways of desire, which, we are assured on good authority, never did run smooth, shaped them. From Homer onward there are innumerable examples of how sexual inclinations affected, often tragically, the lives of peoples and courses of nations, and in a great many of these cases we do know definitely who did what with whom in bed. Excellent, have led to a lot of avoidable military engagements, both small and large. It is generally assumed (although hard to prove) that leaders sometimes opt for war to prove their masculinity. But Walker's interpretation of the Brunei intervention hinges on his belief that Brooke was romantically linked with the murdered Pengiran Budrudeen, for which the documentation he offers seems somewhat thin. Perhaps there was a connection, but it appears a stretch to draw this conclusion.

IV

Walker may well be right about Brooke's sexual persona and at least somewhat openly gay lifestyle; certainly he makes a good although by no means airtight case. Walker's Brooke has more emotional dimensions to him but is also pathetic and even contemptible in some ways, if indeed, as can be inferred from some of the episodes, he was a sexual predator, seeking to corrupt boys. What a contrast, if true, from the heroic, dashing, cultivated Brooke of imperial myth!

However, in the end, does any of this really matter much? We cannot be certain that Brooke was a sexual predator or romantically involved with teenagers, although it is certainly possible (maybe probable) that he was homosexual. And if he was simply a gay man (whether active or latent) living in an intolerant society, as opposed to an unprincipled seducer of youth, should he alter our view of his strengths and weaknesses? Walker raises many interesting and valid points, and supports some of it with impressive documentation. But, like a few of Post-Modernist writing, I wonder if the whole is really greater than the sum of its parts.

1 All definitions of words such as "desire," "discourse" etc.—except where enclosed in single quotes—are based on the OED's articles and are not used in any post-modern theoretical sense.
therefore, that Walker attempted to clear up the obscurities surrounding James Brooke’s character as a man with, one presumes, a functioning sexual appetite.

The nature of Brooke’s sexuality is remarkably obscure for such a prominent man. He never married, attracted no scandal, not even amused tittering, over his relationships with women; he did conspicuously cultivate the friendship of boys and young men. It’s hardly a new speculation that Brooke was homosexual, and this seems to be the thesis Walker takes up. I say “seems” because Walker announces no direct thesis, apart from asserting that Brooke’s contemporaries treated the subject of Brooke’s sexuality within the constraints of “the ideological dominance of heterosexuality” and that recent historians view the same through the glass of “homoerotic myth.”

Well, at bottom the interesting question is whether or not Brooke was a homosexual, and whether this preference had any effect on the history of Sarawak. I assume that despite Walker’s hedging this is what he was really addressing. Unfortunately Walker has found little light. Since sex, as discussed in longhouses, is always a funny subject, I can sum up his results in a variation on an old macaronic limerick.

James Brooke, Sarawak’s Rex
Was accused of misplacing his sex.
But the jury be thought ‘em
That the charge had no bottom,
Saying “de minimis non curat lex.”

Brooke rushed through his career leaving a hurricane of paper at his tail, most of which has come to rest in libraries and archives. Combining diligently through everything, Walker found that Brooke was, indeed, extraordinarily fond of boys and young men, and that a liberal views on the male-male sexual practices he found in Southeast Asia, and that a liberal view on the male-male sexual practices he found in Southeast Asia, and that a well justified, the company, play, correspondence, and conversation, that he held mildly reclusive and reclusive, that he found something whatsoever that Brooke ever—to be crude about it—put his erect years found nothing whatsoever that Brooke ever—to be crude about it—put his erect years into the anus of a male, or performed any other act of physical sex with anybody, male or female.

It is a sure sign that whenever a scholar strongly advances a position with little hard evidence to back it up, he or she has an ax to grind. I wish Walker had had the candor to show us his ax. I make two guesses about Walker’s possible program. First, he could be championing an iconoclastic, post-modern style of historical inquiry as opposed to something he sees as traditional and stuffy. The stakes in this struggle are prestige and academic promotion, the staple rewards, one might add, of traditional scholarship. His revisionism may have a liberal leaning, since he describes Brooke’s becoming rajah with the words “he seized power,” whereas most people feel the transfer of power was legal. Anyway, Brunei still does not object too much.

The second guess is that Walker is fighting on behalf of homosexual ethos and the gay community, and resisting the heterosexual world’s attempt to label them as non-normal or something. The strategy seems to be that if the homosexual community can claim James Brooke for one of its own, then the prestige of this—as the world goes—heroic and romantic figure redounds to the dignity of that “gender.”

Lest I fall afoul of suspicions of prejudice, let me be candid about my “gender.” I am attracted to women. I cheerfully admit I came to Sarawak in hopes of sexual adventure, and the successful result was that I married and fathered a child. My wife is my sole partner. I love many men, and I have always loved them much more deeply than women; I admire good looking male bodies, wishing my own too were graceful. I haven’t the least interest in sex with a male, and never have attempted it, though I have no objections—medical apart—if other men like it. Even kissing any male but my son seems faintly slimy, and the fashions of the more flamboyant homosexuals make me cringe. And, yet, many of my friends are gay; my best friend of college years died of AIDS, to my infinite sorrow.

Perhaps I’ll be criticized on the grounds that insisting sexual contact between two males makes the homosexual, a blatantly heterosexist construction, one may say, to keep other “genders” normalized. I reply that sexuality in the head is no sexuality at all, and to distinguish heterosexuality from homosexuality on evanescently subtle metaphysical grounds is as incomprehensible to me as the distinction between homosapiens and homousion. If it be objected that this view too is a powerplay on the part of a heterosexual, then I reply that sexual reproduction has been a powerplay since cells specialized into ova and sperm. The backyard fowl, the kampung dogs play a very rough version of sexual competition, and I am compelled through observation and reading biology to admit that human beings are when it comes to sex, if anything even more deviously manipulative than other animals. No, I leave the subtleties of defining and defending sexual preference to those whom it concerns, and talk here about what I know, namely scholarship, and as far as scholarship goes, Walker here is playing a bit fast and loose.

Big assertions based on vague words are tendentious. In the section “Constructing Sexuality,” what does Walker mean by “modern” and “pre-modern”? If “the importance of genital contact to the formation of [sic] identity can be demonstrated to be of modern origin” then it follows that ancient Greece was a modern society. The same logic would operate in the case of the Malayic world, where the ponson has been known time out of mind.

Walker had no unambiguous records to rely on, he resorts to arguments from circumstance. Thus, it appears that Walker wants us tacitly to accept Brooke’s attendance at an English boys’ boarding school as ipso facto evidence that Brooke was exposed to homosexual behavior and himself developed romantic attachments to males. What are his grounds for assuming that the popular myth of Public-School-As-Bathhouse ought to be taken as truth? Walker’s argument rests solely on the fact that when Brooke’s best friend went to sea, Brooke ran away. Why did not Brooke run off to find his supposed lover?

2 See Kenneth Dover, Greek Homosexuality. Cambridge, MA, 1989.
3 Ponson: a male transvestite, often one who works as a prostitute, soliciting sex from men.
To turn Frank Marryat’s words about the “private history” that led Brooke to quit the East India service into a hint regarding James’s falling in love is ludicrous; Marryat’s praise is designed to call public attention to Brooke’s generous and honorable but unacknowledged behavior, a rhetorical trope called praeteririo, and if Marryat were not a closet gay himself (another point to prove), the conclusion must be that this putative admirer of Brooke intended to do him the worst possible harm by attempting to reveal him engaged in a then criminal offense.

Moreover, to read Brooke’s 1831 letter to Cruikshank as signaling the end of an affair is merely to snatch an interpretation out of a hat, and for Brooke to invite Grant to stay with the words “I have a spare bedroom to offer” seems puzzlingly tepid in a man presumed to be in a state of passionate longing for a lover.

Walker quotes St. John and others describing Brooke’s handsome appearance, sympathetic and affectionate character. He was a charming man in public and at dinner; he conversed well. Brooke was elegant in his dress and displayed good taste in his manner of living. Does Walker really mean us to believe we should accept these qualities as evidence of homosexuality?

Sexual jealousy—in the widest, Darwinian sense—no doubt played some obscure part in the squabbles between James and Brooke during the succession. An element of sexual jealousy might have been involved in the later struggle between Vyner and Anthony at the time of the cession. I cannot believe that homosexual favoritism had any part in James’s choosing Charles Johnson to succeed him. If James loved Charles, would he go as far as committing incest (if the word can be so used) with his nephew? Would Charles, an eminently heterosexual man, have played the catamite to gain the throne?

As rajah, Brooke could have had his pick of lovers. The second rajah, his nephew, was, in gay parlance, bitchy. This is shameful appeal to a caricature of a homosexual, and reminds me of the way the Inquisition accepted evidence, what once made a Spaniard fearful of declining a pork-chop, lest he be denounced as a covert Jew. No today, not every gay wears a leather jacket, and not every man who wears a leather jacket is gay.

Arguing from circumstantial evidence is a game that must be played very carefully, and although Walker is keen on emphasizing the differences between “pre-modern” and “modern”—whatever he means by those terms—some of his judgments are based on assumptions he would have dismissed had he known more. James Brooke was king of Sarawak, and a high British civil servant; his friends were his officers. Of course they were going to show up at a wedding in their best uniforms. Many naval officers of the day even dressed up for action.

To continue with sea-things, a ship is a sounding-box; there is no way you can do anything on a long voyage without everybody knowing about it. If Brooke had buggered a midshipman, it would have been known to the lower deck as well as the upper, and Brooke had enemies enough to ensure that his irregularities would have been made public from Singapore to London. H.M.S. Meander’s officers disapproved of Brooke’s caving in with “young gentlemen.” Discipline in a ship is of paramount importance, and informal behavior on the part of junior members of the service, much less romping with an important passenger such as H.M.’s Governor of Labuan—and friend of the captain—does nothing to encourage it. Keppel might, well feel unhappy that Brooks raised expectations in Midshipman Grant that would make him feel of divided loyalties and liable to quibble when told to carry out an order.

Other sources should have been considered. If Brooke was gay, why didn’t Ranei Margaret have anything to say about it? True, she came to Sarawak long after James was dead, but she was in a position to learn much about him, and she was an acute observer of sexual manners and politics. Near the end of her Good Morning and Good Night, she drops in on Henry James and draws a delightful picture of the writer, clad in a flowered silk kumana (women’s clothes) and chattering to her in a style that leaves no doubt about the great novelist's s*Enjoy.* He must have been comfortable enough with Margaret to let her see that side of him.

Furthermore, if James Brooke were indeed avid of the favors of youths, shouldn’t we ask if there were hidden sexual motives that led him to Sarawak? We all know that present day SE Asia is aswarm with western pederasts. Among the native peoples 150 years ago, sexual mores were much more permissive than at present. In Bali in the 30s, sex 100 years ago, sexual mores were much more permissive than at present. In Bali in the 30s, and when I visited some years ago I saw two boys, maybe 13 years old, laying on the floor laughing and grabbing at each other's crotches.

As rajah, Brooke could have had his pick of lovers. The second rajah, his nephew Charles, quite openly took advantage of his royal status to procure sex with women. Sex being a favorite topic of village gossip, and villages too being whispering-galleries, irregular behavior would have been noticed with mirth a giggle, and yet there are no such stories handed down to be heard among the Dayaks of today, even though legends of his climbing Santubong to meet and make love with Kumang abound.

One important area in which James’s character, including its sexual component, did affect Sarawak history, Walker doesn’t notice. Brooke loved adventure, dash, battle, heroism, action; he relished sea-voyages, exotic people and places, and hugely enjoyed being a White Rajah. Sarawak itself would not have existed as it did if Brooke had not been a boyish, dazzling, romantic, and—as Saunders says—somewhat immature man. “Mature” people did not go wandering off to the East and get themselves made White Rajahs; it was calculating and cold-blooded administrators, military men, and businessmen who planted colonies, subverted sultanes, established order, and raised

In My Life in Sarawak, p. 102, Margaret talks to the state executioner, who has delicate problems managing three wives.

Personal communication from Clifford Sather, Ambai: ‘Lover, sweetheart’ (Richards, Iban-English Dictionary, sub voc.)

Thanks to Jimmy Juda for elaborating on this story. He belongs to the Sebuyau people of Lundu, who were, in the old days, Brooke’s pet tribe among the Dayaks.

---
plantations worked with native labor. Brooke in his idealistic way felt attached to Sarawak, and the course of European intrusion took a different and, I think, more humane path.

Walker's intentions appear clearest in single words. Introducing a poem written by Brooke, Walker says at was written "at the height of his courtship of Charles Grant." This begs the question. So also to say that Brooke's travel-planes were subject to "a boy's whim...."

If James Brooke's sexuality remains obscure, that does not necessarily mean that it is a problem. There are other famous cases of men in history who, though clearly open to and aware of desire, remained chaste. Jonathan Swift dearly loved his protégé Esther Johnson, whom he called Stella. Rumors persisted that he married her secretly, but no one ever saw them alone together, and the legend grew that he was abnormal, mad. In fact, Swift had known Stella since she was a little girl, and the better explanation is that he could not engage in a sexual relationship that would have seemed to him incestuous. Walt Whitman celebrates sexual attraction towards both sexes, yet, as Harold Bloom says, "there is very little evidence that Walt Whitman ever had sexual relations with anybody except himself...." A.E. Housman was clearly homosexual. His entire life was marked by his tragic love for his heterosexual college friend Moses Jackson. The bitterness of love that was requited but could not decently be consummated finds strong expression in Housman's poetry. And yet here again there is no evidence that Housman was ever anything but chaste, and from choice.

I do not mean to imply that these men were better men for restraining their sexuality, nor that Brooke possessed any moral superiority if he was continent. Defining wholly rational standards of moral sexual conduct may well be impossible, given the competitive biology of sexuality. Yet people often do know what is good for them, and I am willing to believe that James Brooke may have had reasons for choosing not to express his sexuality in action, and was not simply constrained by the 'hegemonic paradigm' of the day or whatever.

From the sources Walker cites, it is clear enough that James Brooke was a man averted from affection and capable of bestowing affection generously. Perhaps the poet Thomas Gray, who also enjoyed intense friendships with young men, and left letters to them, comes the closest to Brooke in this part of his character. Determining whether Brooke's (or Gray's) friendships had a sexual side is a task for the sensitive psychological historian, and is a question that touches on our sympathies. It would be very revealing to learn whether any of Brooke's young friends ever got tired of him. But to attempt this through a use of "gay history"—as absurd a term as, pace Nietzsche, "gay science"—will only lead to assumed conclusions and to more questions being raised than answered.

The author also presses his "evidence" too hard. Brooke "ejaculates" "God bless you dear Chddie"; but "God bless you!" was not an uncommon "ejaculation" even in my twentieth-century youth. The language that the Raja used with his nephew Charles is not unlike that he used with "Dodd". John Grant, Dodd's father, used the word "love" in writing to the Raja about his relationship with his son. The author twice quotes St John's reference to "Templer and the young Raja"; but this is surely to Charles Brooke, who, in 1878, was the "young Raja."
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"Write not so that you can be understood, but so that you cannot be misunderstood." Quintilian (35-96 AD)

I am grateful to Clifford Saber for publishing this discussion about James Brooke's sexuality. I am grateful also to Rita Armstrong, Donald Brown, Craig Lockard, Otto Steinmayer and Nicholas Tarling for their participation, and thank them for their encouragement. Naimah Talib's comments, which are not published here, have helped to refine my views on this issue.

I intend to take this opportunity to clarify the purpose of my paper and to restate my central arguments. In addition to addressing more particular criticisms raised by readers, it is important to explore two major issues. Since my emphasis was on the central focus of James Brooke's desire, I did not address directly suggested relationships with boys. However, in his letters and poetry, James expressed sexual attraction or obsession with some of the boys - Grant, for example, and Stonhouse - and, in the case of his poem to the midshipmen, the sexual imagery of his language demonstrates one expression of desire. That the poem was preserved among Grant's papers suggests also that James communicated his desire to its object. Since, in his other writings, with one exception, James seems immune to the sexual behaviour of boys, it is not reasonable to place some weight on these indications of self-conscious sexuality and expressions of desire for boys?

It was my third contention that, if a sexual construction is to be eschewed, it is essential to explore two major issues. Since my emphasis was on the central focus of James Brooke's desire, I did not address directly suggested relationships with boys. However, in his letters and poetry, James expressed sexual attraction or obsession with some of the boys - Grant, for example, and Stonhouse - and, in the case of his poem to the midshipmen, the sexual imagery of his language demonstrates one expression of desire. That the poem was preserved among Grant's papers suggests also that James communicated his desire to its object. Since, in his other writings, with one exception, James seemsimmune to the sexual behaviour of boys, it is not reasonable to place some weight on these indications of self-conscious sexuality and expressions of desire for boys?

I am grateful to Clifford Saber for publishing this discussion about James Brooke's sexuality. I am grateful also to Rita Armstrong, Donald Brown, Craig Lockard, Otto Steinmayer and Nicholas Tarling for their participation, and thank them for their encouragement. Naimah Talib's comments, which are not published here, have helped to refine my views on this issue.

I intend to take this opportunity to clarify the purpose of my paper and to restate my central arguments. In addition to addressing more particular criticisms raised by readers, it is important to explore two major issues. Since my emphasis was on the central focus of James Brooke's desire, I did not address directly suggested relationships with boys. However, in his letters and poetry, James expressed sexual attraction or obsession with some of the boys - Grant, for example, and Stonhouse - and, in the case of his poem to the midshipmen, the sexual imagery of his language demonstrates one expression of desire. That the poem was preserved among Grant's papers suggests also that James communicated his desire to its object. Since, in his other writings, with one exception, James seems immune to the sexual behaviour of boys, it is not reasonable to place some weight on these indications of self-conscious sexuality and expressions of desire for boys?

It was my third contention that, if a sexual construction is to be eschewed, it is essential to explore two major issues. Since my emphasis was on the central focus of James Brooke's desire, I did not address directly suggested relationships with boys. However, in his letters and poetry, James expressed sexual attraction or obsession with some of the boys - Grant, for example, and Stonhouse - and, in the case of his poem to the midshipmen, the sexual imagery of his language demonstrates one expression of desire. That the poem was preserved among Grant's papers suggests also that James communicated his desire to its object. Since, in his other writings, with one exception, James seems immune to the sexual behaviour of boys, it is not reasonable to place some weight on these indications of self-conscious sexuality and expressions of desire for boys?


My original confidence in the meaning that can be attached to James's use of "en faronierres" was reinforced by subsequent English usage. When apartments similar to garconneries were first constructed in London, they were called 'French flats' to signify about him, elusive. One key to such understanding, it seemed to me, was the succession of relationships with boys that punctuated his life, to the importance of which his own correspondence, and that of his friends, testify eloquently. Exploring these relationships in their own terms and contexts seemed to me useful in diminishing the enigma which both Tarling and Reece identified James as presenting.

My argument has three essential foundations. I did not claim, as Lockard imagines, that James "was not just gay but perhaps promiscuously and openly so," or that he lived an "openly gay lifestyle." 'Gay' denotes a modern sexual identity neither known nor available to James. Rather, I argued that James enjoyed a series of intense relationships with teenage boys. With one exception they seem to have been British. Typically, James became attracted to them when they were in their young teens and his interest seems, point, rather, was that James loved these boys, that he expressed his love to them and, in several cases (including that of Charles Grant), went to considerable lengths to create the circumstances in which he could live with them. Indeed, for five years or so James and Charles structured their lives around their love for each other. Although the nature of any of these affections could be contested, cumulatively, their pattern dominated James's private life; their relationships provided an internal meaning and coherence beyond that of his public career. Whether or not they are seen as involving sexual elements, recognising their central importance to James, and exploring his commitment to them, or his desperation as they disintegrated, should further our understanding of him.

My second point was that James's correspondence with Cruikshank did indicate, though not unambiguously, the termination of an affair. Moreover, in his letters and poetry, James expressed sexual attraction or obsession with some of the boys - Grant, for example, and Stonhouse - and, in the case of his poem to the midshipmen, the sexual imagery of his language demonstrates one expression of desire. That the poem was preserved among Grant's papers suggests also that James communicated his desire to its object. Since, in his other writings, with one exception, James seems immune to the sexual behaviour of boys, it is not reasonable to place some weight on these indications of self-conscious sexuality and expressions of desire for boys?

It was my third contention that, if a sexual construction is to be eschewed, it is essential to explore two major issues. Since my emphasis was on the central focus of James Brooke's desire, I did not address directly suggested relationships with boys. However, in his letters and poetry, James expressed sexual attraction or obsession with some of the boys - Grant, for example, and Stonhouse - and, in the case of his poem to the midshipmen, the sexual imagery of his language demonstrates one expression of desire. That the poem was preserved among Grant's papers suggests also that James communicated his desire to its object. Since, in his other writings, with one exception, James seems immune to the sexual behaviour of boys, it is not reasonable to place some weight on these indications of self-conscious sexuality and expressions of desire for boys?
in his biography "the Rajah's private life" must indicate that St John and Grant both understood that James in fact had a 'private life', and that St John reckoned Grant to have a particular concern that it's nature not be revealed. Similarly, although the exact details are not clear, author Blackler considered James vulnerable to blackmail and his relationship with the Resident of Brunei, F. W. Douglas, is not well understood. Blackler's comments on which Blackler considered James vulnerable to blackmail remain obscure, Blackler's view on which Blackler considered James vulnerable to blackmail should not be discounted, but in this context, I uncovered no material which provided the basis for doing so. But in this context, I uncovered no material which provided the basis for doing so. But in this context, I uncovered no material which provided the basis for doing so. But in this context, I uncovered no material which provided the basis for doing so. But in this context, I uncovered no material which provided the basis for doing so.

Increasingly use terms meaningful to the people and societies whose experience they understand of each. Lockard offers a careful account of the development of Sarawak historiography. Like Lockard and the generation he seeks to represent, I too find inspiration in the work of Small, Thompson, Geertz and Scoon, and would add to that list Anderson, Errington, Warren, Milner and, from other areas of history, Sahlin, Eugene Genovese, Trumbach, Weitz and Chauncey. In the field of Sarawak history, Pringle's monumental study and Lockard's own doctoral thesis set standards that have yet to be surpassed. The attempt to

Donna Armstrong's reflections are the most supportive. Her identification of the importance of class in the negotiation by individuals of romantic and sexual spaces is apposite, and provides a context for any further exploration of James's experience. It also indicates how questions of the wider importance of James's predilections, and the way they were manifested, might relate to issues of social control and dissent among nineteenth century Britons. It is bemusing, however, that where Armstrong is uncomfortable with what she perceives as my tendency to cast "James in an uplifting light by dwelling on his positive attributes and describing him as 'one of the leading Englishmen of his generation,'" Lockard considers James, as I present him, pathetic and even contemptible in some ways, if indeed, as can be inferred from some of the episodes, he was a sexual predator, seeking to corrupt boys. What a contrast, if true, from the heroic, dashing, cultivated Brooke of imperial myth!

Donald Brown contests the importance I ascribed to avoiding a contemporary sexual vocabulary in favour of more precise and socially sensitive descriptors of Brooke's actions and emotions. Brown credits historians with an acute awareness that the understandings of one era do not always map neatly onto those of another era. He assumes also "that most if not all historians who delve into sexual issues would be aware that the terms by which we now understand sexuality might not have existed, or had lesser currency, or had other meanings or connotations in earlier eras." Brown's generous expectations seem to have been disappointed, however, by Lockard's comments, and those of Steinmeyer. Notwithstanding my eschewing the term 'homosexual', and despite my caution that heterosexual and homosexual identities, as we understand them, had little social reality among mid-nineteenth century Britons, Lockard imagines my arguing that James "was not just gay but perhaps promiscuously and openly so." Lockard's misapprehension demonstrates nicely the dangers of using terms which imply a continuity of historical experience. In doing so, historians risk conflating widely divergent social meanings. Just as ethnographers commonly seek precise, indigenous terms to describe the experiences and values of their subjects, historians of sexuality increasingly use terms meaningful to the people and societies whose experience they explore. Surely, to confuse bisexuality, masculinity, James Brooke and the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras within the same rubric (homosexuality) would confuse our understanding of each.

49. Broke to Jolly, 10 March 1830. Basil Brooke Papers, MSS Pac s. 90, vol. 1, ff. 11-12.
50. "Jack Sprat could eat no fat! His wife could eat no lean! And so between them both you see! They licked the platter clean."
appreciate the experiences of ordinary people we do not need to ignore elites. Understanding the lives of the powerless requires also an understanding the people who exercise power, and the processes through which power is manifested. After all, Marx wrote a book called Capital, not Labour. Although scholars still need to avoid the uncritical assumptions about Brooke virtue which some earlier works, examination of the characters and motivations of rulers ought not to require apology and might even contribute to a clearer understanding of the past. For a 'liberal' and 'open-minded' researcher into the social history of Kuching, might not evidence of James Brooke's love or desire for some, if not many, of his officials be important to analysing, at least, the nature of European social relations?

Yet this is precisely Lockard’s approach to the exploration of sexuality. Never mind the different cultural nuances, social realities and sexual mores of the mid-nineteenth century. The need to avoid the appropriation of post-modernism apparently requires that we impose onto other people our own historically conditioned sexual classifications and identities. ‘To love a youth is to be ‘gay’. To live with him is to be ‘openly gay’. To love more than once is to be ‘promiscuous’. Never mind that, in the Royal Navy, children as young as ten were flogged or whipped, and sent into battle. To love teenagers would render James “a sexual predator, seeking to corrupt boys.” Since, in the nineteenth century, boys could marry at 14 and girls at 12, Lockard’s late twentieth century sensitivity to the age of the youths James loved is misplaced.

It is not just that Lockard is reluctant to treat sexual history with the same sensitivity he enjoins us to display in writing about the history of western Asia. “Sexual orientation,” he claims, “was a topic which we older, open-minded liberals may have considered of secondary importance, a personal preference we did not want to judge, or else difficult to substantiate conclusively.” Conclusive evidence of penetration is, indeed, rarely encountered. But evidence of desire and love, and the patterns of their enactment, are susceptible to enquiry. Nor, it seems to me, does Lockard accurately characterise those he includes in his generation. My criticism of Nicholas Tarling’s treatment of James’s sexuality was not that he ignored it, but that his use of inadequate and inappropriate conceptualisations led to its misrepresentation. And I do not accept that, even for that ‘older, open-minded’ generation, evidence of love was not a proper, even central, concern for a biographer, as Lockard seems to suggest.

Lockard has long considered that Sarawak history “has been seriously distorted by the tendency of historians to focus primarily on the Brooke and the peculiar nature of their rule.” Considerable progress has been made, however, in overcoming this imbalance. Lockard’s own works, and those of, for example, Chew, Reece, Cramb, Ooi, Stauden, Samel and Armstrong have widened the field significantly. Moreover, to

4. ”Testimony of Robert Hentig, The Borneo Question, or The Evidence Produced at Singapore before the Commission Charged with the Enquiry into the facts relating to Sir James Brooke, KCB etc. Singapore: Alfred Santamuel, 1834, p. 35.
arguments in order to focus on relatively minor points of detail, he downplays evidence I presented to render it insignificant, or exaggerates it into absurd caricature. He repeatedly seeks to silence the voices of James's contemporaries by substituting his own views for their testimony, and he assumes that James Brooke shared his own motivations.

Steinmayer’s inability to comprehend that desire can be, and most often is, manifested and enacted in many ways other than penetration is, simply, grotesque. By refusing to allow the distinctions from which my analysis proceeded, however, Steinmayer seeks to clear the way to deploy his second rhetorical strategy, either depersonalizing evidence or exaggerating it beyond recognition. For example, William Blackler did not just behave rudely to James, as Steinmayer claims. Blackler sought to blackmail him. More egregiously, Steinmayer (in a misperception he shares with Lockard) cannot believe that homosexual favouritism had any part in James’s choosing Charles Johnson to succeed him. If James loved Charles, would he go so far as committing incest... with his nephew? Would Charles, an eminently heterosexual man, have played catamar to gain the throne?

But I did not argue that James fucked Charles Johnson (or vice versa), nor did I speculate about Johnson’s own feelings or actions. I presented evidence that James loved Charles far more than he loved Brooke Brooke. I queried whether the intensity of James’s emotions affected the complexities of the Sarawak succession. And as the correspondence that I quoted demonstrates clearly, Brooke Brooke was himself uneasy about the consequences for his succession of Johnson’s place in James’s affection. Steinmayer also misreads my purpose in describing Brooke’s manners and appearance, noting that I quoted St John and others describing Brooke’s handsome appearance, sympathetic and affectionate character. He was a charming man in public and at dinner, he conversed well. Brooke was elegant in his dress and displayed good taste in his manner of living. Does Walker really mean us to believe that we should accept these qualities as evidence of homosexuality...? And what about Brooke’s ‘baroque’ sharpness of tongue? Does Walker mean to say that Brooke was, in gay parlance, ‘bitchy’? (original emphasis)

I am accused by Steinmayer of shamefully appealing to a caricature of an homosexual, reminding him, apparently, of the Inquisition. He flatters me. The conclusions I drew from the descriptions that I quoted were precise, and focused on the aesthetic image of James to which they contributed, an image which continues to dominate the literature and to deny his complexity:

James’s passion for elegance and adornment, his preference for feminine perfumes and the baroque sharpness of his tongue do not support the aesthetic images of him that were manufactured to explain his lack of sexual interest in women and to preclude sexual interpretations of his relationships with youths and young men: James presented a complex model of masculinity which was irreconcilable with the emerging, muscular traditions of imperial Christianity which he seems to have delighted in ridiculing.

Although this might remind Steinmayer of the way homosexual men sometimes have been characterised in the twentieth century, it approximates more closely that eighteenth century role and identity, of which Steinmayer seems unaware, the dandy, and its eighteenth century precursor, the rake.

It is not clear to me why Steinmayer objects to my use of ‘courtship’, ‘whim’ or ‘seduced’, or apparently finds such significance in them. 'Courtship' describes exactly James’s behaviour towards Charles Grant following their meeting. He bombarded him with letters importuning friendship and correspondence, he presented him with expensive gifts, offered him patronage and influence in the Straits Command and bought him dinners. Similarly, ‘whim’ seems an appropriate expression for the grounds on which James claimed he would allow Charles to alter his itinerary in 1847. Notwithstanding the Sultan of Brunei’s later ratification of James’s position in Sarawak, James initially 'seduced' power. On 23 September 1841, he loaded Regatta’s guns with grape and brought the ship broadside to the town. Under cover of the guns, he landed a group of armed followers and was joined by 200 Sarawak Malays. The party marched (under arms) to Hassim’s residence, where Hassim granted Brooke an audience under threat of violence. Brooke declared his loyalty to Hassim and demonstrated against Makota. Brooke recorded that, in the face of his armed strength, Hassim “was frightened,” and agreed to install Brooke in the government of the province.

Steinmayer has an enviable capacity, denied to scholars, for preferring his own opinions to the testimony of James’s contemporaries. Thus Steinmayer would explain James’s love of dressing up in home-designed uniforms by reference to his position as “king of Sarawak, and a high British civil servant,” citing the practice of Naval commanders assuming full dress uniform for battle. But, whatever Steinmayer might think, Mrs McDougall, a more reliable witness of mid-nineteenth mores, found James’s sympathetic and affectionate character. He was a charming man in gay parlance, ‘bitchy’? (original emphasis)

In objecting to my suggestion that James’s refusal to stay at school after his friend, Western, had left might reflect an “emotional dependence” or “romantic friendship,” Steinmayer demands to know my “grounds for assuming that the popular myth of Public-School-As-Bathhouse ought to be taken as truth.” For evidence of the extent and


Brooke, Iris, I, pp. 270-271; Brooke, Dido, I, pp. 251-252."
Furthermore, his records make evident his ability to take advantage of the acceptability of romantic friendship between English schoolboys. Steinmayer has only to read Disraeli's 1844 novel, Coningsby:

At school, friendship is a passion. It entrances the being; it tears the soul. All loves of after-life can never bring its rapture, or its wretchedness; no bliss so absorbing, no pang of jealousy or despair so crushing, or so keen! What tenderness and what devotion! What illimitable confidence; infinite revelations of inmost thoughts; what ecstatic present and romantic future; what bitter estrangements and what melting reconciliations; what scenes of wild recrimination, what agitating explanations, passionate correspondence; what innate sensitiveness, and what frantic sensibility; what earthquakes of the heart and whirlwinds of the soul are confined in that simple phrase, a school-boy's friendship.

And although I did not argue that there was any necessarily sexual connection between Western and James, it is clear that, often, boys' friendships were not just romantic. William Thackeray recorded that, on his arrival at Charterhouse in 1817, he was instructed by a schoolmate to "Come & frig me." According to John Addington Symonds, during his time at Marrow every "boy of good looks had a female nickname, and a boy who yielded his person to an older lover was known as the elder lad's 'bitch'."

Most remarkably of all, Steinmayer purports to know that, if James ever had sex, it was loudly:

a ship is a sounding box; there is no way you can do anything on a long voyage without everyone knowing about it. If Brooke had buggery a ship was a sounding box, it would be known to the lower deck as well as the upper...

The timber houses of Queensland are also sounding boxes, yet generations of Queensland children have grown up unaware of their parents' lovemaking. I have one friend who consummated her marriage in the stacks of a university library, without detection, and another who had sex under a blanket on a bus crowded with schoolboy footballers who remained oblivious to the lust in their midst. Variations in human sexual conduct, including silent passion, have ceased to surprise me.

The final strategy Steinmayer deploys is to assume that James Brooke and he share a sexual adventure, and purporting to "know that present day SE Asia is aswarm with western pederasts," Steinmayer wonders, "if James Brooke were indeed avid of the pleasures of empire. He wonders, "if James Brooke were indeed avid of the pleasures of empire. He wonders, "if James Brooke were indeed avid of the pleasures of empire. He wonders, "if James Brooke were indeed avid of the pleasures of empire. He wonders, "if James Brooke were indeed avid of the pleasures of empire.

In one sense, of course, the answer to this is yes. As I conclude in my paper, James's actions and the pursuit of his preoccupations were facilitated by the construction of imperial relations in which he was implicated.

We cannot be certain what St John referred to when he noted of James that, "though formed by nature to shine in the most refined society, yet over-sensitiveness made him shun all so refined. But it is possible that James's attachment to youths, itself, perhaps, a consequence of shyness and insecurity, made him feel more comfortable outside Society, on the fringes of empire and in a social space in which he was dominant.

The more pedestrian point of Steinmayer's comments, however, seems to be that, if James were attracted to youths, he would have been attracted to southeast Asian youths. Apart from Budrudeen, there is no evidence that James was, to ape Steinmayer's command of camp argot, a rice queen. Notwithstanding the many British midshipmen who engaged his attention, James barely notices Sarawak youths or boys in his correspondence. Comments that he made in a letter to his mother in 1841 provide almost the only exception to this.

My little Dyak is a charming fellow, and has quite lost all the subservient timidity of the native. I have likewise a Bugis, somewhat older, a very intelligent boy, but very passionate, and these two are taught daily to read English, and have progressed to ba-be-bi. The former of these boys I will, when he acquires a little more knowledge, have baptised as Singapore - the latter is already a Mahomedan.

To conclude, Lockard questions whether, even with its "many interesting and valid points... the whole [of my paper] is really greater than the sum of its parts." Perhaps it isn't. But for as long as James Brooke is considered important to the course of nineteenth century Sarawak and Brunei history, or the development of Britain's imperial presence in southeast Asia, it behoves historians to try to understand him. Whether or not James ever had sex with anyone (and, clearly, I consider it more than likely that he did), recognising that he needed, sought and received love, and that he suffered intensely when his relationships disintegrated, without attracting scandal or opprobrium, should help this process. It is not surprising that scholars who insist on classifying James as an aesthetic sexual, as repressed or latent, and who ignore or deprecate his expressed need for emotional commitment and companionship, find him enigmatic and, ultimately, unapproachable. James was not just a Victorian hero, suited to adorning walls in the homes of Victorian fathers, he was a complex and complete character, comprehensible of whose inner life should increase our understanding of his public career.

Moreover, despite Steinmayer's determination to discount my paper as another absurd exercise in 'gay history', James's extensive archive offers historians interested in reflecting on love and desire in the mid-nineteenth century another opportunity for...
detailed study. But, to recall Edward Norman's comments with which I began my paper, this would require them to turn their gaze from the mirror to the past.

BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

BORNEO STUDIES IN ITALY

Rossella Oldrati and Giuliana Malpezzi
Bocconi University Library—Periodicals Dept.
Via U. Goetti, 5
20136 Milano, Italy
Tel. +39 2 58365104 Fax +39 2 58365016
rossella. oldrati@biblio.unibocconi.it

We would like to share with members of the Borneo Research Council information on the current state of Borneo studies in Italy.

1) Language teaching

Bahasa Indonesia is taught in Milan at Is. I. A. O. (Italian Institute for Africa and the Far East): a three year course of language and culture (history, geography, literature including theatre, anthropology and ethnology).

Bahasa Indonesia is also taught at the University of Naples (Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli): four years advanced course of language and literature for a Master of Arts Degree in oriental languages. Prof. S. Faizah Soenoto Riva can be contacted for information on tuition and the institute's research program.

2) Culture

Centro di Cultura Italia-Asia "G. Scalici" promotes cultural activities related to East Asia. The program for the 1997-98 winter season: 18 November 1997: included a conference by Prof. Francesco Montesorso on: "Women in Malaysia and Indonesia," a survey of pre-Islamic institutions related to the social position of women, marriage, dowry, prostitution, and temporary marriage; and 3 February 1998: "Voices from the Rainforest," a presentation of Bruno Manser's book on the Penan of Sarawak; the speaker: Gianni Pedrazzi, anthropologist.

The preliminary program being planned for 1998/99 will include: October/November: "Far East and eros;" March 16 1999: "A tour of Asia in 80 years, Italian travellers in Indonesia from Elio Modigliani to Tiziano Terzani;" speaker: Prof. Guido Corradi of Is. I. A. O. Milano; April 16 1999: conference: "Dance as ritual, possession and trance," showing an unpublished video by the speaker; Prof. Vito Di Bernardi of SienaUniversity; and finally date to be fixed: seminar, "Religion in Indonesia: the cases of Java, Bali, Sulawesi and Kalimantan," coordinator: Giuliana Malpezzi.

Centro di Cultura recently published a book entitled Indonesia from Tradition to Actuality AA.VV. (we are now preparing an English version). The quarterly review, Quaderni Asianti, offers the opportunity to students, scholars, and researchers to publish their studies. To be published soon: (1) an anthology of contemporary Indonesian literature, bilingual edition in Italian/Indonesian-Literary criticism and a presentation of
the authors in Italian; and (2) Oriente in cucina: catering of Indian, Chinese, Japanese, and Indonesian dishes- Grand gourmet and high class service. For information please contact Giuliana Malpezzi at ita-indo@geocities.com

3) Current Borneo Research in Italy

The anthropologist Gianni Pedrini works in cooperation with the University of Padova. Having done fieldwork in Punan villages in Kalimantan he organizes seminars and works in contact with the Bruno Manser Foundation of Switzerland.

Mrs. Antonia Soriente, a University of Naples graduate in linguistics, has been living in Jakarta for seven years and is conducting field research on Kenyah languages in Malaysia, with Prof. James Collins. Both Gianni Pedrini and Antonia Soriente can be contacted at our email address:

gianni.pedrini@biblio.uni-bocconi.it

The Italy-Indonesia friendship network, Milan, maintains a website address at:

http://www.geocities.com/TheTropics/Shores/5971@mailto:ita-indo@geocities.com

LONG DANCE SONGS

Gini Gorlinski
School of Music
Northwestern University
711 Elin Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208-1200

I am an ethnomusicologist who has worked among Kenyah peoples in both East Kalimantan and Sarawak for about three years (1986-88; 1992-93). In July 1998, I am planning to return to Sarawak to initiate a new project which will focus on the shifting community, and as people define themselves along different lines. One of the communities I ultimately hope to include in this project is that of academics involved in Kenyah peoples of both East Kalimantan and Sarawak for about three years (1986-88; 1992-93). In July 1998, I am planning to return to Sarawak to initiate a new project which will focus on the shifting status of "long-dance songs" (e.g. "Liling" or "Liling") as they move beyond the Kenyah communities. I ultimately hope to include in this project is that of academics involved in Borneo studies. How have these songs been viewed from an academic perspective? What reasons for the inclusion or exclusion of this repertoire have been the reasons for the inclusion or exclusion of this repertoire have been the reasons for the inclusion or exclusion of this repertoire from works on song, dance, verse, oral literature, and oral tradition, and how does this relate to the way we (academics) tend to define ourselves, as well as those with whom we interact as we undertake our studies in Borneo? I would very much like to discuss these matters with members of the Borneo Research Council.

INFERRING HUMAN SUBSISTENCE AND ECOLOGY AT NIAH CAVE'S WEST MOUTH

John Krigbaum

Department of Anthropology, New York University
25 Waverly Place, New York, NY 10003 U.S.A.

Niah Cave's West Mouth in Niah National Park (Fourth Division, Sarawak, Malaysia) is among the most important archaeological sites in Southeast Asia as it contains one of the longest records of human habitation in the region. In addition to the famous "Deep Skull" which may date to 40,000 BP, a large but fragmentary human burial series (n=175+) was recovered that has been dated to between 14,000-2,000 BP. This series provides an unparalleled resource for diachronic studies addressing late Quaternary prehistory and ecology in a tropical lowland setting.

The West Mouth assemblage extends over a late Pleistocene-Holocene period characterized by rising sea levels, changing rainforest conditions, migrating human groups, and the introduction of rice agriculture. My research focuses on changing patterns of human subsistence in light of these ecological and cultural factors. The skeletal material provides a direct means to infer dietary trends among human foragers inhabiting the Niah area during this period of biocultural change. Toward this end, I apply stable isotope ratio analysis to samples of bone and tooth tissues (human and Suman) in order to model each individual's diet. These techniques are well established and provide absolute quantitative signatures of total dietary intake. For example, stable carbon isotopic results are based on the ratio of δ13C of carbon dioxide present in an individual's bone and tooth. In conjunction with critical review of available archaeological and paleoenvironmental records, I am assembling evidence to elucidate changing human behavior at Niah.

To date, the isotopic analysis has yielded positive results from the mineral fraction of bone (hydroxyapatite). Ideally, data from the organic (collagen) fraction of tooth and bone would be used in conjunction with the mineral fraction to model individual diet. However all analyses attempting to get collagen out of this material have been unsuccessful, owing to poor preservation. Although this limits the analysis, data from mammalian tooth enamel demonstrate significant variation in stable carbon isotope values (δ13C) for omnivorous humans inhabiting a C3-dominated ecosystem. Results suggest that pre-Neolithic individuals were more dependent on terrestrial foodstuffs, while later ceramic-associated (Neolithic) individuals were increasingly feeding on marine resources, probably as a consequence of the post-glacial rise in sea level. Data from mammalian tooth enamel also show a remarkable range of δ13C values that, in part, reflect taxon-specific diet and feeding location within different levels of the forest canopy. These δ13C values, when compared to the δ13C values of their modern conspecifics, suggest more open-forested conditions during the terminal Pleistocene-early Holocene, as suggested in previous studies of the West Mouth fauna.
given a warm welcome, we were invited to spend the night in his house. Since it is customary in Kalimantan to not reject an offer made by the kepala desa, we decided to stay. A young doctor from Jakarta lived in the same house with her husband. The doctor was fulfilling a three-year contract in the Sekatak region. During dinner we were asked about our future plans and the reason for our trip. All the occupants of the house and also friends of the village chief were present during this meal. I told the natives about my collection of blowpipe dart containers. I showed them some photographs and told them that I intended to go further upstream since I hoped to get some beautiful containers there. We were then kindly asked by the village chief to enter all facts concerning our trip as well as our date of arrival in a book. Doing so, I saw that some non-local people had already been there before us. Mr. Achmad Bansir, the village chief's brother, told me that he could not offer me any dart containers but that he had something else to offer me. Then he showed me the bronze waterbuffalo, which he immediately offered for sale. We fixed the price at US $250, which I counted out before all present and gave to Mr. Bansir.

Introduction

In 1995, an Austrian collector and his wife, Edmund and Petra Grundner, during a visit to East Kalimantan, acquired a bronze figure of a waterbuffalo and rider (see Photos 1 and 2). The figure, weighing 1980 grams, stands 18 cms high and is 24.7 cms in length. In 1996 the figure was sent by Mr. Grundner to the Max Planck Institute in Heidelberg for thermoluminescence dating. The results (see Figure 1) yielded a remarkably early date, placing the age of the figure at 2,670 years, plus/minus 610. Accepting this date, the figure was probably cast sometime around 680 B.C. (again, plus or minus 610 years).

Mr. Grundner, at the request of Dr. Martin Baier, wrote a brief account of the circumstances surrounding the figure’s acquisition and of a visit he made to the burial site in which it is said to have been discovered. An English translation of Mr. Grundner’s account follows:

Description of the Place and Circumstances in which the Figure Was Found [by Edmund Grundner]

For over nine years my wife and I have spent the main part of the winter months in Borneo, mainly in various areas of East Kalimantan. Our interest focuses on the traditional peoples of the region who still lead a partly nomadic life. It is extremely difficult to get to these peoples, however, as they live at the headwaters of the river systems. Years ago I started collecting containers for poison blowpipe darts in East Kalimantan. Over the years, this collection has reached considerable dimensions.

During one of our trips, my wife and I traveled to Sekatak Buji. We arrived on January 15th, 1995. Usually visitors are introduced to the kepala kampung (or kepala desa); for that reason, we called at his house immediately after our arrival. After being

1Here we wish to thank Otmar Rudolf, professor emeritus, Reed College, for his assistance in translating this account.

2Muara Sekatak is located southwest of Tarakan Island in a mangrove and nipah swamp area that comprises much of the coastal region of Kalimantan Timur. Sekatak Buji is located to the north of Muara Sekatak, near the headwaters of the Sekatak River. Along the Sekatak River can be found small villages, most inhabited by the dominant coastal Muslims. Sometimes, however, these villages consist of traditional-looking longhouses. These belong to the Orang Berusu. However, most Orang Berusu families live in these longhouses only at certain intervals. For the greater part of the year they live in longhouses or simple huts located further upstream, where they grow rice by shifting cultivation. Still further upstream are found families of semi-nomadic Punan.

Sekatak Bengara is located in the southern part of the Muara Sekatak region. Here three small rivers form a labyrinth of channels and dead-end waterways. The southernmost of these three rivers is called the Sungai Mentadau.

In reply to my questions about the origin of the buffalo, Mr. Bansir told me that it had come from an old burial site on the Mentadau River. He had brought the figure home after a visit to an Orang Berusu man. This Orang Berusu native assured him that his own father had brought the figure home from an old burial site at Sungai Mentadau years ago. He had then given it to his children as a toy. Mr. Bansir pointed out that it would certainly be no problem for me to visit the burial site since some villagers would know its location and could take me there, if I wanted to go. Getting there, he added, would only require some climbing skills.

All of the people present, including the village chief of Sekatak Buji, confirmed Mr. Bansir’s information. Even the young doctor from Jakarta knew about the burial site.
The term "cave" is probably incorrect, as the burial site consists of a natural recess about 20 meters wide and 3 to 4 meters deep, which is cut into the vertical rock face at a height of about 4 meters. It proved a risky climb to reach this recess using the wooden pole that leaned against the rock face. The pole proved to be rotten and slippery, but was the only available means of ascent. The floor of the niche is relatively even. It consists of limestone covered with a 0 to 3 centimeter layer of sand, which seems to have fallen from the ceiling over the years.

A relatively large number of coffins lay scattered over the floor, but they seemed to follow a certain pattern. Their shape reminded us of the little dugout canoes still used by the natives. The boat-like shape of the coffins changes into a stylized buffalo head at the front end. The coffins were carved from ironwood (Kayu ulin) and have a bulbous cover which fits neatly into the lower part. The gap between the lower part of the coffin and the cover is sealed with damar resin. In addition, cover and coffin are bound with rattan. This rattan is intact on most of the coffins. The old, rotten rattan fastenings would definitely have broken if anyone had tried to remove them. Although the coffins are situated in a sheltered location their surface shows signs of considerable age. Some of the coffins, however, have brighter, thus newer, rattan fastenings. Thus, we may conclude that these coffins have been opened, maybe to check their contents. Then they were tied up again, using fresh rattan. The size of the coffins varies. Among them we found some very small children's coffins. These are located especially in the eastern part of the rock recess. Sometimes the coffins show simple ornamentation of white pigment, possibly kaolin, which was dabbed on. This ornamentation reminded us more of the point-like ornamentation used by the Aborigines of northern Australia rather than the ornamental painting more typical of Borneo. Judging from their appearance, it follows that these coffins probably differ widely in age. Considering the location of these coffins, which is protected from the weather, the oldest might well be of some considerable age.

It has always been customary in Borneo to put precious personal belongings in the graves. Thus we find burial objects scattered around the various coffins. We hold that these burial objects make it relatively easy to estimate the approximate age of the respective coffins to which they belong. Thus, under normal circumstances, a coffin lying next to a mandau, a traditional sword used for headhunting, must be older, for example, than a coffin which has aluminium cooking pots as burial objects. It seems worth mentioning that many of the seemingly oldest coffins had no burial objects beside them at all, although nearby these coffins a visitor might expect to find the most beautiful items. To me it is obvious that these more precious burial objects have been stolen by grave robbers. This assumption seems justified since they are not likely to have rotted away. Because the figure of the waterbuffalo with rider was also removed from this burial site, the question arises as to why it was not removed earlier. Obviously the defilers of the graves were not "professional" thieves since a professional thief would definitely have taken the bronze statue, for at least he would have suspected its importance. Possibly the thieves were ordinary people in whose eyes a heavily ornamented mandau or a Chinese porcelain jar was far more valuable than a slightly damaged waterbuffalo. The fact that the Orang Berusu native who removed the figure did so in order to give it to his children seems to back up this assumption.
Surrounding the newest coffins, which I would guess to be about 30 or 40 years old, were iron and tin cooking utensils, tea tins, baskets, mats, glass and ceramic plates, glasses, scraps of fabric, and even a rolled-up mattress. These recent objects give the burial site something of the appearance of a "dump." According to information given to us by the local peoples, the community was formerly divided into caste-like ranks and only those of the highest rank were buried on the Mentadau River.

When asked whether some of the coffins had been inspected or opened, some of the natives admitted that maybe "bad people," as they called them, may have searched the coffins for diamonds and gold jewellery. In my opinion, however, the fate of the coffins in the recess has no connection with the statue of the water buffalo. If you only take the considerable age difference between the coffins and the water buffalo into account, it seems obvious that there is no connection with the statue. I believe that this rock shelter must have existed for thousands of years and served much earlier generations as a burial site before those described above. Fortunately the statue of the water buffalo could survive and thanks to the pieces of ceramic present in the buffalo's legs an exact analysis of its age was possible.

An Afterword

The figure of a rider seated on a water buffalo is, in itself, of considerable cultural interest in Borneo. Dr. Baier reports that a similar figure, in this case a wooden buffalo and rider set on four wheels, with two axles, has been described by P. te Wechel (1915, "Erinnerungen aus den Ost- und West-Dusun-Ländern (Borneo)," Internationales Archiv für Ethnographie, Vol. 22, 1-24), being used by a Paju Epat priest during a healing ceremony. Dr. Baier reports that in October 1996 he met an old Paju Epat priest at Murutuwu who claims to have participated in a similar curing ritual during the Japanese Occupation in which a small wooden buffalo and rider on wheels was also used.

Dr. Martin Baier has kindly agreed to act as an intermediary for any scholar wishing further information on the bronze figure described here. Queries should be addressed to Dr. phil. Martin Baier, W.-FR. LAUR-WEG 6, D-72379 Hechingen, GERMANY. Dr. Magdalene von Dewall presented a report on this figure at the IPPA conference in Malacca. In concluding, we would stress the significance of this figure and the urgent need to protect sites such as this one from which it may still be possible to recover, with careful archaeological research, invaluable information relating to the early cultural history of Borneo. The BRC does not in any way condone the private collection of antiquities. We are grateful to Mr. Grundner, however, for allowing us to present this brief communication, both because of the significance of the object itself, but also because of the attraction it draws to the need for serious cultural conservation measures.

---

**Figure 1. Thermoluminescence dating results**
GLIMPSES OF THE INDO-PACIFIC PREHISTORY ASSOCIATION (IPPA) CONFERENCE HELD IN MELAKA, 1-7 JULY, 1998

Judging by the large attendance at the 1998 IPPA conference, a once every four-year event, it was a huge success. The conference organizers, Adi Haji Taht (National Museum of Malaysia) and Peter Bellwood (ANU) are to be congratulated for their tireless and cheerful handling of all meeting logistics, not to mention the pleasant smiles and unfailing support of the entire host committee. It was a most informative session in a lovely setting, with great people and delicious food.

A plenary session, "Current Research in Malaysian Archaeology," was held on the first morning of the conference, focusing on some impressive work by Malaysian archaeologists. Ipoi Datan (Sarawak Museum), Stephen Chia (USM) and Mohd. Mohd. Saidin (USM) presented aspects of their research on the prehistory of Borneo.

Ipoi Datan offered an overview of past and present archaeological activities in Sarawak. He discussed the important role the Museum plays in following local adat (customary law) while at the same time conducting specific tasks, often under complex and difficult situations. Important salvage projects organized by Sarawak Museum staff were highlighted. These included the mid-80s work at Batang Ai and the mid-90s survey work and relocation of longhouse cemeteries in the upper Belaga area associated with the (now shelved) Bakun Dam HEP.

Stephen Chia and Mohd. Mohd. Saidin, both associated with the Centre for Archaeology Research Malaysia, discussed aspects of their recent research in Sarawak. Chia's work at Bukit Tengkorak (near Semporna) presented new southeastern Sabah, Chia's work at Bukit Tengkorak (near Semporna) presented new data for this mid-late Neolithic coastal site and new data on obsidian sourcing. Electron-probe analysis of a sample of 30 obsidian flakes extended and complemented the work of Bellwood (1989) at the same site. Artifacts from the Talauland Islands (Indonesia) and Talasea (New Britain) were determined important source points for obsidian recovered—the Talauland artifact source (geological source unknown) being more common in earlier Neolithic levels and the Talasea source more common in later Neolithic levels. A new source location (the Admiralty Islands) was indicated by a single obsidian flake. Clearly, interesting exchange networks existed here that show evidence of pre-Lapita seafaring trade.

Mohd. Mohd. Saidin reviewed findings from three sites in Malaysia, including Tingkayu in southeastern Sabah. The paleoenvironmental context of this Late Pleistocene site (along the shore of ancient Lake Tingkayu) was discussed as being various aspects of site, including the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage. The site's primary function was that of a quarry, with the stone tool assemblage.

The second day featured the all-Borneo session entitled "Recent Advances in Bornean Archaeology," convened by Ipoi Datan and John Krigbaum. The goal of this session was to treat the island as one geographical entity rather than as four politically distinct parts. Six papers were presented covering a wide range of archaeological issues. The first half focused on work in northern Borneo (Sarawak mainly) and included papers by Terry Harrson (NYU), John Krigbaum (NYU), Chris Doherty (Oxford), Paul Beavitt (Leicester), and Edmund Kurui (Sarawak Museum).

Krigbaum's paper (read by Krigbaum) was a review of the primate faunas recovered from key archaeological sites in Sarawak (Niah, Bau Caves, Gua Sireh) and Sabah (Madai Caves). Primate remains from archaeological contexts can be useful in elucidating trends in Late Pleistocene climate change and in understanding prehistoric hunting patterns. For example, comparing the modern distribution of the orangutans with its distribution in Recent prehistory (i.e., extensive remains at Niah Cave's West Mouth) reveal important clues regarding paleoecological changes in northern Borneo during the late Quaternary. These factors, in addition to increased hunting pressure, have likely affected the current distribution of orangutans.

Krigbaum then presented stable isotope data on teeth enamel from Niah Cave’s West Mouth. Both humans and faunal remains were analyzed for δ13C values and compared to background data characterizing the modern Sarawak foodweb. Dietary profiles for each taxon were presented in relation to changing local ecology in the Niah area and changing food habits of humans. A shift in δ13C values was noted between pre-ceramic (pre-Neolithic) adults and ceramic-associated adults (Neolithic), suggesting that resources became an important food source for people at Niah after the site reached its near-present-day level. Eleven new AMS dates on Niah Cave charcoal were also presented, ranging from ca. 3,000 to 3,000 BP with a cluster of dates at 19,000 BP, suggesting that the site was used during the Last Glacial Maximum.

New data on rice inclusions in prehistoric ceramics from sites in Sarawak (including Niah) were presented by Doherty, Beavitt and Edmund Kurui. Their ever-expanding database has documented a number of new localities with evidence for rice-tempered pottery (carbonized husk remains and molds), covering a period from ca. 4000-3000 BP to 400 BP. One sherd with rice from the West Mouth was associated with a burial bone dated to 4,990 ± 90 BP. Future work should help confirm existing Niah dates and secure new AMS dates on important features/sherds. Sourcing studies confirmed that Niah pottery was manufactured with local clays. Interestingly, in sherds showing evidence for rice, some have large amounts, suggesting intentional use of rice as a tempering agent, others have small amounts, suggesting incidental/accidental inclusion. How this variability correlates with functional/ decorative aspects of earthenware manufacture is the subject of continued research.

The second half of the all-Borneo session focused on work in Kalimantan and included papers by Karina Arifin (ANU), Retno Handini (University of Yogyakarta, Jakarta), Harry Widianto (BAY, Yogyakarta), and Jean-Michel Chatine (L'Université de Provence).

Karina Arifin discussed her archaeological and ethnographic survey work in the Kabupaten Berau, East Kalimantan. She reviewed the first-archaeological work done in this region and also described four different localities she visited, including the Teluk Sambang and Birang River areas, where the Basea are known to occupy rock shelters intermittently. Several exciting rock shelters show much promise for future excavation, work to be carried out by Karina and colleagues as part of her dissertation research.

Retno Handini and Harry Widianto presented ethnoarchaeological observations of the Dayak Lawangan communities of Central Kalimantan. They focused on two
fundamental themes: subsistence and religion. Traditional tools and techniques employed in slash and burn horticulture and in hunting/butchering were discussed in relation to the archaeological record. Likewise, aspects of Kaharingan ancestor worship and secondary burial practice were presented.

Chazine concluded the session with a discussion of his ethnoarchaeological observations in Central and East Kalimantan (Kutai-Sangkulirang area mainly) and on the island of Palawan. Notes on traditional communities inhabiting caves and rock shelters were carefully documented and compared. Interestingly, the people observed in their local community during times of intensive hunting and bird's nest collection. In contrast, people in Palawan inhabiting caves and rock shelters demonstrated extensive ties with their parent communities. These observations in addition to addressing the more tangible archaeological record (variability and distribution of stone tool and pottery assemblages) form the corpus of Chazine's future research.

Other sessions at the conference touched on Borneo concerns in various contexts, such as pottery, linguistics, and the biocultural history of the Orang Asli of West Malaysia. Notable reviews pertinent to Borneo included Bill Solheim's overview of pottery in Southeast Asia and Matthew Spriggs and Peter Bellwood's discussion of linguistic subgroups and "chronometric hygiene" as they pertain to the Indo-Malay complex. These observations in addition to addressing the more tangible archaeological record could provide a wealth of first-hand oral accounts recorded for the first time.

In its final chapters, the book describes the prolonged conflict of Sarawak in early 1945, in particular the guerilla war waged by the SRD (better known now as "Z Force") on the Rejang where the Iban turned against the Japanese. The work of the post-war Australian military administration is also described and the occupation's long-term significance is examined.

During his research, Bob Reece made extensive use of archives in Canberra, London, Washington, and Kuching and interviewed British, Australian, and Japanese civilian and military veterans as well as people from all over Sarawak who lived through the era. The book is a social history of the occupation, providing a wealth of first-hand oral accounts recorded for the first time.

The conference continued for a week and afterwards, some 140 participants went on a cultural performance at Dewan Pusat Sivik, accompanied by torrential rains. The group was transported to archaeological cave sites in the area (Gua Batu Cincin, Gua Chawas, Gua Cha, and Gua Peraling). En route, a wonderful dancing and singing show was put on by the Temiar ethnic group of Orang Asli at Post Tohoi (lunch was served al fresco). About 40 participants continued on to Sarawak to visit Kuching and the Sarawak Museum. Archaeological sites featured were Samtubong and Gua Sreth. The group continued on to Niah National Park, where Ipoi Datan and Edmund Kurui of the Sarawak Museum led a tour of Niah Cave.

(Masa Jepun: Sarawak Under the Japanese 1941-1945)

Bob Reece

In this book, Professor Bob Reece of Murdoch University traces the story of Sarawak's three and a half years under Japanese rule during World War II. Setting the scene with the ceremony of Brooke rule in September 1941, he narrates what is known of the early history of the Japanese in Sarawak before describing preparations for war, the "miracle" invasion of Kuching on Christmas Eve and the subsequent fate of the European population.

The book goes on to outline the policies of the Japanese military administration and its efforts to reduce the wealth and influence of the Chinese as well as to encourage economic self-sufficiency, notably in rice. Particular attention is paid to the way in which people adapted and improvised in response to drastic shortages of consumer goods, including cloth and medicines. A major focus is the experience of individuals during the occupation, ranging from the European civilian and military internees at Batu Lintang prison camp in Kuching to the Iban of the Rejang River. To a large extent, the book is a social history of the occupation, providing a wealth of first-hand oral accounts recorded for the first time.
The Bulungan Research Forest (BRF) is located in the Bulungan District, in East Kalimantan adjacent to the Kayan Mentarang National Forest. Together the two areas constitute an expanse of more than 1.7 million hectares and lie in the heart of one of Asia’s largest remaining areas of tropical rain forest. They also form a natural unit for integrated management. BRF lies in the watersheds of the Tubu, Malinau, and Bahau Rivers; the upper Bahau is the western limit of the site. Although there are small areas of farmland and secondary forests on the Tubu and Bahau Rivers, the area is almost entirely covered by primary hill dipterocarp forests, with elevations ranging from 100 to 2000 m above sea level. The forest in this area has been identified as having particular value for biodiversity conservation as it includes extensive areas of medium diversity forest on level terrain which is unusual in this mountainous region.

The people inhabiting the area are mainly Punan (Tubu river) and Kenyah rice farmers who practice extensive agroforestry and harvest non-timber forest products (NTFP), such as gaharu (Aquilaria spp.) and birds’ nests. A state-owned logging company, INHUTANI II, started selective logging activities in early 1997 in the eastern part of the Project. The 321,000 ha includes production and protected forests. The Project site shows many of the characteristics of other tropical forests, particularly the increasing competition for forest use among different interests, such as selective logging, shifting cultivation, collection of NTFP, coal mining, and oil palm plantations.

A Vision Statement

CIFOR’s mission is to contribute to the sustained well-being of countries, particularly in the tropics, through collaborative strategies and applied research and related activities in forest systems and forestry, and by promoting the transfer of appropriate new technologies and adoption of new methods of social organization for national development. Within the context of this mission the Bulungan Research Forest Program will provide an integrated understanding of:

- Social and biophysical processes and interactions;
- Landscape dynamics, ecological functions and values;
- The knowledge, needs, motivations and rights of all stakeholders.

We will develop an adaptive research framework for anticipating, assessing and responding to scenarios of change in Bulungan. Beneficial actions will be identified and promoted, and their wider application will be examined. Our interdisciplinary program is long-term, and incorporates and respects the experience and expertise of local, national and international partners and stakeholders.

Current projects

In May 1997 the Indonesian Ministry of Forestry (MoF) and CIFOR submitted a proposal on Forest, Science And Sustainability: The Bulungan Model to the International Tropical Timber Council (ITTC) requesting financial support. The Council approved it and an agreement concerning the implementation of the Project was signed by ITTO, MoF and CIFOR in September 1997.
Project Objectives

The initial project constitutes a developmental phase within a longer-term research strategy. The final objective is to achieve long-term forest management for multiple uses, integrating social and silvicultural aspects. The first phase of the Project will involve gathering baseline information on the physical and human environment. Reduced-Impact Logging (RIL) experiments applied on a concession scale (1000 ha each year) and the assessment of their impact on both environment and economic cost will lead to promote and to integrate these techniques in the current Indonesia forest management system.

Specific Objectives

1. Effects of Reduced Impact Logging (RIL) on biodiversity, conservation, ecology and economics
2. Assessment of rural development trends and future policy options: large development impacts on forest-dependent people

This project involves CIFOR’s four research programs (Natural Forest Management, Biodiversity Conservation, Non-Timber Forest Products, a Community-based Forest Management). The project aims at achieving long-term sustainable forest management integrating social and silvicultural aspects through the achievement of specific objectives. The research and development activities will be used to improve forest management systems and achieve sustainability. The Project is, therefore, an important contribution to the achievement of the ITTO’s year 2000 objective to bring the forest estate under sustainable forest management. The Project will be implemented in a three-year period. CIFOR and the Government of Indonesia (GoI) expect to maintain research and development activities at the site (BRF) for a much longer period (10-20 years).

A partnership with INHUTANI I and II other concessionaires operating in the area will provide an opportunity to study the influence of changes in forest policy and the incentive structure on concession behavior regarding logging practices, and the translation of these changes to the field operations level. In the context of the approaching timber eco-certification deadline, and as a state-owned company, INHUTANI I and II must achieve sustainable forest management practices by the year 2000 as required by MoF in the framework of ITTO’s year 2000 objectives. Since RIL is an essential component of those practices, INHUTANI I and II will benefit in cooperating with CIFOR and the Forestry Research and Development Agency (FORDA) on the implementation of the Project. The cooperation will offer the INHUTANIS the opportunity to test the feasibility of those techniques and, more importantly, to acquire technical knowledge for RIL implementation.

The work will also draw upon anthropological studies that have been conducted in the area over several decades. CIFOR social science staff have been conducting a study on household livelihoods and forest use in the area since 1994 and have extensive data holdings on household incomes, demographics, and forest product collection.

2. Other Activities Supporting ITTO Project with Funding from Other Sources

1. CIFOR and US Forest Service undertook field surveys on ground-skidding extraction system and road design and construction.

FORESTRY MANUAL SERIES

Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh and Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) announce the publication of a series of manuals of dipterocarps for foresters by M F NEWMAN, P F BURGESS, and T C WHITMORE: published April 1998.


Borneo Island Medium and Heavy Hardwoods (105 spp. and 7 sspp.) x + 230pp, ISBN 1 872291 57 3 price £20.

Sunlarra Medium and Heavy Hardwoods (44 spp. and 2 sspp.) x + 158pp, ISBN 1 872291 52 X price £15 published previously.


For information, or orders, contact either Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, 20A Inverleith Row, Edinburgh EH3 5LR, UK or Center for International Forestry Research, 1900 E West End Ave, Suite 700, Madison, WI 53704, USA.
PO Box 6596 JKPWB, Jakarta 10065, Indonesia.

TREE FLORA OF SABAH AND SARAWAK:

The Tree Flora of Sabah & Sarawak, comprising of 23 families, 317 species and 39 new species was published in November 1996. Price: MR 120.00 (including postage by sea-mail) for purchasers in the Malesian region, and US$ 100.00 (including postage by sea-mail) for purchasers outside the Malesian region. Available from: Publication Division, Forest Research Institute Malaysia (FRIM), Kepong, 52109 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Tel. 603-6342633; Fax 603-6367753; E-mail <crazak@frim.gov.my>.

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL FLORA MALESIANA SYMPOSIUM, KUALA LUMPUR

The Fourth International Flora Malesiana Symposium was held between 19 and 25 July, 1998, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. It was hosted by the Forest Research Institute Malaysia (FRIM) in association with the Forest Departments of Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak, the Universiti Malaya, the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia and Universiti Pertanian Malaysia. General themes included:
1) Taxonomy and Systematics of Malesian plants;
2) Phytogeography;
3) Ecology and conservation in the Malesian region;
4) Ethnobotany;
5) Progress in local floras in the Malesian region.

The Symposium also included a special session as a tribute to the late Professor E.J.H. Corner.

INDIGENOUS ARCHITECTURE IN BORNEO: BRC PROCEEDINGS SERIES, VOLUME 5

The BRC announces the publication of Volume 5 of the BRC Proceedings Series, Indigenous Architecture in Borneo: Present-day Patterns and New Developments, edited by Robert L. Winzeler, 1998. The contents of the volume include:

1. Introduction, Robert L. Winzeler
2. House Building, Mobility and architectural variation in Central Borneo, Timothy C. Jessup
3. The Traditional House of the Uma’ Leken Kayan of East Kalimantan, Balan Laway
4. From Bang Terel to Bawang: Patterns of transformation and coherence in Lundayeh-Lun Bawang Architecture, Vicki Pearson-Rounds and Jay B. Cramer
5. The Modang men’s house in regard to social and cultural values, Antonio J. Guerriero
6. Two patterns of architectural change in Borneo, Robert L. Winzeler
7. The politics of longhouse architecture among the Muangal of Belintang Hulu, Richard Allen Drake
8. Tourism, cultural change and architecture in Iban longhouses in Sarawak, William Kruse
9. Men’s houses and the representation of culture among the Bidayuh, Robert L. Winzeler
10. Modern architecture and provincial identity in Kalimantan, Bernard Sellato

The volume may be ordered by writing to the Borneo Research Council, Inc. P.O. Box A, Phillips, Maine 04966. 
CONFERENCE ON "LEGAL PLURALISM: THE ROLE OF CUSTOMARY LAW IN PRESERVING INDIGENOUS HERITAGE," KUCHING, SARAWAK.

A conference on "Legal Pluralism: The Role of Customary Laws in Preserving Indigenous Heritage" was held at the Hilton International Hotel, Kuching on November 11 and 12, 1997. It was jointly organized by the Faculty of Law, University of Malaya, the Majlis Adat Istiadat, Sarawak and the Office of the Chief Registrar of the Native Courts, Sarawak as part of the 25th anniversary celebration of the University of Malaya's Faculty of Law. At the opening ceremony, the Deputy Vice Chancellor of the University of Malaya announced the establishment of a center for the study of indigenous law at its Law Faculty.

The conference generated much interest and excitement, surprising both the organizers and those interested in the subject. The surprise was due not only to the overwhelming response, but also the magnitude of interest in a subject which has long been part of the Malaysian judicial scene, especially in the eastern states of Sabah and Sarawak. More than 100 participants from different parts of Malaysia and overseas Sarawak participated in the conference. Speakers came from varied backgrounds: lawyers, legal academics, anthropologists, economists, political scientists, and government officials. The overseas participants included those from Canada, United States of America, Australia, New Zealand, and Hong Kong, China.

A total of 18 papers were presented at the conference. The papers and paper presenters are listed below:

Customary Law—An Introduction:
1. Customary Law: An Aspect of Legal Pluralism by Professor Lakshman Marasinghe, Faculty of Law, University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

Implications of Customary Law on Oral Tradition, Culture and Language
3. To Hear is to Obey: Oral Traditions and Changing Notions of Law Among the Maisin of Papua New Guinea by Dr John Baker, Department of Anthropology-Sociology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. Canada.
4. Customary Law and Oral Tradition of the Orang Asli: Preserving Their Heritage by Professor Hood Salleh, Chair of Malay Studies, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

Administration and Enforcement of Customary Law
5. Administration of Native Courts and Enforcement of Customary Laws in Sarawak by Empeni Lang, Chief Registrar, Native Courts, Sarawak.
6. Dispute Resolution in the Native Courts of Sabah by Eric Majimbun, Orang Kaya, Native Courts, Sabah.

Legal Devices to Manage Customary Land:
16. Legal Devices to Manage Customary Morsol Land: Overcoming the Conflict Between Retention and Development by Tanira Kingi, Department of Agribusiness and Resource Management, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand.
17. Charitable Trusts as a Device for Indigenous People to Hold, Manage, and Develop Customary Land by C. Michael Hare, Cades Schutte Fleming & Wright, Attorneys at Law, Honolulu, Hawaii.
18. Development of Customary Land in Hong Kong by Judith Sihombing, Faculty of Law, University of Hong Kong, China.

Those who are interested in any of the papers can write to either the Faculty of Law, University of Malaya, 50603 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, or the Ketua Majlis, Majlis Adat Istiadat, Level 4, Wisma Satok, Jalan Satok/Kulub 93400 Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia (Jayl Langub, Majlis Adat Istiadat, Level 4, Wisma Satok, Jalan Satok, 93400 Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia).

Indigenous Identity
10. Indigenous Identity, a Crisis Point for Government in Australia by Cal Martin, Aboriginal Centre, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.
11. Orang Asli Identity in the Nation State: An Exploratory Analysis by Dr Wan Ahmad Zawawi Ibrahim, Faculty of Economics, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

15. The Use of Customary Law to Protect the Cultural Practices of Indigenous People in Hawaii by C. Michael Hare, Cades Schutte Fleming & Wright, Attorneys at Law, Honolulu, Hawaii.
The Tawau area, in East Kalimantan the species has been recorded from a few localities in Kunti and now also from Berau.

The family Euphorbiaceae comprises in Borneo alone roughly 80 genera and 350 species. The genus Malacorus is of special interest as some of its species are confined to primary forest, as others usually only occur in secondary forest and thus behave as pioneers. One of the primary species which is very restricted in its distribution is M. eucalyptus Airy Shaw. This tree has usually been identified as the very common M. penangensis Mill. Aeg. but differs in the soft hairs on twigs and leaves and some other fruit characters.

The 'nyohoh' (Soapbaceae) family is economically quite important for the forester as several genera provide useful timber trees. With more than 40 species the genus Palaustrina is the largest one. During this trip we collected the first specimen of P. calophylla (Teijsm. & Binn.) with old flowers and fruits; in the past only two sterile specimens have been recorded from this area, although it is said to be a common species in the lowland of Peninsular Malaysia, Borneo, and Mindoro (Philippines), where it usually grows along rivers, never higher than up to 200 m altitude.

This short preliminary analysis already indicates the richness of the flora in the Berau area. We are far away from knowing or even understanding its whole diversity. Regular floral surveys should be conducted as a matter of urgency. It seems probably superfluous to mention that this area certainly should not be converted into oil palm plantations!

(Acknowledgements—I would like to thank the staff members of the Wanariset Herbarium (WAN) Mr. Arba'imyah and Mr. Ariyansyah for their excellent job as tree climbers and field technicians. Almost no tree was too high for them to get the needed material. P.T. Innan I (Ir. Dadang, Dr. Irsyal Yasman, Ir. Agus Darmanto) allowed us to collect in their concession and to make use of some of their facilities. They generously helped us in various logistic ways. The Berau Forest Management Project (BFMP) provided us with transportation within the concession area and in Tanjung Redeb, and occasions to the field. This field trip has been carried out within the framework of the International MOF Tropenbos Kalimantan Programme and is part of the research project 'Secondary forest trees of South and East Kalimantan?'.

Dr. T. BASUKI and ISMAEL and R. YUSUF studied the ecology and medicinal uses of plants near Desa Tanjung Lokang, Bentuang Karimun, Kabupaten Kapuas Hulu, West Kalimantan, 300-400 m a.1., between 20 April and 10 June, 1996, funded by the MacArthur Foundation. 307 numbers were collected.

A second study was made by Dr. T. PRAWIROATMODJO, Mr. H. SOEDJITO (BO), Ms. D. WOWOR and others of the Museum Zoologicum Bogoriense with a grant of the WWF for basic data for a management plan. 210 numbers were collected.

An International Park has been proposed by joining the Bentuang Karimun and the Lanjak Entimau Parks of Kalimantan and Sarawak. An exploratory expedition, the ITTO Trans Borneo Expedition, financed by WWF and ITTO was launched in July, 1997 at the Borneo Festival and will take off in September. It is to last three months with c. 30 participants many of which were collected.

An ecological study in Gunung Palung, West Kalimantan, was carried out by Messrs. ISMAIL and R. MIRAMONTO (BO), and T. LAMAN (GH) in September and October, 1996.
SABAH NEWS

Dr. L.G. SAW, Dr. L.S.L. CHUA, Ms. A. NOORSIHA (KEP), Dr. R. KIEW, Mr. ANTHONYSAMY (UPM), and KEP staff made a collecting trip to the Tahan National Park near Marapog between 30 July and 8 August 1996. In all, about 750 numbers were taken.

A collecting expedition to the Gunung Raru Forest Reserve in the southern part of Sabah, in the Kinabatangan District was conducted between 31 March and 11 April 1997. 18 botanists took part. In all, about 650 specimens were collected.

The Lower Kinabatangan floodplain possesses a rich array of natural habitats. Lowland Dipterocarp forests, riverine forests, freshwater swamps, forested mangrove, limestone outcrops and the major habitats of this floodplain. These habitats have been identified by the Sabah Conservation Strategy (1992) as a very ‘high priority habitat’ for conservation because of their significance in supporting wildlife with many endangered species, and the intensity of disturbance they suffer from human activities.

Previous studies were on the wildlife; this will be the first systematic study of the major habitats with particular emphasis on plant diversity and conservation. As part of the project the site vegetation types and natural plant life will be documented. A plot-by-plot survey of the various habitats will be assessed. Another important component will be to assist the WWF-Malaysia staff in their professional career development. The project will take the form of a M.Sc. degree to be carried out during the project period.

The project is currently coordinated by Mr. R. AZMI (WWF-Malaysia) (Scientific Officer) with the assistance and cooperation of SAN. The project started in January 1996.

SARAWAK NEWS

Dr. L.G. SAW, R.C.K. CHUNG, A. NOORSIHA, S. JULIA (KEP) and staff from Sarawak will make a collecting trip to the Bukit Lawang Forest Reserve in the southern part of Sarawak between 31 March and 11 April 1997. In all, about 500 numbers were taken.

The project is currently coordinated by Mr. R. AZMI (WWF-Malaysia), A. NOORSIHA, S. JULIA (KEP) and staff from Sarawak, as part of the Sarawak Agricultural Park, Tenom, for an expedition to Sarawak in the Sungai Pinangah area beyond Sabah. Two very interesting hills were visited—Kabang (limestone) and Batu Sراف (sandstone). Several new species were encountered, besides general collections being made for the herbarium and live plants brought back to the Gardens.

The Tropical Biology and Conservation Unit, University Malaysia Sarawak, Locked Bag 2073, 88999 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, MALAYSIA, intends to set up a small herbarium mainly for teaching purposes in tropical forestry.

SARAWAK NEWS

A party consisting of Messrs. A. SCHUITEMAN, A. VOGEL and Ms. T. BOSMA (L) collected orchids in Sarawak in March 1997 for cultivation in the Leiden Botanical Garden (L). Areas visited, mostly jointly with staff from the Forest Department, Kuching, also included the Kelabit Highlands around Bario and several localities near Kuching, e.g. Gunung Petrisen, of which the summit region was found to be paralyzing to accommodate a golf course. On Gunung Gading several species of Apororhaphis hewittii (including one c. 2 m tall) as well as Rafflesia arnoldii were found in flower.

A collecting expedition to the Bakun Hydro-Electric Dam area was conducted on 11 through 28 August 1995. 14 botanists took part. A total of 752 specimens were collected.

Dr. L.G. SAW, R.C.K. CHUNG, A. NOORSIHA, S. JULIA (KEP) and staff from Sarawak made a collecting trip to the Maliau National Park between 26 February and 5 March 1997. In all, about 500 numbers were taken.

Messrs. R.M.A.P. HAEGENS and N. KLZENGLA (L) joined an expedition of KUCHI organized by its staff member Mr. JULAIH ABDULLAH. Areas visited were: Melinaa Protected Forest, 11-20 April 1997, and Gunung Maliau National Park, 21 April-2 May. The Melinaa Protected Forest is currently being logged over. May 4 a few collections of Baccara were made in the Simpang Forest Reserve. Haevensen (L) made c. 400 moss collections (especially of Oxicarina), Haevensen c. 255, and Abdullah c. 160. First sets will be deposited in KUCHI, the remainder will be distributed from Leiden.

ROBERT L. WINZLER is currently engaged in a continuing field study of Dayak architecture and change. He is looking at the persistence of traditional norms and their contemporary ethnic and cultural uses, including those of tourism, as well as modern development. Among other dimensions of change, he is studying the relationship of the shift to modern, purchased building materials and the declining access to traditional forest resources. His study is focused especially on the Bidayuh of western Sarawak but will
also involve comparative work in other areas of Sarawak among the Iban and Kenyah. He also plans limited inquiries in Sabah, East Kalimantan, and in the Upper Kapuas area of West Kalimantan. The current phase of the research began in September 1998 and will last until July or August 1999. His research in Sarawak is being carried out under the auspices of the Majlis Adat Istiadat of Sarawak. Some of the results of previous phases of research, together with Indigenous Architecture and Change in Borneo (see ‘Announcements’). Winzeler would also be interested in hearing from anyone with research interests in the topics noted above, and in others including the use of traditional Dayak architectural motifs in modern and in others, such as those who have expertise in healing methods and techniques, which are usually not spirit-based. Indeed, there are cases of Taman healers, and, in one instance a bualan, serving as apprentices to a Malay dukun. Taman also have some access to modern medicine and pharmacetics, usually provided by government agencies.

Taman medical concepts and practices have been influenced by those of surrounding peoples. However, Bernstein maintains that “[the] ceremonial capture of spirits as stone marks the bualan system as unique...” (p. 165), although the magical use of stone is widely spread in Borneo, and is found, for example, among the neighboring Iban. The focus of curing ceremonies in the Embaloh region also comprised the possession and use of special stones (baku bualan). The central concept is that the bualan contacts the spirits world by harnessing the spirits of the stones and, with their support, sends his or her soul on a journey to the spirit world in search of the errant soul. An alternative remedy is to cause or conjure spirits who may be holding an errant soul to approach and manifest themselves so that the bualan might be able to snatch the captured soul from the spirits’ grasp. In cases of extended soul disturbance, the bualan usually initiates the victim into bualanhood, attracting the offending spirits and materializing them into stones, which then become part of the initiate’s equipment. The “pathogenic spirits” are “petrified and neutralized,” pressed into the service of the initiate bualan, and “used to cure others, to summon free spirits, and to carry the soul of the bualan and bring the patient’s soul to safety” (p. 101, 103).

Bernstein provides us with a detailed account of the practices and equipment involved in bualan ceremonies, as well as extracts of the address of bualan to spirits and souls. Interestingly, the proceedings in most of the curing ceremonies appear to be undertaken without dancing and dramatic performance, even though Bernstein indicates that “Dancing is a symptom of the bualan’s calling, since the bualan dance in their ceremonies” (p. 105). In the case of the several ceremonies directed to securing lost souls, dancing appears not to be performed, or at least it is not described in Bernstein’s narrative of the proceedings. In similar ceremonies which I witnessed in the Embaloh region, dance was not featured nor was dramatic performance, other than seance. Nevertheless, Bernstein suggests that it is in fact the initiation ceremony which is “a performance, analogous to the presentation of a drama” (p. 88), and, the bualans wear their finery, and usually “change their dress several times” during the day-long ceremony. Chanting and dancing are accompanied by percussive music, and, when the stones arrive on the third night of the ceremony, the bualans “imitate the actions of individual animal spirits.” Though this stage of the ceremony has a most serious purpose,
it is combined with a "sense of wildness, humor, and absurdity" (p. 94); it conforms to other examples of rites of passage in the anthropological literature.

In a later discussion of the issue of trickery in balien practices, Bernstein suggests that showmanship and a "sense of performative efficacy" is important in understanding Taman perceptions of their folk healers. He thinks that both healers and patient know how to vary their performances to suit the tastes of the audience and the ways in which various communities have embraced this by importing dramatic shamanic styles from neighboring communities such as the Kanti' and the Embaloh that I observed in 1972-73. Indeed, the performative dimensions of the ceremonial initiation of balien seem to have been extended to other stages of the curing cycle by the innovations of balien Kanti', though this appears not to have occurred among Taman communities. Rather cultural change among Taman has been derived mainly from Malay and local sources.

Bernstein locates balienism primarily in the context of social and psychological integration (p. 141). He likens it to a profession, though with qualifications, in that it is perceived as a kind of work and demands expert, specialist knowledge requiring compensation. It is an acknowledgement of the esteem of the service rendered (p. 141). He indicates that the balien do not hold or exercise power, neither is there a special advantage for a family in having one of their number as a balien; balien do have a special role, but they do not enjoy a position of status higher than ordinary people. They are, as a group, set apart, in that they have distinctive attributes and have to undergo a special initiation; they are a shamanically associated association. I think Bernstein describes stigmata against giving them a status, and they might well have had a more clearly acknowledged position in the past when shamanism and other ritual complexes associated with death and rank were flourishing. Apparently Taman shamans are not degraded, despised, marginalized, feared or considered dangerous and deviant, on the contrary, they are socially integrated; their service is esteemed. A not insignificant level of economic support is required of the immediate family and the wider kindred of a balien-to-be. In this way Bernstein points out that this is done not for status reasons or for an anticipated future economic return, but to release the afflicted from "intractable illness" (p. 157). Yet there is evidence that balien can be quite well economically.

The Taman also distinguish balien according to accomplishment and in their differential association with "a clear gradation" of ceremonies (p. 148); they rank them and assign an honorific title for the most prominent balien (p. 148). There are balien of high rank, there are three classes of balien (p. 148). Yet this ranking seems to be independent of any other systems of status. Furthermore, balien are mainly women, and their overwhelming participation in balienism is explained with reference to "the power asymmetry between the sexes" (p. 152); "the balien's destiny is often diagnosed on the basis of a fantasy of being forced to submit sexually" (p. 153). Perhaps, but this seems to be placing men and women in a broad, rather simple categorical relationship of superiority and inferiority. This might well be the situation today, but what of the past, when the Embaloh/Taman recognized rank status? Presumably in these circumstances some women were ranked higher than others, and though we might dwell on whether or not these differences constituted class of power distinctions or both, there must have been differences nevertheless. It would be most interesting to establish whether or not female balien usually came from the lower ranks of traditional society. In other words, should Bernstein's generalization about gender be narrowed to females from the lower orders; or does it apply to all females? It would be by even more pertinent if one could establish ones were more likely to be "prone than men to express strong emotions through work styles suggestive of high ranking and low ranking women might have suffered, psychosomatic illness and hysteria."

Bernstein concludes his study by presenting a fascinating and important discussion of the possible historical or evolutionary construction of Taman balienism. He is life different from the plural cultural world in which the Taman now live (p. 164). But differences of opinion among anthropologists about whether or not the Taman and the issue which we need to address in the case of the study of balienism is whether or not some, or both, bears these points in mind. I think that Bernstein's speculations about the possible that the balien system was once more diverse or complex than it was during the practice (p. 166). Personally I think these are reasonable assumptions. What more that certain balien had administrative powers (p. 166). I think that it is likely that the administrative powers is difficult to establish. What I maintain in my study of the was formally recognized in ritual terms I do not know whether or not shamans had administrative powers. I suspect that they did not.

In this connection, Bernstein refers to the idea that "proprietary or piacular ceremonies outside the realm of healing are performed by balien among the Embaloh". Mysterious but interpret the unseen realm (including the land of the dead and the journey into it) for the society" (p. 169). This I think, is a vital connection. Shamans have their expertise beyond healing ceremonies. What is more, in my records of curing events shaman knowledge of the journey which spirits/souls take to the land of the dead and the ritual of the Kupas (from the Taman division), purely on the basis of the different my detail in Bernstein's accounts of healing ceremonies, yet in my research it followed in detail. This knowledge of sacred or spiritual geography was important in other ritual contexts as well, especially in funerary rituals.

I gained the impression from Bernstein's account, that, despite the continuing resilience of shamanism among the Taman in comparison with other parts of their
culture, it is nevertheless a pale imitation of its former self. Bernstein tells us, in his concluding statements, that "present-day baliens...are not charismatic...they are not the author devoting a separate chapter to Western enterprise. Bernstein has written an excellent book. It is full of insight, carefully researched, and casts a particular light on Taman culture. It is clear from Bernstein's findings and from my own field data that a defining feature of the Taman institution of healing was the use of magical stones. Yet despite the retention of shamanism, it has been influenced significantly by the values and practices of neighboring peoples, as has much else in Embaloh/Taman society and culture. Bernstein also presents us with some interesting ideas on the possible evolution of the institution and admirably demonstrates its role and influence throughout the book that by the time they are given their own separate sections, the author has little to add and can only reiterate what has already been said so extensively elsewhere. Repetition is also a problem in interpreting economic development or the lack of it. The same factors appear to be responsible for everything: lack of resources, difficult terrain, poor communications, shortage of labor, Sarawak's remoteness and obscurity overseas, and Brooke paternalism and anti-capitalism; are cited again and again and give the impression of a book badly organized.

The style of the book is very dry. Admittedly the author has a lot of material to cover, but while facts and figures are necessary, the material is brought to life so much more with anecdotes, such as Vyner writing an official instruction on the back of a crumpled envelope. The sections are very small, averaging about one page each. No sooner is the reader engrossed in one subject than it is time to switch to another. Consequently, the subject matter of the longer sections appears much more interesting to the reader than that dealt with in small sections.

The author gives the impression of impartiality while treating the Brookes rather generously. The Brookes had no special training or aptitude for economics and brought with them their personal and cultural prejudices and yet the author constantly gives the impression of being an active, dramatic, creative shamanic syndrome. The book succeeds in its aim of filling the gap in the history of Brooke Sarawak. It works well as a reference book, with the contents and index leading the reader to plenty of factual information on every area of the Sarawak economy. It works less well as a confusing and irritating. It also forces the author to recap frequently, causing repetition. On a larger scale the Borneo Company has its own section in this same chapter, despite the author devoting a separate chapter to Western enterprise. The organization of the book makes repetition its most annoying feature. The Chinese, and Western enterprise, with fingers in every pie, are covered so extensively throughout the book that by the time they are given their own separate sections, the author has little to add and can only reiterate what has already been said so extensively elsewhere. Repetition is also a problem in interpreting economic development or the lack of it. The same factors appear to be responsible for everything: lack of resources, difficult terrain, poor communications, shortage of labor, Sarawak's remoteness and obscurity overseas, and Brooke paternalism and anti-capitalism; are cited again and again and give the impression of a book badly organized.
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This book comes at a critical juncture for the forests of Borneo. Increasingly under siege by timber concessionaires, industrial plantation schemes, transmigration projects, and shortened drought cycles, the forests and their increasingly poor indigenous inhabitants face an uncertain and not particularly hopeful future. Beyond Slash and Burn provides, at once, a detailed description of indigenous forest management practices among the Uma' Jalan Kenyah of East Kalimantan, and a set of recommendations designed to conserve and promote the Uma' Jalan system (and others like it) — for the benefit of both forests and people.

As the title suggests, the book goes beyond the usual focus in the study of forests and Dayaks, beyond shifting or swidden rice cultivation, something which Colfer has dealt with in another publication. Instead, it takes a long, multi-pronged look at all things else about Uma' Jalan use and management of forests, covering field studies carried out by Colfer and her colleagues in three ecologically different communities from 1979 to 1991. The various field methods they used include participant observation, surveys of agricultural practices, cognitive mapping, dietary recordkeeping, time allocation, partial taxonomic and componential analysis of plants, and soil analysis.

Because of the range of expertise and the various field methods Colfer draws on, Beyond Slash and Burn is a comprehensive study of forest use and the extensive indigenous knowledge that underlies it. The book's main goal is to portray the complexities of the Uma' Jalan agroforestry system, showing how dependent these people are on the forest for their subsistence and income and how their knowledge of the forest can be useful in tropical rain forest management. It is also a successful attempt at conservation and promotion of the Uma' Jalan system (and others like it) — for the benefit of both forests and people.


1 For example, see Gottlieb, Alma. 1995. Beyond the Lonely Anthropologist: Collaboration in Research and Writing. American Anthropologist 97:21-26. (What's curious about this article is that Gottlieb is the sole author.)
Sather does this relatively successfully, but, for anyone familiar with the range of his work, one can quickly identify those parts of the volume which derive from his earlier analyses and those which have emerged from his later interest in social change and the historical development of the Bajau Laut.

A significant part of the book, over one-third, is concerned with the organization of Bajau Laut community life, based on detailed qualitative and quantitative data from Semporna. The description of social organization is prefaced by two chapters, one which presents the physical-environmental context of southeastern Sabah and the Sulu islands, and the other which considers Bajau Laut adaptations to it in relation to the material and economic organization of fishing, marketing, and food sharing. In one sense, one can characterize this segment of the volume as excellent traditional ethnography.

Sather examines the main village-based social groupings, the organizational principles which give rise to and sustain them, and the social relations which operate within and across these groupings. The main building block of the community is a married couple (the house group) and the “house-group cluster” (the “house-group cluster” or “clan”). Sather’s description and analysis of these groupings are then cleverly complemented by a consideration of the dyadic ties which give Bajau Laut society its coherence, these ties of kinship and affinal ties through marriage, as well as hierarchical ties of seniority and patronage. The important institution of patron-clientship also historically underpinned the wider relations and structures of the polyethnic, ethnically stratified, “segmentary” Sulu sultanate of which the Bajau Laut were a part.

The four chapters on kinship, marriage, and residential groupings can be read, in part at least, as addressing the organizational issues which anthropologists who have studied cognatic/bilateral societies debated among themselves and with those who had studied unilineal societies, issues such as structure and form, group formation, corporate, continuity, choice, and ego-focused networks are investigated. In general, Sather confirms the earlier position he adopted in these debates. An interesting additional ingredient in this discussion is the empirical and analytical focus on the house group and cluster leaders. The main literature with which Sather engages here is familiar to all students of cognatic societies; George Murdock and Derek Freeman, among others, surface from time to time. An important point which Sather makes, which chimed well with the adaptation to a maritime, mobile lifestyle is that Bajau Laut social groups are "contingent" and "fluid."

What else? Sather, in exploring cultural concepts related to kinship and marriage (and in particular of obligation, reciprocity, debt, pledging or vowing and “the authenticity of personal feelings” (p. 2)), then examines the religious representations of these. There are two chapters on notions of good, evil, spirit, soul, fate, misfortune, luck, and their expressions in ritual (calendarical and life-cycle rites), prayer and curing.

Yet, being already familiar with Sather’s previous treatment of Bajau Laut society and culture, what interested me most of all in this book were those sections which directly address the issues of social change and the place of the Bajau in the wider economic and political worlds of Southeast Asia. The inclusion of this larger context has required Sather to examine Bajau Laut historical relations with the Sulu sultanate in...
Changes which took place during and following the carving up of previously fluid political systems, based on exemplary centers, into European-dominated territories; and the transformations which have overtaken Sabah in the context of a modernizing Malaysia. There is a long chapter on the history of the Semporna Bajau Laut, exploring the processes of sedentarization, monetization and ethnic change. This section in turn is introduced by a very clear statement of the interlinkages (ethnic, linguistic, economic, political, historical) between the Bajau Laut and their neighbors. The concluding chapter, also broad in scope, reflects on the more general issue of the characteristics of sea nomadism as a socio-economic, ecological and cultural category or type in Southeast Asia, its possible origins, and the place of sea nomadism in Southeast Asian history and society. There is a brief comparative examination of other important sea nomad groups in Southeast Asia, the Moken of the Mergui Archipelago and the Orang Laut of Klias-Lingga. Sather, in speculative mood, proposes (as probable) two interesting general points, that "sea nomadism developed out of a more generalized pattern of coastal foraging, some elements of which very likely predate Austronesian expansion," and that "maritime peoples played some part in Austronesian expansion, although the question of whether boat-nomadic groups were involved or not remains a matter of conjecture. More probably... maritime specializations, including nomadic foraging, developed out of the process of expansion itself." (p. 331)

In his examination of Bajau Laut contemporary social organization and adaptation, and the changes which these coastal communities have experienced during their long history of contacts with other ethnic groups, Sather less his ethnography speak for itself. He uses what seem to me to be appropriate concepts to explore certain dimensions of Bajau Laut society and culture, but these do not intece much into the empirical material. Sather has written a good piece of anthropology which will stand the test of time. It is also spiced with some beautiful black-and-white photographs. (Victor T. King, Centre for Southeast Asian Studies, University of Hull, Hull HU6 7RX, UK; reprinted with minor changes from ASEAN News, no. 22, Autumn, 1997, pp. 20-22)


After the completion of the Tree Flora of Malaysia in four volumes, the Forest Research Institute of Malaysia (FRIM) together with the regional forest research institutes of Sabah and Sarawak embarked on a similar, but much more detailed flora series of Sarawak and Sabah, starting November 1991. The first volume appeared in 1995. The actual flora treatments are preceded by three interesting introductory chapters. Soepadmo provides background information on The Tree Flora Project. The importance of Borneo as a center of biodiversity is illustrated by many examples: Dopetecarpus, orchids (although New Guinea has certainly richer), Durio, Mangiferae, and Rafflesioid. All species reaching 5 m in height or a trunk diameter of 10 cm or more are to be treated in full, whereas smaller and climbing genera are treated in 'user-friendly' keys. Although palms and bamboos qualify according to the above criteria we have been informed that they will not be included. The estimated 3000 species are to be treated in eight volumes...

...to strike an acceptable balance between development and conservation... it is delay...

Wong provides a detailed surveyed of botanical collecting, not only in Sabah and Sarawak, but of the whole island up to the beginning of the 1980s, treated under three of checklists and floras is also provided.

Ashton adds a chapter on biogeography and ecology. He points out the difference between the Malay Peninsula and Borneo. In the former the landscape has probably remained little changed since the Cretaceous, the soil cover is deep, whereas in Borneo results in a complex pattern of small scale variation which..." persuades us that finely increases, and that Van Steenis' admonition to hold a conservative and broad species concept may prove wise.

In the present volume 31 families are treated. Understandably these include a large proportion of small ones and mostly families previously treated in Flora Malesiana, notable exceptions being Alangiaceae, Iliciaceae, Rhamnaceae, and Rutaceae.

The administration team of Sabah and Sarawak flora project, headed by Soepadmo and Wong, managed to find the financial support to attract qualified contributors within the country as well as man-power abroad, so as to warrant steady progress in publication. The facilities created prove the evident importance the Malaysian government and complicated forest resources of northern Borneo. This flora project has good prospects the incredibly varied flora is an essential part of Central Malesia. The reader is provided with a wide range of information on various topics: ecology, uses, and distribution. Descriptions are accurate and more elaborate than in the Tree Flora of Malaysia. The recent and still ongoing intensive collecting efforts by the respective forest departments are an essential prerequisite for durable flora treatments. The large amount of fine specimens, also distributed to herbaria abroad, have facilitated, and accelerated better and more refined species concepts, leading to the steady discovery of new local species.

To mention shortcomings in a work of such quality is like splitting straws. The flaws are very minor and are listed with reluctance. Distribution of species is sometimes not limited to West Malesia but extends far into the Pacific. Some vernacular names mentioned under the genus are not found under the species, e.g., Alangium, Anisophyllea, Peltocalyx, Fruits of Sarcotheca are also eaten in Kalimantan and Celebes. The reader is provided with a wide range of information on various topics: ecology, uses, and distribution. Descriptions are accurate and more elaborate than in the Tree Flora of Malaysia. The recent and still ongoing intensive collecting efforts by the respective forest departments are an essential prerequisite for durable flora treatments. The large amount of fine specimens, also distributed to herbaria abroad, have facilitated, and accelerated better and more refined species concepts, leading to the steady discovery of new local species.

We would like to recommend the inclusion of more data on pollination and dispersal where available. For instance, many species of Alangium, Butusseraceae, and errors are few. An amusing one is found on p. 433 where the omission of 'not' suggests experiment.
This is a highly critical and accurate flora. The editors are to be complimented on their achievement. Their continued involvement warrants the quality of the volumes to come. (M.M.J. van Balgooy and W.J.J.O. de Wilde, reprinted from *Flora Malesiana Bulletin*, vol. 11 (8), winter 1997)


The publication of this two-volume work can only be described as a landmark event in the history of Iban ethnography. Between July 1949 and January 1950, Patrick Ringkai, Derek Freeman's Iban field assistant, meticulously recorded in writing a great liturgical epic known to the Iban of the Baleh river region of Sarawak as the timang gawai amat. Taken down line-by-line from the notable Iban bard Ighoh anak Impins, the resulting text with commentary and annotations grew into a handwritten manuscript of 927 pages. A quarter of a century later, the author, James Jemut Masing, a graduate student working under Freeman's supervision and a classificatory grandson of Ighoh, returned to the Baleh with a copy of the original manuscript in hand; and there he began, over two gawai seasons, the daunting task of interpreting and translating this major epic. To the eight episodes of the original manuscript, Masing added a ninth, an 'ultimate' episode closing the highest stage of the gawai performed in the Baleh. Since 1950, the author found that the bards had made several innovations in the chant narrative and now more frequently depict the journey of the gods to the human world by an alternative route to the one that was in vogue when the original text was first recorded, and, in a special appendix, he presents the text and translation of this new alternative segment of the chants. In doing so, he also preserves the integrity of the original epic while providing future students with valuable materials for a study of textual innovation.

Although Masing's name appears as the author of *The Coming of the Gods*, this is truly a collaborative work in the best possible sense, combining the labor of a painstaking Iban scribe, an anthropologist whose writings on Iban society justly comprise the classical ethnographic canon, and a then-young Iban graduate student with an obvious ear for poetry and a deep respect for the bards of his native river. Here, I stress those circumstances of authorship because they account, in no small measure, for the singular quality of these volumes.

The first volume of *The Coming of the Gods* is appropriately called "Descriptions and Analysis" and in it the author outlines the traditional social and cultural setting in which the gawai amat was performed and describes how this setting has changed over the last century. As he notes, the gawai amat was once part of a ritual cult of warfare and head-hunting and its performance provided the means by which men of ambition sought to enlist the aid of the gods and to gain public recognition of their achievements as warriors and men of action. As Masing makes clear, religion permeated every facet of traditional Iban life, including warfare. In this connection, he describes the cosmological worlds of the gods, spirits, and cultural heroes portrayed in the chants and details the organization of the gawai and the different ritual tasks assigned to its various participants.

A major strength of Masing's analysis is that he clearly reveals the ritual structure of the gawai and shows precisely how the words of the bards are merged with ritual from the previous stages and thus carries the narrative a step further. With each and also more costly to sponsor. The Baleh Iban distinguish eight such stages, extending, particular episodes it introduces and so reveals how these stages are connected to one another by a common narrative line.

Masing also describes the role of the bards and the poetry and compositional structure of the timang chants. The chants, as he notes, are immensely popular with Iban audiences and the bards, too, as custodians of this textual knowledge, enjoy great respect. In this regard, he makes a persuasive case for seeing the gawai amat, not only as invocation and ritual liturgy, but also as an expressive oral literature. The chants contain poetry, drama, and, during breaks between stanzas and narrative episodes, inserted jokes and repartee between the bards and their audience.

The second volume, "Text and Translation," consists of the complete Iban text of the timang gawai amat and a line-by-line English translation, printed, to aid the reader in spirit messengers to summon the gods and of the subsequent journey of the gods to the principal ritual site, attended to by the gawai amat is Singalang Burong, the Iban god of war and augury. The story related here is in every sense a marathon epic tale. After receiving the messengers' invitation, Singalang Burong calls his sons-in-law to join him, but his daughters refuse to travel to the human world without fresh trophy heads to take with them. And so the gods go on a head-hunting expedition. Spellbound with new heads, they descend through the sky, encountering numerous spirits and obstacles along the way, enter the longhouse where they are received with appropriate ritual. As Singalang Burong dances for his hosts, a trophy head rolls from his carrying basket onto the floor. The women recoil in disgust, causing the head to cry. A series of women come forward and transvestite (male) shamans, who not only stop it from crying, but discover the reason for its sorrow. The trophy head wants to be planted.

From this pivotal juncture in the narrative, the way in which the plot unfolds next depends upon the stage of the gawai amat that is being performed. Interestingly, the timang narrative from this point onward assumes the nature of a protracted allegory based on hill rice farming. Each stage takes its name from the point in the farming cycle at which it terminates, with the ultimate episode, telling of the "Planting of Cotton" (mempati katai), an action that follows the hill rice harvest. In addition to being an allegory, the narrative is also, Masing shows, an ingenious malocclusion directed against the traditional enemies of the Baleh Iban.

A final word must be said regarding the translation. In the author's words, this is not "a strictly literal, word-for-word translation," but, rather, one that seeks to convey "the meaning and spirit of the original" (p. 2). This it does admirably. The language of the
Burley, John S.

The development of sustainable land-use policies, for which resource managers and biologists will need to work together in order to establish low-impact methods and optimal rates for the extraction of economic species, requires a vastly increased understanding of the dynamics of tropical forest ecosystems, and of the population biology of their constituent species— which, in turn, requires a sound taxonomic information base. Floristic inventory is the process by which this information is accumulated through the collection, study, and cataloguing of preserved plant specimens. The highly diverse faunas and floras of Asia, including Indonesia, have been relatively neglected by systematists. The author surveys the progress in the floristic inventory in the Malesian region, including Indonesia (Flora Malesiana, Index Herbariorum); and in particular Borneo, and Kalimantan. Systematic botanists face the implicit responsibility of rapidly improving the existing knowledge of the flora of Malesian tropical forests in order to understand their ecology and evolutionary history. By the year 2000 this information must be integrated, synthesized, and presented to decision-makers in an accessible form (Yoewetta M. de Jager).

Cahyono, Heru

West Kalimantan is one of the provinces in Indonesia where anti-Chinese sentiment is very strong. In this article the author endeavors to delve into the reasons for this. The 1990 census showed the population of Pontianak, the capital, to be 397,672, of whom 31.24 per cent were of Chinese descent. The author seeks the cause of the prejudice against the Chinese in the latter’s exclusiveness, expressed for instance in continuing to use Chinese (not specified which dialect) on all occasions when it is not necessary to use Indonesian. For instance, there are even private Chinese schools where education is given in Chinese. This is exacerbated by the fact that the Chinese dominate the economy, roughly 90 per cent of all shops in Pontianak are owned by Chinese. And where the Chinese have a business they prefer to employ other Chinese. If indigenous people are employed they have little chance of promotion. People also mistrust the general role Chinese conglomerates in the New Order government (Dr. Rosamary L. Robson-McKillop).

Colfer, Carol J. Pierce and Herwiaseno Soedjito

The authors set out to bring differing perspectives of agriculturists and ecologists together by using the food habits of a group of Uma' Jahan Kenyah Dayaks in East Kalimantan as a framework to view an indigenous agroforestry system from a different standpoint and to provide insights into the potentially improved use of that system. They provide documentation of regular use of forest plants for food by local people and analyze this information in such a way that it will stimulate agricultural scientists to design appropriate research on the crops/plants and the fields/forest patches currently used by the people. The analysis is based on a dietary record-keeping study of four forest farming families over a nine month period in 1979-81 in Long Segar, East Kalimantan, in utility of the method in agroforestry research. Following the identification of foods normally eaten by the families, and their grouping into nutritional categories to give a rough idea of the existing and potential nutritional contribution of these foods, the authors categorize them by sources, i.e.: bought, gathered, hunted, fished, or grown. Based on their findings, they propose a kind of agroforestry development which requires a cooperative context, and leads to the development of new experimental tools to increase production within tropical rainforests (Dr. Yoewetta M. de Jager).

Dove, Michael R.

The author starts off with a description of smallholder rubber cultivation among the forest dwellers of Kalimantan, and Indonesia's other outer islands. Cultivation of Para rubber (Hevea brasiliensis) fits all of the purported requirements for tropical forest development: on the one hand it involves the native forest dwellers in production for national and international markets, and on the other hand it diminishes their dependence upon forest-based food cropping, and it is adopted with alacrity by them. But, instead of earning them the support of the government, this success has earned them government neglect at best and opposition at worst. Analogous cases from mining, agriculture, and non-timber forest product sectors all cast doubt on the current paradigm for interpreting the problem of tropical forest development, looking at common historical patterns of resource development and common patterns in contemporary efforts to solve development problems in the tropical forest. The author suggests that the belief that some use are entitled to position and resources, while others are not, may play a role in the continuation of their underdevelopment (Dr. Yoewetta M. de Jager).

Gan, Chong Ying
1996 Tobacco Usage Among Kadazans and Bajaus in Sabah: Prevalence, Practice and Implications. Doctor of Medicine Thesis. Department of Social and Preventive Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of Malaya.

The prevalence and practice of tobacco habits among rural Kadazans and Bajaus were documented in several surveys conducted in Tambunan and Kota Belud districts in Sabah from 1992 to 1995. Mortality and morbidity data in the state were also reviewed. The main objectives of the study was to bring attention to tobacco habits and implications to the indigenous people of Sabah so that appropriate control programmes can be
underlying feature of all these rites is the unification of all the scattered inhabitants of the community, giving them a feeling of belonging as a group. In his analysis, the author emphasizes the importance of ritual space and village space, as an underpinning to the feeling of belonging to a community (Dr. Rosemary Robson-McKillop). Helliwell, Christine 1994 The hero as family man: constructing masculinity in a Borneo Dayak community. *Assess Newsletter* vol. 1: 48-55.

Western anthropologists, especially the feminists of the species, tend to see the roles of the sexes as a strict dichotomy. The author of this article argues that in many societies in insular Southeast Asia gender roles are not highly exclusive to one sex; indeed the "sameness" rather than the "otherness" is stressed. At first sight Borneo societies with their emphasis on headhunting and warfare would seem to glorify masculinity. The author suggests that such a construction is a much more complex phenomenon. In this article she compares two types of Gerai narrative, sensangan and ceriro Nosi. The Gerai are a group of some 700 people who live in the kabupaten Ketapang in Kalimantan Barat. The former are accounts of a macho cultural hero, Koling; the latter a more prosaic account of daily life, which acknowledges the work of women are equals. The author concludes that our understanding of other societies may be blinkered by our Western perceptions (Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).


One of the assumptions of government policy in Indonesia is that indigenous people will learn from transmigrants. The author argues that the process is very often the other way around. In her article she presents data which she collected in two transmigrant areas, South Kalimantan and East Kalimantan, which support her hypothesis. In both these areas, one representing tidal swamps and the other dry rice cultivation, the Javanese transmigrants found themselves confronted with failure and having to resort to the local people, the Banjarese and the Pasir Dayaks, for help. In the field of swamp cultivation the Banjarese and the Buginese are unsurpassed, while the Pasir have lived in harmony with their environment for a very long period of time. Officially transmigrants are given a lot of bureaucratic help, none of which seems particularly relevant to the ecological and socio-economic conditions with which they are faced (Dr. Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).

Human Rights Watch/Asia 1997. Indonesia: Communal Violence in West Kalimantan. New York: Human Rights Watch, Vol. 9, No. 10/Asia Report. Released by Human Rights Watch/Asia, this report documents the conflict that erupted in late 1996 and early 1997 between indigenous Dayak peoples and immigrants from the island of Madura in West Kalimantan. Based on investigations in the province in January and July, the report gives a lower death toll than most previous accounts, documenting about 500 deaths rather than 1,000 or higher as was initially reported. It notes that major questions remain unanswered about how the conflict spread and about.
army and police actions that may have exacerbated the conflict. The report itself does not come to any conclusions about whether the worst of the violence was spontaneous or manipulated. Human Rights Watch does state, however, that in two short visits, it was unable to find any hard evidence of provocateurs. Instead, it outlines the kind of information that would have to be collected before such a judgement can be made and stresses the importance of a thorough and impartial investigation if another round of violence is to be avoided.

Human Rights Watch argues that human rights violations, including summary executions and arbitrary detention, took place in the course of the conflict and served to increase distrust of the government on the part of the two ethnic groups involved. Many Madurese also believe the police failed to protect them from attacks because of a history of blood stemming from the death in police custody of a Madurese in 1993 that led to retaliatory sacking of police stations in the provincial capital, Pontianak. The armed forces committed several extra-judicial executions of Dayak youths in the course of military operations to prevent Dayak groups from attacking Madurese settlements. The use of force, and in some cases lethal force, may have been necessary in this case, but the executions in question occurred when the youths were effectively in custody. In the aftermath of the conflict, several dozen Madurese and Dayaks were arbitrarily detained on the basis of an anachronistic emergency regulation from 1951.

The report states that government controls on information, including restrictions on journalists, prevented facts from emerging which might have helped curb some of the rumors that fuelled the conflict. It also notes that the National Human Rights Commission, a government-appointed body that has assisted courageously and independently in the past, did not try to pursue an investigation beyond an initial visit or even try to ascertain an accurate death toll. Finally, it notes that the "peace pact" engineered by the government to bring Madurese and Dayak leaders together at the subdistrict and district level were misconceived, as the leaders in question were often closer to the ruling party, Golkar, than they were to the communities where the violence was rooted.

The report examines three explanations for the conflict: cultural, economic, and political. It also states that it is essential that the larger questions about how the Dayaks have fared under New Order development policies be addressed. Human Rights Watch does not believe that the virulence of this communal conflict can be blamed entirely on the socioeconomic frustrations of a dispossessed people, but those frustrations are very real and cannot be ignored.

Vincentius


Naik Dango is a harvest festival among the Dayak Kanayatan. It takes the form of a thanksgiving in a specially constructed hut or danggo in which the rice "lives" near the village. The author describes the various parts of the ceremony in which thanks are offered to Ne' Jubofec (the Creator) for a bountiful harvest (Dr. Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).

Leaman, Danna J., Razali Yusuf, Harini Sangat-Roemantyo, and J. Thor Arnason


Based on research conducted in Apo Kayan villages, populated by local tribes such as the Kenyah, Bauan, and others, from 1988 to 1990, which make up the main population in the interior of the province of East Kalimantan, the author presents a study of shifting cultivation from the point of view of its practitioners, consisting of several parts in which he used different methods. He describes land selection techniques; labor organization in Kenyah Dayak shifting cultivation; the successional stages of traditional Kenyah Dayak dry-field farming systems; site productivity and labor inputs; another major land-use system: forest fruit gardens; and traditional land use and cash income. Based on the Kenyah classification of successional stages it is possible to determine the length of the rotations, if follow period, and the amount of labor needed. The author finds that at present a number of commodities are produced in agroforestry systems in East Kalimantan, the availability of which varies with soil conditions, climate, transportation facilities, and marketing opportunities. Calculations on the cost-benefit ratio, net cost-benefit, the internal rate of return, and break-even point show that a combination of ratten and kenuri nuts provides the farmer with net profits after only seven years, whereas other combinations take at least 13 years to reach the break-even point (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).


Naik Dango is a harvest festival among the Dayak Kanayatan. It takes the form of a thanksgiving in a specially constructed hut or danggo in which the rice "lives" near the village. The author describes the various parts of the ceremony in which thanks are offered to Ne' Jubofec (the Creator) for a bountiful harvest (Dr. Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).

Khairil Anwar


The title of this article is An eighteenth century Indonesian al-mam: the life and thought of Muhammad Arshad al-Banjari. He was born at Martapura in South Kalimantan in 1710 and died in 1812. He spent in all 35 years studying and working in the Haramayn, where he had originally been sent with the support of the sultan of Banjar. Upon his return to Kalimantan he set about purifying the religion of various local practices, in an attempt to eradicate the doctrine of wahidah al-wujud (the unity of beings), which he considered deviant. His whole life was devoted to trying to establish the doctrine of al-Sultan wa al-Jama ah, the mainstream school of Islamic thought. He was a strong supporter of the resurgence of Sunni orthodoxy, to which his monumental work Sabil al-Muridzad, still often used today, is devoted. This was only one work among a great many. He also endeavored to reform the court system in Banjar, introducing Islamic law into local jurisprudence. He created a separate Islamic court with a special jurisprudence for civil and family law. The same motivation lay behind the foundation of an institute for the issuing of fatwas. He stayed aloof from politics and it would seem he found such matters as the purification of the faith, education, and the teaching of Islam more important (Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).

Leaman, Danna J., Razali Yusuf, Harini Sangat-Roemantyo, and J. Thor Arnason


Based on research conducted in Apo Kayan villages, populated by local tribes such as the Kenyah, Bauan, and others, from 1988 to 1990, which make up the main population in the interior of the province of East Kalimantan, the author presents a study of shifting cultivation from the point of view of its practitioners, consisting of several parts in which he used different methods. He describes land selection techniques; labor organization in Kenyah Dayak shifting cultivation; the successional stages of traditional Kenyah Dayak dry-field farming systems; site productivity and labor inputs; another major land-use system: forest fruit gardens; and traditional land use and cash income. Based on the Kenyah classification of successional stages it is possible to determine the length of the rotations, if follow period, and the amount of labor needed. The author finds that at present a number of commodities are produced in agroforestry systems in East Kalimantan, the availability of which varies with soil conditions, climate, transportation facilities, and marketing opportunities. Calculations on the cost-benefit ratio, net cost-benefit, the internal rate of return, and break-even point show that a combination of ratten and kenuri nuts provides the farmer with net profits after only seven years, whereas other combinations take at least 13 years to reach the break-even point (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).
The authors present the summarized results of a recent ethnomedical and biochemical inventory of medicinal plants used by the Apo Kayan Kenyah and suggest how these results might contribute to both local conservation efforts and the health and development objectives of the Apo Kayan Kenyah communities. Although traditional medicine is the only health care available to many Apo Kayan residents, owing to limited access to modern medical or facilities, they practice traditional medicine with surprising reluctance. Healers are above 50 and have no apprentices. The authors conducted a broad survey of 200 medicinal plants, which were identified as medicines or poisons by 27 Kenyah healers, in three villages along the upper reaches of the River: in the burned area north of the Mahakam River, Long Sungei Barang, Lidung Payau, and Long Ampung. They examined the biological activity of various parts of most of these plant species in bioassays using brine shrimp and brewer's yeast, in order to find out if and to what degree these species contained chemicals likely to be useful as medicines.

They find that the Apo Kayan Kenyah have an extensive knowledge and use of a wide variety of local plants and animals as medicines, the majority of which are harvested in an apparently sustainable manner, from the mature secondary forests that are created by long-fallow shifting cultivation of rice. They propose some measures in order to prevent the vanishing of the Kenyah knowledge of medicinal flora, which is currently undescribed and unstudied, both taxonomically and biochemically (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).


Since the 1960s Bornean's forests have come under increasing pressure from commercial exploitation for timber, agriculture, and economic development. Under pressure of the continued accelerated of the development of Kalimantan (and other Bornean states), the minimization of environmental impacts and the conservation of natural habitats and their biodiversity are imperative. Each year an estimated 4200 square kilometres of Kalimantan's forests are lost to logging and shifting agriculture. Following an outline of biodiversity in Borneo, the human influence on forests and wildlife, they discuss logging forest resources in Kalimantan, which has about 34 per cent of Indonesia's forest resources, and the effects of shifting agriculture - which is often blamed for much of Kalimantan's forest losses by government planners and forest managers, while many scientists hold the opinion that shifting agriculture is ecologically sustainable.

Traditional swidden agriculture can be ecologically sound, nevertheless, it is not always in harmony with the environment. Pioneer farmers who follow logging or mining roads into newly opened areas and start clearing fields often destroy more primary and regenerating forests than the logging activities themselves. The authors present four case studies which illustrate new conservation initiatives in Kalimantan: Kayan-Mentarang, Kunai National Park, Danau Sentanum, and Bukit Baka-Bukit Raya, and discuss conservation outside protected areas, in wetland habitats, which is dependent upon appropriate land-use practices outside the wetlands (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).
the Mendalam River of West Kalimantan, who still rely on *hukum adat* to protect their claims to land and vegetation; and the Malays of Sambas River, who do not recognize these rights. He compares both groups with the latent conflict between the Kayan of Tering Lama in the Mahakam River, East Kalimantan, and the officials of the Kelian Equatorial Mining Company, and the Tunjung in the adjacent area. Finally, he discusses the utility of the land-use maps based on existing land and resource-use rights of the local population as a way to minimize conflict (Youtesta M. de Jager).


The change from swidden to sawah cultivation in Tara’s Dayak villages in West Kalimantan, Indonesia, is presented as a long-term, complex incremental process in which distinct, unstable, and often confusing production technologies figure as transitional forms. The transitional phases are discussed in terms of their efficiency and sustainability. It is argued that the failure to perceive and understand long-term processes of agricultural change may result in both misinterpretation of technological patterns and environmental variables, as well as of rules of labor and resource sharing.


The focus of this thesis is on choices in the lives of Lundayeh/Lun Bawang women. The lives of these women, members of a small indigenous population of north-central Borneo, fit the general description of the status of women throughout the region. Women of Southeast Asia have a relatively high level of autonomy and economic importance. A closer look, however, reveals gradations as the result of regional, social, historical, and economic variations. Closer examination also reveals variation in women’s standing among themselves.

At the heart of this thesis are some choices made by some Lundayeh/Lun Bawang women, taking into consideration the contexts that affected the choices. While living among, listening to, and interviewing Lundayeh/Lun Bawang women and men for two summers, I was given a number of their life stories—the center of this thesis—narratives from which their choices are revealed and generalizations are made about Lundayeh/Lun Bawang women. While more traditional aspects remain revolving around the lives of women—cooperative work arrangements and marriage negotiations—it is their adoption of fundamentalist Christianity some 50 years ago that appears to be the arena in which women participate as equals with men. As the Lundayeh/Lun Bawang continue to reach out to the wider world, as their children are formally educated, as they are affected by global economics, so too change the lives of women and men (author).


*Ilípe, a word of Tamil origin used to describe the oil seeds produced by *Bassia* and other *Sporonovia trees in southern India, is currently used to refer to the shelled and dried seeds of certain *Pterocarpus* trees from the genus *Shorea*, which grow in Borneo, Peninsular Malaysia, Sumatra, the Moluccas, and the Philippines. The seeds, an edible oil whose physical and chemical properties are remarkably similar to cocoa butter. Locally, *ilípe nuts* are collected for subsistence use as a flavoring, cooking oil, or...*
metrical salve, and large quantities (in 1987 almost 14,000 tons) are harvested in Kalimantan, and sold on the export market to be used in the manufacture of chocolate, soap, candles, and cosmetics. Based on the results of a 2-year study from 1990-92 of the botany, use, and marketing of ilipe nuts in West Kalimantan, the author provides a brief survey of the ilipe nut trade to characterize the distribution and abundance of the resource base that supports this trade, and to outline the current constraints to increased utilization. He presents the preliminary results from an ecological study of one Shorea species to illustrate the great potential for managing natural populations of ilipe nut in West Kalimantan. The author finds that the collection and sale of ilipe nuts will never be competitive with timber extraction in terms of total revenues generated. Nevertheless, the development of the ilipe nut trade could play a major role in promoting the conservation and sustainable use of West Kalimantan’s forests (Dr. Youtetta de Jager).

Potter, Lesley
1996

Over the past 20 years, with the advent of both large-scale mechanized logging and high levels of government-sponsored agricultural settlements, the rate at which deforestation has occurred has accelerated. The 1990 population census indicates a total figure for Kalimantan of 9.1 million people, up from 5.2 million in 1971. The two most heavily forested provinces, which have the lowest population numbers and densities, show the fastest rates of increase: 155 per cent for East Kalimantan and 99 per cent for Central Kalimantan. Almost half of East Kalimantan’s population is urban, compared with only 18 per cent of Central Kalimantan. The author discerns between forest degradation and deforestation—according to the FAO definition—and discusses the impact of logging and road building; fire and shifting cultivation; and how these effects may be categorized. Next, he discusses deforestation rates, transmigration; and the future outlook in relation to sustainability (D. Youtetta M. de Jager).

Prentice, D.J.
1994

The author describes the history of Anglo-Malay lexicography which started with Browne’s English-Malay/Malay-English Dictionary in 1701. This article is a discussion of the one that has remained under-illuminated: that of scurrilous, obscene, slang and/or taboo vocabulary, dealing mostly with sex and bodily functions. The author concentrates in particular on Malay homosexual slang of which he presents a useful appendix to the article.
architecture and nutrient absorption of early and late successional species of the types that Dayak people would encounter in choosing sites for cultivated fields. The natural forest (with typical widely distributed species) at Lempeke, Samarinda, East Kalimantan, forest dynamics and the apparent sustainability of Dayak shifting cultivation at low- to moderate-density populations, and can serve a key role in developing other forest management and conservation strategies (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).


For two centuries the Aoheng have formed a very homogeneous group. They are swidden rice cultivators, inhabiting the area of the Muller Mountains of East Kalimantan. There are about 1700 persons living spread over five villages along the Mahakam, while 700 others live lower down the river or have recently emigrated. Once he has set the stage with a description of the social organization, in this article the aim of the author is to discuss ritual, or more properly traditional religion expressed in ritual, and ethnic identity. Among the Aoheng a rare but highly important religious feast is the pengosang, which is held in times of dire need. This feast reactualizes the ideological options which prevailed during the period of ethnogenesis of the Aoheng. It constitutes a flagrant denial of the "official," strict social stratification (Dr. Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).


The two groups studied for this investigation of Borneo oral tradition, the Penan in Sarawak and the Punan Banjarese in East Kalimantan, share a number of cultural traits like language, the use of a ngaran lumu (death names), classificatory knowledge of plants and animals, but they are unaware of each other's existence. Study of Kenyah history would seem to argue that they separated some 150 years ago, but the similarities are far more striking than among groups that are known to have split off later. Their oral tradition consists of three vocal genres: sinuy; kentaruy, and rivay, and three kinds of instrumental music: solo sapz a form of lute; kentgot nose flute; and ilit jek's harp. Sinuy texts are a form of thanksgiving which are improvised. The author devotes most of the article to this form as, although it is improvisory, it still shows very little variation between the two groups. He adds his own ideas about what exactly is "tradition" (Dr. Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).


Two opposite conclusions have been drawn about the sustainability of Dayak agriculture. The authors examine the architecture of the roots and nutrient-use efficiency of tree species in the forests of the type in which Dayaks practice shifting cultivation. Information concerning root systems is necessary to determine whether successional tropical forest tree species have more efficient nutrient absorption than the roots of old-growth forest tree species. Successional trees may be better positioned to capture nutrients from highly leached tropical soils. The choice of secondary forest as the location of swidden fields may result in there being more nutrients available for the crop than if primary or very old forest were to be chosen. Thus, the Dayak shifting cultivators make land-use decisions that result in the use of sites that have higher potential for supplying nutrients to the crops. The authors present the results of a study of the

architecture and nutrient absorption of early and late successional species of the types that Dayak people would encounter in choosing sites for cultivated fields. The natural forest (with typical widely distributed species) at Lempeke, Samarinda, East Kalimantan, forest dynamics and the apparent sustainability of Dayak shifting cultivation at low- to moderate-density populations, and can serve a key role in developing other forest management and conservation strategies (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).


Most biographies and autobiographies deal with urban individuals. The Chinese in Southeast Asia as a rule are more urbanized than the indigenous populations. Here, however, the author examines the history of Chinese rural settlements in Indonesia, other settlements in Malaysia as well. Attention paid to the more typical, urban-based still are, significant rural, agricultural communities as well. In 1930 there were nearly half a million Chinese spread over four major concentrations outside Java: east Sumatra (around Medan), West Kalimantan, Bangka-Belitung, and Riau. Indigenous sources appear to have taken little notice of rural settlements, but they give some, though scarce information. The only chronicle known of the history of an early— that is, pre-nineteenth Labang or Labang kongsi of Mandor, West Kalimantan, translated into Dutch by J.J.M. author also offers some generalizations, and discusses the role of Chinese as innovators; and written and unwritten histories (Youetta M. de Jager).


There are some 400,000 Chinese in West Kalimantan, 13 per cent of the total population. They first immigrated there over 200 years ago as laborers on Chinese-ruled enterprises, mainly as miners in the gold mines of the local sultans. They were spatially differentiated from the Malays who lived along the coast and the Dayaks who lived in the Districts. Many of them were Hakka from the border areas of southwest China, who did learn the local languages and often married Dayak women. Retaining their own author gives an interesting analysis of what ethnicity means, including such obvious, but

The architecture and nutrient absorption of early and late successional species of the types that Dayak people would encounter in choosing sites for cultivated fields. The natural forest (with typical widely distributed species) at Lempeke, Samarinda, East Kalimantan, forest dynamics and the apparent sustainability of Dayak shifting cultivation at low- to moderate-density populations, and can serve a key role in developing other forest management and conservation strategies (Dr. Youetta M. de Jager).
they have no homeland to which they can return. China has only received returning
emigrants on exceptional occasions. They are now leaving West Kalimantan for
economic reasons, generally for Jakarta. Although the Chinese population is continuing
to grow in the province as a whole, immigration from other parts of Indonesia and higher
birth rates mean that other ethnic groups are increasing more rapidly. Indonesian identity
seems to be available only to indigenous ethnic groups. As the author points out,
symbolically there is no place for the Chinese in Taman Mini Indonesia Indah (Rosmary
L. Robson-McKillop).

Someya, Yoshinichii 1996 Absolute submission to Allah, bravery and the fight for advancement:

Many forced laborers (romusha) from Java were taken by the Japanese Military
Government to what is now Sabah in Malaysia. A fair number are still alive. Their efforts
to adapt to the cultures and societies of Sabah has earned them a reputation for diligence
and good conduct. Their leaders have had a great deal of influence on them and in this
article the author presents the live history of one such leader. This man, who is a pious
Muslim, originally came from a village on the north coast of Central Java. Although he
came as a romashu, he insists this was of his own free will, thus de-emphasizing the
passive aspect of the forced labor. He is now in comfortable circumstance which he
attributes to his absolute submission to the will of Allah and, striking a more independent
line, to his own bravery and willingness to fight for advancement (journal abstract
abridged by Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).

Sukarjo, Sukrisiyono 1994 Soils in the mangrove forests of the Apar Nature Reserve, Tanah

The mangrove forest occurring in Apar Bay, Tanah Grogot, is typical of the
luxuriant mangrove forest developed in the coastal zone of East Kalimantan province.
It has been declared a nature reserve and has an estimated area of about 128,000 ha. This
mangrove forest consists mainly of pure stands of Avicennia officinalis L in the seaward
zone and Ceriops tagal (Perr.) in the landward zone, both of which grown on similar
substrates. Soil samples from pure Avicennia and Ceriops stands were analyzed in terms of
their physical and chemical properties. All soils examined were weakly acidic, high in
organic matter, and low in available phosphorus. They were also characterized by high
bulk density and moderate CEC (cation exchange capacity). The soils covered by the
dominant species of Avicennia contained less sand and more silt than those covered by
Ceriops. The results suggest that Avicennia officinalis L and Ceriops tagal (Perr.) C.B.
Robbins grow well in their present substrates, as shown by their high biomass and stand
density per hundred square meters (journal abstract).

Suryadi 1996 Tradisi lisam dalam upacara Kwangkay: punca upacara kemanan suku

The data for this article were collected in a small Benuaq Dayak village in the
kabupaten Kutai. Most of the villagers are agriculturists but the area is increasingly
being exploited for its mineral resources and logging. The kwangkay mortuary ritual
consists of three parts; upacara param api, upacara kenyau, and upacara kwangkay. The
first of these is obligatory but the latter two are only expected to be performed by those
families who are in a financial position to do so. Often the kwangkay is carried out by
two years after a death. Kwangkay takes place over 3 times 7 days. It consists of dances,
between the family and the soul of the deceased (Robson-McKillop).

Thompson, Herb and James Duggie 1996 Political economy of the forestry industry in Indonesia. Journal of

The Indonesian forestry industry has passed through two distinct stages, log exports
(1967-1979) followed by plywood (1979 to present), and is now poised on the brink of
the pulp and paper phase. It is estimated (Repetto 1988) that since 1967 Indonesians have
that the environmental costs of maintaining the present forestry policy, causing massive
deforestation, is likely to dwarf any estimated foreign exchange losses which are incurred
occasionally on the sustainable utilization of resources. It is now estimated, even by the
will be lost. This will include the ecologically rich and productive lowlands (Robson-McKillop).

Tjahjadi, Riza V. and Koensradi 1993 Fruit domestication within ex-logging concession: salak Gunung

The village of Gunung Bahagia, situated at an altitude of 8-30 m above sea level on
slopes with an incline of 15-60 degrees, founded in 1972, is part of a group of villages, in
Kalimantan. The village originated within the areas of the former logging concession
the hills area about 25 km from there to the coast.

The operation of the logging venture began in the 1960s and continued into the 1970s
without any reforestation. Thus much of the region, including Gunung Bahagia became
potentially profitable. Since 1987 the production of salak has become viable: the villages
bingsangari system, a method of multiple-crop cultivation with rice cultivation as the
basis. The salak cultivated originates from three varieties and are called salak Tarakan-Sulawesi
by the villagers. The author discusses in detail the cultivation, methods of
This paper is an analysis of the new types of poultry farms which apply modern technology in their breeding, housing, feed and feeding, management and prevention of disease. The birds they raise are known as ayam buras and are native to the area, having been bred since time immemorial in the villages. The farmers are drawn from the corps of transmigrants who were selected to provide information on the raising of native fowl in response by farmers to technological innovations and the relationship to income generation. Farmers' incomes definitely do raise proportionally to the increase in productivity. The farmers' attitudes to innovations are encouraged through guidance and the participation in farmer groups (Dr. Rosemary L. Robson-McKillop).


This dissertation is an analysis of circular labor migration and its effect on subsistence agriculture among the Iban of West Kalimantan, Indonesia. Based on lengthy field research, it focuses on the intersection of Iban economy, demography, and social labor exchange system, the role of women in farming and in Iban society generally, and the nature of forest-fallow farming.

In this remote area of Indonesian Borneo, Iban subsistence revolves around the cultivation of rice in hill, floodplain, and swamp swiddens. Hill swiddens, cut from long-rubber, supplements subsistence farming. However, the lack of good prices and local markets for cash crops results in high frequencies of male wage-labor migration.

Circular labor migration refers to a pattern in which people stay, work away from home but return after months or years. Among these Iban men, it is largely international, and the currencies more stable, and men's earnings can be quite substantial by Indonesian and schooling for children and younger siblings.

Chronic male absence negatively affects the home community in a number of ways, as this study shows, women are more involved in agriculture regardless of the presence of sufficient rice for itself. Likewise, male absence does not lead to male-poor households in poorer yields. Farmers that account for this situation include the widespread use of chainsaws in felling forest for farming, a functioning labor exchange system, household structure and composition, and women's control of their reproduction.

Hunting by Iban forest farmers in West Kalimantan, Indonesia is an important part of their subsistence economy, and as such became a focus of study as part of a conservation project in the Danau Sentarum Wildlife Reserve. In this paper, we examine Iban hunting of non-human primates with comparison to other large mammals. We analyze rates of encounter and capture, comparing encounters, hunting trips, and animal numbers. Information on habitats hunted shows the importance of secondary and old growth forest. Also examined are Iban attitudes, game preferences, and taboos. The significance of these findings is discussed with regard to the threats to wildlife from increases in the use of shotguns, human population, and habitat destruction, showing that conservation may be aided by promoting or enhancing certain aspects of the traditional Iban agroforestry system.
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